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ABYSSINIA. Expedition to. 2 vole. and maps. 1870. Half Morocco,
£5 5,. Cloth, .£4. -1.s.
ACCOUNTS. ARMY. See FINANCIAL lNl'iTl:VCTTON8,
AFRICA, Notes on the G~•ology of Co11titJE11tt of. 19Ur.. ls. (2,. Sd,)
ALDERSHOT COMMAND. SL'.lwling OnlL•r:J fnr l'.1:!1. 1i.1. (·b. !.Id.)
ALLOWANCES. ARMY. Hegulatious. W14. (l(tpri,ittdl918.) 9d. (9d.)
Ditto. Aiut,ndmt•nts, April. Hl~l. ld, (2d.)
Set:. a{ao 1"IELD ALLOWANC~, PAY 01' 0J"F1CF:lt~, and

S1:P.\UATIO:i

ALLOW.A)ITE,

AMHARIC LANGUAGE. Short Manna! ot the. Witb Voc•.abnlary. l!.110. 5,.

l••-)
AMMUNITION FOR Q.F. 4·5-INCH HOWITZER, Notes on. 4th
Editiun, lH:!U, ( Wit!, DiogramJ1.) l$. (11d.)
ANIMAL MANAGEMENT. l!.108. (Rrpri,itr.d 1918.) 2a. (11. 9d.)
ANIMAL MANAGEMENT, &c. Catechism of. ld. (:?d.)
Sec a{sQ Boni-E.'-.
ANTI-AIRCRAFT DEFENCE (Part I, Gr,•nu<l t'nits). llauual of. 19:!:!.
(ProYisioual). la. (1.,,)
ARABIC GRAMMAR. Two parts. 1887. (Sold to O/fact,f', Oftly.) 10,.
(10,. Sd.)
ARMOURED CAB. TB.AIMING. Training and War (Provisional). 1921.
la. 6d. (U. bd.)
ARMOURERS. lnstructiona for:-

Cttre(,:r~,:~~.'~. ~~~,\~i:ri;I'
mr•nt~.

1!-ll 6),

2.<1. 6d.

.A1l,l,'ll<hm1, ,Tan. HllS.

!:;;
off u7c~:!~H~r~1•t. 11 ('it:~~;h~i£"~i~;1P_::::~~
(2-', ld.)
Ca.re awl revair 0£ Rifl,•R, A!agaziu,•, •303-itich

]'attPrn. 1914. ld. (:!.d.)
Atlii.-1Hlum, Aug. 1921. Jd. (2d.)

ARMY ENTRANCE REGULATIONS.
(H lb250)T

.

See EDtra.nce.

._.. lk (111. 9d.)
rw of u.,- Army,""Ll,t.) (Poo~e, t,.)
for Admisoioa.
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M/LJTARY BOOKS, publUh«l by .4.uthority-oontinued.

(As to price ■ in brackets, ■ ee top of pa11re 2.)
ARTILLERY STORE ACCOUNTS AND THE CARE AND PRB•
SElll'A'l'IUN OF E<;Ull'MEN'l' O~' HOYA[, AU'l'ILLEHY, HORSE,
JtlELD, A.ND Ht:AVY llA'l".rl!;RlES. Notes on, Sept. 1914. 6d. (Gd.)
ARTILLERY TRAINING. Vol. I. tn2U. Drill (Provisional). :?,. (h. 9d.)
Vol. 11. IH:W; Guunery(rrovi:.:iioual). ls. Gd. (la. 5d~): Vol. Ill. 19:n.
Orgn.uizntion aud Emplo)'JUPnt of Artill('ry iu War. lt. Gd. (h. 6d.)
AUSTRIA. CAMPAIGN OF 1866 AGAINST. Ste GERMANY,
BALLISTICS. Hanrlbook of (tra,ulatedjrom, tltt 2nd C-rerman editio1i):Vol. I. Exterior Ballistics. :-:0.1. ('23s. 3d.)
BARRACKS. Oa.re of. lnstruotion in. 1901. 9d. (7d.)
BASHFORTH OBRONOGRAPB. Experiments with, to determine the
re:;iat&nce of the &ir to the motion of projectiles, Report on. 1870. lt.
(ls. ld.)
BERMUDA MILITIA ARTILLERY. Regulations, 1914. 9d. (9d.)
BICYCLES. (rct.bJ.) Military. Handbook on. 1922. ld. (1}d.)
BOUNTY TO SOLDIERS. See FIELD ALLOWANCE.
BRITISH MINOR BXPBDITIONS, 1746 to 1814. 1884. 21. 6d.
(2,. 2d.)
CADET LIST. } See TERRITORU.L FORCE.
CADET UNITS.
CADETS OF THE SENIOR AND JUNIOR DIVISIONS, OFFICERS
'l'RAINING CORPS. Report on the Examination for Certificatee "A"
and "B'' hold inNov. l!:120. ls. 6d. (la. 4d.)
CAPE OF GOOD HOPE Rticonnaissance Survey, 1903-1911.
Report
on the. ls. 6d. (l.!. ld.)
CASUALTY LISTS, WAR OFFICE AND AIR MINISTRY
WEEKLY, Aug.7.1917, to March 4, Hl19. Each 3d. (4d.)
CAVALRY. Teclmical Operations; Cavalry in an Arruy; Cavalry in Be.ttle.
'l'ranshl.ted from the l'~rench of Captain Loir, XX Army Oorps Staff. With
a Preface by General Langlois. With Maps. 3s. 6d. (3s. 2d.)
CAVALRY OF THE LINE. PEACE ORGANIZATION OF THE i
and Arran)?ements for Mobi!izA.tion coneequent on the eeta.bliahment of
Cavalry Dt1pOts. (Special A.O., July 19, 1909). ld. (2d.)
CAVALRY TRAINING.
Vol. I, Hl:21. Provisional. 2a. (la. 7d.)
Vol. II, 1920. Provisional. 9d. (Sd.) See also ITALIAN CAVALRY.
CEREMONIAL. 1912. (Reprinted 1919). 6d. (7d.)
DJtto. l1roviaioual Amendmtmts, June 1914.
(With Platea a11d Key.)
(Reprinted 1919). 'l.d. (3d,)
CHEMISTRY. PRAOTIOAL. Quantitative and Qualitative. A Oonrse
of. 1\.lH. 5s. (4s. 2d.)
CHEMIST3 OF THE RESEARCH DEPARTMENT.
Rules an<l
Regnla.tions specially relating to. 1913. lrl. (2d.)
CHIROPODY. .Manual of. '2d. (4d.)
CLOTHING AND NECESSARIES (including Material ■).
Priced
Vocabulary of. 1920. Provisional. ls. (lld.)
Ditto. Amendment.a, Jan., April, Aug., Nov. 1916 i Feb., April, Dec. 1917;
March, Nov. 1918; Jan., Nov. 19H). Efll'i; ld. (l!d,); Jan. H>:W.

i~pt. g~t ~t m.); ::b. 1~;1d.)id.M(~~r921.

CLOTHING Regula.tiona:Part I. He;;ular Forces.
191:!.

le/.

Apl'il 1922.

la.

(ll{d.)

2d.

Amendments, Aug.

(_l½d.)

Part Il. Spechl Rt"lierve. HJ14. 3d. ([id.)
COLCHESTER GARRISON. Standing Orders.

pd.).

1913. 9d. (9d.)

.6f/LITA.Rr BOOKS, puhlulr~d t,y Aut.6ority-oontinued.
(Aa to pricea in bracket•, aee top

ot pawe 2.)

COJIIKANDS, Military, aud Staff io the United Kingdom. Reorganization
of. (8vel'ial A.O .• Ja1J. 6. 1!-90!>, '"ith •lteratioua to dattJ. lasued with
Specfal A.O., Nov. 11, 1907) 3d. (.id.)
COMPANY TRAINING. 'IS ·,r~s n.
•r tl1a use of thcSoecial Heserve, Territorial f,ncc,aud newly ra1s.:d '[nits · 1 Ji l{e~'11larA.my bt·1,t. Et 14. lJ. (:!d.)
CONSTITUTION. 'l'HE GEltMAN. (Edi~.mt witl11•ut .\'ute1). 1!1:W. Gil.
(Xd.)
COOKING AND DIETARY. ,1auu:-tl c.,f )lilitary, ltl18. lid. (7d.)
CO-ORDINATION OF VOLUNI'ARY EFFORT re.rnlliug from tlie
furma.ti,rn of tlm D.U-. V.CJ. ilt!J'artIUt'nt. A N,itiou:il Hclierne of:A1•rcudiees 111 and IV. A Detailed Ht-port of tlrn Work of tlu~ li.ecog-

(r1i:it~~,,;;s~/i:~~;~mb1re~7;~~r.·~::(.,Jb;l'
};i) .·lppe,ulil"'~ I awl II, 1ea,
p11UUlu:iaJ Cw1l 173] <;/St'ss1011 l'.•l!I, l'rke '2d. (:)d.))
COST ACCOUNTING SCHEME l!'OR 1919-20. Provisional lm1tructione relatiligto. !'art 1.-For the ~uid:,.uc._, Jf 81 ,ff, R1:1girueutal and Departmt1ntal OHicertJ at Home8t..1.tfons. 3d. (6d.)
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION.
Di··).

fittr-.
D.t ~.

1~22-23. Sd. (~d.)
E 11 l'.'llwD • .-\pr,J Pl.':?. ],/, O½d,)
.\ ·1,lweut, .\ t.,.bhy l\l~J. Id. tl~,J.)
r ur,,IPUtcnt.
\.rm, i:-:1 }io,,J of 11)::?:ien,.
I. u,:,:l w lb ,1r u (_ r,11 r [OJ July
l~:?:! 1d. 'J 1 d.)

OREWS OF WAR DEPAR'l:MENT VESSELS AND BOATS AT
HOME S1'A'l'IONS.
Rtigulatious for the Appointment, Pay, and
Promotion of. 1911. -.!d. (2d.)
CYCLIST TRAINING. HH7. Provision&l. 6d. (t)d.); Awendwcnts, Aug.
ins. 1,1. c2.i.J
DEMOBILIZATION. ARMY. Regulatiotis:Pa.rt I.
With Diagram sh,ndug M1.•thn,l of Di~pns1l ; and Map of Dit1pnsal
Stations a.n,i lre,vi in tl,r> TTnitt1d Kingdom. ls. OJ. (ls. Od.)
!'art II. \Vith l'lzm of Hutrneut. Linf'S showiug snggi:'t_;ted A11propria.tiou
of B11ihliugs for use as a Dis1wrsa! F-tation; aml )la1, of Dis•
penal Stations and Are~s iu the United Kingdom. 6d. (7d.)
Part 111.
Ditto. Ch1p. XXIV. Labour Units, 2d. (2½d.)
Ditto, Chap. XXV., Part 1. l>i'>per. tl 01 Uttkere of tl1e Anuy CLaplain'e Devartment. l1L (ljd.)
Ditto. Chap. XX V., Part 2. Or,lu:rnee Serv'.ces '2d. (.?}d,)

t?:!~:
~t~t:
i~~h. ~~i!~fs·.c·aJd·<D\2)f')
Ditto.
Chap. XXXII. The Volunteer Force. 2d.

(2~d.)
Ditto.
Chap. XXXIII. British West lndit>s Coutiugeuts.
AJrten<la to Ohap. V. ~pecial Re,gistration. l1L (l~d.)

".!d,

(2½d,)

Amendments:-

Nos. 3 tu 25. E11.ch ld. (!U.)
To Parts I auJ II. ld. (2rl.J
DENTAL CORPS. Standing Orders for the Army. 1922. .Provisional.
2d. (2½d-)
DESPATCHES, MILITARY. &e War uf l!•H--18.
Dl8A.11LED AND DISCHARGED SOLDIERS IN FRANOE. 'l'he
'l'ra.iuiug and 'l'rea.tmPnt of. Report by Sir Il1111ry Normau, B:1~·t._. ALP.,
Li&iaou Officer uf tbe Minil,try of Muuitions to the French lhnistry of
Inventions. 4d. (5d.)
DI8BASE8, JIIEDICAL, IN THE TROPICAL A.ND SUB:TROPIOAL
WAR AREAS. Mewon.nda. on. 191~. ( With Plat~,. JJ,a9ram1, Je::tfigu...., ••d f•du).
(O.t of pr,nt)

MIL1TAR1 BOOKS, publi,htd by Authority-continued.
(A• to price■ in brackets, see top of P&S'e 2.)

DRAINAGE MANUAL.
For the use of Royal Engin~or Officers,
and other persou~ 1 employ,'.d ou . the Coustrnction aud, )..la.1.utenq,.~ce of
Drainage ,vo1·ks rn com1ect1ou with \Var Di-J.1RTtntt.·11t 1,111ldrngr1 rn tbo
United Kingdom or in i.imilarolim:i.ks. 19jl, (/{lustruted.) 5.:<. (.J.'!. 2d.)

DRAWING PLATES.

ltilitary,At.tack of .LJufor's Oooutenuines or 2Pd pla.!e oi Al iuee; Garuot'e. F~ret
Rystem; Detached Forte; Gout"l.,ah•rl Delen""s, 1, Z, 3, 4; rnntmg
Plate, A, B, C, &c. ; Dtitail l'kUl, l\o. 1; Du. No. 'l; Ntiighbourhood of
Woolwich · VillMl;'e a.nd Surruuuding Ground. Eit.eb 2d. (2d.)
Attack of Forlre8s-Prelimiuary Orrations; Do., Di1,tirnt Attack j Do.,
Oloee Attack; Neighbourboou o )lot1.. BM.cb 3d. (3(L)
Neighbourhood of Woolwl!'b. Southern Side. h. 6d. (ls. 3d.)
Wood& and Vills.gei;. 6 plates. Eaeh 6d. (5d.)
DRILL BOOK. R.A.S.O. (Issued with A.O. for (lctobel', 1\1:!0.) 3d. (3d.)
DYNAMICS, Not(;s on. 1~08. 2n<l Bilitiou. 3s. \3•, Hrl.)
EDUCATION. IMPERIAL OONFERENOE. Convem.•d June 11 and 12,
1919, by the Chief of the Imperial Gt-neral };faff. 6d, (7d.)
EDUOATIONAL TRAINING. Part I. Geueral Priuciples. :!d. (3d.)
EGYPT. BRITISH FORGE IN. Standing Orders. 1912. ls. (llll.)
EGYPT. CAMPAIGN OF 1882 IN. Milita.ry History, Wit.b <'.a.se
of Maps. Condensed Edition. 1908. 3,. 6d. (2s. lVJ.)
EGYPTIAN EXPEDITIONARY FORCE.
A. brief r!:!cord of the
Advance of the. 1919. 6s, (5s. ld.)
ELECTRICAL COM.MUNIOA.TIONS. FIXED. Instructions atJ to.
1912. (Reprinted, with Amendments, 191t>). 4d. (5d,)
ELECTRICITY. Notes on. W20. 3s. (2s. 6d.)

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER WORK OF THE GERMAN
ARMY. Notes on. 1920. ls. 6d. (ls. ,ld~)
ELECTRIC .LIGHT APPARATUS. DEFENCE. Instructions for the
\Vorking of. 1915. ld. (2d.)
ELECTRIC LIGHTING. Military, Vol. I. 1.,. (lld,); Vol. II. 1009
(Repriuted, with Amendments, 1915). 1,. 6d. (h.4d.); Vol. III. la. (lld.)
ENCOUNTER. THE BATTLE OF. By Hans von Kiesling. Part I.
Practical. Translated, la. 6d. (b. 6-l.)
ENERGY EXPENDITURE OF THE INFANTRY RECRUIT IN
TRAINING. The. 1920. 3,. (2,. Gd.)
ENGINEER SERVICES Regulations. Peace:Part I. 1910. (Reprinted, with Amendwents publis11ed up to May 1, 1915).
ls.

(ls.;

Ditto. .Amendments, July 1922. ld. (l{d.)
Part II. 1911. 'l'ec}Jlltcal 'l'reatises, (H ... printed, with Amendments, to
ltay 1. 1915} 9d. (8d.1
Ditto. 1920, Technical 'l'reatises. 4d. (iJd.)
.ENGINEER TRAINING. 192'2. I'rovi:-ional. 9tl. (9d.)
ENGINEERING. }'ield. .hlauual (1f. U:111. 9d, (9d.)
ENGINEERING. Military :Part I.
Field Defences. 1908, h. 6d. (ls. 6d.)
Part II.
Attack and Defence of Fortressei,. 1910. 9d. (lld.)
Part III. :Bridging. 19tl. --3.t. 6d. (2s. 9d.)
Part Illa. Military Bridging.-General Principles a.uJ Mnterials.
1918.
1,. (lld.); Index. Id. (2J.)
Part lllb. Di_tt?--Bridgea. ~~14. (Reprinted 19Ht) 2s. (18. lOd.)
Pa.rt IV. Mtnrng ~odD~molttions. 1910. (Reprinted, 1910, with Amend1}11
ld.)

PartmV~ts ~i!!:1~a::~~:~ve}9u:'·

Part VI. Military llallway,.

1898.

~"?.,.

(Out of P""')
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ENTRANCE. ARMY. Regnlation1:H.M. Ae11.llemy. Ad.mission to, and for First Appointments tberefrom to
the lioyitl Artillery a.nd Roya] Engineers. lfl:lO. 2d, (3ll)
H.M . nullt•g;,. Admisi-iuu hl, n.ud for }~init An,omtmeots tbndrorn to the
ltegular Army. Provisional. l!l'.!O. 3d. (4d.)
Milir~ry 1''on•N· of the Self-goveruio;; Dumiui,m i,.ud t, ruwn Cul,mit:s,
Pfli<!crs 01 t!,C'. l'.112. ld. (2d.)
Militi1t. Bud hupflrfal Ye,.,,uaury. Uiticen• of. 1907. ld. (:.!'.L)
Royal Army Vtitt-rinary U.:irps. Hegulatious for ,\druiSRiun to the. ltl. (2d.)
t,pedal Ueeerve of Offl~Ms. Ma.lta Militia, Bermnda Militia, Ohannel lelanda
llili.tia, and 'l\•rritorial Fo~(.', Uffieers of the. rn:.!O. ld. (lcL)
Univenity ea.udi,fa.tes. Provhdonal. 1920. ld. (2d.)
W~rr,mt Otlicers aud !\.O.Os. of the Regular Anuy. Cumbat:rnt Oom111i,,,11in1111 aM ~10,•,>111l Lii:utenauts, 1H14.
Provisionn.1.
( Und~ 1·et'i1fon)
Stuff Cull, D" LL'·,wLc rky, ld. (2d.)
Rte also lfE1,1cAI, Uonn~.
EQUIPMBNT. INFANTRY. P,1,Ueru ln08 Web. 1!113. ~d. (-!d.)
See also YALI-.E EQnP:-.t&...,..T.

:EQUIPMBNT R~gnlati,ms :Part 1. Hll:!. (Repriut,:,d. with A.mP1Hinw11tti puhli::.11 ,.,l iu Army Ordt-rs
1p to Aug. 31. 1~1-t). lJ_ (Lt.)
Part:.!. DubilsBect.

I. Jnfontry (Regnlar .\rmy). 1~13. "ReprintM, with Amendments 1mt.llshed in
Army Or..\ns up to lJee, 1 1. H+Hi1. tkl. \d.)
111. Mounte,l Jora11try 191~. 6d. (OJ,)
II. C1m~lr:v 1llt-gular Armr). 1914. :_,,l. (00.)
111. A1my St-r\"lce C,}rj>8 (l<e~ular Army). 1111_3.
{H~priute,I. with Amendments

V.VJ.-IX.
Jfo_f:1b~;~;!
;J"!~r~fJ~~~:\\~~!fa~A~~1~~.').l\l~i "-1. 61d._ (6(tJ.)
H.:U . .Aca,lemy; H.'\I. anrl Staff Colle~t·a ; Garrison t:-taff 11.nd Schools of
lll!!Trnd.iH1; ~lllitary Prisens, Dcte11tiou BarrRcks •rnrl Milit.1.ry Pro,·ost. BI.aft'
Corps. (He1t:ular Army.) Hll-l, ;>d (&/.)
8n~i11C('r. Ueueral. l<'ortrf'fis, Sun-Py. J!nilwa:-,·, and De1•H tTnits. Peace ant\
War. (ltq~ul•r Army.) Hll·I,
'ld. (4.d.)
Xb. Fidd Troop <H~i11lr.r Ar111y). 1:n::. :M. (M,.l
Xd. Dhi~inna! Si:,:ual Com~»my (Rc~•liar ,\rmy). l\~14. 2d. (Jd,)
X11. :::ilg1111I l"vmp.1ny (Wirr•l,:s;;J, H~ular A1my), HU:!. 2,L. (:'Id.)

Xll,

~- ~i·~~·.~1 (~~'.~t;4~~~~c~1t\i%~!7ri~·:~;~~;>!).l}l~r· ·::l.,·(~/t·)
xt'.
X1.
Xk.
Xl,
Xt1:.

Xn,
X.l<1,
Xlb.

X1'.
:lid.
Xlt.

1

11

~ig"11al Sq11a.Jro11 (H1:>g111ar A.nnv). WU. ~•J.. (3d.)
!'-ii1111! 'lroc,1-• -,,ith Ctt.\·alry Briga,Je (l"·gula.r Army). HIJ2. :Jd. (:~l.)
81J!nal Tr,)()p with a C1.\·alry Bdga,ie ,wt llllot.trd to II Cavalry Dil'hion
rne211l,.,rArrny\. 1~14. !,f_ (:W.)
Si~11;i.l l:.,111pan.,· tSoutb Alr,ca) (lle~ular Army). Hll2. 2d, (;;J,)
llrid~ing Traiu 1HEC:11<llf' Arm~·). l~I::. ::d. (311.)
Field Squa,ll"'tm 1U:e~ullU' Army), HH-'. 2d. ,3d.)
Jione .\rtillcr~·. Q ..F. 1:,-pr. 1Re~ular Army.) 191a. 9d. (9'1.}
Fie\,! Artillery. Q.F. 18--pr. (llegularAnn_v.) l~U. \JJ, (9d.)
PieM A:-tll1t"ty. Q.F. -t·5--ln. Jloy,itzer, mejlular Army.} Hll3. (Heprinted,
9.-ith AmemhnP11tsupto.Auj!. l, 1914}. Pi. (91.)
.
H~nn·e flri~tle!l 'l\"ith 1.,,!.1'~. l~·l--'r- E,1ui1,ment. llor~e 11nrl Field Al'tlll~ry, Staff
anrl DepM.,, Hi,iiu,r F.~tabJishment. Sd10)] or (fmrnery (H•.u·se and Piehl}, and
)fountnl Hand. (Ue:;ular .Arwv., lflH. t.~J. (ljd. J
ltfotmtain :\rtillny with B.l. ;.'·j!) .neh Equipme11t. ~fountain B11.tte_r3; and
Ammunition Column. MuleTn1.11~p.1rt. (Ue~11\ar Army.) Hll4, Prot'11wnal.

ty.ft~rleon

Artillt'ry (H .. :,::11\arArrny). l~l~. :,b. IH. ,2,. ad.)
,
X:llb. Hoval Gotrri~on Artillery, ~it>te Artil!ny, :\f.,\'ahlio ArmamPot. 11.11d 1.lachme
Guns 111 Armanient11. 191;;, J;; (h.) Amen,ln11·11ts, ,\ug. ml-I. Id. (~d.).

x:na.

n~:!-~-· .~r~1i10\~:

Xllc.
h\~\11-pr. (RP~u!11r .\rm\·). l!•I::, \¼/, (!Id.)
11r11n. Ami.•11,imentf:, Julv !!;Ill. ld. ,~if.)
XI\". c·avlllry S(•bool, Xo>thPnn-on iHi>p;uhtr Anutl, l\114, ~d. (3d.}
.X,\,'.
Ca111t-J l·,n1,a Sdmol, t,;gyl•! (l.t'l,(lllar Army). l~H. 2d. (M)
XVI. Speeial HP1wn·r1. l~t:1. -td. 15d.f
Xfll. Ufflce,·a Traiulni,-: t.'orps. 191!1. Jd. /:J,f,)
Pnctle.,. HMtr-erlr, an<1 Drill Uuns (Fhe,1 ~lunntingl!I) oft.he Ro_v11.I OarriAon Artillery.
(Part 2. 8et.:tion• XIl11 au,t X'f'l. and 1'1ut 3.)
l\}jJY, Ii, t:lli. (II, ,Id.)

Pm S.

'l'erritorial Faroe.

l\lH.

6d.

(GJ.)

MILITARY BOOKB,pvblilMd by Avthority-«>nllnued.
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price ■
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Equipment Regula.tions-continued.
Part 3. Details:Seo. IX. Artillery. 1912.
(Out oj pdnt)
Ditt-0. Amendments, April 1912i Feb. 1914. Each Id. (ld.)
Sec. X. Engiutjer. 1912. 3d. (4d.)
Amendments to .Pa.rt 1. Feb. 1916; June, 1921. Each ld. (2d.)

!::::::!!! !~ i:~!s\, [e:~·i:.ly ~:~. i;;f;_s),1!ug(2

~~4.

Amendments to Parts 1, 2, and 3.
2
Ame!~e!f~ t~31.~rt8

Eaoh Id. (2d.)

March, July l!Jl3 i April, Aug. 1914 i

;~t:! ~vif' cd~~?s

Training Corps) Feb. 1920.
ld. (2d.)
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M. PIPE
N. PIPE
0. PIPE
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139

WATER AND GAS PIPING

K. BRITISH STANDARD PIPE THREADS-SCHEDULE
L{i). CAST·IRON PIPES-STRAIGHT SPIGOT AND
L(ii).
L(iii).

8fl-91

SCREWING ....

PLAIN

142
142
143
144
150

CARRYING

151

TRENCIDNG

151

P.

UNIT OF TUBE FITTINGS FOR

Q.

RANGE OF VELOCITIES-RECIPROCATING PUMPS

10

MILES OF TUBING

158
174

R.

SHOWING IN FEE'.r THE HEAD OF WATER CONSUMED BY FRICTION IN E.1.0B
100 FEET LENGTH OF :PIPE
178-181

8.

CONVERSION TABLE-SHOWING LB, OF CHLORINE :PER HOUR

T.

REMOVAL OF COPPER, LEAD, MERCURY, AND ZINC ....

U(i).
U(ii),

V.

REMOVAL OF ARSENIC
REMOVAL OF ARSENIC

REMOVAL OF OrANIDES

199
217
217
218
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SUPPLY.
PART !.-WATER SUPPLY WITH THE
FIELD ARMY.
CHAPTER I.

ORGANIZATION.
I. Character of the work.
I. 'l'lie Royal Engineers are responsible for the supply and distribution
( except by road transport) of water for all purposes to all arms and departments of an army in the field. Occasions may arise on active service
where-units will find and supply themselves with water.
The Royal Engineers jointly with the R.A.M.C. are further responsible
for the purity of all water supplied to the troops, and for assistance in this
respect specially qualified personnel will be allotted to certain engineer
units.
'l'he purity of the water obtained under regimental arrangements is
the responsibility of the regimental authorities, assisted by medical officers
,ind special sanitary personnel.
When special engineer work is undertaken in connection with water
supply, the Royal Engineers are responsible for the whole of the work
required, including arrangements for the testing of the water (see Sec. 69,
para. 5, and Sec. 74, para. 9) by experts and the installation and operation
of the necessary purification plant ; the Royal Engineers are not responsible for the purity of the water once it has left the installations maintained
by them.
It is the duty of the R.A.M.C. to test the water supplied for the use
of the army frequently and to make recommendations accordingly.
2. In the planning of a campaign, although at first sight it may •]:'pear
that field operations will have to be confined to tracts adJacent_ to nYers,
further investigation will usually show that water can be obtamed from
subterranean sources, transported from a distance by road, rail, or
barge, or pumped through a pipe-line. The facilities offered bJ'. modern
water engineering practice may thus have a very direct mfluence
on the success of military operations, especially in tropical and waterle~s
countries, or where exceptional concentraticns of troops and ammals m
a limited area are required.
3. The amount and character of the water supply work that can be
carried ont in the field depend entirely on the conditions of the campaign,
the degree of mobility of the forces to be provided for, and the hydrology
of the country occupied.

l:l

~- (icnernl principles can be laid clown, _but methods and _practice must
vary. 'l'hough, during mobile warfare, httlc_ tune 1s avail able fo~ !he
execution of waten,~orks other than the rapid dev<'lor1nent ~f ex1stmg
resources, the n10vement of troops may be held up until 1mffic1ent water

for their needs is produced.
5. " . ate1works prnctiee at the Base camps and at fixed camps on the
L. of C. will approximate to peace_-time_ meth_ods. T_he wor_k undertaken
by the field army may come into hne with this practice durmg J>enods of
position warfare, but wi lJ become_ more rudnnentary and more lnmted to
bare essentials as the war of posit10n changes to that of movement,,
6. Water engineering in the field is essentialJy a compromise between
what is desirable and what is absolutely necessary. It must be remembered
that a better and more efficient sen~ce of distribution will result in a
higher standard of health of the troops and less wastage of man-power.
7. Jn the field the difficulties usually experienced are either that there
is an absolute shortage of water, or that avai lable supplies are highl y
contaminated and require purificat.ion. In some c-ases supplies may be
both scarce and bad.
Water supp!y ,rnrk involves t he supply and distribution of:(a) Potable or drinking water for troops.
(M VVater for animals, ablution water, water for loeomotiYes and steam
engines, &c.
(a) must be safe to drink, while (b) need not Le so.
In so me cases a common supply uteets iwth requiremeu1s: and in s uch

cases t.he difficulty is 11sua1Jy that of obtaining water in suffi cient quantit)··
ln others, surface water may be plentifnl h1Jt often polluted, and here the
distribution of a safe potable water presents the more difficult problem.
f<. In compiling a manual of instrnction of this kind for military purposes, the chief difficulty is that nf keeping the boo_k within reasonable
dimensions. The reader must therefore realize that the objects with

,yhirh this manual llns been produced are:(n) To set forth the basic principles involved.
(b) 'l'o give detailed information regarding the particular Yarieties of

water engineering practice obtaining in the field.
For training purposes students must not hesitate to consult
the standard text-books covering the various branches of the
subject.
'l'he complete conception and execution of a water supply scheme in
peace-time calls for the expert direction of a constructional engineer,
a mechanical engineer, a water chemist, a bacteriologi st, and a geologist.
The field water engineer, though recognizing the limitations of his own
knowledge in these particular branches, must yet be sufficiently in touch
with them to appreciate properly the information supplied by experts,
or m default of such skilled advice, to carry through the scheme hin1self.
In the arrangement of the subsequent chapters 0f Pa,-t I of tliis
1n.anual, the general case has been assumed oI an army tir:--t landing at a
base port and then engaged in purely moLile warfare. ·It is then assumed
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that a period of position warfare ensues, followed by a deliheratc attack
and successful advance.
It is nece_ssary, however, to r_ead each chapter in conjllllction with the
!cmamder, since ao many var1et1es of com.hhons ma.yoccur: ead1 rnerrring
lllt-0 the other.
-

2. Special lcch11ical staff.
1. 'l'he provision of water for the enormous concentrations of truops

,md_ horses occurring in modern. warfare will usually demand a special
cng,n~er orgamzat10n. The details of and methods to be adopted by this
orgamzat10n must be settled accordmg to the hydrological conditions of
the country encolllltered.
The e~gincer organization formed for this purpose must be solely
concerned with water supply work. It will carry out all work required in
the development of supplies, and be responsible for the purity of the water
up to the time it reaches the consumer; it will control all methods of
distribution that may be adopted, such as transport b)' motor lorry, &c.
Water supply practice in the field is governed to such a great extent
by natural hydrological conditions, that it is only by a specialized application of personnel and material that really efficient results can be obtained.
'fhe development of a working system requires the establishment of a
standard practice, and this can beJt be secured by unified control of
specialized personnel definitely allotted for water supply work.
2. While this principle is extremely important, it must be remembered
that it is impossible to maintain and employ in peace-time a special water
supply organization. When it is apparent that important water supply
operations are likely to be required for a campaign, the requisite organization must be worked out. This mtLst be clone on broad and far-seeing
lines; an adequate and competent executive staff must be appointed, and
efficient personnel and materiel provided. Although in sma ll campaigns
the amollllt of water supply work required may not initially appear to
justify the development of a special water supply organization, the situation
must be carefully watched so that operations may not be hindered by lack
of it at some later date. Under some conditicns, indeed, it may be necessary to devote almost the whole of the available engineers to water supply
work, when the units concerned are virtually converted into water supply
tmits.

3. 'fhe organization of the office of an Engineer-in-chief with a force
in the field provides for a chief water engineer's branch to deal with the
general technical control of all water supply work, both for the field army
and on the L of C · and attached to the staff of the C.E. of each army,
and L. of C., and o'r' the C.E. of each corps there will be a water engineer
specially qualified to assist the C.E. in the design and supervision _of water
engineering work. 'l'hese officers will assist the C.R.Es. of d1vis10ns a~d
districts with their technical advice, and, where mrcumstances reqmre it,
a field engineer may be posted to the staff of the C.R.E. specially to deal
with water engineering work.
,
.
All work in ronnec-ti,,11 with ,mtcr suppl_r will 1,,, under the technical
control of the E.-in-C., C.Es., and C.R.Es., in the same way as other
0

engineering work.
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The provision of ~echanical plant for pu11;ping and well-b?rin? comes
under the chief electrical and mechamcal engmeer on the E.-m-0 s. staff
and the army and corps electrical and mechanical engineers.
4. A close and consistent liaison is requisite between the water engineers
and electro-mechanical engineers employed on water supply. The dividing line of respons1b1lity will normally lie at the delivery connection of the
pnmp with the pipe-line.
In many cases, however, it may be advisable to orgamze water supply
units self-contained as regards mechanical personnel. lt is essential, therefore, that officers appointed as water engineers should have had mechanical
experience.

When specialist water supply units are formed for employment with
the field army, they must be regarded as combatant field units, and armed
and equipped accordingly, so that their services as such may be instantly
available when and where required. It would be useless to form specialist
water supply units for work with the field army if their degree of mobility
is not equal to that of the force. When roads are available, the transport
will consist mainly of motor vehicles.
5. The technical personnel employed on water supply must work in
complete harmony with the remainder of the army in order to achieve the
intentions of the commander. It will be the business of the water engineers
of forn1ations, under their respective engineer commanders, not only to

carry out work definitely ordered, but to put forward suggestions for the
most efficient employment of the units allotted for water supply work.
To this encl, water engineers of formations must be in close touch \\~th the
military situation, and should have prior information as to impending
developments, so that the water supply policy may he framed accordingly.
The administrative staff must be kept posted by the engineer staff as
to the progress of water supply development. Area maps showing where
water can he obtained (not technical plans) must be prepared as occasion
demands for distribution, through the administrative staff, to units.
6. The foregoing remarks apply more particularly to circumstances in
which a considerable amount of water supply work is required, as would
be the case during the preparations for and du.ring the advance of armies
on the continental scale, or when operations are jn progreps in a waterle~s
country. When, however, the number of troops engaged is small, water
supply work "·ill have to be clone by all engineer units as part of then·
regular duties, and a specialized organization may not be necessary or
possible.
During mobile warfare on a large scale subsequent to a period in which
special water supply units have been engaged, a unit may have to be
split np into small sections for work with the more scattered bodies of
troo~s, and its organization should allow of this being done, while its
mob1hty must be equal to that of other engineer units engaged. Su<'h
detach1ucnts would, of course, be under the engineer commander of the
formation to which they are attachcrl, a.nil, if there was insufficient water
supply work to keep them employed, they would be used for other duties.
With this end in view, the personnel of all water supply units should receiYe
a general training in field engineering.
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3. Organi,atwn of irater •'-'pply w,its.
l. No definite war establishments are or can be laid down for the
various units which may be needed, since the British Army may be required
to fight in any part of the world, and, as has already been pointed out,
everything depends on the conditions of the campaign.
The organization provided must be flexible to meet the varying "roup
iug of troops and changes of terrain.
"
The personnel who are to carry out the work must,of course., be organized
in tmits, and the units must be self-contained, of a sufficient degree of
mobility, and large enough to work economically. They must, however,
not be so large as to prejudice the flexibility of the whole organization.
2. During the Great War, field companies, R.E., working in Egypt
were placed on a camel transport basis, and organized and equipped
so as to specialize on water supply. A field company was organized to
provide twelve well units (see Sec. 5, para. 7). Each of these detachments
carried L. and F. pumps, water-troughs, and a waterproof tank to store
water, also tools to dig shallow wells and material with which to line them.
An officer of the R.A.M.C. was attached to each company to test the quality
and salinity of the water supplies developed. This example is given to
illustrate the u~cessity for a broad-minded adaptation of existing establishments to meet special conditions.
3. As a general rule, army troops companies and field companies
will carry out water supply work as part of their normal duties, but in
iarge operations specialist water supply units may be necessary.
The following varieties of the latter may be required:(a) \Vater supply companies, R.E., for general water supphwork.
(b) Mobile lorry or barge purification units, R.E., for installing
and operating purification plant.
(c) Water control units, R.E., for the provision of turncocks. &c.,
and for police duty at water points. Their personnel are
mainlr unskilled.
(d) Water transport companies, M.T., R.E., or R.A.S.C.,
for the distribution of water by rail, road, or canal.
(e) Well-boring sections, R.E., for bore-hole work.
4. '£he establishment of equipment must be worked out for each unit
at the same time as that for its personnel. No opportumty should be lost
of subsequently revising this equipment in the light of experience ..
As the campaign proceeds, it may be necessary to revise the e_qmpmrnt
of other units in respect of water supply stores. For exa~1ple, 1t may be
advisable to equip field companies with small power-<lnven pumps, if
transport can be provided.
5. The tactical situation will often necessitate the withdra"·al of labour
from one portion of the theatre of war to help another, and army and corps
water engineers must necessarily move with their fotnrn.honR. The axrnm
should, however, be accepted that units employed on w_ater supplv should
be l'laced 011 as permanent a basis as the tactical situat10n permits.
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The handing ovn· of executive control from one formation to another
will be ven· much simplified, if the following essential points are observed :(a.) F;,ll ancl complete records and plans must be maintained and kept
up to date.
(b) A standardized practice nurnt be observed throughout the force.

4. Plant, material, and J>ractice.
1. Subsequent to the opening stages of the campaign the initial war

reserves of plant and material will quickly become exhausted, and steps
must be taken to replenish them. 'l'his will be the duty of the engmeer
stores organization, but the responsible water engineers 1nust see that the

plant and material ordered from home is of a pattern suited to their
particular requirements.
An absolute standardization of piping and fittings must be insisted

upon. If plant is standardized, the provision of spare parts is very much
simplified.
Ample reserves of material must be accumulated at the base, L. of 0.,
army and corps engineer parks.
2. An adequate registration system for plant must be adopted. Various
varieties of pumping plant are described in Part II, but a broad distinction
should be made between what may be termed first aid machinery, which
can be quickly installed, and that which takes a longer time to put down.
The number of types of plant provided should be minimized as far as
possible.
3. As soon as the particular variety of practice applicable to the
country bas been determined, technical engineer instructions must be
issued from the chief water engineer's branch of the engineer-in•chief's
office, and a standardized practice ensured throughout the forrc. This
will simplify the supply of stores and expedite work. There will be many
special appliances, the designs of whirh can be standarcli,ed, and these ran
often best be turned out in large quantities in base and other factories.
4. The preparation and maintenance of water supply reconl plans is
of the greatest importance.
Plans maintained will be as follows :(a) 1/10,000 plans of all pipe systems, &c.
1/10,000 maps should be used where available; if the
1 /10,000 map does not exist, or contains too much detail,
1/10,000 outline tracings must be prepared, and record plans
made on white prints off these tracings.
(b) Isometric views, roughly to scale and dimensioned where necessary, of water points, interiors of pump-houses showing pipe
connect10ns, connect10ns to tanks, important pipe junctions, &c.

The object of these is chiefly to have a means of locatinf".
valves and fittings ; the necessary information to this enrl
must, therefore, be inserted.
(c) Large sc~le pl_ans of important pump-houses, waterworks, reservoirs,
service pipe systems, &c.
The conventional signs to be used on water supply record plans are
sl1own on PI. l,
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CHAPTER II.

WATER SUPPLY DURING MOBILE WARFARE.

5. Armngements whilst on the marcl,.
1. 'l'l1e water supply arrangements for an army entering the t.lieatre
of war begin nt the port of disembarkation or area c,/ concentration of
the force. In the initial st.ages of the campaign troops will be under
C>Lnvas, and water supply arrangements will be rudimentary. Camps will
be constructed later. In all cases, however, watering arrangements for
men and animals must be provided near by the points of concentration.
These arrangements will include standpipes for water-carts, dixie fillers
for water-bottles, and horse-troughs for horses. Sites for these should be
carefully selected, so that concentration or disembarkation will not be
impeded by troops and horses watering. When the disembarkation takes
place at a well-equipped port, the supply of water will be simple, and can
be taken from the town mains. Wh en, however, concentration takes place
,mder other circumstances, more work will be required. The water supply
work requirctl will be carried out by the advanced party of engineers,
supplemented perhaps by civil labour in a friendly country, and must be
worked out as part of the plan of campaign.
2. When a forced landing is contemplated, water supply becomes of
the first importance. Unless water is definitely known to exist on shore
in adequate quantities, arrangements must be made for a sea-borne supply
(see Sec. 8).
Parties of engineers must be told off beforehand for water supply work
on landing, and provided with adequate supplies of tools and material,.
In almost all cases an initial supply of sea-borne water will be required,
since a delay of some hours must elapse before water can be obtained even
from shallow wells. 'l'he landing troops should each carry two filled water·
bottles, and, if regimental transport allows, extra water should be carmtl
in water-carts and small receptacles such as petrol tins, &c.
3. As soon as a watering place has been opened it must be marked as
follows:i. Watering places for men (white flags).
ii. Watering places for animals (blue flags).
iii. Places where water for washing purposes may be dra"'n (red flags).
This applies to all watering arrangements carried out.
4. Water supply arrangements for troops on the march_ usually resolve
themselves int.o the supplv of water at the next haltmg place, and
an engineer officer will proceed ahead for this special duty. He
must be accompanied by personnel for testing water found, and must
be able to apply the Horrocks' test himself (see Sec. 74). He must be
accompanied by a party with a supply of red, white, a_nd _blue flags, labels
for indicating amount of chlorination required for drmking water, and a
supply of tools.

]8
On arrival at a suitable camping ground he first labels and marks with
a white flag watering places allotted for men, and then carries out as much
work as possible to improve cond1t10ns, as md1cated m subsequent sect10ns
of this chapter.
5. Supply to troops on the march can only be from _undamaged ci vii
piped supplies, independent sources such as wells, sprmgs, &c., or by
transport from the rear (see Sec. 8).
6. In countries in which surface supplies are abundant but grossly
polluted, considerable use may be made of mo~ile purification e~uipment
(see Chap. XVI) which would be spemally provided for a campaign under
such conditions.
7. When every drop of water has to be dug for, or lifted from deep
wells, the problem is one of extreme difficulty, espemally as regards ammals.
The water distribution unit of equipment for animals may be regarded
as:1 L. and F. pump, complete with hose.
1 trough, waterproof, 600 gallons (nominal, but really some 350
gallons under these conditions) . (See para. 11.)
This unit, provided too great a duty is not put on the pump, can ,rnter
with good management some 180 horses, or 54 camels, an hour. It should
be noted that only 18 camels can use a trough at one and the same time,
and each relay takes 20 minutes to water.
Each watering should be calculated as for 2 hours. Therefore , each
brigade group requires a minimum of 5 units, and the divisional H.Q.
group requires 9 units, where it is essential to water entirely from troughs.
As the watering is very often widely distributed, and as sometimes the
source of supply is insufficient for a unit supply, a division should carry no
less than 36 units, or 12 per field company, of which some must be applied
to men's water. Extra transport will be required in excess of normal
establishment.
For the collection and chlorination of men's drinking water, the tank,
waterproof, 2,300 gallons (nominal, but really about 1,500 gallons) is
required ; about 10 are necessary for an infantry division, but the
actual number depends on how many water-carts or other receptacles,
in which chlorinating can be done equally well, are employed (see para.10).
For storage while at rest, canvas tarpaulins, 30 feet by 30 feet, specially
proofed and holding, when mounted on timber frames, or dug into ground,
some 7,000 gallons, can be used.
It is not a practical proposition to expect a division to be watered the
night of arrival at its destination, if water at a greater depth than 6 feet
has to be dug for. For sandy soil it may be necessary to carry specially
designed well linings of corrugated iron on timber framings, making a
well of 6 feet by 6 feet.
Where the soil consists of coarse sand, perforated dri,~ng-heads,
known sometimes as spear points, sunk by means of the Norton tube
monkey, may be used in conjunction with the L. and F. pumps. but thr,'
are d1sappomt1ng rn fin e sand, clay, or ordinary soil.
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The Norton tube sets are especially valuable in such cases in testing
the depth of the water. As a means of supply, their yield is only some
200 gallons an hour (see Chap. VII).
•

8. Where water is at a depth below the reach of a L. and F. pump, the
following are the possible means of lifting, dlll'ing operntions, "~th great
speed from open wells :Hand-power
(see Chap.
VI)

J

(a) L. and F. pumps in series or stages. 'fhis method
is placed out of court at once if the necessary
stagings do not exist. (See Sec. 28.)
(b) Water bags, with valve in base. (See Sec. 28.)
r{c) Pumps of the Band or Ghaine Helice pattern. (See
Puwrr (oee
I
Sec. 38.)
Uhap. VIII)~ (cl) Pumps of the electric sinking variety driven by
generating sets at the top of the well. (See
Sec. 38.)

1

l

The yield of a deep well may be anything from 100 to 3,000 gallons au
hour, or even more. A division must, however, with such sources of
supply be considerably dispersed where yields are not great.
Where bore-holes are met with, it is often the case that th e pump is
either in working order or can be quickly repaired.
If native-owned engines and pumps are found, the owners may have
removed the magneto and other essential parts.
Engines and pumps erected by the enemy cannot be relied upon as
they are lll!uall? in a wrecked condition.
9. The canvas storage tanks and horse-troughs already alluded to in
this chapter are the standard service stores for mobile purposes. The
L. and F. pump is described in Chap. VI.
The storage tanks and troughs are described as :Tanks, waterproof, 2,300 gallons (actually 1,500).
Troughs, waterproof, 600 gallons (actually 350).
10. The 2,300-gallou waterproof tank consists of a double sheet of
cotton with rubber between, fitted round the edges with brass e,·elets, and
strengthened at the edges with a small rope. Leugth, 16 feet 9 inches;
width, 16 feet 9 inches ; weight, 60 lbs.
The stores required are :16 posts, picket, 3 feet 6 inches.
16 rings, hook for posts, picket.
10 fathoms 3-iuch white rope.
25 fathoms }-inch white rope.
The 16 posts must be driven well into the ground, equidistant from
each other, and forming a square of 11' 0" X 11' 0"; each post 1s fittrd
with a ring hook; the post is driven with the hook pomted mwards. The
3-inch rope is lashed round the edge by means of the ¾-mch rope winch
mu.st be threaded through the brass eyelets and over and under the 3-mcl,
m~

.

The sheet can theu be drawn into shape by means of the 3-mch rope,
and supported by the latter resting in the hooks of the rings (Pl. 2).
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11. 'l'he 600-gallon trough consists of a double sheet of cotton with
rubber between fitted round the edge "~th brass eyelets, and strengthened
at the edges with " small rope (Pl. 3). Size, 36' O" X 5' O". Weight,
54 lbs.
'!'he stores required are :-4 posts, picket, 2 feet 6 inches.
1 tracing line.
4 lashings, l!;-inch, 30 feet.
10 standards (1 set).
'l'he standards are set up at about every eighth eyelet hole in the length
of the trough, the end standards opposite the third from each end. With
the l\'Iark I pattern, the iron props of the standards point towards the middle
of the trough, and the standards, with the exception of the encl ones, are
hooked into the eyelets.
The tracing line is rove over and througb. the eyelets. At the corne1s
of the trough the line passes through the third eyelet along both side and
end ; the overlap thus formed is folded round the end standard and laced
to the side of the trough. With the Mark I standard, at each standard,
except the end one, the line is not rove through the eyelet, but is passed
with a round turn round the standard above the hook. With Mark II
standard, the line will rest in the groove at the top of each upright
(Pl.3).
The four pickets are driven about 6 feet from the trough in
prolongation of the sides, two at each end ; the top of the end standards
are lashed to the foot of the pickets with the four l½-inch lashings
(Pl.3).
The trough itself and the tracing line are set up taut before water
is admitted.
Units having these water-troughs and also the waterproof storage
tanks on their establishment of stores should be frequently exercised in
their erection, since a certain amount of skill is necessary.
12. The water tank carts forming part of the regimental transport
will he of great use on the march, and must he properly looked after and
cared for.
The latest pattem of water tank cart (see PI. 4) is kno,n1 as the Mark
VII. It consists principally of a galvanized iron cylindrica.1 reservoir
tank, together with filtering apparatus, two pumps, a. box for small stores
and spares, and a sterilizing kettle, t,he who]e being mounted on a wood
frame with cranked axle and a pair of wheels. A draught pole and t"·o
swmgletrees are provided for pair-horse draught.
. . The tank is placed in a transverse position on the body frame to which
it 1s secured by steel bands. It has a capacity of llO gallons and is fitted
internally with partitions to prevent excessive surging of th~ water when
travelling. At the to]J ~f the tank are provided two connections for the
inlet. hose,. and an openmg to facilitate cleaning out with a brush, the
opemng bemg closed Jn· a lid with ca1w,is cover. At the bottom of the
t~nk is fitte(~ fl: co1_n1~C'ti~n fo_r a_draw-off pipe and two drain-hole plugs.
The dra;V-otl pipe m lurrnslwd with [our taps for the t!cliwn· o[ the pnre
water;

1t

rn placed rn. a.

tr~UHi\'t"l'Se

position, and provid('d with a stop plug

at each end for clearnng out pmposcs.

A short length of wire-embedded
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rubher tuhing connect& the draw-off pipe to the tank, a gun-metal stopcoek being provided to the elbow connection on the tauk to enable the
water to be kept clear of the draw-off pipe and prevent it becoming frozen
in the latter during frosty weather.
'.!.'he two filters are placed transver•ely on the body frame in front of
tlte tank; they ht1ve each theirown pump, and may be used eitherseparatelv
or simultaneously. Each filter consists of a steel cylinder in which {8
container! a cloth-covered steel reel and a chamber for the clarifyino
JJOwder. '.!'he water enters the filters through hose passing along each
side of the cart and connected to the top of the pumps; it then enters the
tank in a clear st,atc through a second length of hose, couj1led to the end of
the filter.
'rhe pumps are of the differential tn,e, and are placed one on each side
toward the rear of the cart, the suction hose from the source of supply
being attached to the bottom of the pwnps.
A wooden box with hinged front is mounted at the rear of the cart for
c.u-rying small stores and spares. A kettle, in which the cloth covers of
t.he clarifying reels may be sterilized, is secured by strap• and staples to
the top of the box.
Galvanized iron drinking cups, secured against loss by a chain, are
provided one on each side of the cart.
Additional water storage on water-carts can be arranged for as shown
on Pl. 16.
Instructions for working the purification apparatus of the cart are
contained in Sec. 83, para. 2. In good bands the regimental water-cart
is capable of rendering safe a really bad water, but must be properly
looked after and cared for. The personnel in charge must be thoroughly
well instructed in chlorination duties, and in working and looking after
the filtration apparatus on the cart. Water-carts must be regularly
cleansed with a strong bleaching powder solution. A good method of
cleansing a water-cart is to brush thoroughly the interior with a stiff
brush. The cart should then be half-filled with water, and a handful of
bleaching powder, which has been made up into a cream with water, added.
The cart is then sent out on the road for an hour or so, and on return is
rinsed out till its contents no longer taste of bleaching powder. The filter
and pumps should also be regularly inspected and cleaned.
These iustructions apply also to the cleaning of motor tank lorries.

6. Water supply reconiwissa,,ce.
(See Sec. 15.)
J. Reconnaissance for water must always be included in the engineer
reconnaissance unt.lertaken by aH engineer uuits.

Under the cumlitions

now contemplated it is not to be e:q,ected that much engineer work can
be undertaken, and the reconnoitring officer must, therefore, concentrate

bis attention on those supplies which appear to be easiest of development.
2. When examining a well the following particulars should be recorded:i. Nature and depth of steining. (See Sec. 26.)
ii. Diameter at top and bottom.
iii. Depth from ground to water level.
iv. Depth of water in well.
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v. Anv obstructions in the well which will hinder installation of
ineans of raising water.

v,. Sample of w~ter (see Sec. 74), or result of test taken on the spot.
v 11. Yield of well, determined either by test, enqmry of local mhabitants, or estimation.
,·iii. How supply can best be developed .
3. When prospecting for spots at which to sink shallow wcHs , the
fo llowing rules bold to a greater or Jess extent accordmg to the locality :i. Look where the grass is green or more verdant in one place than in
another.
ii. In summer, insects hover over da1np spots, and re1nain in culL1n1ns
above the site of springs.
iii. More dense vapours rise from those portions of the surface below
which springs exist, especially in the early morning or in the
evening.
l\', Springs are often to be found at the junction of valleys, especially
at the junction of a long transverse valley mth a prmc1pal one.
4. Considerabl e use can often be made by water reconnaissance partirs
of Norton lube wells (see Chap. VII).

7. Protection of supplies.
'!. In a well or partially watered country, the sources of supply must
necessarily be of an uncertain character. Elementary precautions, however, must and can be taken, especially as regards drinking ,rntcr. Chlorination must be made a matter of regimental routine throughout the
force.
2. Small collections of water, such as ponds and streams in inhabited
places, are never fit for drinking purposes without purification, since any
contamination which they contain is likely to be of recent origin and will
be but little diluted.
Contamination by the troops tbel'llSelves must be particularly guarded
against, special care being taken that the drainage of latrines, urinals,
washing places, trenches in which night soi] or refuse is b.uried, and of
animal lines does not flow into the source of supply.
If running water is not available, a rough baTbed wire fence, or some
other form of fencing , should be placed round the water supply to keep
out animals , which should in this case be watered by bucket, nosebag,
water-troughs, or trenches lined with puddled clay.
When ponds , tanks, or lakes are used as sources of water supply, the
place selected for drawing drinking and cooking water should be where it
is least likely to be contaminated, and where there is a good depth of water,
so that rnud will not be stirred up. Another spot will be set apart for
watering animals. Bathing and washing of any description in the lake
or pond must be prevented. Water for these purposes must be taken
away in empty biscuit tins or other receptacles to selected places from which
the drainage will not flow back to the source .
3. Ri_vers vary enormously in the purity of t,hei r water. This can
best be Juclged by the character of the country through which they flow
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and by their size. When it is necessary to use • uch water it will usually
lrnve to be clarified, and must always be chlorinated.
·
If water is obtained from a stream, homes will be watered below the
place_ where troops obtain their drinking water, but above bathing and
washmg places. Patrollmg by mounted men will often be necessary for
souw distance above the spot where the ch·inking water is drawn. The,
spot selected for clmwing water for drinkiug and moking purposes should
be well above the c·amp. H sho uld be at a place where the current is
good and the depth considerable, and t he same precautions should be
adopted for safeguarding it as have already been described.
II the water is to be got out by dipping in buckets, &c., a bane! with
holes in the side or a gabion with stones in the bottom should be sunk in
a vertical position, so that the dipping may not stir up the mud. If the
water near the bank is shallow, a wooden gangway should be made out to
a part deep enough for dipping.
Where auimals are to drink, a hard bottom of gravel or stone should be
made, with water from 4 to 6 inches deep over it. If the sides are st ep,
" ramp by which the animals should approach should be made straight
down to the water, and they should leave by ramps up to right and left,
so as not to interfere with other animals coming to drink. If necessary
a barrier should be erected to prevent the animals going out too far into
the water.
If other troops are m~ing the river lower clown, special arrangements
for washing and watering animals away from the rivrr, f.timi lar to those
described for ponds and lakes, are often necessary.
4. All wells should be protected by tt fence enclosing an area not less
th an 25 yard i:i in diameter; in the cai-e of :-1pringR on a Rlope, proteetion

need only be at the sides and above. The following steps should be
taken to protect a well from contamination :(a) The mouth should be one or two feet above the level of the ground,
and the ground round the mouth should be sloped outwards.
(b) If the well is a small one, the mouth should be closed with a tightly
fitting cover with a manhole in it.
(c) The pump should be provided at the side, and not directly over
the well, the water being pumped to tanks outside the fenced
area., chlorinated, and drawn off by taps.
If there is no pump, one or more buckets must be set apart for drawing
watet, and no other vessels allowed to be put into the well.
Where more than one spring or well is to be used, the best shou ld be
set apart for drinking and cooking water. The remainder will be reserved
for watering animals and for washing water. Washing must never be
allowed at springs or wells used for drinking purposes.
5. Springs should be protected in a similar way to wells. The water
from a spring should be conducted directly into a closed tank, chlormated,
and drawn off by taps. Failing this or some similar improvised arrangement, a spout, or spouts, should be arranged so as to obtain the water from
the spring. In no case should it be collected in open vessels or m_hollows
scooped out of the ground, for, if this is done , the water 1s certam to be
fouled either by drainage from above, or bv persons who come to <lraw
water washing in it or dipping infected vessels into it .
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U for want of time or for other reason, springs and wells cannot be
adeq~ately protected, a special water party should be detailed to fill the
vessels, all other persons being kept at a distance.

8. Transport 1f water.
1. The circumstances under which this system will be used to supply

advancing troops with t,he whole of their water will be either that a stretch
of waterless countrv bas to be crossed to reach a watered area, or that
the advance oYer considerahle depth of dry country is to he made by
stages, in order to allow time for pipe-lines to be brought up or fresh sources
of water developed in readiness for the next advance.
Transport of water may be either hy tank trucks on the railway, tanks
mounted on motor lorries, pack transport (horses, camels, &c.), or transport
by sea or canal.
The diagram on Pl. 5 shows generally how the supply of water for
troops has been organized during operations in a desert. In this case the
whole supply, except what could be obtained from local sources, was
brought up by train to the rail-head, and thence distributed by camel
convoys. At the same time the piped supply was extended forward to
relieve the pressure on the railway.

a

2. The transport of water by rail requires special tank trucks. These
can be improvised from ordinary flat trucks fitted \\~th iron tanks of suitable
capacity. Initial railway water.points must be constructed so that tank
trucks may be quickly filled from the initial source of supply. It is desirable that sufficient standpipes should be provided for a number of trucks
to be filled at the same time, thus avoiding shunting (see Pl. 6).
In some cases, a spur off the main line may be provided for engines and
trucks to stand on while filling. If the tanks can be placed alongside the
spur, the deliveries, which should be not less than 4 inches diameter, may
come straight from the bottom of the tank ; otherwise standpipes will
have to be provided.
PI. 27 shows an initial light ra.ilway water point.
Sites for initial railway water points must be chosen with reference
to railway requirements, and must be in a position safe from hostile shell
fire.
Spill tanks must be provided at rail-head to receive the water brought
up by train, and the number of tanks provided should equal the number of
t_rucks to be catered for at a time. The spill tanks must be situated al0ngs1de the railway, to permit of rapid emptying of the tank trucks. Suit.able
provision must be made for the further distribution of the water· this
will probably be by pack transport or motor lorry. In any case a.;angements must be made for filling tank lorries, &c. Time may not be available
to erect overhead storage tanks with the regular pattern water point, so
othe~ means ~ust. be found. Sn:iall petrol-driven pumps can be used.
The ideal solut10n 1s to site the spill tanks alongside the track at the top
of an embankment; the water can then be siphoned to tank lorries, &c.,
below (see Pl. 7).
The average load of a broad gaugewat,er train would be about 20-2,000gallon tank trucks, or say 40,000 gallons.
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3. The arr~ngementdor water-borne transport will be generally similar
to _those descr, bed for rail-borne water, special filling and emptying devices
bemg constructed as found necessary.
It is especially important in the case of large quantities of water transported by ship or barge that efficient means of discharging the water
ashore are provided. High capacity power-driven pumps and considerable storage on shore will always be necessary. If the ship has
to lie off shore, plenty of piping or hose will be required. This can be
support<>d perhaps on boats or specially constructed rafts. Piers may be
required. Very efficient policing is necessary at the shore end o{ the pipe.
4. For the supply of fast moving troops through a waterless area in
which roads are available, special motor water columns must be formed.
These columns will be under the control of the C.E. or C.R.E. of the
formation concerned. The supply of water lltlder such circwnstances is
analogous to the supply of rations "~th this difference, that the water will
probably be produced somewhere in the zone of operations and not brought
up from the base.
Initial water points (I.W.Ps.) must be established in the first instance
for the water columns to fill at. These I.W.Ps. will be constructed
as far forward as practicable before the advance. Their general construction and lay-out will conform as nearly as ti1ne, labour, and material
permit to the water-cart and lorry points described in Chap. III.
'fhe most highly dewloped pattern, constructed before a deliberate
advdnce, would permit of a continuous stream of lorries filling up throughout the clar. l'he most rudimentary kind, established as the advance
proceeds, may consist merely of a petrol or hand pump at a roadside spring.
It is essential that the forward and return journeys of the tank lorry
columns from the I.W.P. should not be outside the capacity of the vehicles,
otherwise the advance must be checked. The extent of this limiting distance
cannot be accurately stated, since it depends entirely on road conditions.
Adequate arrangements for the reception of the lorry-borne water
must be provided. These will usually take the form of waterproof spill
tanks conveniently situated alongside the road. Suchfonvard water points
will normally he situated near ration clumps (also supplied from the rear).
The forward water points rnust be arranged for quick emptyin~ of the tank
lorries, and, if possible, should be so situated that tank Jomes and reb~mental water-carts do not use the same road. If the supply of water for
animals i_s being made by tank lorry (though thi_s is extreme!)." cliffic;1lt ),
water pomts for their use must be const.ructed Ill other locations. Tlie
tr.n1ghs will usu•lly be filled direct from the lonies.
l'lw whole business of supplying advancing troops with water hY lorry
demands the most careful organization from start to finish. At_ I gallon
each man and 5 gallons each horse, an infantry division would reqmre about
300 tons of water a day.
According to t he state of the roads, &c., this means_frum 150 tu 300
lorri,s employed ; each lorry m ll probably only do one trip a cla,:.
.
Specially constructed water-tank lorries are the best for this _service,
but tank lorries may be improvised from ordinary lorries by mountmg uon
cisterns on them, or by slinging waterproof tanks inside (see Pl. 8). Jn the
fornwr case, the cir:1terne must be proYided with internal hflfflt~ 1,lates, and
must il<' ~ccurdy anchored to the lorry floor (sec Pl. 9) .
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5. The general principles of transport by pack animals are the same
as for transport by lorry, and this system will be used only if no roads
are available.
Water convoys must be formed, and the nature and composition of
these will depend on circumstances. In Egypt an infantry division
required 2,200camels, each carrying two tanks of 12 gallons capacity each.
Owing to the large number of animals involved, very perfect arrangements are required at the I.W.Ps. In addition to filling the receptacles
carried, the animals themselves must be watered. Pl. 10 shows an I.W.P.
in a desert where ample room is available.
Pl. 11 ,hows an l.W.P. constructed in Egypt for filling tanks carried
by camels. The following is a description :The water main supplied a line of six standpipes, each pipe being
fitted with two hoses. From each standpipe a line of light rail ran out
at right angles to the line of the water main. Full tanks were loaded on
trucks on these rails and were carried from the trucks to sandbag platforms
on either side.
Camels marched up in eight strings of 24 camels ; each string marched
across the line of rails, and each camel was barracked between a line of
platforms from which the tanks were loaded on its back. In this way
192 camels were accommodated at one time, and there was an average
carry of only 15 feet from the line of rails to the loading platform.
The tank referred to above is an article of store, and is listed as tank,
camel, &c. (see Pl. 12).
Two-gallon petrol tins, fitted in ,l'Ooden racks, have been used for carriage
by pack mule (see Pl. 15).
Skins and water bags may also be used for pack transport.
To prepare a skin, it should be removed from the animal, while still
warm, without any cut except at the neck and feet; it is then roughly
tanned, and dressed with lard to make it water-tight, and the openings at
the feet and vent closed.
Bags made of the best canvas, with double and close-stitched seams,
leak when first made, but become nearly water-tight after a clay or twc,;
the water in them keeps cool owing to slight evaporation through the
canvas.

Bags made of waterproof sheeting, specially designed for transport on
mules or camels, are articles of store.

CHAP'rER III.

WATER SUPPLY DURING POSITION WARFARE AND THE
DELIBERATE ATTACK.
9. General ccmditim,s.
1. The period of position warfare must be considered only as a pre-

paratory period le~cling up to offensive operations. The water supply
works required durmg the stationary period and those required for the
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attack and their extension <luring the preparatory stages of the a<IYance
are so closely interwoven that it will be convenient to consider them all
under one head.
2 . .An army area 1na.y hP c·on~idPred at-: con,-.isting, front frvnt tn rear,
uf threr zones : (a) The forward area.
(b) 'fhe concentrat.ion area.
(c) The back area .

•~. Water supply during with<lrnwal t.o rt line in rear wi ll not occasion
any additional work, unless the withdrawal is of such au extent as to shift,
the zone previously orcupied by the army bac-k on to an undeveloped
n~gion.

If such an eventuality is ~nticipated, arrangements must be made

beforehand, so that supplies ran be quickly made available.
In a bore-hole country, holes will be sunk beforehand in suitable
positions in readiness for operation when require,l. For this purpose the
compres.or lorry system is especially suitable (see Sec. 15).
If a withdrawal is expected, adequate demolition arrangements must
be made beforehand. These are explained in M.E., Vol. IV.

10. Supply to the forward area.
The conditions in this area will vary according to whether actiYe
operations are in progress and to the tactical situation at the time.
The limits of the forward area may be taken as the front line and the
rear of the heavy battery zone. The supply of water in this area is usually
confined to drinking water supplies for troops located in the area.
The possible methods of distribution are summarized as follows:i. Independent sources such as wells and springs.
ii. Horse-drawn water-carts or water-lorries filling at water points
in rear.

iii . Distribution by tank trucks on the light railway.
iv. Pipe-line distribution to water points.
v. Hanel carriage from the rear.
i . lndepen<lent sources such as wells and springs.
'.l.'he extent to which wells can be dug or reclaimed, bore-holes sunk,
or small purification plants installed in the forward are_a , depends _on the
labour available, the intensity of shell fire, and bombmg from aircraft.
Anysuch water points need only be developed for filling buckets andwat_er·
bottles, and should invariably be provided with adequate cblorinat,~g
arrangements. If safe water cannot be provided at these sources, it 1s
better to carry it from a suitable source further in rear. Wate! taken
from shell-holes, especially after gas shelling, is a fruitful source of sickness.
Water tainted by gas shelling is not purified even by boiling.
Springs nanally form excellent water points in the forwa~cl ":rea. So
far as possible, they should be protected against contammati~n, and
provided with chlorinating tanks (fitted "~th bib-cocks for_ dmw111g off)
and hand pumps. Fouling will occur if men are allowed to rl1p receptnrles
int-o the spring.
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]~xisting wells may be used jf not liable to excessive contamination. They should he provided "~th chlorinatin g arrangements as for
springs. For shallow wells a hand lift and force pump may be used ;
for deeper wells a windlass and bucket or suitable pump can be installed.
Both these forms of elevating gear must be unusually robust Ill their
construction, and will require a good deal of maintenance .
Small purification sets, such as the coolie and mule pack filters described
in Sec. 83, may often be employed in the front line, since they are so
compact as to be readily erected in forward dug-outs and shelters.
During long periods of position warfare and in suitable country, it will
often be possible to dig wells or sink bore-holes in the trench system quite
close up to t he front line. Wells of this kind are preferably sunk at tl,c
bottom of a dug-out specially reserved for the purpose. Very special
precautions must be taken against foul drainage finding its way into the
well. Some form of elevating apparatus must be provided, either windlass
or bucket, or hand or power pump, though the latter will not usually be
necessary in such locations. Chlorinating arrangements must be
provided.
In advanced positions, boring with a steam power-driven machine is
usually impracticable,-but on quiet sectors holes may be driven with small
petrol or hand power-driven boring plants. The form of pump to be
fitted will then be usually a hand-power tube well pump if the water is
beyond suction reach or, if water is near the surface, an ordina.ry band lift
and force pump. All such installations must be protected against shell
fire. ,¥here the water level is within suction reach , bore-boles may be
made with an earth auger (see Sec. 34) . These holes can be lined with
light sheet-iron tubing should the character of the soil necessitate it.

ii. Horse-drawn water-earls or water-lorries.filling at water points in rear.
Distribution by water-cart or lorry will be widely made use of, both
while independent sources are being developed and also in addition to
such sources. The horse-drawn water-carts are usually those on the
establishment of units, and are filled at water-cart points situated in rear
of the forward area, but as far forward as they can be maintained .. Watercart points will be referred to again under the beading of supply in tl,e
concentration area (see Sec. 11 ) .
. The water delivered to the unit by its own water-cart may be stored
m tanks of 100 gallons or so, and by so doing the cart can make several
journeys in a day if the water point is not too far away. Tanks for domestic
purposes can be of the galvanized iron pattern, but these are bulky for
transport. Storage tanks should be part of the normal equipment of the
unit., otherwise considerable numbers will be wasted. A convenient form
of tank for storing water required by a unit consists of a waterprcof bag
suspended from the apex of a tripod standing on the ground. 'rhe slight
exudation from the bag keeps the water cool (see Pl. 13).
When water is delivered by lorry, an adequate amount of storage
must be provided , in order to take advantage of the carrying capacity of
the lorry. The water may be delivered direct to units, but this is unusual
in the forward area. A more usual method is to deliver to spill tanks,
from which units draw their supplies by cart or hand. Spill tanks
must be constr11cted alongside roans used by water-lorries, They sho11ld
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be sunkin the wo und tn avoid damage from shell fire, :ind may profitably
he provided with a corrugated iron coyer to keep out, earth and stones
thrown up by shells .. Ty_pes. of sunk tanks are described in Chap. X.
The 2,000-gallon capacity size 1s a good one for t his work.
The armngements by wh.ich consumers draw water from the spill
tanks consist of hand pumps and dixie fillers. Waste of water must be
prevented, so the arrangement is generally adopted of having two tanks
with a pump to pump through.a di>.'le filler from one to another, as shown
on Pl. 14. 8pill tanks in the forward area should be small and scattered in
order to obtain a good distribution of water and not to form too conspicuous
~ mark. A sheltered position should he selerted whenewr possihle.
Water-cart filling points, in part-icular, sho uld not be in locations particularly li able to shell fire.
iii . Dis/t'ib1t1frm by tank t,.ucks on the light railway.
Distribution may sometimes be effected by light railway (L.R). Tunk
trucks ,ire employed which fill at light rnilway water points. The construction of these water points is described in Sec. 11.
Tank trucks us ually deliver to light railway spill tanks (Pl. 14), from
which water is drawn by consumers as required. Such.tanks are constructed
in the same way and with the same precautions as those supplied by waterlorries. If a site can be selected where the L.R. is on a bank, so much the
better, since with a hose connection to the tank on the truck rapid emptying
can be secured.
The tank trucks can in some cases deliver their water to individual
units along the track. This can often be arranged for the heavy
batteries, since in position warfare the L.R. generally delivers ammunition
direct to the battery and can deliver water at the same time. Storage
to receive the daily supply must be arranged.
In addition to water carried by the L.R. , water for steam L.R.
locomotives may have to be considered.
For work in forward areas, where a piped water supply may be
impossible to arrange, locomotives may be fitted "~th a steam water-lifter
of the injector t ype, enabling them to water from streams or ponds. Th_is
apparatus has obvious advantages, and can be used elsewhere than Ill
forward areas, provided that traffic conditions are such as to allow of the
delay caused by this method of watering, though its usefulneos, nf cour~e,
is limited by the fact that its delivery is considerably restricted 1£ the hft
exceeds about 15 feet.
It is probable, however, that in the future steam locomotive, will be
little used in the forward areas.
iv. Pipe-line dist,ibution to water points.
In all shelled areas any pipe system requires a good <lea) of n1:,jntenance, and should not be undertaken when other forms of d1stribut10n
can he more conveniently arranged. On an active front it will not
generally be possible to maiutain pipes within about 5,000 ya rd s of the
line.
On quiet fronts when the only sources of supply are in tb.e rear, it will
he advantageous to lay pipes up to a short distance of the lme to supply
water points with.in the trench system. Each situntion, however, must
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be dealt with on its merits, but pipe systems in the forward area should
not be embarked upon without the fullest justification. It must be
remembered that the quantity of water consumed in this area will be
comparatively small, and the relative amount of labour involved in pipe
construction and maintenance consequently large.
The principles governing the lay-out of a pipe system installed in the
forward area are essentially the same as for any other pipe system (see
Chap. XI), but t he general plan should b~ extremely simple, and as
branch lines taken off the mam as possible. Complicated systems m
the forward area give endless trouble in the location of breaks, and lead to
waste and shortage of water. It is better to construct several radiating
lines from the source rather than branches from a main trunk line. A
pipe patrol can then follow up the pipe-line with a reasonable chance of
locating a break quickly. The tendency to put in branch connections
with several hundred feet of small pipe attached should be repressed.
Any connection off the main should not be more than a few feet long, and
should terminate in a storage tank.
Despite the work entailed in uncovering to repair breaks, all pipes
should be buried with 3 feet of cover. In the past many pipe-lines in
the forward area have been laid on the surface, it being contended that
breaks are more easily seen and mended. This argument is true to a certain
extent, but is discounted by damage by shrapnel and especially by damage
by frost. In mountainous country and under certain exceptional
circumstances when means for emptying pipes can be provided and time
is all-important, pipes may be laid with only 1 foot of cover.
Protected shelters for pipe repair and maintenance parties, together
with stocks of tools and specials, should be arranged along the pipe route.
When pipes are mended in foul ground, the interior should he liberally
dosed with bleaching powder before joining up.
The supply from the source should be by gravity whenever possible.
Ample storage along the lines must be provided, since breaks will be
frequent. The arrangement of water points consists generally of a series
of small tanks (say 400-gallon) dug-in and fed direct from the mains.
Water points may be arranged to serve an area or may be made for the
individual supply of dressing "stations, &c., but must be located to the
best advantage having regard to the disposition of the troops. Each water
point must have a dixiefille·r, which consists of a length of 4-inch or 2-inch
pipe with ½-inch bib-cocks sweated in at 2-foot intervals, for filling dixies
and water-bottles. It is important that the spout of the bib-cock should be
small enough to enter the neck of a water-bottle.
Water points _m ust be well drained, and provided "~th trench-boards
for men to stand on while filling dixies, &c. All possible protection again st
shell fire must be given.
In view of the difficulty at individual water points, chlorination
must be done at the source.
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v. Hand carriage Jr<Jm the rear.
The last stage of travel of the water consumed by troops in the
front hne must be by hand. Such receptacles as petrol tins may be used ,
hut every eff".rt n:ustlbe made to provide water as far forward as possible
in order to mrnnmze hand carriage to the utmost possible extent. Petrol
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tins filled _with water for troops i_u the line may be carried to dumps within
hand carnage reach on pack arumals, horsed vehicles, and tramlines.
. Pl. 15 shows a pack animal fitting for petrol tins, and Pl. 16 shows a
similar arrangen1ent for water-carts.

11. Supply in the concentration area.
l. The amount of water supplied in the concentration area will be
considerable, and a large proportion of the water used in the forward area
will be carted or pumped from sources in the concentration area.
The line of demarcation between the two areas is not usually well
defined, but is generally about the rear of the heavy batteries. The
problem of horse watering may become important in the concentration
area and, when all water has to be lifted from below ground, transcends
:di others in its magnitude and difficulty.
Supplies in this area usually resolve themselves into three varieties :-i. Water-cart and lorry points-supplying au area.
ii. Horse water points-supplying an area.
iii. Camp, back area, and railway supplies.
To reduce expenditure of labour and material, the aim should be to
secure an equable distribution of water over an area, having regard to
the disposition of troops, even though consumers may have to
travel some distance to draw water. Demands will be constantly received
for water to be laid on to individual camps, &c., but such demands must
be very strictly scrutinized or excessive expenditure of labour will be
incurred. It will assist distribution considerably if adequate dixie-filli11g
points are installed at all locations where a piped supply of safe water
permits.
2. 'fhe methods of distribution in the concentration area will comprise
those already summarized for the forward area, but will be on a much
greater scale. The general scheme to be adopted depends chiefly on
hydrological conditions. A comprehensive pipe system, while economizing
plant and the skilled labour necessary for its erection and operation,
involves an immense amount of labour in laying the pipes and their subsequent maintenance. The installation of a large number of individual
pumpinir stations economizes in pipework, but necessitates a correspondingly large number of engine drivers. Unskilled men can, howe_ver,
be trained to look after the small plants usually put down, eo that 1t 1s
generally best to avoid extended pipe systems whenever a s:rstem. of
independent sources can be more easily adopted. Another d1sturbmg
feature in connection ,vith pipe systems is that the bound~ries between
armies, corpa, and divisions are constantly altering, and 1t frequ~ntly
happens that a pipe-line ]1as to supply the areas of several formatrons.
When water is short, the result is that, unless very careful methods of
regulating the division of water are adopted, one formation will take water
at the expense of its neighbour. The best way of regulating this is to post
men under the independent control of a higher formatio~ to take charge
of the valves at determining pipe junctions. Thus, if o. p1pe-lme supphecl
two or more corps areas, army control stations would be arranged at
~nit.able p11inti, in order to control t,he flow o{ watrr into t·ach c·orpF- nrca.
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Similarly corps control stations would be arranged to control the supply
between divisional areas. 'fhe personnel at these stat10ns must be provided with a time-table showing times of opening and closing the various
valves. They will require a shelter to live in, and must be in possession of
reliable watches.
Controls must be. connected to the telephone system.
3. Pipe-liJJes supplyi1,g an area will always be more satisfactory if
worked on the indirect system of distribution (see Chap. XI), that 1s. to
say, when as much as possible of the system is under a constant grav,ty
head. Whether or not this can be arranged depends on the character of
the ground. The chief trouble encountered with pipesystemsisinvariably
that ofcontrol, and this is easier on a gravity-fed system than on a pressurefed system direct off the pump.
The variom forms of water points at which water may be clrawn in
a concentration area will now be consiclerecl in detail.
4. Water-cart and lorry points are peculiar to field operations, and
are rendered necessary owing to the shifting nature of the population to
be supplied and the impossibility of laJ~ng water on to individual
camps.
\Vhenever a large traffic is expected at a water point, separate turn-outs

from the traffic road should be provided for water-lorries and horsc-<lrawn
water-carts, and it is better to establish the two kinds in different locations.
The difficulty arises that, owing to the hurried conditions obtaining, lorries

and water-carts will both collect at any point where water is available,
and both classes of vehicles have to be catered for at the same spot. If,
however, the traffic is liable to be heavy, sepamte filling points must be
provided for horse-<lrawn and motor vehicles. The motor vehicles will
not then be blocked by the slower moving horse-drawn carts.
In any case, each sort of water point should be constructed so as to
be capable of filling any vehicle that may come along. 'l'he site for "
water point of this character should be such that it is at the centre of
demand of the area to be supplied. It should not be on a main road,
since thi, leads to blockage of traffic, especially if the rnad is narrow. It
may be possible to allot a by-road, not otherwise required, for water purposes, thus rendering the construction of a turn-out unnecessary. Due
provision must be made for vehicles waiting their turn to fill, and this is
simplified if " good flow of water is available and rapid filling ensured
at the standpipes. A water point must always be sit.eel wit,h due n•gard
to traffic circuits on local roads . The road on which the water point is
plaee_d must be one that will stand up to the traffic; nothing is more disappo1ntmg than to have an otlH •rwi~e good
0

w.1

ter point n:ndrred inaecessible

by a bacl approach.
Every water-cart point must be ptuvidccl with warden~ who wjJJ
require a shelter to live in. The duties of the wardens are to work the main
valves (if any) supplying the water point, keep the place clean and in goocl
order, ancl record the amount of water drawn by each unit.
. '£h~ regnlat,ion of traffi<', n. ver_v nC'cessary matter at a busy wat(•r pujnt,
1s ca.rnc<l out by the road traffic org,mizatiou.
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5. As regards the constructional details of vehicle water points:(,,) Stomge.-It will UJmally be advisable to provide as much independent _storage at each water point as possil,le. When a
water pornt has become known, consumers get into the habit
of using a particular point, and if supply fails much extra
fatigue is caused. .Any of the type designs of tanks described in
Chap. X may be used. The minimum storage to be aimed
at is as follows :1 or 2 standpipes . ..
9,000 gallons.
3 or 4 standpipes ...
18,000 gallons.
(b) Stanclpipes.-A standard arrangement of standpipes should be
adopted, and these can be made up in H.Q. workshops and
quickly erected when necessary.

Pill. 17 and 18 show a suitable design which has been found satisfactory. A horizontal pipe fixed in the crutches of vertical timber supports
gives great longitudinal strength to the arrangement.
Any arrangement of standpipes adopted must be rigidly constructed.
Standpipes can often be fixed to eristing supports such as trees, walls of
houses, &c., and advantage should be taken of such supports when possible.
The distance between standpipes should be.about 30 feet, as shown on the
Plates, in order that several vehirles may fill at once. Not more than four
standpipes should be fixed at one water point; a greater nwnber
leads to congestion of traffic. A minimum delivery of 100 gallons
a minute should be provided at each standpipe when all are flowing,
and a 2-inch standpipe generally meets the case. The connections,
however, usually have to be 4-inch when more than one standpipe is in
use.

'rhe hoses for filling the vehicles are of rubber or canvas, and require
looking after. They should hang vertically, and should be well clear of the
ground when not in use. Individuals are certain to come to water-cart
points for water, so that dixiefillers, as described in the preceding section,
should be provided at all such points .
.Pls. 19 and 20.show further designs for vehicle water points.
'12. Horse watering points.
1. When large numbers of horses have to be watered at one spot,

properly constructed water points for the purpose are essential.
Experience has shown, moreover, that there is a limit to the number
of horses that should be watered at one point. It is a mistake to concentrate a large number of troughs on the same piece of_ ground, ~nd more
especially along a main traffic route. The results of this policy\ if carried
out, are that the vicinity of and approaches to the troughs rapidly chi:rn
up into an ever-widening and deepening sea of mud. If the water pomt
is on a main road traffic is held up by streams of horses crossmg backwards
and forwards to the troughs, and any road so crossed is destroyed almost
at once in wet weather at the points of crossing.
In long-continued periods of stationary warfare, water can no doubt
be laid on to the stables occupied by units, thus approachmg the ordmary
(B 162110)T
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peace-time st~ndard of perfecti~n, but usu~lly such practice is impo_ssible,
or at the best mvolves an excessive expenditure of labour and material.
As in the case of water-cart points, the consumer (the horse) must come
from a distance for his water.
Fl'Om what has been said, it will be apparent that it is best to establish
numerous small watering points. 'rhe location of these must depend
usually on the local conditions, and will, before all else, determine the
position of stables, when such are to be built. It is very nec_essary that
the positions chosen both for_ stables and for _mounted um_t bivouacs
should be such as will accord with the water facilities either eXJstmg or to
he provided. Stables can he built almost anywhere, hut water cannot
always be produced in any locat,ion. This point is very frequently overlooked, and is, therefore, insisted upon. Cases have, indeed, occurred of
large 1nasses of horses being concentrated at a moment's notice in areas
entirely destitute of water, even though other and better watered areas
were available.
2. If water is near the surface and plentiful, the watering problem is
easily met by the use of hand-power lift and force pumps and troughs
by each mounted unit. Even if water is not actually flowing in streams,
&c., but can be found a few feet down in sufficient quantity, the same rule
applies . In such cases units may be required to dig their own wells, if
the engineers are required for other more urgent or skilled work. The
policy of self-help must be encouraged.
3. Large ponds, especially if their bottoms are of an impervious nature,
will often be of value for horse watering. Ponds usually collect the
drainage from an area, and much can be done to extend the area drained,
as for example, by cleaning out drainage channels, &c. If streams or
watercourses are available in which water flows only after rain, ponds
can be dug alongside and connected thereto. Sluices must be provided
to hold the supply in the pond when t.he flow in the stream ceases. Water
points with hand pumps should be provided in connection with such ponds,
and the pond fenced off. Horses must not be walked into the pond.
If the bed of the stream be suitable, dams can be made at various points
to hold up the water and thus provide storage. For tµe construction of
temporary darns, see Chap. X.
4. To cope with an emergency concentration of horses lasting only
for a few clays, and when no surface supplies exist, it may be possible to
fill up reserve storage tanks beforehand from some existing pipe system.
5. _When water lies deep below the ground necessitating the use of
plllllpmg machinery, the problem becomes one of extreme difficulty when
large numbers of horses have to be supplied.
In Vlew of the necessity for economizing both plant and the skilled
personnel available, it will be necessary to feed several <>roups of troughs
from one pumping installation. No group should exce;d 100 feet, o, at
most 150 feet, run of double watering trough, and each group should be
erected along a by-road, not on a main road. Although horses can go to
the troughs across the open in dry weather, experience has shown that
they must be allowed to 11se the roads in wet weather.
. A11 the ~ro~ps of troughs must be fed from reservoirs by gravity, and,
if watermg 1s hkely to go on for a prolonged period, the reservoir must hold
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one day's supply for the greatest number of horses likely to water at all
the troughs supplied.
6. When troughs are to be UBed continuously, hard standings are
necessary. Such standings must be fenced in. It is no good making a
standing if, in wet weather, horses are to approach from every direction
bringing mud and slime on to the standing. Nothlng destroys a standing
so quickly as mud. The fence should be rigid with a fair-weather opening,
whlch is used only in dry weather when horses are allowed to come across
country to the water point. The principle should be keep the horse on
a hard surface (i.e., road and standing) during wet weather.
7. Pls. 21 and 22 show a design of horse watering points. The construction of these water points depends on local supplies of material. In
ruined brick villages, bricks from the ruins can well be utilized to form
standings, whlle timber from the houses will supply all that is required for
the construction of trough frames and fences. Under these circumstances
water points, stables, and horse bivouacs can conveniently be 1,laced in or
near villages.
8. Pia. 23 and 24 show designs of horse-troughs of a semipermanent nature. The standard 600-gallon canvas trough is referred to
in Chap. II. As regards the scale on whlch to provide troughlng,
allow 4 feet frontage for each horse. All horses should be watered, if
possible, in one hour, and are usually watered three times a day. Five
minutes is the usual time allowed for horses to water. Hours should be
laid down for each unit to water. It is sometimes necessary to provide
special troughs for sick horses.
For good traffic regulation, in addition to substantial fencing around
the water point, prominent notice boards are required. 'rhese should be
lettered as follows :-

IN

DISMOUNT, BITS OUT, & FlLE RIGHT ALONG

at the entrance, and

If traffic is heavy, special police must be posted.

13. Camp, back area, and railway supply.
1. There will be few camp supplies required in the concentration area,

other than for casualty clearing stations or for hospitals. Most of_ the
troops grouped in the concentration area Wlll be fightmg units orformat1o~s,
who will be provided with their own water-carts and can draw from a,ea
water points.
(B 15250)T
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C.C.&., however, require special attention, and, generally, water bas
to be laid on to standpipes near kitchens and ablution rooms, and to ta1!s m
operating theatres, &c. A C.C .S. of 1,000 beds will use, 1f water 1s piped
on, about 9,000 gallons per day.
2. Water supply work in the back area approximates to that undertaken on the remainder of the L. of 0., and little more need be said
regarding the methods adopted, which will usually be of a semi-permanent
nature.

The bulk of the work will consist of the provision of piped supplies to
schools of instruction, reinforcement camps, depots, and similar establishments, though in some cases when water is scarce, the system of area water
points will have to be employed.
The subject of camp supply is treated in Chap. XL
3. No definite rule can be laid down for the location of water supply
points for railway purposes. This is obviously governed to a large
extent by the existence of a suitable source of supply. Watering facilities
are always required at engine sheds, and should be provided if possible at
sorting yards of such a size as to necessitate the continual attendance of
shunting engines. Facilities for watering the engines of main 1ine trains
shou1d be provided, for preference, at points at which the trains have to
stop for traffic purposes, rather t han at wayside stations where a special
stop for water would be necessary.
The distance between points at which watering facilities for main
line trains are provided naturally depends on the tank capacity of the
locomotives in use ; for main line tender engines of 4-foot 8½-inch gauge
this varies from 2,000 to 5,000 gallons. As a general ru1e, such facilities
should be provided on a L. of C. every 15 to 20 miles.
In the sorting yards the water columns should be placed near the
exit, but should be so located that shunting engines and engines of trnins
waiting to depart can water without obstructing the main lines.
Water standpipes for the use of trains on the main line should be so
located that an engine can water without leaving its train, while the latter
is stopped in a convenient position for traffic purposes.
4. It is hardly possible to lay down in advance a standard design for
railway watering points. The essential factors to be borne in mind are
that:(a) From a traffic point of view it is desirable that a train should not
require to stop more than five minutes to water; of tbis time
probably only three minutes would be available for the actual
operation of filling the tender. If a train is drawn by two
engines, a halt of 10 minutes is, however, permissible.

(b) On an average, 1,500 gallons will be taken hy an engine during
such a stop .
(c) A h~ad of about 20 feet (above the top of the tender) is desirable ;
smce the tender manhole is, as a ru1e about 10 feet above the
rail, the bottom of the storage tank ~hou1d be at least 30 feet
above rail level.
. The elevated tanks may be placed close to the track, supported on
tunber trestles (see Pl. 27). When a number of water columns have
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to be supplied from one tank, it will often prove expedient to take advantage of rising ground, if such exists near the track, to provide the necessary
head. Water columns are usually. of 6-inch bore, and 6-inch piping or
over from tank to column 1s desirable. Many water columns are so
arranged that the stop-valve at the foot, when in the closed position,
opens a small port to allow the water in the column itself to run off, in
order to guard against freezing. For extended operations steel tanks and
stagings, together with water columns, would be a standard supply.
A storage capacity of 6,000 gallons will allow two double-headed
trains (one in each direction) to water in quick succession. The time available for refilling the storage tank depends, of course, on the interval
between trains. A double line worked under intensive traffic conditions
may carry as many as six trains an hour in either direction, but the density
of traffic under military conditions is hardly likely to be so great as this.

14. Preparations for an attack.
I. Water supply preparations before and after an attack divide themselves into those for supplying troops and animals during the concentration
period and those for making adequate arrangements for keeping up the
supply to the troops as they advance.
During a period of transition from position warfare to a war of movement, there will always arrive a time when events move too rapidly for
much engineering work to be done to open up supplies within reaeh of
the advancing troops. When this moment arrives and if natural supplies
are insufficient, the advance may have to stop until supplies have again
been developed. In civilized countries, unless the region traversed has
been completely devastated by the enemy, natural resources are usually
sufficient during purely mobile warfare for the troops engaged, and formations are usually dispersed over a relatively wide area.
Under certain conditions, however, the natural resources of an
area may be unequal, either in quality or quantity, to the demands
of the troops, and special water supply work becomes necessary.
2. In changing from a period of stationary warfare to one of movement, the critical time is that immediately after the advance, when the
troops are still fairly concentrated, but are situated in a region almost
certainly denuded of its natural water resources.
The period of concentration for an attack has in the past often occupied
several weeks, and during this time most extensive water supply preparations have been necessary for the purely temporary demands of the
troops awaiting battle. Under such circumstances, water points have to
be constructed or enlarged, hospitals, aerodromes, camps, &c., supplied,
and existing water facilities generally improved.
The concentration of heavy batteries necessitates special arrangements
for storage of water in battery positions, and storage tanks have to be
installed and filled in or near the forward assembly trenches.
Work required during the concentration period ls, ther~fore, an imp~o:vement of existing resources on the same lines as described for pos1twn
warfare.

In the future the element of surprise in the attack is likely to be still
further developed, and not only will time not be available for deliberate
(B 15250)T
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preparations, but such activity will not be permissible owing to enemy
observation from the air.
The aim should, therefore, be during tranquil periods to develop
supplies uniformly and extensively on all parts of the. front where a
concentration may be expected. Some of these supplies may never
come into use, but will be designed to cope with a sudden influx of
troops into the area prior to an attack.
The scheme on which these preparations are based must be definitely
prepared in accordance with the intentions of the Higher Command as
regards accommodation and disposition of troops.
3. The preparations for supply after the initial advance will vary in
details according to the type of country that will be- traversed and the
consequent methods to be adopted for the supply of water.
Above all things, complete and accurate intelligence is required of
the hydrographical features of the country ahead. This will entail
assiduous efforts on the part of headquarter staffs, who may base their
forecasts on information supplied from civil authorities belonging to the
region in question, statements of refugees, aerial observation, geological
reports, and various other sources.

Technical information should always be sought from managers of
municipal waterworks and similar officials, who usually have extensive
information regarding the hydrology of the country. Raids on the
enemy's communications may supply much useful information.

The preparation of such information will have been undertaken in
peace-time, but its amplification must be continuous throughout the
campaign.
4. Broadly speaking, the scheme for supplying troops during the
advance will fall under one or other of the following heads :i. Pipe-lines from sources in rear.

ii. Independent sources in the area occupied.
iii. Supply by transport; or
1v. A combination of any of the above three methods.
The selection of the method to be adopted demands the fullest investigation by those responsible for framing the water supply policy of the
army, and on its success or otherwise largely depends the whole conduct of
operations. Everythlng depends on the conditions of the campaign, but,
very generally speaking, the following axioms will be found to hold
good:(a) It is useless, except in the very early stages of the advance, to
endeavour to follow up an advancing army with pipe-lines.
(b) The transport of water from the rear places an almost unbearable
strain on the transportation organization.
(c) Independent sources in the area occupied, if such can be found,
will be the easiest method .
5. If the method of supply to be adopted is that of folloll~ng up the
advancmg troops with pipe-lines from sources in rear a sufficient number

of pumping stations aud forward pipe-lines must be initiated with a mamin
to cover those put out of action during the first few days of the battle. 0
Advanced dnmps of piping and specials must be provided as far for-
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ward as possible in readiness for laying immediately the advance has
started. Such dumps must not be too large or in conspicuous positions.
Very careful preliminary organization is necessary to ensure that
carrying parties, pipe•laying squads, &c., are detailed to each particular job.
Additional transport will probably have to be allotted to supplement
that on the establishment of units.
It is not generally possible to select the exact route for the pipe-line
beforehand, but much can be done with the aid of a map and aerial observa•
tion. A pipe objective can at least be given to each officer in charge of the
line, and he will be responsible for taking the line through on the most
expeditious location. The ordinary rules as regards locating the whole
line before laying will have to be disregarded, and the line laid as best
found possible.
It is better, if labour permits, to arrange for certain i>irgin lines to be
taken forward from selected pumping stations rather than to extend
existing systems already supplying water points. There will be large
numbers of troops coming up behind the foremost troops who must be
supplied, and, if existing systems have to supply them in addition to the
forward troops, the latter are liable to go short.
Pumping stations should be as far forward as they can be maintained
with reasonable safety, and must be given protection. It is a mistake,
however, to install pumping stations, which are to supply forward pipe-lines,
too far forward, since booster stations can be quickly installed when the
head becomes too much for the initial pumping station. Such booster
stations can always be installed faster than, or at least as fast as, the inter•
mediate pipe can.be laid.
The forward pipe-lines should be taken as far forward as possible before
the attack. This will depend on the amount of shelling expected, and
cannot be accurately estimated. If a prolonged bombardment is to be
carried out, hostile retaliation will result, and pipes within about 5,000
yards of the front line will be destroyed. If, on the other hand, the attack
is to be entirely in the nature of a surprise, pipes may be taken very close
up to the front line. Tactical conditions alone can decide.
It will be useless to attempt to pick up rear pumping stations and
leapfrog them over those in front, at least in the first phases of the advance
and until or unless the advance is checked. It generally takes longer to
pick up a working plant and install it elsewhere than to draw from store
and install a fresh one ; that is, if the latter is in perfect working order
and complete with fittings. Further, there is almost always a disinclination on the part of Staffs to agree to closing down a pumping station
entirely. If a considerable advance is anticipated, and if stock of plant
permits, it will be advisable to hand over the working of the_ greater part
of the plant in the area of the field army to the L. of C. engmeers before
the attack, so as to set free personnel for the advance. If this _is not
practicable, detailed arrangements should at least be made to do so directly
the attack has started and the advance is under way.
6. When the scheme for opening up supplies is that of independent
sources, full and accurate intelligence reports are espemally important.
These reports will determine the supplies of plant and material to be sent
up from the base. Adequate supplies of plant, &c., must be arranged
before the advance, and careful organization is, as always, necessary.
(B 1521!0)T
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15. Water s1tpply while the advance is gaining momentum.
1. As the advance proceeds, early and expert reconnaissance for

existing supplies in enemy territory becomes increasingly important.
Reconnaissance should be carried out by an officer of the water service ;
this officer must be conversant with the general water supply policy ancl
resources. He must promptly submit definite technical reports as to
what work can advantageously be carried out by the units of the water
service. He should be provided with all available information regarding
possible sources of supply, and must be in close liaison with the technical
authority of the formation superior to his own. The most advanced
engineers will not usually be equipped to carry out water work of any but
the simplest kind. It is, therefore, of the greatest importance that accurate
information is available as soon as possible. Reports must show all
necessary particulars, to enable the required men and material to be sent
on to the job and work to be started immediately.
Reconnaissance for water, however, must form part of the engineer
reconnaissance undertaken by all engineer units.
2. Power plant will generally have to be installed on existing wells,
springs, &c. Often damaged plant found can be repaired. The reconnoitring officer must know at sight whether this can be done, or whether
it will be better to replace the plant by new, or whether the source is not
capable of development in reasonable time.
When entering territory taken over from the enemy, the head gear
and machinery over wells will probably be found to be demolished. This
may or may not be capable of repair in reasonable time. Search should
be made for booby traps on first examining a well and its machinery.
It sometimes happens that the engine driving the pump has been
demolished, but that the latter can be quickly repaired. In such cases a
fresh engine can often be installed in some other position to drive the
pump. It is generally the case that it will be quicker to install a new
standard plant and repair the old one at leisure.
Cleaning and restoring badly damaged wells involves heavy labour, and
should not be undertaken if water can be produced more easily in any
other way.
3. If it is anticipated that bore-holes will have to be sunk, the boring
machines and crews will have been got ready before the advance, and
supplies of casing, fuel, &c., arranged beforehand. Good locations can
sometimes be selected beforehand from the map, and reconnoitring officers
should report on these locations and on any others they may think
desirable.
·
4. If the country to be traversed favours the use of airlifts in boreholes, compressors may be mounted on lorries or other forms of transport
as mobile units. See Chap. IX, Sec. 45.
Th!s system is of particular value under any of the following
cond1t10ns :(a) If the country has been occupied and provided with bore-holes
piped for airlifts at some period prior to the advance.
(b) If the country is known to be provided with bore-holes suitable
for airlifts.
(c) If holes can be quickly sunk by mobile drill units.
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5. The working of the compressor lorry system is generally as
follows, and these instructions apply also to the operation of a system of
bore-holes during position warfare.
Each lorry will have a group of bore-holes allotted to it daily.
The groups must be selected according to :(a) Distance to be travelled daily.
(b) Amount of water required from each bore-hole.
(c) Capacity of each bore-hole.
(d) Road and traffic regulations.
A lorry will visit each bore-hole of its group in turn at stated periods,
and the storage at each bore-hole must, therefore, equal the maximum
consumption between the visits of the lorry. Generally at least 9,000
gallons are required. The storage tank must be raised sufficiently to feed
the water point allotted to it, and the airlift can generally discharge into the
tank if not too high.
A standing should be made for the lorry while working, but this need
not be close to the well-head. The compressor can blow through several
hundred feet of pipe if necessary. A 1-inch flexible pressure hose connection must be carried on the lorry to connect up with the airpipe of the
airlift. The latter must, of course, be carried up to the lorry standing,
and guarded by a fence round it.
The whole site should be :well drained to prevent pollution finding its
way down the bore-hole.
Each compressor lorry can work up to, say, six bore-holes in a day
under average conditions, but no definite figures can be given.
The lorry driver should be made responsible for working the compressor.
Pl. 25 shows diagrammatically the arrangement at tlte well-head,
while Pl. 101 shows a cornpressor lorry ready for the road.
6. The constructional work carried out in the initial stages of the
exploitation bf the area for water can only be of a very limited kind.
Work should be limiten to the barest essentials, and it cannot he too
strongly emphasized that at this period the object should be to get water
at the earliest possible moment. Pl. 26 shows the type of hasty work
required.
If the advance checks and large masses of troops bank up, thus forming
a new concentration area, the hasty water points made in the initial stages
must be consolidated to withstand the increased usage to which they \\'ill
be subjected. This will necessitate construction of the ordinary pattern
water points with bard standings, &c., and perhaps provision of plant of
greater capacity than that first installed.
7. As the advance gains momentum, conditions will approach those of
purely mobile warfare, and the methods indicated in Chap. II, will come
into force.

8. The possibility of the advance checking and ;position warfare a_gain
occurring should not be neglected by those responsible for the provlBlon
of plant and material.
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PART 11.-TECHNICAL PRACTICE.
CHAPTER IV.

SOURCES OF SUPPLY.
16. Hydrology.
1. The type of works to be adopted for semi-permanent water supplies
depends largely on two factors, (a) the existing supplies, and (b) the

geological l!tructure of the country.
When the developed supplies are small or non-existent, a knowledge of
the geological structure of the area is of the first importance in deciding
upon a plan of water supply.
The type and number of installations depend on several factors, such
as the presence or absence of surface water suitable for horse watering or
capable of purification for human consumption, and the possibility and
ease with wbich water can be obtained from wells, bore-holes, &c. The
latter can be answered best by a study of the geology of the district,
together with a knowledge of the conditions of the rainfall.
2. The larger rivers naturally rise on the inland bigh ground, and collect
smaller tributaries in their course to the sea.
The size and number of small streams which go to swell the main
river vary considerably according to the permeability of the strata of
the country wbich they drain, and also according to the rainfall and
topography of the district.
Streams normally tend to flow at all times of tlie year in temperate
countries where the rainfall is distributed more or less evenly over the
whole year and where there is no marked rainy season. Naturally, however, the streams contain more water in winter, when evaporation is of
little consequence and rains are rather more frequent.
3. In a general way, it may be said that in an area formed of hard
slates, grits, granites, &c., small streams will be numerous, and the water
clear. In clay country small streams are also numerous, but are liable
to be muddy at all times of the year, and the flow to be reduced to a
mere trickle in a dry season. Limestones, chalk, and loose sands are
extremely pervious in mass, so that all rain falling on the surface immediately soaks into the ground with the result that small streams are
scarce. The higher parts of the valleys are ,l;ry, and only contain water
during heavy storms or in wet seasons. The water which soaks into the
surface issues as springs on the low ground of the main valley or lower
reaches of the tributary valleys. The water of these streams is clear
and generally of good quality.
4. The three chief factors governing the subsequent history of water
which falls as rain are :i. Amount of rainfall.
ii. Amount of run-off.
iii. Extent of evaporation.
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In all types of country, even in heavy clay land, a certain proportion
of the water falling on the surface soaks into the ground. In a clay or
slate area only a small proportion of the rainfall penetrates down through
the surface soil, which h~s been rendered pervious by the action of plants,
&c., and a large proportion runs off the surface. In an area of pervious
strata, such as sands, rubbly limestone, or chalk, a large percentage of the
rainfall is absorbed into the ground, and only during heavy storms is there
any run-off direct to the rivers.
It must not be assumed, however, that the difference between rainfall
and run-off gives the measure of the water that goes to replenish the
underground reservoir which feeds the springs and wells. A third factor
to be taken into account is that of evaporation. In a country like northern
France, from the months of May to September inclusive, practically all the
water which falls as rain is disposed of either by evaporation or run-off.
The chief result is that the subterranean reservoir is gradually depleted
from the month of May onwards through the summer and autumn till
some time in October or November. This depletion is shown not only in
the falling off in the yield of springs, but also in the lowering of the water
level in wells, bore-holes, &c.
The widespread occurrence of water in pervious layers of the earth's
crust has given rise to the notion that it flows in great channels very much
as do the rivers on the surface. There are a few cases in which this occurs,
but in the majority of instances subsurface water occurs merely or principally as moisture saturating the rocks. The sands or gravels washed
down from adjacent heights are particularly well adapted to hold moisture,
and great volumes of water can be obtained from these formations.
The behaviour of water in such formations is not clearly understood,
and is still a matter of enquiry. For instance, one leading question is :
Is it stationary, or does it flow freely from place to place 1 It is probable
that to a certain degree both these conditions apply. In a small valley
entirely enclosed, the water accumulates in the beds until they are entirely
saturated, and the moisture in the ground approaching the surface of the
soil begins to be evaporated.
The matter then adjusts itself until a balance is reached between the
water which flows in and the amount which is evaporated, the water rising
until the loss is equal to inflow. If a well is made in this basin and the
water drawn upon, the level of the water in the immediate vicinity of the
well is at once lowered. The influence extends only with great slowness
towards the edge of the basin, the water level not fa!Jing as a whole at
once, as would be the case in drawing from a large open body; the place
of the water removed is slowly occupied by gradual progression of moisture
from the sides. Instead of a small basin, if one of indefinite size is considered, there is seen a condition of things similar to that which takes place
in a broad extent of country. The moisture at the lower limit of a
large plain, escaping either in springs or by evaporation, is gradually
replaced by the slowly progressing water, which percolates at a rate
varying with the porosity of the rock or sand beds. The amount of water
which can be taken from underground sources is limited not so much by
the total quantity in the area as by the rate at which it can flow through
the water-hearing strata.
5. It may be generally stated that the course of the water falling as rain,
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except that lost by evaporati_on, follow~ the_ lines _of natural drainage.
The rivers and streams, supplied by sprrngs, lil their turn contnbute to
supply the sea which together supply the atmosphere by evaporat10n,
<1nd thus complete the circuit. A vast circulation is thus kept up by
the radiating power of the sun.
6. Oceans and seas cover four-filths of the earth's surface, and the
principal evapor:1tion tahs place in those p~rtions_ of t_he globe where the
sun's rays act in a vertical or nearly vertical . d1rect10n .. A very large
quantity of aqueous vapour is thus con_stantly bemg camed mto the higher
regions of the atmosphere, and 1s bemg bo_rne from the equator to the
poles, with certain modifications due to physwal causes.
7. From these physical differences the rainfall varies Ill different places,
being nil in the deserts of Asia, Africa, and parts of America, to 600 inches
a year in certain parts of _Tndia. In Engfo.nd it _varies from 20 inches
in some of the eastern counties to 150 or 160 mches m Cumberland.
8. The circmnstances in each locality render the application of hard
and fast rules unreliable, but, if observations are carried out for a series of
years, an average can be obtained which will give fairly accurate results
for a similar series in future.
The method of estimating probable rainfall from known data is given
in Chap. V.
9. Rain falling from the clouds may be collected directly in suitable
vessels and used for <lrinking, &c. A simple calculation, however, will
show that the amount that can be collected in this way is very small unless
the collecting surface is large. Rain-water in its pure state, moreover, is
not palatable for drinking, being deficient in aeration, and also flat and
insipid due to the absence of dissolved salts . Attention, therefore,
has to be directed to rain-water which subsequently appears in
lakes.
10. Tlie great effect of the geological structure on the question of water
supply to troops in the field is well illustrated by a study of the areas occupied by the British Armies in France and Belgium during the War of
1914-19. In this area the meteorological conditions are sufficiently
uniform to constitute only a very minor controlling factor.
A glance at the geological sketch map and section (Pls. 29 and 30)
shows that the area falls into two main divisions-recent and tertiary
sands and clays to the_ north, and a great undulating chalk plateau in
the south. The geologwal section from Ostend to the top of the Notre
Dame de Lorette ridge and from thence to Peronne shows the general
arrangement of t he strata in the areas referred to.
The chief points _to be noticed in the hydrology of the area may be
taken Ill order, startmg at the coastal plains of the North Sea at Ostend,
N1~uport, &c. The _coastal strip of the_ Paider plain, with the exception
of its seaward margm of sand dunes, bes below or near high tide level.
The Paider pl_ain consists mainly of marine sands with thin. clays and peat
beds m certa11: places m the upper part. Water suppl y in this area presented great difficulties. Although the region is thickly intersected with
waterways, these are all foul and in many cases brackish. Potable
water was, therefore, obtained chiefly from sterilizing lorries and barges
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drawing from the canals and numerous waterways where these were not
too saline. A certain amount of fresh water could also be obtained from
shallow wells of large diameter sunk among the sand dunes along the
coast, and the method shown on Pl. 34 was used with success. The town of
Dunkerque, which lies in this area, is supplied by pipe from chalk springs
near St. Omer.
A tough b)ue impervious clay called the Ypresian or Tertiary clay
which is of similar age to the London clay of England, is found beneath
the marine beds of the Polder plain at a depth of about 100 feet on the
coast. This clay is found near the surface round Ypres and over most
of the plains of Flanders. The loamy clay surface layer overlying this
Ypresian clay varies in thickness according to the cont.our of the ground,
and the wells in this region contain only surface drainage wat.er, which is
almost invariably of bad quality. During most of the yea, the subsoil
water level is but a few feet from the surface, and, particularly after rain,
small and muddy streams abound. Water supply work was, therefore,
directed chiefly to providing drinking water for troops. The two lakes,
Zillebeke and Dickebusch, which supplied the town of Ypres before the
War, offered a water which was quite satisfactory after sterilization;
and water was pumped from these sources over a large part of the area.
For the operations in 1917, purification plant was installed at Harenghe
on the River Yser, the only river of any magnitude in the area. An
extensive pipe system was laid in connection with these works.
The range of hills from Cassel, Mt. Noir to Kemme!, with their continuation the Messines-Wytschaete ridge, are relics of sands which naturally
come above the Ypresian clay, but have been worn away by the action of
weather from all the clay surface except on this isolated range of hills.
There are numerous land springs in these hills, and, by damming across
the re-entrant valleys, small impounding reservoirs were formed, which
made valuable sources of supply.
The flat ground running from near Calais to St. Omer and Bethune,
although mainly covered by recent alluvial deposits, is underlain by the
sands and sandy clays which come below the blue Ypresian clay, and form
a basal series to the tertiary strata (see Pls. 29 and 30). These sands crop
out at the surface near Bethune and St. Omer, and are found at a depth of
300 feet below sea level near Ypres, and about 520 feet below sea level at
Ostend. The lower tertiary sands as obtained from bores near Ypres
are extraordinarily fine, but become coarser towards the outcrop. They are
water-bearing, but only near their outcrop can any considerable volume of
water be obtained from them. In the plains of Flanders the usefulness
of bores to the lower tertiary sands was limited not only by the small volume
of water which could be obtained, but also by the extreme difficulty of
dealing with the sand which came up in great quantities once the well
was overpumped ; this difficulty was later overcome by the use of an
airlift in conjunction with an Ashford tube filter (see Pl. 86), but _even then
the yield was ouly some 200 to 300 gallons an hour from a 6-mch well.
In the Ypres area, as already stated, reliance was placed _rather on the
treatment of surface .water than on subterranean supplies. Near the
outcrop, however, the lower tertiary sands give good supplies, and in the
basin of the River Lys, near St. Omer and Lillers, are found many artesian
wells supplied from the chalk hills of Artois to the south.
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Rising up from the plains of Flanders. are the chalk hills of Artois
and Picarcly. The chalk must not be considered as a whole, because its
character varies both vertically and horizontally. Thus, under the plains
of Flanders the chalk is found to thin over an old submerged crest of slate
rocks and in this locality it is found to be a compact bard marly chalk
with few or no fissures, and contains no water. Again, near Lille and round
Bapaume and Peronne the upper beds of the chal_k are p_oroljs and fissured,
while the middle and lower heels are marly and nnperv10us. The undulating plateau of Picarcly to the south_and the valley of the S_omme are thus
formed of white upper chalk overlymg the marls of the middle and lower
chalk. The structure, however, is not that of a uniform horizontal series
of beds, hut is a series of gentle folds as shown on the geological section
(Pl. 30). In this area springs are frequent at the level of the underground
water reservoir ; hut when troops were located above this level, often in
considerable concentrations, much work was required to get the water
to them. In the earlier stages, pipes were laid from the springs, and existing
deep wells developed, hut as the practice of deep boring was perfected
it was possible to dispense with the pipes .. The level of the water horizon
varies from the surface to 300 feet according to the location, but boreholes were often driven far deeper into the chalk marls in order to secure
sufficient submergence for airlift working.
One of the most striking features of the area as a whole is the abrupt rise
of the Notre Dame de Lorette and Vimy Ridge, which is explained when
the geological structure of this area is studied. Running along the foot
of these hills is a large fault with a throw of about 300 feet passing in places
to a fold fault on the Vimy Ridge (see Pl. 30). This great fault brings the
lower marly chalks to the surface ; there is no water in these chalks, and
consequently it was necessary to pump water into this area from springs
situated in rear.
From the above short description, it will he seen that in the north
the main source of supply was contaminated surface water, while in the
south water of excellent quality could be obtained from the chalk. It
resulted, therefore, that water supply practice was essentially different
in Flanders to that obtaining in Picardy where chalk formed the whole
country.
It is of the first importance, therefore, before deciding on the type of
plant which will be necessary and the water supply policy to be pursued
for a campaign, to have a sound knowledge of the geology of the district
and of the behaviour of the underground water. This information must
to a large extent be collected in pel>ce-time, but should be amplified and
extended during the progress of operations. In any large campaign,
geologists will be included in the engineer staff of the army, and part of
their duties will be the collection of hydrological information.

17. Springs.
1. A considerable portion of the water which passes into the soil not

infrequently reappears on the surface in the form of springs. The water
sinks through poro1;1s strata until it reaches-as it usually does at a greater
or less depth-an impermeable stratum. Here it is upheld, forming an
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underground reservoir, natural outlets of which are springs which occur
where the impermeable stratum crops out on the earth's surface. Such
springs are sometimes classified as land springs or main springs. Land
springs are of limited capacity, the water in them being formed in superficial beds of sand or gravel overlying a stratum of clay, and they often
cease to discharge when rainfall is delayed. Main sprimgs are deep-seated
outlets of geological formations, such as chalk, oolite, and sandstone
often fed by rain at great distances from the spring.
'
2. Water is thrown out as springs whenever a saturated water-bearing
stratum rests on an impervious one, or when the valleys are cut down below
the level of saturation if the whole country is fo1med of a rock-like chalk.
The exact location of a spring will be influenced by local accidents, such as
small original irregularities in the surface of the impervious underlying
strata or by small faults. There are, however, more important considerations whenever the strata have been inclined to the horizontal by earth
movements. In this case springs will be larger and more numerous on
that side of the hill where the lowest point in the impervioUB underlying
bed is found. In limestones, and probably to a less degree in chalk, the
jointing of the rock has an important influence on the location of springs.
The main joints become enlarged by solution, and the water flows more or
less freely in these fissures and issues as large springs.
In limestone areas the surface streams frequently take a temporary
underground course, and may be mistaken for springs on issuing to the
light again. This must be guarded against, as the water may be highly
contaminated with surface pollution although it appears clear and cool.
Springs are thus the natural outlet for the waters of the underground
reservoir which is fed by the percolation of the rain-water down through•
the soil and subsoil into the pervious strata which form the reservoir and
hold the water in a manner similar to a sponge. In mountainous country
the upper regions may be waterless if there is no impervious stratum except
at low levels .
3. As a rule (which is, however, by no means an invariable one), springs
afford excellent water for drinking purposes, so that the supply from such
sources is always sought after. The water in sinking through the ground
absorbs some of the carbonic acid from the ground air, and then becomes
capable of dissolving certain mineral constituents of the rocks over which
it passes. Thus calcium carbonates and calcium sulphates are found in
water issuing from chalk, oolite, and limestones; magnesium carbonates
from dolomitic limestones; iron from green sands and iron stained sandstone; salts of sodium or potassium from some sandstone rocks and
other strata. As a rule, the temperature is constant at all times, the
aeration is good, and the salts in solution ape sufficient to render it palatable.
The supply, however, from ordinary springs is not generally more than would
suffice for small peace-time communities, but they form valuable sources
of supply in the field. The flow from a spring can often be increased by
enlarging the point of outflow. To guard against the pollution of springs,
it is desirable that the point of delivery should be walled in, and the water
conducted to the surface by a pipe. It is important to remember that the
water from springs is not invariably safe, especially in fissured formations
in which pollution can enter at a distance.
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18. Shallow wells.
1. Shallow wells obtain their water from the superficial deposits found

either in the weathered surface beds of impervious strata or in recent gravels
and alluvia of rivers, sand dunes, &c.
The water from shallow surface wells is open to much pollution, and,
except when made in river gravels, such wells seldom yield large volumes
of water. As a temporary source of supply they are often of great value,
but for a large supply shallow wells are not individually of great value,
except when in gravel beds.
2. The conditions of surface drainage materially affect the level of
water in surface wells. This was markedly proved at Lucknow where
an extensive scheme of snrface drainage of the cantonments was carried
out in 1877-81. The water supply obtained from surface wells was very
sensibly reduced, the water level in the wells being everywhere lowered.
This example is an excellent illustration of the dubious sources from which
many shallow wells receive their supply.
3. Some simple rules for ascertaining a good site for a surface well
are given in Sec. 6, para. 3.
These rules apply only to surface wells, being neither sufficient nor
applicable to deep wells for which geological knowledge is always
necessary.

4. In Afghanistan and Persia where valleys of irregular contour occur
between barren ranges of mountains, the natives utilize the subterranean
water for irrigation purposes by sinking a series of wells, generally across
the valleys, connecting the same at the water level by almost horizontal
, galleries leading to the natural surface of the ground where irregularities
of contour permit. Such a system of wells is called a Karez (see Pl. 28,
Fig. 1), and the advantages of it are that the length of the horizontal
gallery, tapping as it does a greater portion·of the water-bearing stratum
than a single shaft would do, stimulates the flow throughout that stratum,
and the water is protected throughout its passage underground from
evaporation.

5. In contradistinction to shallow wells, which are merely sunk into
superficial porous beds overlying an impermeable stratum, those wells
which are sunk through an impermeable to a permeable stratum are known
as deep wells, and are described in the following Section.

19. Deep wells and bore-holes.
1. A deep well may be consiqered as a large diameter bore-hole, and the
following remarks apply to both. Since these wells are only found in
water-bearing strata where the water level is a great depth below the surface,
the water will probably be of good quality, and, if the well has been sunk
several feet below water level, "~th the aid of pumping machinery the
yield may be considerable. The water level in wells with 10 feet or more of
water may have considerable seasonable variation.
2. When the type of rock is suitable, deep wells and bore-holes offer
a means of tapping the deeper waters.
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Anoth,,r great advantage in obtaining water by this means is that the
superficial polluted waters are cased off, and also that the water can be
drawn from a pervious stratum which is overlain by an impervious series
of beds when they are of great thickness.
3. The conditions governing the supply of water from a bore-hole
may be considered under two heads :(a) Nttture of the strata.
(b) Geological structure and topography of the district.
4. The nature of the water-bearing beds which yield the water in a
bore naturally exercises much influence on the amount and quality of the
water which can be abstracted.
For instance, in water-bearing sands the volume of water obtainable
for each foot of boring in the water-bearing strata is largely controlled by
the rate at which water can flow through the sand.
In some cases where the sand is extremely fine, the volume which can
be taken without drawing sand into the bore is very small. Various
strainers have been devised to keep back the sand, but with the best
obtainable it was found in the fine sands below the Yprcsian clay in Flanders
that a bore in about 50 feet of sand would not yield more than 300 gallons
an hour.
In coarser sands or fine gravels very large volumes can be obtained,
particularly if the water is under a certain degree of pressure.
From limestones the yield depends entirely on the number and size of
the fissuree intersected by the bore, and frequently two bores quite near
each other may give different yields, and may strike water at different
depths.
In chalk the conditions are rather different, as the mass is more or less
permeable as a whole, and behaves more uniformly than a hard limestone.
5. Before being able to estimate the depth or J~eld of any bore-hole,
the topography and geological structure of the area must be studied as
well as the physical state of the water-bearing strata. By physical state
is meant the coarseness or permeability of a sand or a sandstone, or the
amotmt of fissuring which may be expected in a limestone at a depth, &c.
If the area be one of which the geology is fairly well-known, reasonably
accurate e~timates as to depth and yield can usually be given by an expert.
The height to which water will rise in the bore can also frequently be
estimated. This point is of particular importance in dealing with an
artesian basin.

6. All strata with which the water engineer is concerned may be divided
into permeable and impermeable strata; the former consisting of chalk,
gravel, or sands through which the water will readily filter, or rocks broken
up by fissures along which the water passes readily. The impermeable
strata are either formed of layers of dense clays and marls, or close-grained
compact rocks.
Now if all the strata on a given surface were horizontal, the water would
sink through the permeable strata till it reached the impermeable upon
which it would be borne up, and would ooze out at any outcrop caused
by the irregularities of the surface, e.g., on a hillside.
If the strata were saucer shaped, or synclinal, a reservoir would be
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formed, which would in course of time become filled and would overflow
after heavy rain.
If the basin is filled with permeable material only, the water may
rise to the surface of the ground anywhere. But if the permeable material
is again covered with impermeable, so as to leave a ring only of the
former material e,q,osed, the water will rise to the surface only on the
area of the ring itself, and, if a well is dug in this superstratum until the
water-bearing stratum is tapped, the water will rise up the well towards
the surface of the ground, or even overflow, forming what are known
respectively as sub-wrtesian or artesian wells.
Aa a matter of actual fact, however, the surface of the earth is so
irregular that the existence of a perfect basin, such as the one assumed,
is most rare. In most of the impervious strata there are cracks and
faults ; and there are certain planes of bedding and joints all of which
affect the question, and are of great importance.
7. Aa an illustration, Pl. 28,Fig. 3, may be taken as a section ofa typical
basin. The water in all the strata, shown in the section, is derived from
the rain which falls on those portions of the surface that are not covered by
the London clay, and is upheld by clay beds of the ganlt. Thus it
accumulates in the strata up to the horizontal line AB, at which it overflows
by springs in valleys, e.g., at C. Below this line all the chalk, &c., is filled
with a permanent reservoir of water, except when faults or fissures allow
it to escape into lower strata. Except where such escape occurs, the level
of AB gives the line up to which water will rise in any well by hydrostatic
pressure, when the superincumbent London clay is perforated. If the
level at the ground surface be below the line AB, as at G or H, the water
will rise in a perpetually flowing artesian fountain.
Artesian wells are deep wells of the nature above alluded to, where the
surface of the ground is below the level of the water in the subterranean
reservoir, and consequently the water flows at the top of the well without
any pumping.
8. Faults in geological strata affect this question in various ways.
The section on Pl. 28, Fig. 2, rep~esents a portion of a basin intersected by
a fault HL filled with clay. A, B, C, D are porous strata, the remaining
ground being impervious. It is quite clear that not only the rain-water
which enters the outcrop at A, B, C, D of the inclined and porous strata,
but also all that falls on the surface of the impervious strata between each
will be held up by the fault. The rainfall on CD will flow down C, that
between C and B will flow down B, and so on. A well sunk at E will yie.ld
water which will rise to a greater height and in greater volume as each
successive layer is tapped.
In many limestone districts the faults become filled "~th clay, which
acts as a dam, and forces the water out at the surface. The springs thus
formed have frequently led to the discovery of the geological faults. On
the ot~er hand, faults may act as conduits, leading water down through
1mperv10us strata to others below.
Aa a gener~l rule, the level of th~ water in the underground reservoirs
does not remam constant, nor does it remain absolutely the same for all
parts of the _same stratum. If there is an outfall or spring, the level of the
saturat10n 1s 1nchned towards that spring, and in every case the level
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varies "'ith the season of the year and the rainfall, being least in October
or November, and greatest in: February or March in England.
9. The typical conditions for a constant water supply by means of
wells are shown on Pl. 28, Fig. 3, i.e ., where there is a broad extent of
pervious strata overlying a hand of impervious formation on a synclinal
(i.e., saucer-shaped) axis . The difficulties that practically present themselves are :-(a) To know whether the proposed site is on a synclinal or
anticlinal axis. (b) To know whether any impervious hand of clay underlies the permeable strata.
As regards the first of these two points, observation may be made
of the sections of the earth's surface in quarries, cuttings, river embankments, &c. Any fossils which may be collected will furnish a means of
identification as to the strata, reference being made to a geological
museum for comparison . fu observing the dip of strata, it will often be
found that the strata do not follow the inclination of the ground surface.
Frequently synclinal axes are found at the tops of hills and anticlinal
axes in valleys, due to the denudation of strata already strained by upheaval. Hence it does not follow that the best site for a deep well is in a
valley. If the synclinal axis happens to correspond with the valley, it
would, of course, be the most economical place to bore for water.
In all cases where boring for water is carried out, endeavour should be
made to find where the outcrop of the water-bearing stratum is situated,
so as to determine its thickness. The outcrop of other overlying strata
should also be ascertained.
As regards the other difficulty, viz., the existence of impervious substrata, it may be stated, generally, that where oak trees flourish, and
where the country is flat, clay is the chief ingredient of the soil.
In the Weald of Kent, for instance, oak trees are abundant in the flat
plain of clay, but they do not grow in the overlying chalk formation.
Where pines grow, as in the Aldersbot district, they are characteristic of
sandy soil.
Gravel is generally a good water-bearer, and in a gravelly valley down
which a river flows water may be obtained in shall ow wells in any part
by percolation from the river. Frequently in dry valleys water may he
obtained by digging into the gravel which forms the bottom.
fu deep wells sometimes boring is carried through an impervious
stratum into a porous one below, so that instead of the yield being increased
it is lost altogether. This danger must be guarded against by obtaining
the best knowledge possible of the geological conditions of the site.

CHAPTER V.
REQUIREMENTS AS TO QUANTITY.
20. Estimates of requireinen/s.
1. The water consumed by men and animals, for raising steam, and in
the multitudinous other ways in which water is made use of, varies so much
according to circumstances that it is impo•sible to lay down an exact
figure for any particular case. In plannmg any water supply scheme, the
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aim should be to provide as much water as can be made use of, provided
that adequate arrangements can be made with regard to drainage. A
copious supply of water promotes health, aud is, therefore, to be encouraged.
On the other hand, economy is to be sought after, not by limiting the
amount of water used for legitimate purposes, but by the use of up-to-date
Flant, skilful planning of the necessary works, and by the elimination of
waste in distribution. The use of inferior fittings is a fruitful source of
waste.
2. Although accurate data regarding consumption of water cannot be
given, the following tables show figures on which an approximate estimate
may be based. The estimates thus arrived at must be modified according
to local circumstances, especially in hot climates.
TABLE

A.-Daily consumption. Temperate climates.

Highly ch-ilized corn- 50 galls.
munities

Includes
system.

water-borne

sewage

Semi-permanent cantonments

30 galls.

Includes
system.

water-borne

sewage

Standing camp~

15 galls.

No water-borne sewage.

Man

1\fan

·•·•

Temporary camps

5 galls.

No water-borne sewage.

Absolute minimum .

1 gall.

At rest.

Absolute minimum ..

½gall.

Normally

10 galls.

--

Absolute minimum ..

3 galls.

It is possible for a horse to go

Man

Horse, mule, or
OX

-

On the march ; periods not exceeding 3 days at a time.

48 hours without water.
lt
drinks 3 galls. at a watering, and
takes 5 ruins. to water.

---

Sheep or pig ..
Camel ..

TABLE

1 gall.

--

10 galls.

Allow an extra 10 galls. every third
day. A cn.mol takes 20 mins. to
:water, and drinks in two b\)Uts
with an int,erval of 10 mins.

B.-Miscellaneous consumption figures.
Consumer.

Each slipper bath
Each W.C.
. ..
Each lavatory basin
Each urinal
.. .
Each yard tap .. .
Each vehicle washed

Daily
f:OnS'llmption.

200 gallons.
40
20
40
40
10
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Boilers, steam-rai~ing.

Locomotives, broad gauge, l:trge

Locomotiws, metre gauge, small
Locomotives, 60 cm. gauge ...
Horizontal stationary type-compound
modern engine
Horizontal stationary type-noncondensing

7,000 gallons a day, or allow
120 gallons each train mile
(empty or loaded trains and
one engine each train).
2,500 gallons a day.
1,800 gallons a day.
2 gallons each h.p. hour.
4 gallons each h.p. hour.

Boilers, washing-out.

About 20 gallons each h.p. each washout under normal conditions, at
a pressure of about 50 lbs./square inch.
Locomotives require about 3,000 gallons every 7 or 14 days : pressure
about 50 lbs./square inch.
Condensing water.

At normal temperature and sent to
waste

100 gallons each h.p. hour.

Petrol and oil engines, cooling.

Loss = ¼to ½gallon each h.p. hour. Circulate at rate of 7 gallons
each h.p. hour. Provide 35 gallons tank capacity each b.h.p.
3. The first thing to be done when selecting a source of supply is to
ascertain whether the amount of water available is sufficient for the
maximum possible demand. When, in the case of a pumped supply, the
minimum yield of the source is equal or more than equal to the maximum
rate of demand. requirements as to quantity are fulfilled. It often occurs,
however, that the yield of the source is a fluctuating one, being at times
less than the rate of demand, while at others it is much greater. In such
cases, it is necessary to provide storage reservoirs at the source, in order
that the periods of insufficient flow may be compensated for by those
during which the flow is more than enough. Such reservoirs are in iarge
works termed impounding reserrofrs.

21. Yield of a catchment area.
1. The amount of water available as run-off from a given catchment area
can be estimated if the following factors are known :(a) The average rainfall during the period.
(b) The extent of the area under consideration.
(c) The proportion of the rainfall absorbed by the ground, and how
much of this is given back to the collecting area by springs.
(d) The amount of evaporation from sheets of water within the area,
and from the surface of the ground itself.
2. The difficulty of making even a fairly accurate estimation of the
first and two last factors renders it impossible to make an accurate forecast of 1.he run-off from a given area. Where, however, comparatively
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large quantities of water are involved, a_n estimate accur~te enough for all
practical purposes can be made, if the ramfall over a preYious cycle of years
is known. Rainfall forecasts really demand e,q,ert knowledge, and
should when possible, be entrusted to a meteorologist.
Tb; accuracy of the forecasts as regards the probable rainfall during
a period will vary directly with the length of the cycle of time for which
records are available, "~th the number of observations during that time,
with the number of stations at which observations have been taken, and
with the accuracy of the observations. It will very ofien happen that
no rainfall records whatever are available for the area under consideration. It may, however, be possible to forecast with some degree of
accuracy the probable rainfall from the records of stations situated some
distance from the area.
Owing to the fluctuations of rainfall during consecutive years, it is
usual to take the least annual rainfall as the basis of calculation. When
a large number of records are available, it may be possible to deduce an
averagenwnthly ravnfall for any particular month of the year, but the results
so obtained cannot always be relied upon. In any case, where the construction of an impounding reservoir or the adequacy of a naturally formed
reservoir is in question, the least annual rainfall is the important factor,
since winter rains are generally relied upon to make up the shortage in
summer.

The following empirical rules <led uced from records in various parts of
the world have been found to hold good :i. In order to include a sequence of two or three periods of wet or
dry years it is necessary to consider a cycle of about thirtysix years.
ii. Periods of three consecutive dry years may occur, the average
rainfall in which is as low as 80 per cent. of the average for the
longer cycle.
iii. Single dry years may occasionally occur in which the rainfall is
as low as 60 per cent. of the average.
The usual practice is to consider as available no more than the
average fallforthree consecutive dry years, but, if the available storage is
very small m proport10n to the consumpt10n, the least annual rainfall
should be taken as not more than the lowest on record. When the records
are scanty, even this should be reduced.
3. The actual sitpe,ficial a,·ea likely to receive the rainfall can be arrived
at from a contoured plan of the district, if one is available-otherwise a
rough survey will be necessary.
4. Next to the rainfall factor, :be absorption factor is probably the
most ser10us source of maccuracy m the computation of the available
yield from the area.
Absorption may take place in _several ways. If a part or the whole
of the area 1s cove~ed with a p~rv10.us stratum overlying an impervious
stratum, a proport10n of the ram will descend to the impervious stratum
and_ will there be held up. If conditions permit, the water will descend
until it_ breaks out in springs, which may or may not be included in the
total yield of the area, i.e., the springs may break out below the dam on
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the down-stream side of the reservoir. It is important that the course
of such subterranean flows should be taken into account. It may be
impossible for the water to escape in such a way, and then the p:round
will become water-logged, and the ground water level will be lowe.red in
periods of drought owing to evaporation.
In some cases, the conditions of the strata comprising the catchment
area will permit of a considerable proportion of the precipitation escaping
through subterranean channels.
Although a detailed study of the geological conditions will afford much
information as to the proportion lost by absorption, a reasonably accurate
estimation of the absorption factor can only be made by comparing the
gaugings of streams at the down-stream end of the catchment area with the
rainfall figures at various points within the area over a period of time.
Observations over only a few weeks will give a fair idea of the ratio between
precipitation and absorption. It is, however, to be noted that this ratio
will vary according to the time of year, o"~ng to the effects of ground
storage and evaporation. A heavy downpour after a period of drought
may afford no increase in the amount of water impounded, being entirely
absorbed by the ground.
No definite or even approximate figures can be given here for the proportion of rainfall absorbed on a given area. It will generally be possible to
take gaugings of the streams running away from the catchment area
together with rain-gauge readings taken during the same period, and from
these the necessary correction must be made, it being remembered that this
figure includes that due to evaporation (v. seq.).
5. Evaporation can be measured in an evaporameter, which consists
simply of a shallow pan provided with a gauge and exposed to the same
conditions as the ground or water surface under consideration.
The determination of the evaporation is of little value so far as the total
yield is ooncerned if the method outlined in the preceding para~raph is
followed, since the evaporation figure is included in the result. It may,
however, be necessary to determine the evaporation when calculating
the net capacity of the reservoir, since the evaporation from the surface
of a sheet of water is greater than that from an equal area of ground.
6. The foregoing observations apply more particularly to the selection of
a watershed when the construction of large impounding works is in prospect, but cases may arise when it is desired to nse an existing lake as a
storage reservoir of which the adequacy or otherwise is in question. The
general principles above formulated should enable an approximate determination to be made of the probable annual yield. This calculation may
be nece.ssary in determining the capacity of a natural reservoir to supply
a large formation during an extended campaign.

22. Gauging the flow of springs, streams, and rivers.
1. To measure the yield of a spring, a point should be selected as near

as possible to its overflow. The flow here can be determined either accurately by the notch method, or approximately by the method described
below for taking the yield of a river. Care should be taken that the whole
outOow from the spring passes along the measuring channel.
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When the yield is very small, it is _best measured by taking the time
required to fill a vessel of known capamty.
2. The rouf'h average yield of a spring or stream may be measured as
follows:.
.
Select a straight length of 15 to 20 yards where the channel 1s fauly
uniform and there are no eddies. Measure the breadth and.depth at three
or four 'places, and from these obtain the average sectional area of the
channel.
Drop in a chip of wood, and fin~ the time it takes to_ travel a known
distance in feet, say 30 feet. This gives the surface velomty of the stream
in feet each second ; then,
if V = surface velocity of stream in feet a second,
A = sectional area of channel in feet, i.e., b X d where b =
average breadth of channel in feet, and d = average depth
of channel in feet ;
then

¼V x A

=

yield in cubic feet each second,

4 V X A X 6 I X 60
or 5
4

=

"ld'm ga11ons eac h mmute.
.
yie

'rhe most accurate·method and the one most generally used by engineers
is by measurement over a weir, as subsequently described.
3. The rectangular notch method is as follows :-Construct a dam
in such a manner as to cause the stream to flow through a rectangular
notch cut in the top of the dam (Pl. 31, Figs. 1 and 2). This notch is
called a weir, and is simply an opening of sufficient length and depth to
allow all the stream to pass through it. For small streams the simplest
form of dam is one made of planks. The notch is preferably c1it out ot
hin brass sheet.
The bottom of the notch should be bevelled on the down-stream side;
the sides of the notch should also be bevelled on the same side, leaving the
edge sharp.
The surface of the water below the dam should be from 10 to 12 inches
below the bottom of the notch, so that the flow of water through the notch
may not be impeded.
The sill of the weir must be level, and its length accurately known.
The dam should be of sufficient height to form a still pond above, so
that the water will approach the weir without any perceptible velocity,
since a larger quantity will pass if the water moves rapidly.
Care should be taken, when filling in the weir-dam, that the depth of
water at the weir be not less than three times the depth of the notch or
twwe the head over the rectangular weir. The width of the pool should be
at least equal to the total length of the weir, plus four times the maximum
head over the rectangular weir. The weir-pool should be on a straight
stretch of the stream. The ends of the dam should go deep and well into
the bank on each side, so that there shall be no escape of water under
or around them.

A stake should be driven several feet above the dam in still water
near the bank, for convenience in taking measurements. This should b;
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far enough up-stream to be above the curvature of the surface of the
water passing over the weir.
Cut a hole in a piece of board to prevent it floating away, and slip it
over the stake.
Measure down from the top end of the stake to the top surface of the
plank, just as the water has filled the weir-pool level with the notch; this
should be clone when the weir-pool is first filled.
When the pond has filled to its maximum height, take another measurement in the same manner. The difference between these two measurements is the depth of water flowing over the weir.
The Table below shows the number of cubic feet of water which passes
a weir for each inch in breadth in each minute.
TABLE

Inches.I

0

1
2
3

·40
l · 14
2·09
3·22
4·50
5·90

4

5
6

Inches,

1
2
3

4
5

6

I

C (i) .-Rectangular weir discharges.

t
·006
·43
l· 19
2· 16
3·29
4·58
6·00

½

¼

· 14
· 74
1· 59
2·63
3·83
5· 18
6·65

· 17
·78
1· 65
2·71
3·91
5·27
6·75

i

·01
·47
1·24
2·23
3·37
4·67
6·09

·03
·51
1 ·30
2·29
3·44
4·75
6· 18

·05
·55
1 ·36
2·36
3·52
4·84
6·28

· 07
·60
1·41
2·43
3·60
4·92
6·37

·09
·65
1•47
2·50
3·68
5·01
6 ·47

t

*

!

*

t

*

·23
·87
1·77
2·85
4·07
5·45
6·95

·26
·93
1·83
2·92
4·16
5·54
7·05

·30
·98
1 •89
2·99
4·24
5 ·63
7·15

·33
1·03
1·96
3·07
4·32
5·72

·36
1·08
2·02
3· 14
4·41
5 · 81
7·35

·20
·83
1•71
2·78
3·99
5·36
6·85

7 •25

·ll
·70
1·52
2·57
3·75
5·10
6·56

For instance, if the notch is 12 inches wide and the depth of water
over the weir is 3-lir inches, the amount of water passing over the
weir in a minute is found by multiplying the amount found in the horizontal line opposite to 3 and in the vertical column under -Ii, inch by the
width of the weir.
Thua, amount required is 2·43 x 12 cubic feet a minute ; or 2·43 X
12 X 6·25 gallons a minute.
4. For smaller quantities the trian~ular notch method may be
used. In this method, a triangular notch with its sides at 90° is cut in
the sill board, the notch being of sufficient size to allow the full volume of
water to discharge through it (Pl. 31, Fig. 3).
.
A series of V notches may be cut in the sillboard if the flow of water 1s
great ; these notches must be of equal size and not too close together;
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it is important that the apices ol the 1!otches should be exactly in line,
and that this line should be exactly horizontal.
The following Table shows the number of cubic feet which passes over
a right-angled V notch 1 inch to 6 inches deep in each minute .
The Table is used t he same way as that for the rectangular notch methQd.
TABLE

Inches.

I
2
3
4
5

6

Inches.

1
2
3
4
5
0

I

C (ii).-Triangula,r wei,· discharges.

0

·300
1·7
4·68
9·6
16 ·8
26·5

I ½
·827
2·96
6·88
12·9
21·3
32·3

Discharge (q) in ·cubic feet
•403
·461
·339
1-83
2· 12
1·97
5·44
4·92
5· 18
9·98
10·4
10· 8
18·4
17 •3
17·8
27·2
27·9
28 · 6

each minute.
·522
·591
2·28
2·42
5·71
5·99
11·2
11·6
18·9
19 ·5
29·3
30·0

·665
2·61
6 ·28
12·0
20· l
30·8

·742
2·78
6 •57
12·4
20·7
31 ·5

1·44
4•21
8·87
15·7
25 · l
37·2

1·57
4•44
9·23
16·3
25·8
38·0

i
Discharge (q) in cubic feet each minute.
·916
1 •01
l·ll
I ·22
1·33
3· 15
3 · 35
3·55
3- 76
3-98
7-19
7·51
7·83
8· 17
8·51
13·3
13· 8
14·3
14·8
15·2
21·9
22·5
23· l
23·8
24·4
33· l
33·9
34·7
35·5
36•3

5. Gauging the flow of larger streams and rivers.-In the case
of streams with a flow varying from a maximum in wet weather to a minimum in dry weather, a combination weir is convenient. This consists of a
rectangular weir in the sill of which is formed a wide angled notch. The
dry weather flow can then be measured in the notch with greater accuracy
than would be possible with the large rectangular weir.
The following data will determine the dimensions of the notch : (i) The minimum flow should not be less than 3 inches. This determines the angle of the notch. Under ordinary circumstances
the minimum flow will be about 0 · 05 cusecs (cubic feet a
second) for each 1,000 acres of area drained by the stream.
(ii) The notch should be large enough to pass 5 cusecs for each 1,000
acres.

The maximum capacity of the weir for drainage areas up to 10,000
acres need not generally exceed 100 cusecs for each 1,000 acres.
The flow over a triangular notch is given by
Q = 2·48n H.'·",
where Q = discharge in cusecs,
n = tangent of half the included angle,
H = head in feet measured above the apex.
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For rectangular weirs with end contractions
Q = 3· 10 L1°' Hw1·",
where Q = discharge in cusecs,
L = length of weir in feet,
Hw= head in feet measured above the sill.
For a combination weir, while the flow is through the notch only, the
first of the above two formula, may be applied.
When the flow is over the horizontal portion of the weir as well, the
following adapted formula may be used :Q = 3· 10 L..'' 0' Hw'""
3·10 L.''"' (Hw
h) 1··11 ,
where Q and Hw are as before,
Lw= length in feet of horizontal portion of weir over which
water flows,
L,= length in feet of base of notch triangle
(whence Lw
L, = L = total width of weir),
and h = head in feet on a rectangular weir of length L. which would
give an equal delivery to that given by the notch flowing full.
This can be found from formula Q = 2 · 48 n H.'·".

+

+

+

The following Tables may be used where applicable :TABLE

(a)

D.-Cambination weirs.

FLOW THROUGH TRIANGULAR NOTCH.

Diacharge in ousecs fo1· n

H~ad
ft.
I.
0·2
0·25
0·3
....
0·4
0·5
0·6
0·7
0·8
...
0·9
I ·O
l ·2
1·4
1·6
1·8
2·0
2·25
2·50 ....
2·75 ....

3·00

....

0·047
0·081
0·127
0·258
0·448
0·703
1 ·03
1 •43
1·91
2·48
3·89
5·69
7·92
10·60
13·74
18·37
23·84
30·17
37.40

I

2.
0·093
0·162
0·253
0 ·516
0·895
1·41
2·06
2·86
3·82
4·96
7·78
11·36
15·83
21·19
27·48
36·74
47·68
60·34
74·80

I

3.
0·140
0·242
0·380
0·774
1 ·34
2· 11
3·08
4·29
5·73
7.44
11·67
17·08
23·76
31 ·78
41·22
55·11
71·52
90·52
112·2

I

4.
0·186
0·323
0·507
1 ·03
1 ·70
2·82
4·11
5·72
7·65
9·92
16·57
22·78
31 ·67
42·39
54·95
73·50
95·36
120·7
149·6

=
5.

I

0·233
0·404
0·634
1·29

2 ·24
3 ·51
5 ·14
7·15
9·56
12·40
19·46
28·47
39.59
52· 96
68·69
91·86
119·2
150·9
187 ·0

Q = 2·48 n H2•~1 = cusecs.
n = tangent of half angle of notch.
To obtain million g•llons a d&y multiply by 0 · 54.

I

6.

0·279
0·485
0·760
1 ·55
2·69
4·23
6·17
8·58
11 ·47
14·88
23·35
34·16
47·51
63·57
82·45
110· 3
143·0
181·0
224·4

II11
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(b)

DISCHARGE IN CUSECS OF RECTANGULAR WEIRS WITH COMPLETE
CONTRACTION.

ii

Ii

Ii

Ii

I!

Ii

Length in feet.

,i

--g

ii

5

O·l
0·2
0·3
0·4
0·5
0-6
0·7
0-8
0·9
l ·O
l ·2
l ·4
l ·6
1 ·8
2·0
2-25
2·50
2·75
3 ·00
3·50
4·00
4·50
5·00

I 10 I

0·54
l ·50
2·73
4·16
5·78
7·56
9·48
11 ·5
13·7
16·0
20·9
26·3
31 ·9
38·0
44·4
52·7
61 ·6
70·8
80·5
101
123
146
171

15

I I
20

25

I

30

I

3·37
1·10 l ·66 2·23 2·80
9·36
3·05 4·61 6· 18 7 ·76
17·0
5·53 8·36 11·2 14· 1
25·9
17·
l
21
·5
12·8
8·44
35·9
11·70 17·7 23·8 29·8
47·0
15·3 23·2 31 ·l 39·0
58·9
39·0 48·9
19·2 29· l
71.7
23·4 35·4 47·4 59·5
85·3
27·8 42· l 56·4 70·8
99·5
32·5 49· l 65·8 82-6
130
42·4 64·2 86 ·1 108
136
163
53 ·2 80·5 108
165
199
64·8 98·0 131
236
77-0 117
156
196
182
229
276
89·9 136
162
217
272
328
107
318
125
189
253
383
144
217
291
366
440
500
163
247
331
416
204
414
520
626
309
249
377
505
634
764
296
754
908
448
601
346
523
701
880
1060
Q

= 3·10 Lt• 02 H 1 · 47 =

35

I

3•95
10·9
19·8
30·3
42·1
55·0
67-0
83·9
99·8
117
152
191
233
277
323
384
448
516
586
733
895
1063
1241

40

I

45

I

50

5·68
4·52
5·10
14 · 1
15·7
12·5
28·5
25·6
22·7
43·6
34·7
39·2
54·3
60·5
48·2
79·1
71 · l
63·0
99·2
89·1
79·0
121
96·2 108
129
144
1!4
151
168
134
219
175
197
247
275
219
335
266
300
317
357
398
464
417
370
552
440
496
513
579
645
742
591
666
757
843
671
1055
840
947
1287
1025
1155
1373
1530
1218
1422
1604
1786

cusecs.

To obtain million gallons a day multiply by 0·54.

(c)

DEPTH OF FLOW THROUGH RECTANGULAR WEIRS GIVING THE SAME
DISCHARGE AS TRIANGULAR NOTCHES (FOR USE WITH COMPOUND
WEIRS), THE LENGTH OF THE RECTANGULAR WEIR IS EQUAL TO THE
WIDTH OF THE NOTCH.

Proportions of
notch.

Included angle.

Depth for rectangular weir for depth of
notch given in feet.

rr
126° !i2'
143° 8'
151° 2' n=

2 ""
3 ....

4 ....

156° 56'

5 ....

160° 48'

6 '

l·O

l ·5

2-0

2·5

3·0

0-53
0·53
0·52
0·52
0-52
0·52

0·79
0·79
0·79
0-78

l ·05
l ·04
l ·04
l ·03
1 ·03
1·03

1 ·31
l ·30
l ·29
l ·29
1·28
1·28

l ·57
l ·56
l ·55
1 ·54
l ·54
l ·53

0-78

0·77

ExA:rt1PLE.-Triangular notch, depth 2 ft. and included angle 152" 2' (n = 4).
Depth over rectangular weir 2 X 4 x 2 = 16 ft. long to <rive same discharge as the
0
notch running full = l · 05 ft.
·

,,
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23. Yield of wells and bore-holes.
1. The most practical method of gauging a well is to pump the water
down to the desired level, and take the time of refilling to the former
level. By noting the cross-sectional area of the well, the yield an hour
can be determined.
It should be remembered that the yield is not directly proportional to
the depth the water is lowered. Generally speaking the lbwer the water
is lowered, the greater the delivery each hour.
2. The yield of a bore-hole can usually only be directly determined by
pumping at the maximum possible rate into a receptacle of known volume
or into a wevr box (see Pl. 32).

24. The rain-gauge and water-meters.
1. The Rain-gauge consists of a cylinder (see Pl. 33, Fig. 1) set so that
the lip is about a foot above ground level. Inside the cylinder is a bottle
which receives all the rain falling within the mouth of the gauge.
The rainfall during a certain time is measured by pouring the water
collected into a measuring glass. This glass is calibrated to show the
equivalent depth in inches of the fall on an area equal to that of the mouth
of the gauge.
When a number of gauges are in use, they should all be set as far as
possible tmder the same natural conditions. The gauge must be set level,
on level ground, away from walls, bushes, &c., and on a clear site.
The gauge should be read at the same time each day or week, as the
case may be. The unit of measurement is an inch, and the measurement
should be taken to the nearest hundredth of an inch.
Gauges should be read immediately after heavy rains.
Snowfall can be measured by melting the snow caught in the gauge
with a known amount of warm water.
2. Meters are instruments fixed in a run of piping to indicate the rate
of flow of the water, thereby giving the consumption.
In permanent work, meters are generally fixed on all consumers'
connections other than those for purely domestic purposes. This practice,
though desirable, is not necessary in semi-permanent schemes, but it is
often an advantage to have a meter on mains or on important branch
connections.
There are two classes of meters in use :(a) The positive type. These meters measure directly the quantity
of water passing through.
(b) The inferential type, in which the flow is inferred from the movement of a revolving disc.

The former are less likely to get out of order than the latter. If dirty
water has to be 1neasured, some means of depositing sediment n1ust be
provided before the water passes through the meter.
.
There are many varieties of each type on the market, and space 1s not
avt1ilable to describe anv one in detail.
The size of a meter is defined by the size of its connection and its
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capacity. A }-inch meter_ is usual!_\' suitable for domestic supplies, but for
larger consumers up to 4-mch or 8-mch may by requn:ed.
3. Above 8-inch, a Venturi meter is preferable to any mecharrical
type.
.
. . .
.
.
The Venturi meter will be described m some detail, smce its simple
construction permits of its manufacture locally when it cannot be obtained
ready made. ·
The meter consists simply of a pipe (see Pl. 33, Fig. 2) passing the
whole quantity of water to be measured, and fi.tted with a portion BC
uniformly converging to a parallel throat CD. At D the pipe agam
diverges to its full diameter at E.
The usual relative dimensions are shown on Pl. 33, Fig. 2.
The principle on which the measurement is carried out is that of measuring the fall of pressure between the larger and the smaller diameters
consequent on the increase of velocity.
It can be shown that the volume o water in cubic feet each second each
square inch of larger diameter passing through is equal to Cy h,, - h,,
where C is a constant, and h.,. and h. are pressures expressed as a head in
feet of water at the larger and smaller diameters respectively.
When the ratios of the diameters are as 3 to I, the constant C will be
about 0·89, but in any case should be determined empirically for each
instrument.
The permissible range of velocities is about a maximum of 16 times
the minimum.
The Venturi meter is very accurate for large mains, but less so for
smaller ; it should not be fixed on mains under 2 inches diameter. It is
not very suitable for mains suppliea by a reciprocating pump owing to the
uneven flow.

I
J

I

The differential tube, shown on Pl. 33, Fig. 2, for measuring the pressure
difference may contain mercury, or, when the difference of pressure is small,
an inverted U-tube may be used, the upper part of the tube being kept
supplied with compressed air. The difference is then measured direct in
feet of water.
Venturi meters are often supplied with automatic recording devices.
4. In a town distribution, or a large camp supply, considerable waste
often occurs through leaky mains or service pipes, or from taps being
!eh running.
Cases may arise where the Deacon waste-recording meter may be
profitably made use of, but it should be noted that, if it is intended to
be used, suitable connections and valves must be provided in the pipework. The reader is referred to standard text-books for a description
of this meter.
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CHAPTER VI.

SUPPLY FROM SURFACE WELLS AND METHODS OF
RAISING WATER BY HAND.
25. TT'ell-sinking.
1. The digging by hand of large diameter wells to other than verv
moderate depths demands great expenditure of labour and time, and
below about 15 feet is never an expeditious means of reaching underground supplies. When water lies more than about 15 feet from the
surface, far better results can usually be achieved by the use of powerdriven boring plant. The use of such plant will be described in the next
chapter. The successful application of rapid methods of boring for water
is of comparatively recent introduction, and accounts for the existence in
many localities of hand-dug wells fitted with cumbersome pumping plant.
Such wells would nowadays often be superseded by bore-holes with high
duty bore-hole pumps or airlifts for raising the water.
2. There are, however, cases to be considered where boring plant is
not available, or sufficient water cannot be obtained from a single borehole or even a battery of bore-holes. It is generally preferable to dig a
well by hand when water lies in sufficient quantity within about 15 feet
of the surface. Again, for small and individual supplies it may be undesirable to install any form of pumping plant which, even though of the
hand-worked pattern, will require periodic attention; in such cases a
simple windlass and bucket may prove to be the best water-raising gear,
and for this a well of at least 4 feet diameter is required.
In view of the foregoing considerations it is proposed to review briefly
the various methods of sinking wells to moderate depths for water supply
purposes. The methods employed for sinking deep shafts of large
diameters, though analogous to those used in ordinary well-sinking, will
not be considered.
It should be pointed out that men of the well-sinker trade should
be employed on any important job, since some experience in the work is
desirable.
3. The sinking of a well by hand consists of three operations:(a) Excavation.
(b) Steining or lining the shaft.
(c) Keeping the water down by pumping when water is reached.

4. Excavation is done with pick and shovel , and there is generally
room for one man only to work at the bottom of the shaft. Rock blasting
is usually impracticable in semi-permanent work, and it will, therefore,
not usually be possible to dig wells to any considerable depth by hand in
rocky formations. The size and shape of the shaft depend on the amount
of water to be obtained and the system of steining to be adopted.
A stout windlass and tub are required both for lowering the workmen
11,nd their tools and for removing the spoil.
Below about 130 feet air must be blown down the shaft for ventilating
purposes. This can be done "~th a hand or power-driven fan and sheet
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metal pipe or flexible rubber hose of about 2 in?hes diameter. Light will
be required at the bottom of the shaft. If the size of the work merits the
outlay, a small electric set can be used to work the winch a~d blower, to
provide light at the bottom of the shaft, an<l to work a smkmg pump
when water is reached.
The hydrological conditions may be such that, t hough water lies near
the surface of the ground, a very large well is required to collect a suffi- •
cient quantity. Such conditions may be encountered among sand dunes
where, in spite of their proximity to the sea, fresh water may sometimes
be obtained.
The depth of wells in such locations may perhaps not exceed 10 to 15 feet,
but a diameter of 15 or even 20 feet may be necessary.

26. Steming.
1. The form of steining to be adopted will depend on the character
of the formation through which the well is dug, and whether water in the
surrounding strata is to be admitted to the well or not.
When the diameter does not exceed , say, 8 feet, the steining may be
made as on Pl. 34. Timber and corrugated iron steining may perhaps be
used for greater diameters, but cross-bracing will be necessary. For the
larger diameters, brick is the more usual form of steining. Concrete
may, however, be used.
In sinking this class of well in soft sand , it may be necessary to excavate
a large area to the required depth, with the sand standing at its natural
angle of repose, and, after placing the steining in position, to fill in the sand
round it. This method naturally requires an enormous amount of labour.
It sometimes happens that surface or other undesirable water bas to
be excluded from the well, and in such cases the steining has to be watertight.
The chief varieties of steinings in use are :(a) Brick or masonry.
(b) Timber.
(c) Steel tubbing.
(d) Reinforced concrete tubbing.

I
I

'I

2. The oldest method of lining wells is with brick or masonry steining
but takes considerably longer than other methods. The material fo;
masonry linings can, however, often be found on the site. 4½-inch and
9-incb brick linings are shown in plan on Pl. 36, Figs . 3, 4, and 5.
The thickness to be ado pted depends on the diameter of the well and
character of the soil. Small wells "~II usually be laid in 4½-incb work and
those above 4 feet in diameter in 9-inch work but no definite rules
can be ~ven. _Ev~rythinis depends on the strata ; in solid rock no steining
1s reqmred, while Ill runmng sand a brick steining may be impracticable.
If br10ks are used they should be equal in quality, if possible, to mal,n
pamours; if stone 1s used the best in the locality should be selected.
Brickwork is usually laid dry for several courses, followed by three
courses or so of bricks laid in cement.
. When passing through soft strata which is liable to squeeze through
mterst1ces of the bncbvork (where laid dry),orif the water is to be excluded,
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the space behind the brickwork may be puddled with clay, or the whole of
the work may be laid in cement. The latter plan is neceBBary when springs
have to be entirely excluded.
3. Brickwork steinings may be erecte<l in three ways :(a} On a curb, which is an iron-shod timber ring. '.!.'he additional
courses are added at the top, and the curb sinks with the weight of the
superincumbent brickwork, the earth being scooped out in the centre
of the well and from under the curb (see Pl. 35). The weight of the
gradually increasing load forces the curb down, so the digging of the well
below and the building of the steining above go on simultaneously. The
great difficulty is to ensure the vertical sinking of the shaft. The centre
can be accurately gauged by a heavy plumb-bob hung by a wire from the
top of the well. If the friction of the earth becomes such as to hold up the
steining, the 1:ttter may be forced down by weights or jack-power.
One method of using weights is as follows (see PI. 36, Fig. 2)The well is fitted with an iron cap A, which has angle-iron flanges of
a size that will admit four ring bolts aa, of large diameter, passing through
them. These ring bolts are connected with a frame B, which is slung or
suspended from a staging C resting in the ground on piles or other secure
foundation. The frame B is connected with C by bolts b, and is
heavily loaded with weights W. By turning the nuts d the weights
can be transferred either to the staging C, or to the cap A. Thus the
sinking of the cylinder can be adjusted with the greatest accuracy, and the
actual weights applied need never be more than a few feet above ground,
in case of accidents.
The foregoing method may be applied to any other forru of steining stiff
enough to take the thrust of the weights.
(b) By hanging up the steining from the top of the well by iron tie rocts
and successively building up from the bottom to meet the original work
(see Pl. 37).
As the well deepens, and if the brickwork is well bonded together, the
friction of the mass of brickwork with the ground will be enough to hold
it up, especially if the soil be such that it tends to swell round the brickwork.
(c} Tl1e third method is by underpinning :'fo construct a well by underpinning, a shaft is first constructed at
full size to a depth that the soil will stand without support. A curb or
flat ring of wood (usually oak or elm 3 or 4 inches thick, and of a width
equal to the thickness of the steining} is laid at the bottom of the shaft,
and the steining built upon it. This completes the first section of the work.
In the centre of the pit thus completed another small shaft is dug to about
the same depth as the first. A hard wood block is placed in the cen_tre
at the bottom of this pit, sometimes on a small wood platform, and raking
props are inserted under the completed steining, butting against the central
block. Sufficient earth is cut away to enable these props to pass from the
central block to the steining. The curb, with its load of brickwork, is
thus temporarily supported by the props, und it is possible to enlarge the
pit to its full size. Another curb is then set, and the new bnckwork built
to form a permanent support to the first section. The props are then
removed, and the operation repeated (see Pl. 36, Fig. 1).
~IBWO~
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In some cases the soil is sufficiently stiff to enable the raking props
to be dispensed with and the weU is excavated to the full internal diameter,
80 that the earth i'ruderncath the curb supports the brickwork above.
When the soil is at all treacherous this is dangerous, because when the
earth begins to give way it is likelf to fall in a conside~able mass,_ and
injure the workmen below. By this method the work 1s more q~c~ly
carried out than with the raking props. An example of concrete ste1mng
for a large diameter well is shown on Pl. 40.
4. Tinlber as a lining for wells is of the greatest value for semipermanent purposes, and timber-lined wells are sunk in the same way as
shafts used in mining operations in the field.
The methods of sinking timber-lined shafts are described in Military
Engineering, Vol. IV.
4' O" x 4' O" is a convenient size forshallow wells; for depths over, say,
50 feet, at least 6' O" X 6' O" should be adopted, but here again the size
selected must be determined by the nature of the soil and the amount
of water required. Above 6' o• X 6' O" the well will require croes-bracing
according to the thickness of the timbers used for casing. This should
preferably be 3 inches and not less than 2 inches.
5. When tubbing can be obtained, it forms probably the most
speedy and satisfactory method of sinking, especially in wet and treacherous
soil.
An improvised form of tub for temporary use at shallow depths has
already been referred to. This can be sunk to 15 feet in ordinary soils
(Pl.34).
6. Steel tubbing (Pl. 38). This form of steining is especially useful
for sinking through loose loams and sands wherever it is anticipated that
excessive side pressures will be encountered, and may conveniently be used
for diameters up to about 6 feet.
The method of use for ordinary soils is as follows :An excavation is made on the site of the proposed well rather larger
than the section of tubbing as made up (Pl. 38, Fig. 1). The first section
of tubbinii is provided with an angle-iron cutting edge (Pl. 38, Fig. 3).
The earth is scooped out from the centre of the space inside the
tub and then from underneath the cutting edge. Great care is necessary to ensure that the first few tubs sink evenly, otherwise the steining
will eventually jam.
When the first tub is set, the next section is bolted on. The joint, if
desired, can be made water-tight by caulking with red lead and spun yarn,
lead wool, or other suitable material. (See Sec. 60, para. 3.)
After the. first one or two tubs are inserted they will no longer fall of
their own weight,_ and must be forced down by weights applied at the top.
The system described m connect10n with Pl. 36, Fig. 2, may well be used
for this purpose.
When strata_ of the nature of running sands are encountered, steel
tubbmg_ IS practically the only met~od available for sinking. The special
precautions necessary under these c1rcumstances are described in Military
Engineering, Vol. IV.
7. The use of reinforced concrete tubbing is a moclifi.cation of the
method described in para. 5 above, and is shown on Pl. 39.
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Both these methods can only be used in strata through which the tubs
will either fall by their own weight or can be forced down by jacks or
weights. The latter is a tedious and difficult operation.

27. Finishing off the well.
When the water-bearing stratum is reached, the well must be continued to such a depth that the water will come in at all seasons in the
quantity desired. To deepen the well sufficiently some form of sinking
pump is required. An electrically driven vertical centrifugal pump is by
far the best. If such a pump is not available, it will be necessary either to
rig up some other form of temporary pump or to install at once the pump
intended for permanent use. These considerations must be borne in
mind when the dimensions of the well are settled at the start, so that the
seasonal variation of the water horizon may be allowed for. The well must
be sunk amply deep enough to ensure sufficient supply.
After reaching water level and particularly in fissured formations,
the yield may be sometimes increased by driving adits or galleries at right
angles to the direction of the main underground water flow, so as to cut
as many fissures as possible ; it will be evident that a gallery at right
angles to the direction of the ground flow will intercept a greater amount
of water than would find its way into the well-shaft alone. When the
strata are horizontal and there is no flow across, the galleries may radiate
from the well-shaft all round. The size of such galleries is limited by the
least dimensions in which men can work conveniently, and would for semipermanent work be constructed in the same way as mine shaft galleries,
as described in Military Engineering, Vol. IV. Pl. 41, Figs. 1 and 2,
show forms of adits as constructed in permanent work.
The top of the well must be secured against surface contamination by
raising the brickwork above ground level and suitably enclosing the opening
(see Pl. 41, Fig. 3).
28. Methods of raising water by hand.
1. In this section will be considered only those forms of water-raising
devices which are not power-driven.
These may be classified as follows :(a) Windlass and bucket.
(b) Service (or other pattern) lift and force pump.
(c) Water bag and mine shaft.
(d) Bucket chain.
(e) Hand-power deep well pumps.
(j) Chaine Helice.

The question as to the best hand-driven water elevator for deep wells
depends on the labour available for maintenance. Any kind of pump
requires a certain amount of skilled maintenance. If the demand for
water is small, it can often be met by the ordinary windlass and buc~et.
If, on the other hand, the demand is heavy, it may justify the rnstallation
of a power pump. For intermediate cases hand-driven plunger pumps
or water elevators can be used.
C 2
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2. Windlasses and buckets are of common occurrence, and no detailed description is necessary. It should be noted, however, that for
field use they should be unusually rigid in construction, and wire rope is
better than cordage.
3. Service pattern hand lift and force pumps (Pls. 42 and 43).
The lliark V (Pl. 43) lift and force pump, weight 84 lbs. , can lift water
through a suction hose-pipe from a depth of 20 to 28 feet, but depth. for
normal working is 15 to 18 feet. It can also force water up to a total height
of 60 feet above its former level.
In the case of a well, &c., if the depth of the water level is greater than
15 to JS feet, it "~II often be possible to lower the pump to a position where
this lift will not be exceeded. Two men are required to work the pump,
and they can lift and force .water 60 feet, at the rate of about 12 gallons
a minute, but six men would be required to keep up thls rate for any
considerable time.
The pump is made almost entirely of gun-metal; the crank lever CL,
gudgeon screws, bolts, and locking pin are manganese bronze; the box
hinges H, handle cross-head CH, and caps to inlets and outlets are
sometimes made of malleable cast-iron and galvanized ; the handle lever
Lis of mild steel, and the two handle bars HB are made of English ash.
The barrel B is single (4½-inch bore) and placed horizontally, the
buckets BKS being connected together and operated by a crank lever with
handle sockets HS. The stroke is 4 inches.
The suction SB and delivery DB branches are cast in one "~th the barrel,
and are threaded 2-inch British standard pipe thread ; gun-metal or castiron caps are provided to protect the branches in transit.
The suction valves SV are fitted at each end of the barrel, and are
easily replaced by removing the end covers CVR.
The pump is mounted on an elm base, attached to whlch are two
elm hlnged flaps fitted with pins to keep them rigid when lowered, and
two rope handles for carrying when closed.
The suction hose comprises four 12-foot lengths of prepared canvas
hose wired internally an<l externally, fitted with male and female unions
threaded 2-inch British standard pipe thread. Unions are secured in the
hose by leather binders and tinned copper binding wire.
The strainer for attachment to suction hose, whlch is issued with the
pump, is a perforated steel drum 9½" X 2¼' fitted with a foot-valve and
dome. The dome is fitted with a gun-metal female union threaded 2-inch
B.S. pipe thread.
The delivery hose consists of one 30-foot length of canvas hcse 2-in
born, fitted with ma!~ and female unions threaded 2-inch B.S. pipe thread.
Umons are secured Ill the hose by leather binders and tinned copper
binding wire .
. Thre.e adapters, to enable hose ~ions threaded 3! old Metropolitan
.Fue Bngade thread to be used with hose umons threaded 2-inch B.S.
pipe thread, and two hose "Tenches are issued with each pump.
The floor space is 19" X 10¾'' when flaps are closed.
,,
,,
,, ,, 43n X lOf when flaps are lowered.
The height of pump is 12/0 .
These pumps require a considerable amount of maintenance, and when
11
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large numbers are in use adequate arrangements must be made for their
repair. Units should not be allowed to carry spare parts, but should be
made to retmn a faulty pump in exchange for a good one.
4. Semi-rotary hand pumps are very useful for dealing with small
quantit,ies of ,nter. They are classified by the size of the suction pipe, and
may be obtained from ½-inch up to 3-inch, the deliveries ranging from
about 3 to 30 gallons a minute respectively. The Service Mark II pump
is 2-inch. The height of delivery may reach 70 feet.
5. The water bag (see Pl. 44) is an eastern device for raising water
from wells and irrigation channels. It is simple and very effective.
The simplest variety of this method involves the use of a horizontal
spar so adjusted that the weight of stone or clay at the shorter encl readily
:ifts the bucket attached to the longer end when it is full of water. (See
Pl. 46.) The man working the apparatus therefore pulls the empty
bucket down into the well instead of pulling up a full bucket. The full
bucket also is lifted straight up instead of banging on the sides of the well,
and is held in a convenient position while being emptied.
When conditions are suitable and other types of pumps are unobtainable,
water may be directly hoisted by hand, animal, or other power into large
tanks from wells or shafts. This method, largely used in mine shafts, is
really an improvement on the ancient system just described. Permanent
practice as regards this method need not be considered, but rough-andrcady apparatus can be improvised in the field from available materials,
such as the bucket shown on Pl. 45.
6. The Persian wheel (or Saqquia) elevator is a hand or animal-driven
water lift of extreme antiquity, and is shown on Pl. 47. It is suited for
low lifts, where continuous deli very is required, as for irrigation purposes.
7. Hand-power deep well plunger pumps arc seldom worth installing except for more or less permanent use in isolated locations. They are
especially useful in small cantonments where the consumption is beyond
the capacity of a windlass and bucket, but would not justify the installation
of a power pump.
The following simple rule may be applied for a deep well :For a camp holding up to 50 men install windlass and bucket.
A camp holding over about 500 men will require ." power pump. . For
intermediate cases some form of hand-driven mechamcal pump 1s reqmred.
Pl. 48 shows satisfactory forms of hand-driwn deep-well bucket
pumps.
8. The Chaine Helice for hand use is valuable if the chains can be
properly looked after. (See Sec, 38, para. 7, and Pl. 82.)
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CHAPTER VII.

WELL-BORING.

29. Advantages of bored wells and general methods of boring.
l. A decision as to whether boring will be a profitable 1:11eans of getting

water will depend on primary investigation by a geologist, followed by
experiment.
. .
.
Whether or not bormg 1s worth while depends on :(a) Difficulty of drilling through overlying strata to reach the waterbearing beds.
.
(b) Quantity of water obtained once the water horizon has been
reached.
Careful consideration of the above two factors is essential, since nothing
is more wasteful than unprofitable drilling.
2. The geological difficulty of drilling may be governed by the hardness of the rock, presence of running sand or mud, liability of the hole to
cave in, adhesive tendency of certain clays which cause the casing to
bind, and many other factors.
What may be called the mechanical difficulties are chiefly due to
faulty or absence of directional control over the work, unsuitability of the
plant, or inefficient personnel.
3. The point must be emphasized that drilling is a highly technical business, and must be in the hands of experts provided with
suitable equipment.
4. When the geological and hydrological conditions are suitable, drilling
offers enormous advantages over other means of getting water. It is
usuaily vastly quicker than well-sinking by hand, at any rate for depths
over about 15 feet. Surface and polluted water can be entirely cased off,
and when a strong underground supply is met there is no stagnant water ;
further, the water can be drawn from any particular level desired. Borehole supplies are usually less subject to seasonal variations in yield than
most surface supplies, and when obtained from a depth are generally safe
and of excellent palatable quality.
When, therefore, conditions are favourable, drilling work should be
exploited to the utmost possible extent, instead of other methods such
as pipe-lines supplying from a distance.
5. For field operations time is the ruling factor. The time taken to
sink a bore-hole will vary roughly with the hardness of the formation and
the depth of the bore. For chalk and similar formations the experiences
of the Great War have upset all preconceived notions so far as English
practice was concerned. An average of 50 feet drilled each day has been
obtained in chalk and chalk marl formations, while as much as 178 feet
has been drilled by a drill crew worlcing in two shifts of S hours each on a
6-inch diameter bore-hole. Such rates in similar formations mean that
a 300-foot bore-hole can be completed in three or four days, and this
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brings the system within the scope of the water engineers of an army in the
field.
On the other hand, it is no use resorting to boring if the amount of
water obtained from a hole is so small as to necessitate a number of
holes out of all proportion to the plant and labour available, and if it is
actually easier to provide water by other means.
6. The two factors, viz., drilling difficulties and yield <f the hole, must
be carefully balanced.
It may sometimes occur that boring is the only practicable method of
obtaining a supply, and in order to obtain enough water a large number
of holes of small yield are necessary. Such cases, however, are of infrequrnt
occurrence.

7. At least of equal and generally of greater importance than the
technical efficiency of plant and personnel, is the organization of the work.
This will be considered in greater detail in a later section. The question
generally resolves itself into that of ensuring an adequate supply of coal,
casing, &c., for the machines at work, and the elimination of all unnecessary
delay.
8. There are in general two distinct systems of boring :(a) The percussion method.
(b) Rotary methods.
The percussion system employs a heavy chisel bit with a vertical up
and down motion, similar to the familiar jumping bar of mining and quarry
practice.
In the rotary system, a circular cutter is revolved so as to cut out a
core of rock, in the same way as a boring-bar and cutter are employed
in a workshop drilling machine.
The percussion method will drill nearly every formation that can be
drilled by the rotary method, and, moreover, is generally quicker and less
subject to breakdown. There are, however, certain cases in which the
rotary method has the advantage, and a few formations in which it is
the only possible system. A fuller consideration of each system is given
later on.
For nearly all semi-permanent work and almost invariably as regards
work with a field army, the rotary method is too slow.
9. The most suitable plant for work with a Field Army has been found
to be of the type described as the portable American rig. A representative
machine is the Keystone, and this will be described in some detail; it
must not be forgotten, however, that there are other machines, such as
the Columbia and Star, which work on the same principle.
The portable American rigs are self-contained portable drilling plants
capable of drilling up to 1,000 feet in depth. They have hinged derricks,
so that when the drill is being moved from place to place the dernck lies
in a horizontal position over the main body of the plant. When er~cted
the crown pulley is about 30 feet above ground level. These rigs arc either
steam or oil driven, and can be of the self-propelled type, if so desired.
Four Keystone drills bored a total of 12,000 feet in three months,
a total of 40 bore-holes with an average yield of 6,000 gallons an hour
(B 15250)T
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each bore-hole, in the cretaceous strata of the Somme Department, Fran:e,
during the operations on this front in 1918. Not a smgle fi$hing
operation took place.
.
. .
.
During this period the total chstance travelled by these drills Ill movmg
from one bore-hole site to another was 400 miles.
In addition it is a simple matter to employ the hydraulic flushing system
on one of these rigs. This combination proved its_ value in the operations with the British Armies in France and Belgmm durmg 1917 and
1918.
It is also easy to convert this rig into a rota~y m~chine, should cores be
required, in which case attachments embodymg either the Diamond or
Calyx systems may be adopted (v. seq.).
30. The Keystone driU-construction and operation.
1. A type of drill which was much nsed in the Great War was the
Keystone No. 4 traction with cog hoist for 800 feet in depth. This is a
portable drill mounted on four wheels (see Pl. 50), and is self-propelled.
When on the move the derrick is lowered back into a horizontal position,
as on Pl. 51.
The boiler A is 34 inches by 66 inches, has 61 vertical tubes, with close
ash pan, and grate bars for either wood or coal.
The engine is 8 inches by 8 inches and 11 h.p. The belt pulley C is
8 inches face, 30 inches in diameter, and makes about 4 revolutions to
one stroke of the drill.
Tracks and tractor gea,·ing. The tread wheels D are 55 inches diameter,
and have 12-inch wrought steel tyres with wrought cleats and mud dogs.
The rear axle is made of 2¾-inch square iron, 6 feet 6 inches long. The
front axle is made of 8-inch steel I girder with autotype knuckle steering
joints 6 feet 8 inches overall. The steering wheels E, 30 inches diameter,
have 7-inch tyres with cutter bands. The machine has two speeds of 2 and
5 miles per hour.
The walking beani J is actuated by a crank pin and arm, belt-driven from
the engine.
The der-rick F when erected is 34 feet high.
The crown pulley G is 22 inches diameter, and the two spudding sheaves
H-H are 18 inches diameter.
The overall dimensions of the drill are-length 20 feet, width 6 feet
8 inches, and height 11 feet 2 inches.
The weight without tools is about 13,000 lbs., and with complete outfit
of tools 22,000 lbs.
These machines were sent crated to France from America, and were
entirely dismantled. The ':'hole macLine had to be erected, and practically
every bolt mserted 11nd tightened up. After assemblin~ the first drill,
it was found that this operation could be performed and the machine put
on to the· roaJ in 24 hours .
. The drill is driven on the road like any ordinary steam tractor. The
dnvmg belt for operating the drilling gear is, of course, taken off. A
400-gallon water-tank fixed on a framework and two wheels can be towed
'
and will supply water for a distance of 5 miles.
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2. The three main points in the process of drilling, in which great
care is required, are : i. Erecting the drill properly.
ii. Dressing the bits properly.
iii. Spudding and handling of the temper screw.
3. Erecting the drill for work.-On arrival at the site, the machine
is set so that the crown pulley will come plumb over the spot where the
bore is wanted. Wooden wedges which are provided with the machine
are placed in the ends of the bolster to steady the forward end of the
machine. Erecting the derrick can be done by steam if desired. The usual
way when doing it by hand is to place brace poles on the pins at the top of
the derrick with the lower legs to the rear (see Pl. 52). A board is placed
across the rear end of the walking beams upon which the drillers can stand
when lifting. The derrick is then lifted until it can be pushed by the men
at the rear ends of the brace poles. When erected it should lean a little
forward, and the drilling tools should hang central.
4. Starting the hole.-A string of tools is made np consisting of a
rope socket, stem, and bit (see Pl. 53).
It is most important to see that the joints are properly tightened up ;
this is done by means of a special tool wrench and floor circle (see Pl. 54).
The cable is passed over the spudding pulleys, and the walking beam set
in motion at a speed of about 40 strokes a minute. It will be seen from
Pl. 50 that the vertical reciprocating movement, given to the walking beam
J by the engine, results in a corresponding movement of the cable and string
of tools. The operator holds tbe bit in his hands, and a man usually
stands on the derrick and guides the stem. Great care must be observed
not to pay out more cable than is necessary, or the tools will begin to sway
at the top. A sharp blow is required. The bit must be turned regularly
and constantly. When 3 or 4 feet have been drilled, it will be necessary
to clean out the hole. To do this the walking heam.s are thrown out of
gear, the cable r eel is set in motion, and the tools withdrawn clear of the
hole. The bailer or sand pump is then lowered by means of the sand reel
and sand line. About 2 gallons of water for each foot drilled are required
to be poured into the hole to mix with the cuttings, in order that they may
be readily picked up with the sand pump or bailer (Pl. 55, Fig. 5).
The foregoing shows the principle on which the drilling is carried out,
that is to say, it is a process of successively churning up the rock or soil
into a slurry, and then removing it with the bailer.
5. Lining the hole.-In boring through the upper formatiou it is
usually necessary to line the bole. To do this steel drive-pip~ must_be used.
The best type for well-boring is probably the socket coupling dr1ve-p~pe.
The ends of the pipe meet or butt together in the centre of the couplrng.
The pipe is made v<>ry heavy, and will, therefore, stand heavy drivrng.
It is advisable to use a drive-shoe on the bottom of the pipe.
Drive-pipe is made in lengths varyir g from 2 to 20 feet and more._
.
After drilling from 6 to 10 feet in the subsoil, a length of casrn~ 1s
inserted and driven down with the b,,ring tools, a pair of heavy driveclamps (Pl. 55, Fig. 2) having been so fixed on the stem as to hit a sharp
blow on the top of the pipe. A drive-head is usecl to protect the threads
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of the upper end of the pipe which is being driven. This process is continued until the required amount of lining is done.
6. When a depth of about 50 feet is reached, the jars are put on
(see Pl. 53). The jars are made in two pieces li½e two links _of_ a chain,
and their action is such that on the upward mot10n of the drilling cable
a sharp jerk is given to the bit. The_ object of this is fo release the bit from
any obstructions such as corners of ftmts, &c., which might have a tendency
to jam the tool. The jars are put on between the stem and the bit.
As the drilling proceeds more drive-pipe must be inserted, and the
bottom of the drive-pipe should be a few feet only above the bottom of the
hole throughout the job.
7. Care of the cutting edge of the bit.-It is most important to
keep the cutting edge of the bit correct as regards (a) cutting angle,
and (b) diameter.
A steam blower is supplied with the drill for use on a smith's fire.
A rough hearth is easily made, and any smith can readily sharpen and
temper the bits. A circular bit gauge is used to get the correct form for
the bit encl, and the angle of taper is determined by the chargeman, softer
rocks requiring a more acute angle than harder rocks (see Pl. 55, Fig. 3).
It is advisable for the chargeman to check the dimensions of the bit
each time it is withdrawn. If it is allowed to become undersized, which
will easily occur if a hard rock is struck unexpectedly, there is likely to be
trouble if a new bit is put on and lowered into the undersized hole. More
mishaps are caused by the non-observance of this important point
than from any other cause. Should the tools become fast in the hole,
fishing operations (para. 10) will have to be undertaken, causing serious
delay and sometimes leading to the abandonment of the bore-hole.
8. When a depth of about 400 feet is reached, it may be necessary
to discontinue the spuddin_q action, by which the vertical motion of the
walking beam is transferred to the cable by means of the spudding wheels
before the cable passes over the crown pulley, and resort to the temper
screw.
By means of the temper screw a grip is taken on the cable directly
from the ends of the walking beam over the hole, and the portion of the
cable I>••sing up over the crown pulley is slack while drilling. The temper
screw 1s so constructed that a little cable can be paid out as drilling proceeds to follow the sinking of the hole, but to withdraw the string of tools
the temper screw must be disconnected. For this reason drilling is slower
when the temper screw is used, and it is only made use of when the weight
of the cable due to the depth of hole makes it impossible to work it over the
crown pulley. For work in the field the temper screw will rarely be
uecessary.

It sometimes happens that _the drive-pipe fastens itself before arriving
at ti\e reqmred de1:th. In this cise it is necessary. to insert pipe of less
diameter. If this is likely to occur it is advisable to usef/;ush-joint pipe,
which will enable the bore-hole to be kept at its maximum diameter.
The amount and character of the lining to be put in entirely depends
on the _strata passed ~hrough. In very many formations drilled by the
percusswn system no hnmg whatever 1s required, save for the few feet of
subsml at the surface.
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The risin_g of wa~er in the hole may give warning _of an underground
flo~, otherwise the time reqwred to bail out must be relied upon as an indication of the strength and occurrence of the water sought for. i\Then it is
decided that the true water-bearing stratum has been met, it will be
advisable to insert pe,forated drive-pipe for the bottom 50 feet or so of the
hole. This should have been foreseen when the hole was started, and is
dependent on the knowledge acquired.

9. Linings for bore-holes drilled with percussion drills.Although cases may arise when it will be unnecessary to line bore-holes,
this must not be counted upon. The object of lining bore-holes is to
prevent soft formations falling in on the drill when at work, and to prevent
loss of water on the completion of a successful boring, since much of the
strata pierced may be of a pervious character, or there may be fissures
and crevices through which artesian water might escape from the borehole.
The bore-hole should be commenced with as large a diameter as possible, since it has often to be decreased in diameter as the depth increases.
This is due to the fact that on reaching a certain depth it may be impossible
to drive the lining deeper. A boring tool of smaller dimensions will then
be necessary to work inside this lining. If the same thing occurs again,
lining of a size smaller will have to be inserted, and so on.
Tubing or lining for bore-holes probably constitutes the heaviest item
of the plant. If it is necessary to economise weight, it should, therefore,
be selected with the greatest care.
Drive-pipe is made in different thicknesses to suit varying conditions.
To ensure strength, care should be paid to the form of joint supplied.
Barrel-shaped couplings are used for making the joints for socketed
drive-pipe {Pl. 49, Fig. 1), which is the most usual form of lining.
A heavy flush joint tube {Fig. 4) may be used under certain favourable
conditions as a drive-pipe. The lining {Fig. 5) has a tapered screw and
socket joint.
Drive-pipe is generally about fr inch thick for sizes of 8 inches diameter and under.
In America, the custom in quoting for tubing is to state the inside
measurement; in England, the outside measurement. Socket thread
protectors should invariably be specified when giving an order, as the
threads are very liable to be damaged in transit. Wooden plugs are
useless.
From 3 to 6 steel drive-shoes should be ordered for 1,000 feet of tubing,
or drive-pipe. It is always advisable to put a drive-shoe on the first length
of drive-pipe inserted, to prevent its being damaged {see Pl. 55, Fig. 1).
For extensive boring operations drive-pipe must be standardized.
In bore-holes where the lining has been successfully inserted and
artesian water encountered, it may be necessary to control the flow by a
valve fixed to the tubing above the ground surface.
In unsuccessful bore-holes, as much as possible of the lining should be
withdrawn. This can be done by jacks.
A reserve of jack-power is recommended, and for borings of 500 to
1,000 feet two 50-ton jacks should be included amongst the drilling stores.
For shallow bores jacks of less power should suffice.
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The wood plug method of withdrawing casing.-An~ther method
of withdrawing casing is by means o_f an oval ball of wood_ shghtly less m
diameter than the inside of the casmg. This 1s lowered mto the casmg
by means of rods with screw joints; the bottom rod passes through the
ball and has a nut on the bottom end to secure the ball. When the required
depth is reached, a few handfuls of coarse grit, sand, or gravel is dropped
clown the hole on to the top of the ball. This causes the plug to bite, and
the casing can then be withdrawn.
This method was found to be particularly useful where long lengths
of piping, such as the rising main of deep-well pumps or airlifts, had fallen
into the bore-hole, and when all other attempts at recovery had failed.
Army Drill crews have recovered as much as 200 feet of 4-inch piping
by this method from a depth of 400 feet.
10. Fishing operations with the percussion system.-The principal fishing tools are (see Pl. 56) : Rope knife .
Rope spear.
Spud.
Horse-shoe rope knife.
Rope knife jars.
Combination socket.
Solid jar bumper.
Fishing jars. (Ordinary jars with long stroke of 18 inches.)
Fishing operations are the bugbear of well-boring, and can only be
tackled by an expert.
The maximum time to be spent on a fishing operation will depend upon
the following factors :i. The nature of the fishing job,and likelihood of a successful operation.
ii. The urgency of i-he boring. If water is urgently required it may
be quicker to begin a new boring.
iii. The value of the tools lost. If drilling tools are scarce it m"y be
imperative to recover the lost tools.

31. Other percussion systems.
1. There are several other variations of percussive drilli.ng, the most

important being:(a) The American oil field plant.
(b) Mather & Platt's system.
(c) The rod system, used with or without hydraulic flushing.

2. The ~erican oil field plant system comprises a derrick from
70 to 80 feet high, steam engine, band wheel, walking beam, bull wheel,
and sand pump reel.
A string of tools ab_out 56 feet in length and weighing about 2,000 lbs.
(suspended by a steel_wne or manilla rope) is used to carry out the operation.
About 60 blows a minute are struck, :ind the cuttings are brought up by
means_ of a bailer or sand pump which 1s earned on a separate wire rope, or
sand hue, from the sand pump reel over a pulley at the top of the derrick.
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The great advantage of this system is the speed with which holes can
be drilled. On the other hand, the records of strata bored are not accurate
as only the cuttings are brought to tbe surface, and no core of the strat~
penetrated. It is used principally in the oil fields, where great depths
have to be bored, and accurate records of strata are not absolutely essential.
The particn!ar plant referred to, though similar in principle to the
portable rig (see Sec. 30), would not be very suitable for work with an
army in the field owing to the difficulty of transport.
3. The special features of the Mather & Platt system are a ilat rope
and a special contrivance for rotating the cutting chisel. The cutting chisel
consists of a number of separate chisels set at intervals around the circumference of a circle.
Cores may be cut and brought to the surface. As there is no twisting
or turning of the rope, the cores are brought up in their true relative position
showing the angle of dip of the strata.
From 20 to 40 blows per minute are struck, and holes from 20 inches to
45 inches diameter are bored.
It is specially adapted to bore-holes of large diameter, and is much
slower in operation than the systems already described when used for holes
of smaller diameter.
4. With the Rod system iron or wood rods are used, usually in 16-foot
lengths screwed together. It is very slow in hard rock owing to the time
taken in lowering or withdrawing the chisel.
When hollow rods with hydraulic flushing are used, it is much
quicker.
A pump on the surface operated by steam,orwhatever power is available,
forces water down the interior of the rods through the hollow cutting chisel
or bit. The water returns up the bore-hole on tlie outside of the boring
rods, bringing with it the cuttings, and is directed into settling ponds
excavated near the boring site, and when clear is taken up again by the
pumps.
The quantity of water required to be circulated in this manner is
between 2,000 and 3,000 gallons an bour. A pump of 3,000 gallons an
hour capacity gives excellent results in 4-inch to 6-inch bore-holes.
This system is very efficient and expeditious when drilling through sancl,
clay, gravel, or soft rocks.
One hundred feet were drilled in eight hours by this method adapted
to a Keystone rig in the blue clay near Ypres, Belgium, by an army drill
crew in 1917.
5. In the Raky rod system hollow rods are used. These rods are
Mannesman steel tubes 2 inches in diameter and 16 feet long, connected
by loose collars and screw threads. The walking beam is supported on a
bearing resting on a cross-beam with, between the two, 30 to 40 strong
steel spiral springs. The rods are .connected to the beam by a comcal
turned gland provided with a clamp and screws for fixing the rod 111 any
position. Above this is a second clamp connected to the fir,t by four
studs projecting i} inch, and pushed outwards by spiral springs ?n the
inside. At first the boring bit does not touch the bottom. but with the
vibration the recoil increases until with 80 to 100 strokes per mmute
the bit strikes the rock each time, the stroke being only 3 or 4 inches.
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The bottom of the hole is kept clear by means of a constant current
of water which is brought down the hollow rods.

32. Rotary systems
1. The usual rotary systems are :-

(a) The Diamond. (See Pl. 57.)
(b) The Davis Calyx. (See Pl. 58.)
2. In the Diamond system the cutting tool or crown consists of a
soft iron tube about 4 inches long, in the bottom of which black diarnonds
are set. Above the crown is a core trap or tube of the same diameter as the
crown and about 20 feet long. A rotary motion is obtained by means of
bevel gearing. The hollow boring rods are attached by screw thread to
a strong hollow tube, which can slide by means of a keyway through the
horizontal bevel wheel, which is immediately above the bore-hole. This
hollow tube is about 6 feet long, and it will be seen that when 6 feet have
been bored it will have to be disconnected from the hollow boring rods
which are resting on the bottom of the hole, raised, and a 6-foot length of
rod connected.
Accurate cores are brought up, and it is, therefore, very useful for
prospecting. Its chief disadvantage is the costliness of the crowns.
It is also very slow and is useless in sand, gravels, and clays.
3. The Davis Calyx system is similar in operation to the Diamond.
Instead of the crown being provided with diamonds, it is formed with
saw-like teeth. It is useful in moderately hard rocks, and has the same
advantage as the diamond with regard to producing a core.
It can be employed satisfactorily in clays and soft rocks.
4. Linings for holes drilled on the rotary system.-For lining,
a rotary drill has an advantage over a drop drill, as it bores a cleaner hole,
and consequently the tubing will go down of its own weight, or can be
rotated down instead of driven, as may be necessary when a drop drill is
employed.
Cressed and socketed drive-pipe (Pl. 49, Fig. 2) has been designed for use
with rotary drills, a_s it is flush outside. lt should not be used with a drop
dnll, as the pr0Ject10ns on the ms1de would be cut to pieces by the bit.
The lining tube (Pl. 49, Fig. 3) has a swell and cressed joint, and is the
pattern generally used with a rotary drill.

33. Organization of bo,ing operations.
1. The officer commanding a Boring Section should have expert know-

ledge of bormg work, and exermse as much personal supervision as possible.
It is not necessary that be should be a water diviner, though some people
associate this faculty with well-boring .
. A b?ring expert will have a sound training in geology, and that, together
With bis practical expenence and observat10n, mll enable him to determine sites for boring and probable results "~th as much and possibly
greater accuracy than any so-called water diviner.
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2 .. Selection of . drilHn~ machinery .-When selecting drilling
machinery, the followmg pomts should be considered in detail :(a) Tlte lithological character and thickness of the strata.
(b) The transport available, and appliances for moving machinery
nbuut the country.
(c) The nature and quantity of water available for drilling purposes.
(d) The power to be used-hand, animal, steam or oil engines. (This
consideration will depend largely on local fuel and transport
conditions.)
(e) Personnel to work the drill.
(j) Probable depth of bore-holes.
(g) Dimensions and quantity of lining for bore-holes.
(h) Whether the supply is likely to be artesian or sub-artesian. I!
the former, no pumping machinery will be necessary ; if the
latter, pumping machinery must be added to the plant required.
As regards (a) deep boring for water would not, as a rule, be
attempted unless the geological conditions were shown to be favorable.
Assuming this to be the case, the practical points on which information
should be obtained are the composition of the individual strata to be pierced,
i.e., whether they are uniformly soft or uniformly hard, or of a mixed
or conglomerate nature, and their respective thicknesses. If this information is not available and time permits, a competent geologist should be
employed to report on the locality.
As regards (b) there are few countries where a light portable drill
mounted on wheels could not be taken. These drills are so designed that
they can be taken to pieces and carried by band over places where wheeled
transport could not go.
In localities where wheeled transport is impracticable and pack transport has to be used, a specially designed drilling plant might be necessary.
As regards (c) a portable drop drill would require, apart from water
for the boiler, roughly 5 gallons each foot drilled. The water required for
working a rotary drill varies very considerably according to the porosity
of the strata. It would not be safe to calculate on a smaller expenditure
than 1,000 gallons each working day of 12 hours, or about 70 gallons each
foot drilled. In either case salt or briny water could be used. The above
quantities are for drilling purposes only.
If steam engines are employed, to the above should be added about
5 gallons an hour for each nominal horse-power.
The water required for the consumption of the drilling party must also
be added.
As regards (d) the nature of the power to be employed to work a
drill is subject to local conditions, irrespective of the type of machine
used. One of the secrets of success is to have a reserve of power.
The quickest and most practicable form of boring plant is, of
course, the power-driven variety. Up to the present time steam has been
the most popular prime-mover, but there is no reason why the internal
combustion engine or electric motor should not take its place.
.
For work in a battle area by night or near the front line, steam 1s
impracticable.
Boring is sometimes done by hand, but this is too slow for most
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military purposes. The Norton tube well, however, is useful for depths
up to, say, 30 feet. A description of this apparatus will be found at the
end of this chapter.
.
In any case it is of the first. importance to select the most reliable
power machine suited to the conditions of the locality. .
.
Steam engines are in many cases the most sw table for the followmg
reasons:In drilling work the load is a constantly varying one, and it is essential
that, the driller, who stands at the drill and consequently some distance
away from the engine, should haye the latter under his complete control.
Steam engines are easily repaired and kept m order, and an mtelligent
labourer, either white or coloured, can in a short time be taught to look
after them. They are not liable to get out of order in a country where
sand and dust are constantly blowing about, and they stand rough
travelling.
In countries where fuel and water are scarce, it will be necessary to use
internal combustion engines. They have the great advantage of being
light, and the fuel which they require is also easily carried.
Engines should invariably be of a standard design ; all parts liable to
get out of order should be duplicated, and important bearings made
dustproof.
A.s regards (e) drilling has to be regarded as a profession, and it
would be idle to recommend deep-boring machinery without securing the
services of trained expert drillers. Well-borer is now a Service trade,
and A.F. B 161/15 shows qualifications required.
As regards (f) and (g) it is most important before selecting a drill to arrive
at the probable depths of the bore-holes. Great discrimination is necessary,
and a margin must be allowed for, as it is impossible to foresee the exact
thickness of the strata.
Portable machines are divided into classes according to the depth of
boring required.
With regard to (h) it would not be safe, when employed on pioneer
work where an artesian system has not been thoroughly established by
the practical test of boring, to count on the water rising to the surface.
3. Organization of the work.-The personnel of a Boring Section
can best be arranged so as to provide a headquarter party and four complete drill crews. Each drill crew can conveniently consist of a N.C.O.
in charge and nine men.

The work of the headquarter party includes repairs to machinery,
&c., i.e., jobs which the drill crews are unable to do owing to pressure of
time and lack of the necessary workshop appliances . Work which requires
more expert mechanical services and appliances must be done by an
Electro-mechanical unit, R.E. If a Boring Section were supplied with a
workshop lorry, there is no reason why they should not be able to carry
out th_e greater 1:art of their repairs, with the exception of castings. The
provision of castmgs can be obviated to a great extent by always having in
stock a reasonable quantity of spare parts.
All bore-hole lining and pipes for pumps, airlifts, &c., are stores kept
at _H.Q., and must be carefully examined and rethreaded if necessary beforp
bemg sent out to the drills. The N.C.O. i/c stores will keep careful recorils
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~,f ~II stores sent out, p_articularly, with regard to lengths of pipe and casing,
I his will check the drill N.C.Os. reports, and save endless trouble. It is
most uuportant that the lengths of casing, pipes, &c., lowered into a borehole sl10uld be correctly ascertained and recorded for future reference.
A I-I.Q. store is required to stock spare parts of machinery, drilling
tools, a complete set of fishing tools, drilling cable, sand line, pipe fittings,
&c. (See Table Fat end of this chapter.)
A small workshop, containing drilling machine, bench, vices, stocks
and dies, and smith's forge, is required.
One clerk should be able to deal with all clerical work. It is very
important that correct records of all bore-holes, showing depth of boreholes, nature of strata bored, water levels, amount of casing used, particulars of pumps, airlifts installed, &c ., should be kept up to date.
Weekly reports from each drill crew, signed by the N.C.O. in charge,
showing daily progress, hours worked, &c., will he required.
It is advisahle to ration the drill crews from H.Q., and not to depend
on other units supplying these men. The work on the drills is of a very
arduous nature, and, therefore, the men so employed need good rations and
every attention to their personal comfort.
By giving the strictest attention to these matters, the output of work
on the drills can he largely increased.
The drill crew is made up as follows :1 N.C.0. expert driller in charge.
4 well-borers.
2 engine drivers.
1 blacksmith.
1 cook.
1 night watchman and spare hand.
A drill crew made up as stated will constitute two working shifts each
of eight hours' duration. If possible, it will be advisable to include a fitter
in the crew, who is able to assist in drilling operations when not required
to work at fitting.
The chargeman will keep careful records of strata, bored depths, &c.,
and will seud to H.Q. a weekly report of all work carried out by his crew.
He will be responsible for the discipline of his crew and for the whole of
the work, including moving, erecting, and dismantling of the drill.

34. Norton tube wells and earth augers.
1. Norton tube wells are useful for prospecting purposes and for small
camp supplies; this tube well and the apparatus for driving it by hand
are articles of store.
The well consists of a tube with perforations at the lower end, driven
from the surface to the water-bearing stratum. A pump can be fixed to
the top of the tube, but is not, strictly speaking, a part _of the well.
'l.'he tube being small is in itself capable of contammg only a very
small supply of water, which would be exhausted by a few strokes of the
pump; the condition, therefore, upon which alone tube wells can be
effective, is that there shall he a free flow of water from the outside through
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the apertures into t_he lower end of th~ tube. When the stratum in which
the water is found 1s very porous, as m the case of gravel and some sorts
of chalk the water flows freely, and the yield may be as great and rapid
as the p:imp can lift. In some other soils, such as sandy loam, the yield
in itself may not be sufficiently rapid to supply the pump ; in such cases
the effect of constant pumping is to draw up with the water from the
bottom a good deal of clay and sand, and so gradually to form a hollow
around the foot of the tube, making a reservoir in which water accumulates when the pump is not in action. In dense clays, however, the well is not applicable, since the perforations near the bottom become sealed, and
water will not enter the tube.
The tube well cannot itself be driven through rock or large stones,
although the pump is frequently used for drawing water from a subjacent
water-bearing stratum through a hole bored in the rock to receive it. It
has, however, been driven through chalk and very hard beds of flint and
gravel, breaking the larger flints after a few blows.
Besides being useful in the search for water, tube wells with their pumps
may be used for raising water from ponds and rivers for the purpose of
filling troughs, &c. Th.is will prevent the bottom being fouled by animals
entering the water and being distnrbed by the clipping of pails, &c. For
this pnrpose a well should be driven into the bank close to the water, till the
perforations are below water level.

2. Well and driving apparatus.-The tubes forming the well (Pl. 59)
are of iron, and have an internal diameter of 1¼inches, and an external
diameter of 1-H- inches, and are threaded at the ends for a length of
l¼ inches.
Each tube is fitted at one end with a barrel-shaped socket, 2½ inches
long, tapped to fit the tubes. Tongs are provided for holding the tubes
and sockets when screwing them together.
One length of the tube has a steel point welded into it, and a length
of 1 foot 9 inches above the steel point is perforated with 320 holes,¼ inch
diameter, and covered with perforated brass sheathing to act as a strainer.
The combined area of the perforations in the tube is three times the crosssectional area of the tube.
For description of the pump, see para. 6.
The well is driven into the ground by blows delivered on either a driving
cap (Pl. 60, Fig. 11) or a driving clamp (Pl. 59, Fig. 3); both are of steel.
The cap sho:u,ld be used when the ground is sand or loam ; the clamp when
the ground 1s harder.
The driving cap is a single block of steel with a hole through the
centre. The lower part of the hole is tapped to fit on to the well, while
the upper part is only 1-t,,- inches in diameter, so that there is an internal
shoulder which will rest on top of the tube when the cap is screwed home.
The rim of the cap has two !-inch holes, into which the ends of the handles
of the tongs fit, for screwing the cap on to the well.
The driving clamp consists of two _halves which may be fixed to any
part of the tube by two bolts squeezmg the halves together. The inner
surfaces of the clamp are serrated and hardened? so as to grip the tube
firmly. A spanner 1s proVIded to fit the nuts which have I½-inch square
heads.
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_The blow on the _cap or damp is delivered by a cast-iron mo11key
weighing 84 lbs., haVIng a l¾-mch hole through the centre, so as to slide
freely upon the tubes, and provided with two cotton ropes 9 feet long.
The latter pass over two sheaves at the top of a pulley bar, which is a
4-foot 6-inch length of well tube with a solid bar, l¼ inches diameter
welded in and projecting 12 inches at one end, and with a head carrying
the sheaves screwed on at the other end (Pl. 59, Fig. 4).
A description of cleaning apparatus is given in para. 5.
3. Driving the well.-The position for a well having been selected, a
hole is made with a crow-bar, and the well tube inserted to a depth of about
2 feet. The clamp is then screwed firmly on to the tube about 2 feet from
the ground, each bolt being tightened equally, so as not to indent the
tube ; or, if the ground is fairly soft, the cap is screwed on to the tube
as far as it can be made to go. The monkey is then placed upon the clamp
or cap, and the pulley bar inserted in the tube. The ropes are made fast
to the monkey, and passed over the sheaves of the pulley bar.
The monkey is raised by two men pulling the ropes at the same angle
(the nearer to the vertical the better) ; they should stand exactly opposite
each other, and work together and very steadily, so as to keep the tube
perfectly vertical and prevent it from swaying about while being driven.
Only short blows should be given to begin with, and the tube must be held
vertically until deep enough to retain its upright position. If the tube
shows an inclination to slope towards one side, guy ropes should be fastened
to the top of the pulley bar, each held by a man, to keep it vertical. When
the men have raised the monkey, they lift their hands suddenly, thus
slackening the ropes and allowing the monkey to descend with its full
weight on to the clamp. The monkey is steadied by a man who also assists
to force it down at each descent (Pl. 59, Fig. 1).
When the clamp is used, particular attention must be paid to see that
it does not move on the tube; the bolts must be tightened after the first
blow, again after two more blows, and again after four more blows, and
subsequently after every dozen blows, both bolts being tightened up
equally.
When the clamp has been driven down to the ground, the monkey is
raised off it, the screws of the clamp are slackened, and it is again screwed
to the tube about 2 or 3 feet from the ground. To prevent the monkey
slipping while this is being done, the pulley men will take a hitch with
the running parts of their ropes round the pulley bar below the monkey.
When the clamp has been screwed on again, the driving is resumed as before.
When the tube has been driven so far into the ground that there is
not sufficient drop for the monkey, the monkey and pulley bar are removed,
and a fresh length of tube is screwed, by means of its socket, on to the
tube in the ground. The two tubes must 1,utt against one another, otherwise the screw-thread may be injured when driving is resumed. A httle
red lead should be placed on the threads of the socket before screwing up,
to make the joint air-tight.
Driving can then be resumed, but after a few blows the upper length
should be turned round a little with the tongs to tighten the joints, which
have a tendency to become loose from the jarring of the monkey.
Care must be taken after getting into a water-bearing stratum not to
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drive through it, awing to anxiety to get a larger supply. From time to
time and always before screwing on an additional length of tube, the
well should be sounded (by means of a small lead attached to a line),_ to
ascertain the depth of water, if any, and the character of the earth which
has penetrated through the holes perforated in the lower part of the well
.
Five men are required for driving a well quickly, allowing two men m
two reliefs for working the monkey, while the fifth steadies the monhy,
attends to the clamp to see that it does not slip on the tube, and alters its
position as required. The two men not working the monkey prepare the
additional lengths of tube, and fix them on.
Tube wells ean be driven at the rate of 12 feet an hour in flinty chalk,
and 20 feet in soft soil, and they can be withdrawn much more quickly.
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4. Drawing the well.-The tube well, when required no longer, can
be withdrawn by any of the following methods:(a) In very soft ground the well may be drawn by simply turning it
round with the tongs, right-handed so as not to unscrew the joints, at
the same time lifting it upwards.
(b) A short chain is passed twice round the tube, close to the ground,
and one end passed through a large ring in the other end (Pl. 59, Fig. 7).
The end of the chain is then put through a movable stoppering link (Pl. 59,
Fig. 6) which can be made to grip any link desired. A lever or handspike is
next inserted into the stoppering link, and borne down on some convenient
fulcrum, and the tube well lifted. When the pressure is taken off the
lever, the chain will generally slip down by itself, and a fresh pressure will
lift the well still higher.
(c) The monkey is placed on the tube with its lower end upwards,
and the clamp screwed on (face downwards) about 1 foot above it. The
monkey is then raised sharply, and by striking the clamp gradually starts
the well ; the position of the clamp is lowered from time to time as required.
The pulley bar is, of course, not used in this process (Pl. 59, Fig. 5). This
method has always been found to succeed, but is not so rapid a process
as the foregoing; it must never be attempted with the cap, as the
threads of the screw holding the cap will probably be spoilt.
5. Cleaning apparatus.-As soon as the well has been driven far
enough, the pump is screwed on the top, with a little red lead in the joint,
and an attempt is made to pump the water up.
When sinking in certain soils, however, the bottom of the tube is
liable to become filled up by material penetrating through the holes, and,
before a supply of water can be obtained, this accumulation must be
removed by the cleaning tubes (Pl. 60, Fig. 5).
. The cleaning tubes are ½inch internal diameter and H inch external
diameter; the lengths are connected together in the same way as the
well tubes, viz., by sockets screwed on over the adjoining ends of two
tubes.
To clear the well, one cleaning tube alter another is lowered into the
well, until the lowest one touches the accumulation · the tubes must be
h~ld carefully, tor if one were to drop into the well it' would be difficult to
withdraw it, without drawing the well. A funnel (Fig. 5) is screwed on
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the top of the well, :incl :i pump is then attached to the cleaning tube by
means of a r&lucing socket (Fig. 6).
The cleaning tube is then raised and held about one inch above the
accumulation by a clip (Fig. 7). Water is next poured into the funnel
and runs down the well outside the cleaning tube, and, being pumped
up through ,t, lmngs up with ,t the upper portion of the accumulation.
The cleaning tube is gradually lowered, and the pumping continued until
the whole of the accumulation inside the well tube is removed. The pump is
then unscrewed from the cleaning tube, which is withdrawn piece by piece,
and finally the pump is attached to the upper end of the tube well itself.
It is advisable, when several wells have to be sunk, to keep one pump
specially for the purpose of cleaning out the wells, as the grit, &c., at first
pumped up is liable to damage the valves. When all the wells have been
sunk, the valves of this pump should be examined and, if necessary,
repaired, when it may he used for a well if required.
6. Tube well pump.-The water in a tube well can be extracted by
a tripod pump fitted with a reducing socket; this is a special pump
which should be screwed direct on to the top of the well, with some red
lead in the joint. It is especially necessary to make this particular
joint air-tight; if it is not so, air will be heard to pass in by it when the
handle is worked, and it must be taken off and supplied with more red
lead. To start the, pump it is necessary to pour some water into the top,
and to pump for a few minutes to exhaust the air which is in the tube,
and, when this is done, in all ordinary cases the water will follow.
The principle of the tube well pump is the same as that of the tripod
pump, with the addition of what is called the tilting action. The pump
itself consists of a barrel with a bucket or piston working in it. At the
bottom of the barrel and in the bucket, there are valves capable of opening
upwards only. If the handle is depressed, it raises the bucket, and makes
a partial vacuum under it, so the lower valve opens and some air enters
the barrel from below ; as soon as the bucket stops moving, the lower
valve falls and shuts again. Then when the bucket is lowered, the enclosed
air can escape only by pushing open the upper valve. Every time the
bucket is raised air is taken into the barrel, and the water rises to take
its place, and after a few strokes the water will enter the barrel itself and
flow out by the spout.
The tilting action can be applied at will, and the object of it is to open
both valves at the same time, so that any water which has been pumped
up in the well will rush down again, force its way violently out through
the holes at the bottom of the well, and disturb the mud and fine particles
in the immediate vicinity of the holes. On pumping again, some of this
mud will be brought up with the water, and by repeating the process
several times all the finer particles near the holes will be removed. Only
the larger stones and grit will be left, and in the interstices between them
water will collect, when the pump is not being worked, ready to be _pumped
out when required (Pl. 60, Fig. 4). If at first water only comes ,~1th great
difficulty, it must not be concluded that no supply can he obtamed; on
the contrary, in many or most cases by a free use of the tilting action the
compact earth will be broken up and loosened, so that after half an hour,
or it may be one or two hours' pumping, it will produce a perfectly free
yield.
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The means by which the tilting action is brought into play are as follows
(Pl. 60). The valve (Fig. 2) in the pump bucket is a metal one, which
opens by lifting up, something like the plug of a basin. The valve (Fig. 3),
at the bottom of the barrel of the pump, is an india-rubber clack opening
like a hinge . An iron cover plate is screwed to the clack, and has a projecting
lug and a l,utton at the top. The bucket itself has a leather packing
to make it water-tight, and a packing ring secured by three screws,
which project downwards ; when the handle of the pump is in a certain
position, the screw head presses down on the projecting lug openini; the
lower valve, and this causes the button to press up against the upper
valve, which is, therefore, opened too.
When it is not desired to use the tilting action, the bucket must be
turned round horizontally, so that the screw head will not strike the lug
when the bucket is lowered, and the lower valve will consequently not be
opened. To arrange for this, the fulcrum of the handle is fixed to an adjusting ring, held to the top of the pump by three bolts passing through slots in
the ring, which allow of its being moved circumferentially (Pl. 60, Fig. lJ.
When the pump is first fixed on the well, the handle and ring should
be adjusted to bring the tilting action into use, and after pumping for a
short time the handle should be raised as high as possible for a second or
two, till the water has just run out of the pump into the well. A few
more strokes will recover this water, and the action should be repeated
several times, after which the whole contents of the well should be pumped
out, and the tilting repeated, as before, until it is found that the supply
cannot be made to come any faster, or until the water remains clear after
tilting. The adjusting ring should then be turned to prevent the accidental
use of the tilting action when pumping, and screwed down tightly.
The barrel of the pump is 3 inches in diameter, and the bucket has a
stroke of 6 inches.
The tube well fitted with a suction pump, in good condition, can suck
up water from a depth of 20 feet to 28 feet, at the rate of 10 gallons
a minute.
This apparatus is described in the specification as:Well, tube, !¼-inch.
Apparatus, driving.
Implements, chest of.
Table E shows what is included under each heading.
TABLE

E.-Equipmentfor Norton tube wells.

I I

Weight.
No.Each.
Total.

Part.

WELL, TUBE, l!-INOH,

L ,,

Tubing, } Jlength of 3 feet
ste~l,
5 ,,
l¼-mch

,,

6.,

Sockets, l¼-inch tube
Pump, 3-inch
Total

....

I

5
I

....
....
....

7
I

-

lbs. oz.
8 10
14 6
15
I
0
33

-

12¼
0

lbs. oz.
8 10
71 14
15
I
5
33

5

133

14

0

Remarks.

}2s feet of tubing.
with point and
strainer.
with handle .
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E.-continued.
Weight.

No.

Each.

I

lbs.
25

oz.
8

I

84

0

5
2
I
0

14
15
7½
2½

APPARATUS, DRIVING.

Pulley bar
....
Monkey
Set of cleaning-out tubes,
viz.:-

I

Remarks.

Total.

Iba.
25
84

oz.
8
0

I

!-in. tubes G ft. long
,.
3 ft. ,.

....

1 ft. 6 ins. long

,,

sockets, ½-inch tube

Total

G
I
2
9

...

35
2
2

I

4
15
15
7

1

>42

j

feet of tubes,

weighing 42½ lbs.

152

IMPLEMENTS, CHEST OF.

CJa.mp, driving, steel

Bolts ancl nuts for ditto
Cap, driving .
Cap for well tube

Tonga, ½-inch, ¾-inch,

....

I¼•

inch, l½-inch, 1 of each

I

26

2

26

2

6

2
5
0

I
12
11

12

6
12
II

I
I
4

5

0
22

2

4
I
I

9
3
3

Spanner for clamp bolts

I

4

9

,,
screw
Red oxide, tin of
Oil can, filled
Cotton waste....
Ropes, cotton

I
I
I
I

3
3
6
0
6

0

6

2

I
I
0
I
I

I
2

0
12

I

0

6

0

6

....
....
lbs.
.... pairs

Line plumb, 40 feet, with
winder

....

File with handle
Stocks and dies, tap, and
tube-cutter combined set
Cutters, tube....
....
....
Funnel, cast-iron
Clip for cleaning-out tubes
Socket, reducing, l¼-inch to

½-inch
Leathers, bucket, for pump
Clacks,

pump

ind.ia.-rubber,

....

1 pair for guys.

I

0

6

0

6

I
I

12
0

12
0

I

5

I

I

13
I
11
14

I

13
I
11
14

I
10

0

14
12

0

14

7

8

spa.re.

JO
I
I

I

0
14

10

spa.re.

2

0
14

120

9

0

5

epnre.

for

....

Link, withdrawing, and chain
llllltruotionB, copy of

Total

with 2 bolts a.nd
nuts.
spa.re.

2

7. Deep tube wells.-Though the stores for deep tube wells on Norton's principle are not articles of store, it is useful to know how to apply
these wells to situations when water is too deep to be raised by the ordinary
lift pump. •""
..,
The deep wells are usually made with pumps and tubes of larger
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diameters, and the driving is executed in precisely the same manner as
for smaller wells.
As soon as the first or pointed length has been driven, a working
barrel (Pl. 60, Fig. 10), wltich consists of a short_ length of well tube
lined with brass, is added to the well tube by placmg the valve scat A
(Fig. 15) into the working barrel (which is engraved in section, in Fig. 10,
in order to show the position of the lower valve seat and rmg), and then
screwing the working barrel on the well tube in the usual manner, with
the socket which has been taken off the well tube, until it fairly butts
upon the well tube.
The ring B (Fig. 12), with its broad part downwards, is next laid on
top of the working barrel, as shown in Fig. 10, on to which the next length
of tube is screwed in the ordinary way until it is firmly butted on to the
working barrel, after which process driving is continued in the ordinary
manner until water is reached. When water is reached and there stands
several feet of water in the tube, the lower valve and its seating C (Fig. 14)
is lowered into its seating by means of a small hook provided. for that
purpose, which can be coupled to the pump rods.
The lower valve, having been carefully wound round with tow and
a little tallow, is hung on to the hook above mentioned, and thus lowered
down the tube until it reaches into the valve seat A, as shown in Fig. 10 ;
the hook is then disengaged from the valve and drawn up.
The bucket D (Fig. 13) is then screwed on to one of the iron rods
provided for the pump, and lowered down the tube well by adding as
many of the rods as are necessary, until it reaches into the working barrel,
as shown in Fig. 9, and by allowing it to rap very slightly on to the lower
valve C, it will embed the lower valve seating firmly into its place.
The rods that have been thus lowered have now to be coupled to the
short length connected with the pump handle and passing through the
barrel. The best way to do this is to remove the pump handle, when
the short rod leading from it can be screwed into the coupling, and made
secure like the rest of the joints by split joints ; the pump head can then
be screwed or bolted on to the tube well (Fig. 8).
8. Boring by hand with the earth auger .-In certain locations
water may be obtained from shallow holes of 6 to 8 inches diameter.
The following extracts show the type of bore-hole that was used for
forward drinking water supply in Flanders during the Great War:" Galleries were driven 60 to 64 feet long, in deep dug-out systems at
about 50-metre contour. Bore-holes were spaced approximately
6 feet apart, with 10 bore-holes per gallery.
" Borings were made with an ordinary 8-inch earth auger (see
Pl. 61), the bit being expanded to make a 9-inch hole.
" The tubing consisted of 8-inch piping made of sheet iron riveted in
3-foot lengths. Lowest length consisted of a filter 8 inches diameter, 3 feet long, made of expanded metal, covered "~th rotproof canvas with circular reinforcing bands 3 inches wide
with four vertical reinforcing rods.
'
" The _most satisfactory way of drawing the water was found to be
w,t~ a bucket dipper "·ith rubber flap-valve on 1.he bottom.
A hit and force pump drew in too much sane!.
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" 8ix-foot c,•ntres for bore-holes were found to be too small, as one
bore-hole robbed the adjacent one.
" l\Iost efficient spacing will be governed by the nature of the soil.
" Depth of bore-holes on Observatory Ridge varied between 8 and
12 feet. Each set of 10 bore-holes gave a yield of about 1,000
gallons a day. One set gave 1,300, another 1,100, another
750."
The earth auger (Pl. 61) consists of two iron scoops set slightly eccentric,illy. They are connected together at their upper ends by an adjustable
distance-piece. One of the scoops is fixed and slightly longer than the
other, which is so hinged to the distance-piece that it can be moved outwards through about 45°. To the centre of the distance-piece is fixed
au iron rod 2 feet 6 inches long ; the head of this rod is fitted with
a screwed collar to receive the "T" handle or a lengthening rod.
On the tool being rotated clockwise about its vertical axis, it screws
into the earth, and the scoops auger out the hole. When the scoops are
full of earth the tool is withurawn, the hinged scoop turned on its pivot,
and the earth scraped out. The procedure is then as before. Lengthening
rods, which are tLSually 2 fret 6 inches long, are screwed on as the hole is
deepened.
The sizes of earth auger commonly tLSed are the 4½-inch and the 6-inch.
The smaller tool will make holes between 4½ inches and 6 inches in diameter: the larger tool holes between 6 inches and 8 inches in diameter.
The range in diameter is obtained by varying the length of the adjustable
distance-piece. This is done by unscrewing the wing nut which clamps
together the two pieces of which the distance-piece is made.
In ordinary clay, sand, or earth, the auger is suitable for making holes
up to 25 feet deep, and in exceptionally soft soils up to 30 feet deep. In
dry or bard clay the addition of a little water in the hole will often assist
progress. The earth auger cannot be used in stony soils.
TABL!l

F.-Type table of stores required by a well-boring section, R.E. (using
percussion drilling plant).

DESCRIPTION OF STORES.

DESCRIPTION OF STORES.
SECTION

\VEEDON SECTION A.

*

Rifles, short, M.L.E . ..
Sword-bayonets
Scabbards, sword-bayonet
Bottles, oil

!
•
•

Haveri:ia.cks
Packs

*

*

*

Pull-throughs, Mark IV
Covers, breech
SECTION

No.

lA.

Bags, ration, Mark II
Bottles, water, onnmellcd
Slingd, riile, web
Tine, mess, dismounted service
Whistles, infantry

No. lA.-co11timud.

Web equipment, set-a complete (for
officer)
Belts, waist ....
Braces, with buckle
Carriers, cartridge75 rounds, left
75 rounds, right
Carriers, water-bottle
mess-tin

2

i~~::s,

....

2 Straps, supporting

• 1 each for all N.C.Os. and men.
t 1 ea.eh for all officers, N.C.Os., and men.
t 2 ea.eh for all N.C.Os. and men.
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F.-continucd.
DESCRIPTION OF STORES.

DESCRIPTION OF STORES.
SEOTION

No.

SECTION

No.

SECTION

2A.

Axes, felling, curved helve
Boxes, stationery, field
Helves, maul, 34½-in.
Hooks, bill ....
....
Kettles, camp, oval, 12 qts.
Mauls, G.S., heads ... .
... .
Sheets, ground
Stove, Sayer, complete
Tents, circular, single
2B.

Axes, pick, heads
....
Axes, pick, helves, 36-in.
Crowbars, 5-ft.
Spades, Mark III

No. 6B.
Ba.ails, brown, unstrained ....
SECTION

No. 7-continutd.

5 Tools, screw-cutting, bolt and nut-I
Chest" B," filled
5
Chest " C," filled
5
Chest" D," filled
12 Tools, screw-cutting, iron and steel
5
tube¼-in. to l½-in. chest, filled,
Mark II
Ii-in. to 3-in. chest. filled,
Mark II
3½-in. to 4-in. chest, filled,
5
Mark II
5 Vices, bench, parallel, 45-lb.
10 Vices, hand, 20-oz.
5 Wrenches, pipe, flat, link¼-in. to 2½-in.
1-in. to 6-in.
2 Forges, field, G.S., Mark II ....
Hammers, smiths', up-hand ...

No. 7.
Grindstone, with own handle, F.S.,

I
5
6

10
10
5
5

SECTION

14-in.
.. ..
Chests, tool, filledSmiths', No. 11, G.S. ...
1
Carpenters', No. 3, G.S.
An vile, I-cwt.
. ...
....
. ...
5
Augers, ¼-in., i-in., ½-in., f -in., ¾-in.
5
of each
Augers, handles, 12-in.
....
Axes, hand, 3-lb.
I~
Bars, pinching, 2-ft. 10-in.
Blocks, anvil, I-cwt.....
5
Chisels, l½-in., firmer
5
Handles, file, middling
6
Pipe-cutters, 3-wheel¼-in. to 1-in., 1¼-in. to 2-in. sets
of each
2¼-in. to 3-in., 3¼-in. to 4-in. sets
of each
Pjpe-cuttera, 8-wheel2-in. to 6-in., sets
I
Saws, hand, 26-in. . ...
5
5
Screwdrivers, G.S., 12-in. .. ..
Spanners, double-ended5
1½-in. and If-in .... .
5
l¼-in. and l¼•in .. .
5
1-in. and i-in.
¾-in. and fl"-in. ....
...
5
½-in. and i-in. ....
.
5
r,
Spanners, McMahon, 15-in.... .
5
Spanners, McMahon, 12-in.... .
Spanners, McMahon, 9-in.
5

*

SECTION

No. 7, N.I.V.

Screw-cutting gear, 6-in. sets
SEoTION

No.

So.

Bottles, ink, surveying
Instruments, drawing, R.E., Mark II,

i:~1r:~:~::: ,1i~:!:~;~~'.t.\~.~•w~ii:
Se~' ~~~ares, ·~~llulo·i·d, 6-i~·-, oci~:
45°
of each
Ta.pea, measmfugMetallic woven, 100-ft.
Steel woven, 100-ft.
Steel woven, 25-ft.
Watches
SECTION

No.

t

lbs.
lb,.
pints
pints
bars

2
14
4

16
10

9B.

Bottles, tin, oil, 1-pint
....
Tins, oil, with screw tap, l-pint

l each for all officers, N.C.Os., and men.

I

No. 9A..

Dubbing
.
....
.
Grease, lubricating, yellow
Oil, lubricating, G.S.
. ..
Oil, lubricating, motor cycle
Soap, yellow
SECTION

5
5
6

5

t

1 each for all N.C.011. and meD.
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F.-continued.

DESCRIPTION OF STORES.

DESCRIPTION OF STORES.

SEoTroN No. 10A.

Na.ilsWire,
Wire,
Wire,
Wire,
Wire,

iron,
iron,
iron,
iron,
iron,

grooved,
grooved,
grooved,
grooved,
grooved,

6•in.
5-in.
4-in.
3-in.
2-in.

No .

lOB.

SEOTtoN

lb,.
Jb,.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

14
7
7
7
7

PrnLteo SECTION

X 30ft,
....
....
....
.. ..
Covers, waterproof, green, 20 ft. x
15 ft. .
. .
.. .
.
No.

11.

Brooms, bass ....
Handles, broom
Lamps, hurricane

5

N.I.V.
Ma.chines, drilling, steam tractor,
Keystone type, complete with
boiler, engine, derrick, for 800 ft.,
6
and tools ....
3
6
5

No.

13A.

No.

130.

4

Cable, drilling, and sand line.

SEcTioN No. 12.
Implements, butchers'Cases, wood, filled
SECTION

No. 30.

Dressings, field

Covers, sailcloth, waterproof, 30 ft.

SECTION

SECTION No. 29E.
PumpsLift and force, complete with
hose ....
....
....
5
Hose, delivery, spa.re lengths
"" 10
Spa.re parts ....
....
. ... sets 6

Cable, drilling, hawser-laid manilla,

1,000-lt. lengths

....

....

....

5

Rope, flerible, steel, l½-in., 1,000-ft..

lengths

5

Blanket,, G.S.
SEOTION

Flannelette

....

No.
Jacks, lilting. G.S., 5-ton

20.

No.
Cartridge, small-arm, ball
Pistol, Webley

27.

SECTION

SECTION

*

Tools, fishin'J.

yards

....

20
10

rounds IOOt

20f

Jars, fishing, 18-in. atroke
Bumpers, solid jar
Foot, crows
Jars, rope knife
Knife, rope, horse-shoe
Spud ....
Socket, horn
Scoket, slip
.. ..
Socket, combination ... .

l each for all officers, N.C.Os., a.nd men.

t

Each rifle.

sets
sets

5
I
l

I
I
I
I

I

f Each pistol.

CHAPTER VIII.
PUMPING MACHINERY.
35. Requirements to be fulfilled by plant.
1. Pumping machinery would demand a large volume to itseU to be
adequately treated ; it is, therefore, impossible to do more than indicate
the types of plant which are specially suitable for semi-permanent work,
and the ways in which they are connected to the pipe distribution system.
It is not, therefore, proposed to consider the details of the various
types of pumps and prime-movers in use, and, moreover, such consideratiolll! come within the expert purview of a mechanical engineer.
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2. The requirements of a plant designed for semi-pen_nanent work,
beyond the obvious one of being capable of the reqmred delivery of water
at the necessary head, are:(<t) Ease of transport.

This will vary according to the purpose to
which the pump is to be put.
(b) Freedom from breakdown. Tlris is especially important when
facilities for carrying out repairs are limited.
(c) Economy in fuel. Increased economy in fuel may be sacrificed in
favour of (a) or (b) according to circumsta nces.
(d) Standardization so far as practicable. This is very necessary
when large numbers of plants are in use. By careful consideration before ordering plant, types can be stand ardized to
a great extent; the supply of spare parts will thereby be
simplified, and repairs more quickly executed owing to the
personnel becoming more .familiar with the various patterns
of plant in use.
So far as possible plant should be standardized on the interchangeable
system, and , if parts are numbered, it wi ll not be necessary to strip down
a machine before the dimensions and detail of any broken part can be
obtained for ordering replacements.
As regards spares, the principle should be adopted of sending a limited
number of spares boxed up with each machine, and keeping a number of
those less frequently required at base and other electro-mechanical
depots. The former are termed " A" spares, and the latter " B " spares.
A complete set of spanners should be supplied with each machine. Suction
and delivery connections must be standardized.
If one, or at the most two, standard belt speeds can be arranged for
all belt-driven pumps and for the engines used in driving them, much
time will be saved in making up belt-driven sets from stock . Itis probable,
however, that belt-driven sets will be, for standard plant, superseded by
direct or gear-driven sets.
It is not possible to give detailed particulars of any standard power
pumping sets, since no sealed patterns are yet approved.
3. Pumps may be worked by hand, animal, steam, J.C., electric,
hydraulic, or wind power.
For field purposes the last two methods may be neglected.
Of the remaining methods electric power will only be feasible when an
extensive system of power distribution is undertaken by the electromechanical service of an army in the field , when civil supplies are
available, or in other special circumstances . For locations of a more or
less permanent nature and not too much exposed tc •liell fire or aerial
attack, electric motors form an ideal method of driving pumps .
. For most pmposes, however, high-speed internal combustion engines
will be used, and are satisfactory if properly connected to the pump
and operate_d by competent personnel. These engines, in the present
?ta_te of _then development, require a good deal of maintenance, and, if
1t 1s desired to use low-grade operating labour, slow and medium-speed
011 engmes may be found best. The latter are, however, cumbersome
compared to petrol engines.
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Steam, as a prime-mover, will probably find no place in the future
power pumping plant equipment of a field army, but may be encountered
among civi l installations.
The secret of successful operation of pumping plant is to have an ample
reserve of power. 'l.'hus petrol engines to drive field pumping plant
should be of twice the power theoretically required.
The teclmical descriptions of types of prime-movers will be found in
Military Engineering, Vol. VIII.
4. Pumping plant will usually be supplied from home as a set complete
,vith engine or motor, and in most cases will be made up for direct or
gear drive, the whole plant being mounted on a rigid base. It is important
that these sets are not made up so as to exceed limiting transportation
dimensions, either as regards space or weight. By the use of high-speed
petrol engines direct or gear coupled to tmbine or centrifugal pumps,
these requirements can usually be fulfilled for any plant likely to be
required by an army in the field.
A pumping set will consist of :i. Prime-mover-direct, gear, or belt coupled to
ii. Pump, fitted with(a) Stop-valve
... ")
(b) Reflux-valve
.. .
. ..
(c) Pressure gauge
. ..
... on delivery side.
(d) Release-valve
.. .
. ..
(e) Bye-pass for priming pump,
(j) Suction piping, foot-valve, and strainer}
t"
"d
(g) Suction pressure gauge.
on sue 10n s1 e.

f

Valves must be provided for releasmg air from pump and suction
prior to priming, and for charging air chambers while running.
The set must be supplied with any fuel and water-tanks or starting
gear required for the engine or motor, also a set of spanners and a box
of "A'' spares.
The plant should be wholly or partially boxed up for transit, and suspension chains and lifting ring should be pro,~ded so that the case may.
be easily slung for crane lift.
5. The classes of pumping plant employed in field water supply work
are as follows :(a) Surface or normal suction pumps.
(b) Deep-well pumps.
(c) Bore-hole pumps.
(d) Water elevators for wells.
(e) Airlift pumps-described in Chap. IX.
A resume of the elementary hydraulics of pumping plant will be found
in Chap. XIII ; this chapter will be limited to a general descnpt10n of
the types of pumps likely to be of use in the field.
Detailed descriptions, specifications, and part lists for power pumps
are not included in this volume, since there are no sealed patterns of these
stores ; but Table G gives a list of pumps which will be of general application.
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TABLE

Typical makes.

Type.

l

2

G.-List of pumps.

I

Gallons an hour
delivered at head
in feet.

Portable petrol
ram set (on
wheels)

Guy and Mital (self. 1,000 X 60'
2-in. connections
contained)

petrol

Lister-Rotoplunge
(self-contained)

3,000 X 80'
2-in. connections

Merryweather I
Merryweather II .

3,000 X 100'
7,200 X 250'

Portable

rotoplW1ge

r

I

Remarks.

,..,n,,.

w
horse • troughs,
tanks, &c., near
the source of
supply.
See
Pls. 69, 70, and
72.

3

Portable steam ..

4

For deliberate inSurface 3-ram, oil Pearn pump with 2,500 X 350'
stallation on pipeBlackstone engine 4-in. connections
engine driven
lines. See PI. 71.
7h.p.

5

For hasty installaTyler 2,500 X 350'
2-ram Hayward
Surface
tions
on pipe
with Day 8 h.p. 4-in. connections
double acting on
lines.
engine (self-conframe
girder
tained)
with petrol engine

6

surface, Hayward
Steam
Duplex
type
pump
with
vertical
boiler

7

For use on long
Petrol
turbo Dennis-Mather and 7,200 X 600'
pipe-lines.
7-stage 4-in. connections
See
Platt,
direct-coupled
(sell-contained)
PI. 63.

8

For hasty insta1laPetrol
turbo Aster-Gwynnes', 4- 6,000 X 250'
tion in connection
direct-coupled
stage
(self-con- 4-in. connections
with pipe-line. See
tained)
PI. 64.

9

Tube well pump

Duke & Ockenden, 1,000 X 250' for Takes time to inand 7 h. p. Black- 4-in. rising main
stall. Plants may
be made portable,
stone oil engine

10

Tube well pump

Duke & Ockenden 3,000 X 250' for
6-in. rising main

11 Air compressors

12

Belt pump

Tyler 4,000 X 350'
4-in. connections

For deliberate installation on long
pipe-lines.
See
PI. 73.

For deliberate installation.

Aster engine and 69} cub. ft. free JFor use on lorry,
Broom & Wade 150 air X 100 "'\._ For use on semi•
stationary work.
compressor
lbs. pressure
a minute
See Pl. 99.

....

Day (self-contained) 2,000 X 200'

Hasty work with
existing wells. Set
Pl. 81.

36. Rotary pumps.
,

1. Until quite recently rotary pumps of small size were so uneconomical

m operat10n that the more positive ram variety was preferred for peacetime purposes. In the future, however, it is probable that the turbine,
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centrifugal, or rotoplunge type pump will predominate, and that these types
will be found to be by far the most suitable for use in the field. The
hydraulic theory of turbine and centrifugal pumps is briefly described
in Chap. XIII.
2. Hi~b-speed rotary pumps possess the advantages of compactness and small weight as compared to ram pumps of equal capacity,
but require higher grade labour for their maintenance. The high rotational speed of centrifugal and turbine pumps permits of their being
coupled direct to multi-cylinder vertical petrol engines. Centrifugal and
turbine pumps are also particularly well suited for direct coupling to
electric motors. This arrangement is to be preferred when electrical power
is available. In general, it may be said that turbine pumps direct-coupled
to the prime-mover are the most up-to-date proposition, and before long
will be universally employed.
3. In all semi-permanent work and particularly during military
operations, the plant used must be easily transported to site and quickly
erected. These conditions are best met by this ciass of pump.
Pl. 62 shows a Gwynnes' turbine pump (duty 100 gals./min./250 ft.),
direct-coupled to an Aster high-speed petrol engine.
Pl. 63 shows a petrol-turbo pumping set of the same type (Dennis
engine-Mather & Platt pump). This type of set has proved very suitable
for installation in a confined space.
Pl. 64 shows a smaller, but similar, set (Aster engine-Gwynnes' pump)
mounted on wheels for transport. The duty of this set is 100 gals./min./
250 ft.
Pl. 65 shows a Gwynnes' pump direct-coupled to an electric motor,
a very convenient arrangement where power exists.
Pl. 66 shows a small centrifugal pump connected to a single-cylinder
petrol engine (duty about 40 gals./min./50 ft.). This set can be carried
by two men, and was originally designed for unflooding trenches.
Pl. 67 shows a high capacity, low-lift centrifugal pump, coupled to a
six-cylinder petrol engine.
All the foregoing pumps can, of course, be driven by belt or gearing.
Pl. 68 shows two belt-driven turbine pump sets.
4. The Rotoplun~e pump. (See Pl. 69.) This pump has no valves,
and possesses the advantage of a simple positive action, and can be obtained
for deliveries up to 40 gals./min. against 100 ft. head.
The action of the pump is as follows (see Pl. 69) :Supposing the pump to be rotating in the direction indicated by the
arrow, then, owing to the eccentricity of the pin G, any one of the four
plungers when passing the upper shoe must be in its extreme_ outward
position. As this temporarily top plunger moves down the suction side I,
its movement in its cylinder is inward until, on the completion of the half
revolution, it reaches the bottom shoe, when it is at its extreme mward
position, and the water drawn in is trapped by the shoe. During the ~econd
half revolution, while the same plunger is passing up the discharge side m,
the movement is outwards, and the water trapped when passing the !?"."er
shoe is expelled, the plunger again reaching the extreme outward pos1t10n
as it comes to the upper shoe on completion of the revolution.
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The standard pumps are made mostly in cast-iron, but can be supplied
in gun-metal to suit special requirements.
The pumps automatically and efficiently lubricate theIDBclves throughout with the liquid they are pumping, but to prolong hfe and _reduce
wear and tear the larger pumps are now drilled for grease lubrwat10n
throughout.
.
Pl. 70 shows a convenient arrangement of small sizes of this pump,
which is of great value for field use.

37. Ram pumps, steam pumps, and pulsometers.
1. Ram or plunger pumps can be driven ·direct or by belt, and usually

through a countershaft.
One or more rams are used, usually not more than three.
Pl. 71 shows a treble ram pump, with driving pinion direct-coupled
to the shaft of a slow-speed oil engine. This type of pump is useful for
continuous running with semi-skilled labour.
Three-throw pumps with a duty of 2,500 gallons an hour against
350 feet head are convenient for supplying water through pipe-lines from
independent sources to camps, hospitals, &c. They can be best driven by
oil engines or electric motors, and such installations require only ·a moderate
amount of maintenance.

When in good condition, a suction lift of 25 feet can be obtained with a
ram pump, but it is safer to rely on 20 feet as a maximum. Ram pumps
arc particularly useful installed on stagings down wells in which the water
level is between 20 and 40 feet from the surface, and driven by an inclined
belt from an oil engine at the surface.
2. Direct-action steam pumps come under this head. but will not in
the future be of extended application in the field, owing to the brge and
cumbersome boilers usually required.
3. An exception, however, must be made in the case of the Merryweather steam fire pumps, which are particularly useful when petrol is
difficult to get, or labour for operating petrol engines is scarce. In oilproducing countries, the boilers of these sets may be conveniently equipped
with oil-firing gear.
The general appearance of the pump is shown on Pl. 72.
This pump was largely used during the Great War for all kinds of
water supply and pumping operations, and upwards of a thousand were
supplied by the makers (Messrs. Merryweather & Sons, of Ureenwich) to
the British and American Governments for service in the field. They
were used for a very great variety of work, including fire protection,
wat_er supply, washing-out locomotive boilers, and many other pumping
duties.
Light~ess and portability are essential features of this pump, and it
can readd y be taken into confined spaces where larger pumps are inadmissible. The pump and boiler are mounted on a two-wheeled detachable
hand can-iage, on which it can be readily moved about by one or two
men. If necessary, the machine can be removed from the carriage and
carried on men's shoulders by means of poles. It is macle in three sizes,
but the No. 1 and No. 2 sizes are usually adopted, and these have a capacity
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of 50 to 100 and 100 to 200 gallons a minute respectively accordmg to
head. The smaller machine weighs 6½ cwt. and the larger 11 cwt., and
considering their comparatively light weights, the power they are capable
of producing is remarkable. The boiler can be arranged for burning wood,
coal, or oil fuel.
4. Pl. 73 shows a pair of steam-driven pumps with portable loco-type
boilers (duty each 66 gals./min./350 ft.).
It is unlikely that such plant will be supplied in the future for use in
the field, but, since similar civil installations abound and may have to
be operated or repaired, personnel must be trained in its use.
Pl. 74 shows the general construction of this class of pump, but of a
larger type than Pl. 73.
5. A source of steam must be available to work a pulsometer (see
Pl. 75), and thus this type is not of much use for field operations.
Pulsometers are particularly useful when the pump has to be constantly
shifted vertically or horizontally a short distance at a time, as in unflooding
foundations, but the large steam consumption (about 500 lbs. each pump
h.p. hour) is a disadvantage.
The action of the pulsometer is as follows :Referring to Pl. 75, there are two side chambers A to receive the water
alternately. E is suction-valve, and D delivery-valve. These valves are
duplicated on the other side of the pump. To start the pump, it is filled
with water through a hole (not shown), the water resting on the foot-valve
provided in the suction pipe. The ball B being compelled to lie on one
or other of the seats in connection with chambers AA, steam is admitted
at C, and, entering, say, the right hand passage, displaces the water through
D without agitation until the level falls to the upper edge of the orifice.
Steam then blows through with some violence, and an instantaneous condensation occurs, causing a partial vacuum in A. The ball being now drawn
to the right hand seat, water enters the right cha,mber ready for the next
stroke, steam enters the left chamber, and the action is continuously
repeated.
6. There are not many situations in which hydraulic rams would
be installed during operations, but they are sometimes useful for small
semi-permanent camp supplies.
The water working the ram is supplied through the drive-pipe (Pl. 76,
Fig. 1), and escapes through the mushroom valve W, until it has gained a
velocity sufficient to raise the valve or ball V, which suddenly stops the
current and causes excessive pressure in the body of the ram. The water
is forced into the air vessel, and finally through the delivery pipe to its
destination. When equilibrium of pressure is restored, the ball V falls,
and the operation is repeated.
The length of the supply pipe should not be less than five times the
height of the fall.
In ordinary cases the hydraulic ram returns about 50 per c_ent. of the
natural effect, that is, the quantity of water Q X H. the height of the
delivery above the ram, will he about 50 per cent. of the quantity of water,
~ working the ram, multiplied by the heatl of the fall I, in the same umt
of time, or QH = 0·5,qh.
~B 15250)T
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38. Pumps for deep wells.
1. The term deep-well pump generally implies a pump fixed in a_ well
of considerable diameter as opposed to a bore-hole pump. The ordmary
pattern of deep-well pump is shown on Pl. 77.
.

The working barrels, of which there are usually three, are placed m
the well within suction reach of the water, and the pump rods are constrained in position by guides fixed in the sides of the well.
Owing to seasonal variations of the water level, the pumps are
in many cases submerged and sometimes remain so throughout the_ rear
owing to permanent changes of the water level. Under these co~d1t10ns
repairs to the pump barrels are difficult to carry out, and usually mvolve
pumping out the well with an independent pump. Deep-well pumps
are thus troublesome to maintain. This type of pump, moreover, takes
a long time to install, especially in the larger sizes. Deep-well pumps slung
from metal rods in order to be adjustable for varying water levels are
sometimes met with.
2. When the well is of but moderate depth, a normal suction pump may
be fixed on a staging near water level, and belt-driven by an engine at
ground level.
3. When no other plant is available, a steam pump may be fixed down
the well, and connected to the boiler at the top. Installations have been
constructed in the field, in which the boiler was sunk below ground level
for security against shell fire. This method involves an enormous amount
of work, and is not recommended; also, stean1 consumption is excessive
owing to condensation in the pipe.
4. There are several better ways of getting water out of a deep well,
other than by the installation of pumps such as just described.
For moderate quantities bore-hole pumps or water elevators as
described in subsequent sections may be used, but their use is limited.
For larger quantities probably the best plant is the electric centrifugal variety. This may be arranged in two ways. The pump and motor
may be fixed on supports across the well or in a chamber cut in the side
of the well within suction reach of the water, and the rising main brought
up the side of the well from the pump. In this case care must be taken
that the motor does not get submerged owing to rise of water level. (See
Pl.78.)
If there is a considerable fall of water levei when pumping, the motor
may be arranged at the top of the well in a vertical position, so as to drive
a turbine pump at the bottom by means of a long vertical shaft. In
this system the shaft usually works within the rising main from the
pump. This type of pump, which is more especially suitable for dealing
with larger quantities of water than can be dealt with by a bore-hole
pump, is more generally applicable to permanent practice.
5. The arrangement that would be most convenient in the field would
be to use such a pump as shown on Pl. 79. This pump is slung from the
t?p of the well by a :Vire rope tackle. The cmrent would be furnished by
eit~er a pekol electric lorry or a small petrol generating set. For a campaign in smtable country these sets should be standardized. Sufficient
flexible hose connections would be required for each set.
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6. The canvas belt water elevator, or band pump, is shown on
Pl.
This machine can be very_rapidly installed over a deep well, and,
proVIded there are no obstruct10ns m the well, water can be made available
within a very short time of starting the work of installation. It is thus
particularly suitable for military operations.
The principle of operation is that of a canvas belt made to revolve on a
pulley at the top of the well, while the bottom loop is immersed in the
water. The water is thrown of! by centrifugal force as the belt reaches
the top.
Its chief disadvantage is that the belts last but a short time, but
the manufacture of such belts will probably be improved, and a durable
belt will eventually be made.
A quickly made and satisfactory belt pump designed for an output
of 1,000-2,000 gallons an hour is shown on Pl. 80, and a similar pump
for mounting on a G.S. wagon is shown on Pl. 81.
The following conclusions have been drawn from experiments carried
out with this pump in wells of varying depths.
The diameter of belt drum was l foot 3 inches, and it had a camber of
1/24.
The belt used was 8 inches broad, and weighed ·346 lb. a yard run.
Slip is best guarded against by tacking a strip of canvas 4 inches
wide round the middle of the pulley.
Immersion.-The best results are obtained with a belt of such a
length that its lowest point is six inches from the bottom of the well when
the pump is not working.
Depth from gr1JUnd to water .-As the depth from ground to water
decreases, the belt has less chance of becoming steady before reaching
the drum; also there is less weight on the drum and more tendency to slip,
and, therefore, more tendency for the belt to wear. This is overcome by
using two or more belts superimposed.
Generally speaking, the deeper the well, the greater may the speed
be. If the speed is too great for any particular depth of well, the belt
will hunt from side to side of the drum, and rapid wear will result owing
to the edges of the belt rubbing against the sides of the notches.
Table H shows the maximum output and belt speed for wells of
various depths, the bottom of the belt being, in each case, 10 feet under
water when the pump is not working. Below these speeds, the output
will be in direct proportion to the speeds.
.
In this table the maximum quantity of water that can be obtamed
with this pump and a 5 h.p. Petter Junior engine is shown, but 1f these
deliveries are required, the belt will wear out very quickly.
No form of bottom pulley has been found to give satisfactory resul~.
The Carnelle type of elevator is a variation of the above, and IS
marketed by Messrs. Boulton and Paul, of Norwich. In this machine, a
multi-cellular band of sheet-metal is riveted to a canvas or leather belt or
to a steel chain, according to the depth of the well. This type of elevat~r
is made for hand-working to deliver up to 900 gallons an hour, and, if
power be employed, considerably larger quantities may be lifted.
7. The Chalne Helice pump.-The head gear of the Chaine Helice
pump is shown on Pl. 82. There is an endless chain passing over the pulley
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shown in the illustration, and this chain is surrounded hy coils of wire
which move with the chaiu, being fixed to the latter at frequent intervals.
'l'he spiral chain is suspended from a grooved pulley, by means of which
motion may he imparted to the chain, and the lower end dips into the water
of the well about 2 feet. When the grooved pulley is turned by hand or
power, the suspended spiral chain, which is kept taut by a counterweight
grooved pulley hanging freely in the loop at the bottom, ascends filled
with water on one side, the water being held in the chain by capillary
attraction. As the spiral passes over the grooved pulley at the top, it
opens out slightly, and centrifugal force causes the water to be thrown off.
The water is caught in a tank, and cannot run back through the hole by
means of which the chain entered this tank, owing to the hole being
surrounded by a sleeve.
The quantities lifted vary with the size of the chain; the largest
. single chain used at the present time delivers 2,500 gallons an hour, and
requires mechanical driving power; whilst the smallest will deliver
150 gallons·an hour. The greatest depth from which water can be lifted
at present is 300 feet, but the same principles are applicable to even greater
depths.
Although the Chaine Helice is not a force pump, and will only lift water
to its own level, this limitation may be overcome by placing the machine on
a staging if only a small head is required, or by an arrangement by which
a small positive force pump is directly coupled to the Chaine Helice, and
supplied with water from the same tank.
By doubling, tripling, &c., the number of chains in the heavier types of
elevator, a proportionally increased supply of water is obtainable, and the
h.p. will, of course, be increased pro rata.
This type of pump was extensively used during the Great War, but
considerable trouble was experienced from chains breaking. The manufacture of the Chaine Helice pump has now been taken over by a British
firm, and it is stated that the material, &c., has been so improved that
breaking of chains is quite unknown.
!he _Chaine Helice_pump is similar to the Belt pump in that it can he
rapidly mstalled, and 1s thus of great value for military work.
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TABLE H .-Characteristics of belt pumps.
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39. Bo,·e-hole pumps.
1. The amount of water that can be lifted by a bore-hole pump is
governed by the diameter of the hole and the stroke.
With a 6-inch bore-hole, a 4-inch rising main and 3¾-inch pump barrel
can be used, giving 1,000 gallons an hour. With a 6-inch rising main and
5¾-inch barrel, 3,000 gallons an hour can be obtained.
The pump rods are actuated usually by a crank working in a frame
(see Pia. 83 and 84), but there are varieties of steam bore-hole pumps in
which the pump rod is a continuation of the piston rod of the steam
cylinder.
2. It often happens with a heavy draught on a bore-hole that it is
difficult to keep sand or grit out of the pump barrel with the ordinary
pattern suction strainers shown on Pl. 85. The Ashford tube strainer
(see Pl. 86) has proved useful in excluding fine sand.
3. Bore-hole pumps can, of course, be used, and are of great value for
ordinary deep wells. The method of suspending the rising main is the
same as in bore-holes, i.e., by clamps or a flange resting on transoms
across the well mouth. For wells over about 100 feet deep it may be
necessary to cross-strut the rising main from the sides of the well to prevent
excessive vibration.

The valves of all bore-hole pumps supplied for Service use should _be
balls of solid brass to avoid stoppages; the buckets should be fitted with
several leathers to give long service without renewing.
For moderate ease of installation, 250 feet is the maximum depth of
pump barrel below surface.
(B Hi250)T
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4. Where hydrological conditions perm.it, the airlift is by far the best
means of raising water from a bore-hole, at _a,'.y rate m senn-permanent
work. Permanent practice condenms the airlift on accormt of its low
efficiency, b11t in the smaller sizes it is doubtful whether there is much to
choose in point of efficiency between the airlift and the ordinary bore-hole
pump. The main features of the airlift are stated in Chap. IX.

40. Pump-houses.foundations, and connections to the pump.
1. For semi-permanent purposes pump-houses are generally built of
corrugated iron on wood framing, or any other suitable materia)s which
may be available, while in the forward area pumps will have to be m~talled
in dug-outs. A concrete floor, though not essential, 1s very desirable.
When time presses, nearly all plant of sizes likely to be used in the field
can be put down on girder or timber framing, and concreted in afterwards.
The pump-house should be sufficiently large for the plant to be properly
operated and opened for inspection. Walls should be 3 feet clear from all
machinery. Accommodation may be required for the engine attendants,
and a small store with a bench and vice should be provided. A fuel store
will be necessary, but should be built away from the pump-house (see
Pl.129).
Underground engine rooms must be efficiently ventilated. Special
care must be -taken against danger of poisoning by exhaust fumes. Fire
fighting appliances must be provided in all engine rooms, and these will
usually take the form of lmckets of sand and fire extinguishers, but carbon
tetrachloride extinguishei:,s must not be used in underground engine
rooms.

2. Under field conditions and with the types of pumps that will be
employed, elaborate formdations are rmnecessary. In most cases, if time
presses, concrete can be dispensed with, and the machine firmly bedded
down on sufficiently substantial timber baulks. Coach screws can often
be used for the latter purpose instead of bolts. For belt-driven sets, the
framing must be such that the pump is not pulled bodily towards the engine
by the tension on the belt. It is best, in such cases, when a timber foundation is used, to have two continuous longitudinal bearers supporting both
pump and engine, and well braced together.
3. The height a pump will lift water depends on the type and construction of the pump, but is rarely more than 25 feet. Centrifugal and turbine
pumps are worse in this respect than ram pumps ; they may be given a
suction head of 15 feet, but this must not be exceeded, and, whenever
possible, such pumps should be run flooded. The suction lift should always
be as small as possible.
The suction pipe joints must be well made so as to exclude air ; this is
particularly important with centrifugal and turbine pumps.
Bends should be avoided if possible, and the suction pipe should be all
of one d!ameter. For making flanged joints in a suction, india-rubber or
c~nvas rmgs ~r• best. These should be a httle larger than the bore of the
pipe. The rmgs should be steeped for a few moments in warm water,
or held _to the fire, to soften before being used. Screwed joints must be
ma~e with the greatest care, since the least air-hole or leak will stop the
act10n of the pump.
The suction main should be laid with a gentle
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rise from the source to the pump, so that no pockets are left for the
accumulation of air. This last instruction only applies to installations
where the pump draws its supply from a level lower than that at which it is
placed.
There should, if possible, be no valves on the suction pipe, except in
the case of a turbine pump which runsflooded. The suction pipe should
be at least as large as the suction connection on the pump. With long
suction pipe-lines the diameter should be larger, and can be calculated
according to the ordinary rules for pipe friction.
It is often forgotten that suction pipes require protection against
frost. The weight of suction pipes should be taken by supports ; they
should not be hung from the suction flange of the pump.
Foot-valves are desirable on all suctions, and almost essential on suctions
of centrifugal and turbine pumps. Efficient strainers should be fitted to
keep pebbles and mud out of the pump. Strainers in front of intake
chambers should be in duplicate for cleaning purposes.
The total area of holes in a suction strainer for a ram pump should be
twice, and in a centrifugal pump three times, the sectional area of the
suction pipe.
A type of straining chamber is shown on Pl. 87.
4. It may sometimes happen that the seasonal variation of water level
is such as either to cause the water to fall below suction reach at one time,
or at another to submerge the pump. This may happen in the case of a
river subject to flood. The following courses are open :(i) To install the pump in a water-tight chamber at such a level as
to suit the lowest water level anticipated.
(ii) To install the pump at a convenient level, and move it when
the flood season occurs. A temporary lifting gantry might be
made on the same principle as the Weldon trestle.
(iii) To run the pump submerged. This is only possible with specially
designed pumps.
(iv) If the river flows between banks, a tunnel might be driven through
the bank, and the pump placed so as to draw from a sump
supplied from a regulating sluice in the tunnel.
Similar precautions must be taken regarding the suction pipe and footvalve, &c., so that the latter does not get immersed in silt. The suction
pipe can be made in short lengths (3 feet or so) so that it can be shortened,
or a flexible joint can be introduced and lifting arrangements provided.
In the case of a shallow stream or pond with muddy bottom and varying
water level, it may be advisable to install a floating suction. This is be~t
effected by a flexible pipe of appropriate diameter floated on empty 011
drums, which are kept in correct position by hinged iron radius rods
attached to the suction flange or metal portion of the suction pipe.
5. A main stop-valve of the sluice or full-way type is generally fitted
on the rising main side of the pump, so that the pump can be isolated
from the main, but a reflux-valve answers the same purpose. In both
cases a small bye-pass should be provided for flooding the pump from the
rising main in the event of a leaky foot-valve.
A pressure gauge is a necessary adjunct to all pumps ; plunger and
piston pumps will each require a pressure relief-valve.
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41. Personnel and maintenance.
1. Ordinary mechanical engineering pra?tice is involved in the install~tion, operation, and maintenance of pumpmg plant m th~ field, and this
may be the responsibility. of the ~lectr~-mechamcal serv,?e, or may be
carried out by other engmeer umts with their. mechamcal personnel.
In common with other mechanical work, the followmg grades of labour will
be required :(a) Expert supervisors.
(b) Expert mechanics (for repairs and !n~tallation) ..
(c) Semi-skilled labour (for actually d11vmg the engmes).
(d) Unskilled labour (for moving machinery).
2. The work required in connection with pumping machinery may be
classified as follows :(a) Overhaul and repair work in H.Q. workshops and testing of plant
on first arrival.
(b) Installation work.
(c) Operation.
3. The personnel employed must be organized in accordance with
the above to get the best results with the available man-power. Untrained
men can usually be trained to operate small standard pumping sets, but
expert mechanics are required for repair and overhaul purposes. Installation gangs must have a proportion of skilled mechanics, while the remainder
can be semi-skilled or nnskilled men trained to the work. All men employed, however, must belong to the unit; the practice of temporarily
attaching men from other units is disastrous, and wastes the energies of
officers in unnecessary administrative details.
4. The maintenance of a number of pumping stations scattered over an
area demands careful consideration. It will generally involve the establishment of a central workshop with outside installation and repair gangs.
5. For small plant, it is often quicker and more economical to replace
a broken-down set by a similar set than to repair it on the spot. The
faulty set is then returned to the shops for repair. An adequate supply of
spare parts, and especially of such parts as valves, packings, &c., will do
much to ensure efficient maintenance.
6. Proper records must be kept of pumping stations, each of which
should be given a number or distinguishlng name. For control purposes,
records of quantities of water pumped, oil used, pressure pumped against,
&c., must be kept in the form of engine log sheets. A suitable form of
log sheet is as follows :To be rendered every week for each Station.
Weekly Machinery Report.

Name of station............ Army No............. Map reference .............. .
Nature of installation (pumping station, E.L. station, workshops, or
other) ................................................................... ............... .
Army reference No. of prime-mover ....................... .
other machines ....................... .
Unit or Officer in technical charge ...................... ..

I
I
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Loo.
Pressure.

Date.

Hours Shifts
worked. worked.

Max.

For Pumps only.

Water level
Gallons from ground.

Remarks.

Min. pumped.

Before. After.

- - - - - - 1 - - - - t - - - -, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------ ---

- - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - -

------1----t----t--- --- - - - - - - - - - - -

------ - - - , - - - - - - - - ---

---

----

------t----,----,--- --- - - - - - - - - - - -

Total

....

Average per day

NatUie of fuelDate. Coal. Petrol. ~f.1
~-~-~~,----- --- --Ba.Janee brought

Crew.

------,-----,---Unit.

No.

Name. Rationedby.

__
fo_rw_ard_.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1

Received

------lr--- --- --- ---

Total fuel consumed

------- -- -- -....

Ba.lance in hand ....

Engine Driver in charge.
Date ....................... .
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CHAPTER IX.

THE AIRLIFT PUMP.
42. General principles .
1. The airlift as a means of raising water from a bore-hole is of such great

value in the field that a separate chapter is devoted to its consideration.
Some information is also included to enable approximate designs to be
worked out. The determination of the most efficient design for any
particular purpose is a matter for extended test, for which time is not
availab.e in the field.
In a country of fairly uniform hydrological characteristics, some ?egree
of standardization of airlift piping arrangement and types and sizes of
compressor plant may be arrived at.
2. The airlift is a device for raising water from a depth by means of
compressed air. The method of operation is such that a column of water
unmixed with air is opposed to a column of air and water mixed. A
mixture of air and water has a lower specific gravity than that
of plain water, depending on the relative volumes of air and water
in the mixture. When the difference between the weights of the two
columns is in favour of that of plain water, the column of mixture is set
in motion, and under favourable circumstances the air and water are
discharged above ground level. When the columns balance one another,
no motion ensues.
3. Pl. 88 shows an airlift installation in diagram form. This system
is known as the central air pipe system. Other systems are in use,
identical in principle and only differing in the arrangement of the piping.
It is evident from the diagram that the pressure of the air admitted
to the water must at least be equal to the head of unmixed water above
the point of entry ol the air; in other words, the air pressure depends on
the degree of submergence of the air pipe, and not, as is commonly supposed, on the height to which the water is lifted, although a certain degree
of submergence is necessary to set the column in motion.
4. In practice the working air pressure will slightly exceed that equivalez,t to the external column of unmixed water, by an amount corresponding to the frictional resistance encountered during the passage of t.be
air through the air pipe.
The starting pressure is almost always greater than the working pressure,
for two reasons : (a) because the standing water level is usually lowered
when pumping is in progress; (b) on account of the extra energy required
to set the column in motion.
In some cases (owing to low submergence ratio) difficulty is found in
overcoming the initial inertia of the system, and air connections have to
be arranged so that air pressure can alternately be put on to and taken off
the surface of the free water column, thus getting up a kind of bounce in
the system_. This necessitates sealing the top of the well between the casing
and the nsmg mam, so that a pressure can be exerted in the space above the
free surface of the water. Some authorities maintain that this should
always be done, it being claimed that a few pounds pressure on the surface
of the water while the lift is in operation tends to prevent surging of the
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two columns and to produce a more even flow. It is doubtful, however,
if any appreciable increase of efficiency results.
In a well liable to become sand-choked, and where the water is drawn
in thr?ugh perforated casing, it i~ of great !'dvantage if the well is capped
and air connect10ns arranged as Just described. If a pressure is built up
periodically in the space above the rising main, the water wilt be forced
back into the feeding strata or fissures, and the sand washed away from
around the casing.
5. The advantages of the airlift in semi-permanent work over other
forms of pumps for raising water from a depth may be summarized as
follows:(a) All the moving parts and machinery are on the surface of the
ground, and are open to inspection and proper maintenance.
The delay occaaioned by a breakdown is one of the most serious
objections to the ordinary pattern of deep-well pump, when
several hundred feet of rods have to be lifted from a well.
Compressor plant can be more quickly installed than bore-hole
pumps of equivalent capacity.
(b) More water can be lifted from a bore-hole by an airlift than by a
bore-hole pump, provided the water is there.
(c) The pumping station can be located in any desired position, regardless of the position of the well. Thus compressors can be
located in safe dug-outs at a distance from the well. Existing
sources of power situated some distance from the well can
often he utilized for driving tbe compressor.
(d) The airlift is the only pumping system which permits of a stand-by
plant being provided for working a bore-hole.
(e) Several wells can be driven from one plant.
(f) The water is often sensibly purified by the aeration to which it is
subjected.
{g) The yield of the well is often increased.
(h) Sandy or gritty water can he pumped without detriment to the
plant. This is one of the most fruitful causes of breakdown
of deep-well and bore-hole pumps.
(i) It is not affected by frost.
The disadvantages of the system are :(a} Low efficiency.
(b) The well must be roughly twice as deep as th~ working lift for
moderate lifts and about one and a half times as deep for
high lifts. This is the only objection from a military point of
view.

43. The airlift in pmctice.
1. The usual methods of arranging the air pipe and rising main are
as

follows (see Pl. 89) :i. Air pipe suspended centrally within ~i~ing m~in.
ii. Air pipe outside and separate from nsmg mam.
iii. Rising main suspended within air pipe.
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Method i. is the handiest for practical purposes, since the air J:ipe can
readily be withdrawn or altered, and will normally be used for field mstallations.

Method
passage for
Method
than either

ii. possesses the advantage of leaving an uninterrupted
the mixture and reducing friction losses.
iii. requires, other things being equal, a larger bore-hole
of the first two methods.

2. There are innumerable patterns of patent air pipe footpieces on the
market, most of which merely serve as an obstruction to the water flow
without materially increasing the efficiency.
With the central air pipe system, the type of footpiece shown on Pl. 90
is recommended. It will be noted that a length of plain pipe is attached
below the point or admission of the air. If this pipe is omitted, it is found
that the air is apt to blow straight through the open end instead of passing
through the holes in fine streams.
The length of plain pipe, while permitting scale and dirt to escape from
the air pipe through the open end, secures a resisting head of water, and
the air taking the line of least resistance passes through the small holes.
The end of the air pipe should not be plugged as is sometimes done,
since the scale and dirt from the inside of the air pipe will eventually block
up the small holes.
The point of entry of the air to the water should be several feet above
the bottom of the rising main to avoid any danger of the air blowing up
between the rising main and the casing or, where the casing is used as a
rising main, between the casing and the side of the hole.
The total area of the small holes should be at least one and a half times
that of the interior of the air pipe.
A further development of the principle of splitting up the air into fine
streams is to drill a number of relatively large holes, say l inch diamete,,
in the air pipe and cover these with fine wire gauze.
3. The arrangement of making the pipe separate from the rising main,
with a footpiece, as shown on Pl. 91, is probably the most efficient yet
devised.

_4. There ar~ several methods of dealing with the discharge, three of
which are shown on Pls. 92, 93, and 94.
In any case, the discharge pipe conveying the air and water mixture
should be as short as possible in order to reduce friction.
A long discharge pipe carrying a mixture of air and water very greatly
reduces the flow of water.
. Circumstances may, however, render it necessary to put in a long
discharge p1p_e even at _the e':Pense of a considerable loss in efficiency.
In_ one expenment a _4-mch pipe was used to convey the air and water
nuxture over half a mile, but the flow which was about 8,000 gallons at the
bore-hole (without the half ffii!e of rising main) was reduced to 3,000 gallons
per hour at the end of the discharge pipe when the latter was connected
up.
A method which may be employed in certain circumstances and which
will re~ult in an increased efficiency is that shown on Pl. 93. Here the
standpipe admits of the escape of the air, while sufficient head is given to
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allow of the air-free water flowing down the rlisrharge main at the re'luired
velocity.
·
A further development of this principle is found in the so-called
Booster pump, in which the standpipe shown on Pl. 93 takes the form of a
receiver, as shown on Pl. 95. The air valve is replaced by an air-escape
valve which can be set to blow off at any desired pressure. The pressure
remaining in the air on its arrival at the top of the rising main is made
use of to force the water along the discharge pipe. A sketch of this
apparatus is shown on Pl. 93.
Where, however, any considerable height or length 01 discharge is to be
encountered after the water leaves the well-head, some form of surface
pump should be employed to boost the water on.
The airlift at best is of low efficiency, and it is desirable to keep the
working lift, both static and frictional, as low as possible.
5. Every geological formation has its yield independent of all calculations of the usual formulm for airlift . The formulm subsequently given
for airlift work can only be accepted as guides of the probable dimensions, &c., required, on the assumption that perfect conditions as regards
yield are present , namely, unlimited flow of water.
Local conditions vary so much that the ultimate degree of efficiency
possible can only be obtained after successive tests on the plant installed.
6. A preliminary design, however, can be based on the following
information :(a) Velo&ity of air in air pipe should not exceed 30 feet a second,
but whenever possible should be kept below 20 feet a second.
(b) Admission of air to water should be in fine streaIUB, and can conveniently be through small holes not more than ¼inch diameter. The
total area of the holes should be at least l ½times that of the main air
passage.
(c) Positi<m of point of entry af air witli reference to bottom aj rising main,
LO to 20 feet above foot of rising main.
(d) Ratio of t·olume of air to water raised.-From formula-

"

Va-------Cl
H+34
og-3-4-Where Va

=

=
=
H =
h
C

Cubic feet of free air a minute (piston displacement)
·
each gallon of water.
Working lift in feet (see Pl. 88).
Constant.
Submergence in feet.

Values of" C" for various lifts are:10 to 60 fe et
61 to 200 feet
201 to 500 feet
501 to 650 feet
651 to WO feet
(e) Submergence ratio.-See curve on Pl. 96.
sublllergence ratio.)

245
233
216
185

156
(This gives t1'0Yking
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(f) Velocity of mixture.-Not less than 6 f.s. nor more than 25 f.s. It
may be necessary to enlarge the rising main from bottom upwards.
(g) Fall of water leiel while pumping.-This can only be found by test.
'l.'he difference between the starting and running pressures, after co1Tection
for air friction in air pipe, gives the drop in water level.
7. An example will show the application of the foregoing data.
Well.-Six-inch bore-hole in chalk-350 feet deep ; cased 100 feet.
Water level stands 100 feet from surface.
Plant available.-Compressor giving 60 cubic feet/minute (piston displacement) of free air at 100 lbs./ sq. in.
It is desired to work the compressor off the shafting of a factory
situated ¾mile from the well. Ample power is available.
Delivery fmm bore-hole.- 'l'he factory works 10 hours a day, and a
maximum supply of 50,000 gallons a day is required.
A reservoir can be built near the bore-hole which will command
a gravity supply over area to be supplied, and under these circum·
stances the delivery pipe from the well-head would be 250 feet
long with a rise of 5 feet.
The following are the calculations required :Air volume.-In order to operate the compressor at its rated speed, the
economical delivery of water can be found from the formula
Va= ___!_, ___
H+34
C log.-3-4- ,
From examination of wells in the neighbourhood the fall in water !eve l
while pumping is assumed to be about 10 feet.
Assuming lift above ground to be (with friction over 250 feet of
horizontal pipe) about 10 feet, total his 120 feet.
From Pl. 96, a 64 per cent. submergence should be adopted. 'fhe
running submergence in feet will then be 213 feet.
120

.·. Va

+ 34

233 log. 213

34

= 0·597 cub. ft. free air a minute each gallon of
water.
Then economical delivery of water is about ~ ' or about 100 gals /
0·597
.
minute. This amount will be sufficient.
Air pressures.-The maximum total pressure will be air pressure
equi_vale_nt_ to _223_ fe~t of water (starting submergence)
pressure due
to air frwt10n 1n air pipe 1n well pressure due to air friction in air pipe
between factory and well.
At a velocity of 20 f.s. and delivery of 60 cub. ft./minute of free air
compressed to about 100 lbs./sq. in., the smallest pipe that should
be used is a little over 1 inch diameter.
•
Assume I-inch air pipe in well, and !½-inch :1ir pipe between compreaaor
and well.

+

+
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Between compressor and well (distance 3960 feet)
P,' - P,' = (114·7)' - P,' = 30·48 x 39·6 (see Table l)
= 1208
. ·. P,' = 13120 - 1208 = 11912
. ·. P, = 109·1 lbs./sq. in. abs. or 94·4 lbs./sq. in. gauge pressure.
Then the air friction between compressor and well will be
5 · 6 lbs. /sq. in.
For the loss in 323 feet of 1-inch pipingP12 - P.' = (109·1)' - P,' = 224 X 3·23 {see Table I),
. ·. P,' = 11912 - 723
= 11189
. ·. P, = 105·7 lbs./sq. in. abs. or 91·0 lbs./sq. in. gauge pressure .
A submergence (starting) of 223 feet is equivalent to a pretlsure of
96•5 Jbs./sq. in., and a running submergence of 213 feet is equivalent to
With pipe sizes as stated this means running the
92· 2 lbs./sq. in.
compressor at pressures of respectively 5·5 lbs./sq. in. {approximately),
{plus pressure due to starting inertia which will be small) and l · 2 lbs ./sq. in.
(approximately) above the rated figure for starting purposes and while
running.
As, however, it is assumed that the water level is at its highest point
having regard to seasonal variations, the slight overburden on the compressor can be accepted.
The compressor may now be put down, and the pipe-line to the well laid.
Size of rising main.-Equivalent volume of 60 cub. ft./minute free air
(92·2 + 14-7) = 106·9 lbs./sq. in. absolute pressure-

14·7
14·7
= 106 . 9 X 60cub.ft./minuteor 106 . 9 = 0·137 cub. ft./second .
100
Volume of water per second
60 X 6·25
= 0• 267 cub. ft./second.
Then total volume of mixture
= 0• 137 + 0•267 = 0·404 cub. ft./second at bottom ofrising main.
Assuming an initial velocity of 9 feet/second0·404
Area required
= - 9 - sq. ft.
0•404 X 144
9

.
sq. ms.

= 6·46 sq. ins.
Assuming that the central air pipe system is employed, the outside
area of a 1-inchpipeis 1·33 sq. ins.
Then inside area of rising main
= 1·33 +6·46 =7°79sq.ins.
The diameter of pipe to give this is between 3 and 3¼ inches.
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Assuming a rising main of 3-inch uniform in~ide diameter be employed,
this has an area of 7 ·068 sq. ins.,'ancl the vcloc1ty at the bottom 1s consequently increased to
0·401 X 14!
0·40! X 144
7 ·068 - l ·33
5 ·738
= 10·1 feet/second.
For the velocity at the top, t,he total volume is now

~
+ 0·267 =
60
anu velocity

=

l ·267 cub. ft./second;
l ·267 X 144
5·738
31 ·8 feet/second.

This velocity is rather on the high side, so it will be advisable to enlarge
.
slightly the rising main towa1;ds the top. .
Ta1.-ing the next larger size of pipe, viz. 3½ mches, this would give
" velocity of
l ·267 X 144
l ·267 X 144
8·291
9·621 -1·33 = 22 feet/second.
This is within the limit, so a 3½-inch rising main will be adopted for
a certain proportion of the depth. The next point is to determine what
proportion of the length should be 3½ inches and what proportion should
be 3 inches.
Pl. 97 shows velocity curves drawn by calculatiug velocities at various
points for 3-inch and 3½-inch rising mains. The most favourable point
to make the change appears to be 188 feet from the bottom. The curve
drawn in firm line is the resulting velocity curve.
The step-down in velocity where the change in section occurs will be
a source of loss, and to lessen this the difference in pipe sizes should
certainly not be more than ½inch. Nothing would pr.obably be gained
by inserting a tapered junction-piece.
The well can now be piped up, the bottom of the air pipe, &c., being
arranged as on PI. 90, and final adjustment of submergence made when
the actual drop of water level has been ascertained.
Discharge from well.-Some arrangement, similar to that shown on
Pl. 93, can be adopted to lea<l the water to the reservoir.
For the height of the standpipeAssume a 4-inch surface line, with no elbows :Friction head
3 · 61
V'
0.14
2g
Static head ...
5·00
Total
Allow for air space at top
Height of standpipe

8·75
3·25
12·00 feet
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8. In designing an airlift installation for a well the qualities of which
are unknown, the most difficult quantities to estimate are :(a) The economical capacity of the well.
(b) The drop in water level when pumping.
Both the above particulars can only be ascertained with certainty by
test, but when there are other wells of the same nature in the locality a
fairly near estimation can be made.
If the drop in water level is plotted together with the delivery of water,
it will usually be found that the resulting curve is a straight line up to
a certain point, which denotes the economical capacity of the well, and
after this point the curve is irregular. It will usually be advisable to work
the well at its economical capacity, but it will generally be the case in the
field that it is desired to obtain the maximum quantity of water possible
from the well.
The drop in water level should be determined for the delivery at which
it is intended to pump the well before the final arrangement of piping is
made, since this figure affects the submergence ratio. In some cases the
drop of water level is so great as to render it impracticable to work in a
single lift.
If conditions permit a compound lift may be employed.
A two-stage lift is shown diagrammatically on Pl. 98.
44. The compressor and air mains.
1. It is not intended here to enter into a detailed description of the

many types of compressors on the market.
Information on this subject can be found in Military Engineering,
Vol. VIII.
Compressors may be one or multi-stage, and it is generally considered
economical to adopt single-stage compression up to about 80 lbs./ square
inch and multi-stage after that point.
2. Instances of unsatisfactory operation of air compressor plant and
disastrous explosions in receivers and air lines usually result from improper
installation or negligence on the part of the attendant.
Location.-A clean and cool place should be selected with room to
walk round and inspect the plant.
Foundation.-Should be-designed with a view to absorbing the shocks
to which a compressor is subject.
Receiver.-The functions of a receiver are:i. To act as a cushion.
ii. To serve as a storage of power.
iii. To cool the air,land precipitate any oil or moisture carried in
entrainment.
iv. To reduce friction losses by cooling the air before it reaches the
pipe-line.
The receiver should be located near the compr~ssor and in a cool spot.
The receiver should be provided with pressure gauge, safety-valve, and
blow-off cock.
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Air-inlet piping.-The piping ~r conduit_ should have double the cross·
sectional area of the compressor mlet opemng, and be arranged so as to
draw air as cool as possible and free from dust or grit. The point of entry
,of air should be outside the engine house and at least 6 feet from the
ground. The inlet piping should have as few bends as possible.
Discharge piping.-The pipe connecting compressor and receiver should
be at least of the diameter of the discharge opening of the cylinder, and
should contain as few bends as possible.
No stop-valve should be placed between compressor and receiver.
Lubrication.-The same attention should be paid to the lubrication of
the wearing parts as in the case of any other machine.
The lubrication of the air cylinder requires special oil, with an ignitionpoint depending on the degree of compression attained.
A compressor working at 70 lbs./ square inch will discharge air at a
temperature of about 350° F. The ignition-point of common lubricating
oil is about 295° F., and of common cylinder oil about 400° F.
The necessity for an oil of high ignition-point is thus apparent.
A scored piston or cylinder may allow air at discharge temperature
to escape back to the suction side of the piston. On the compression
stroke the temperature may be raised to an abnormal and dangerous
degree.
All this shows the necessity of using a suitable compressor oil, and of
supplying air as clean and cool as possible to the compressor.
A fusible alarm plug can be obtained for insertion in any pipe-line.
The amount of oil required for the cylinder may be gauged as follows :Cylinders 6 to 10-inch stroke
12 to 16-inch
,,
18 to 24-inch
Larger cylinders

1 drop in 1 minute.
3 drops ,, 2 minutes.
2 ,,
,, 1 minute.
3 to 5 drops in 1 minute.

Circulating water.-The object of circulating water is to facilitate
lubrication of the air cylinder.
Care should be taken when installing the compressor that the circulation is satisfactory.
It is of advantage if the water outlet is in plain view of the operator.
The circulating water should be clean, and its pressure should not exceed
50 to 60 lbs./square inch.
Water jackets should be drained after shutting down, if there is danger
,of frost.
Inspection and cleaning.-The compressor should be thoroughly
inspected at stated intervals.
The points requiring special attention are the air-valves ports and
passages. These should be slightly oily, and free from c~rbona~eous
.deposits.
~he insid_e of the air cylinder may be cleaned effectively by filling the
lubrwator with a ftrong solut10u of soap and water, and feeding liberally
throughout :" days run. At the end of the run, the lubricator should be
filled with 011, and the compressor operated for a while.
Paraffin should never be used for cleaning the cylinder on account
of its low flash point.
'
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The following instructions might well ,be posted in every compressor
room:Every morning.
(a) Drain the receiver.

(b) Note the height of lubricating oil in the crank-case (or in oil cups),
and replenish, if necessary.
(c) Adjust lubricator for proper amount of oil feed.
(d) Start circulating water.
Every week.
(e) Remove crank-case oil and filter .

(/) Remove and examine suction and discharge valves. If worn or
cut, they should be ground to a tight fit.
(g) Test safety-valve by raising air pressure to point of blow-off.
(h) Take up lost motion in pins and bearings.
Every month.
(i) Renew crank-case oil, and thoroughly cleanse the inside of crankcase.

(j) Thoroughly inspect all parts, including air and water passages.

3. Air friction and air mains.-Most of the published tables giving
air friction figures are incorrect, generally because the air is assumed to
travel with uniform velocity through a pipe of uniform cross-sectional
area.

The following table gives fo;ures for moderate air deliveries which
may be taken as reasonably accurate (Pumping by compressed air.Iven's).
TABLE

1.-Air friction losses.
Size of pipe in inches.

Pf - Pfr = difference in squares of initial and final absolute
pressure, each 100 feet of pipe.
50
75
100
150
200
250
300
400
500

150
335
600
1,350
2,400
3,750
5,400
9,600
15,000

49·2
98·.5
197
443
788
1,230
1,770
3,150
4,920

20
46·2
79
178
316
494
711
1,263
1,978

4·8
10·5
18·8
42·2
75
117
168
300
470

-

-

6·15 5·5
13·8
9·9
24·6
38·5 15·4
55·4 22·2
98·3 39·5
154 162

-

-

2·0
7·1
10·3
18·2
28·5

-

-

2·4
3·6
5·3
9·4
14•6
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As an example, suppose the following to be the data given :Volume of free air-100 cubic feet/minute.
Length of a.ir main-2 miles.
Compressor working pressure-100 lbs./square inch.
Terminal working pressure-90 lbs./square inch.
It is required to find the size of the air main necessary.
P;-P: = (114·7)'-(104·7)'
= 2194 for (2 X 5280) feet.
Then
2194 X 100
P; -P; per 100 f.r. = ~ 5280 = 20·75.
From the table it will be seen that a 2-inch pipe will be a suitable
size. It does not follow, of course, that this is the most economical size
to install for permanent work.
Transmission of power by compressed air offers many adYantages
in bore-hole work, since a range of bore-holes can be worked from a
centrally situated compressor station. In this system, either of two
methods of operation may be adopted.
In the first method, each well is worked separately for a certain period
each day, and the compressor furnishes only sufficient air to work one well.
The wells may be connected to the compressor by independent air mains,
or may be teed off a common main with a valve at each well.
In the second method, all the wells .are worked simultaneously, and the
compressor furnishes enough air for the purpose. In this case, the delivery
to each well is usually teed off a common main of suitable size to carry
the requisite volume of air for the wells supplied.
The first method possesses the advantage that it is easily operated,
and does not require adjustment of pressure at each well to take care of
variations of water level (and consequently variations of submergence
and working pressure).
Where, however, several wells are worked in order to obtain the united
delivery of water from them all, the second method must be employed.
It is rarely possible to adjust the submergences so as to obtain an equal
working pressure at each well, so some form of pressure regulating valve
on each air delivery must be provided.
It is desirable to insert a second cock, so that the well may be shut
off without disturbing the setting of the regulating valve.
As regards laying air mains, it is most necessary that good joints should
be made. Ordinary screw joint water pipe is quite suitable for moderate
pressures.

Th~ se~ling _compoUlld should be_ applied to the male end of the joint,
otherw1se_1t 1s hable to be squeezed ms1de the pipe.
The pipe used should be clean, and care taken that dirt is not introduced during laying. In prono1mced dips in the line a blow-out cock
should be inserted to release any water that may collect, but this is only
necessary in long lines.
·
A similar cock should be provided at the end of the line.
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When the line is complete, it should be filled with air rather above
working pressure, and examined for leaks-these are a fruitful source of
loss of power. It is a good plan then to hammer the pipe well all along,
and suddenly release the pressure. This will loosen and remove any scale
remaining in the pipe.
Surface lines should have some provision for expansion. The best
plan is to lay in a curve on supports that will not resist a slight movement.
Expansion joints generally leak.

45. Portable sets for use in the field.
For work in the field, compressors may be made up in sets with engines,
in the same way as pumping plant.
Pl. 99 shows a direct-coupled set specially designed for mounting on
a lorry for use with the compressor lorry system (see Pl. 25). Pl. 100 shows
a less mobile set.
Pl. 101 shows a compressor lorry fitted up. If these lorries were
specially designed for the purpose, the compressor would, of course,
be driven electrically or mechanically from the lorry engine. The secret
of successful working is to have an ample reserve of engine power.

CHAPTER X.

STORAGE.
46. Choice of design.
1. In nearly all semi-permanent schemes considerable storage of water is

required. The main considerations affecting size and location of storage
tanks are discussed in Chap. XI ; in this chapter will be described the
types and construction of the various tanks and reservoirs adopted in
semi-permanent work.
2. The choice of type must be decided by labour and time available
for construction.
In field operations there is usually plenty of unskilled labour, but little
skilled labour available, and time is short. The centralized dug-in type
of reservoir placed high up the slope of the hill is under such circumstances
often the quickest, and involves little skilled labour. When time is of
secondary importance, it may be better to subdivide the storage, and
construct tanks on high stagings.
3. The following classes of storage are of application in the field :(al Large capacity. Dammed reservoirs.
(b) do.
do.
Dug reservoirs.
(c) Medium capacity. Framed wooden tanks lined with canvas.
(d) Small capacity. Small tanks and cisterns.
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47. Dams.
1. Dams of small size may often be of use in connection with semi-

permanent water supply. In a suitable location, a considerable volume
of water. may be impounded with perhaps 0;1ly a small amount of labo~r.
Streams and rivers may often be dammed m order to conserve water m
long reaches for use during dry periods. This system is particularly
useful when the stream flows between high banks and is subject to periods
of low water flow.
Dams built of masonry and concrete are outside the scope of semipermanent work ; timber and earth are the on_ly materials that c~n
conveniently be used. Timber dams are most suitable for use as weirdams, that is, those over the crests of which water flows. Earth dams,
on the other hand, will surely fail if any water whatever flows over them,
unless specially constructed spillways are used.
2. Timber dams must be regarded as temporary structures onlv,
and are seldom very water-tight.
·
·
For large timber dams, if the bottom is hard, cribs are weighted with
stone and sunk directly on it; but if soft, loose stone should be placed
over the bottom at the site of the dam, and allowed to settle as far as
possible. This foundation should extend for some distance above and
below the dam, and wheu levelled off the cribs are sunk upon it. The
timbers should be as large as can be conveniently employed.
For small timber dams, such as would be feasible in semi-permanent
work, the actual design must depend on the conditions of the case, but, in
order to indicate the general methods employed, Pls. 102 and 103 should
be studied.
3. An Earthen dam must never be used as a weir-dam, but a spillway
must be constructed in connection with it. To be safe, an earthen dam
must be so compact that no water can pass through it as a stream, however
fine; further, there must be no continuous smooth surface, such as that
of a pipe along which the water may flow.
Earthen dams have been built more than 100 feet high, but of course
this scale of construction would not be necessary or possible in the field.
Dams of heights up to about 20 feet in short lengths might, however, be
built.
The inside slope of the bank should be 1 in 2, and the outside not more
than 1 in 3 or 4. These slopes may have to be flatter if the soil is sandy in
nature.
The top of the embankment should be at least 3 to 4 feet wide up to
10 feet high, and 6 to 8 feet wide up to 20 feet high.
The top of the embankment should be carried to 3 feet hlgher than
the high-water level of the reservoir. On the outside slope drainage
should not be neglected, and, if necessary, gutters must be constructed to
carry it out. Pl. 104 shows typical sections of earthen dams as constructed
in permanent practice.
4. The embankment can be made water-tight in three ways :-

(a) Ensuring that the embankment is of a sufficiently homogeneous
material to prevent seepage through.
(b) The use of a core wall.
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(c) Lining the interior face with water-tight material, such as puddle
or concrete.
W~ile the decision as to which method to_ adopt must be guided by
matenals and resources available, method (a) 1s generally the easiest, and
for small reservoirs quite suitable, if good material can be obtained.
5. The first operation in the formation of the embankment will be
to remove all surface vegetable soil, as well as any other material of a
peaty, slippery, or compressible nature, and also any silt or earth which,
when acted on by water, is liable to become quicksand. The ground on
which the dam is built should be dug or ploughed up, so that old and new
material may unite. The outer part of the embankment should rest on
ground that is thoroughly drained, so that it may not be liable to saturation
from moisture. Subsoil drainage is of great importance.
The following are the main essentials of the embankment :(a) Puddle or core wall (if used).
(b) Filling in of selected material.
(c) Filling in of the main body of the embankment.
(d) Turfing the exposed slopes and sides,
and in permanent work(e) Stone pitching on the inner face.
The core wall will not often be required in embankments of the heights
contemplated in semi-permanent work. When it is thought that the
material to be used for the body of the embankment is not good enough
alone, the use of a timber or sheet-steel piling wall should be considered.
If this is impracticable and a wall is really required, puddle may be used.
The width of the puddle core at the bottom should be about one-third
of the depth of the water it has to sustain.
There should be no sudden change from one kind of material to another;
hence the puddle wall should be supported on either side by clay backing,
well rammed, trodden, and watered. About 5 feet of this is required. Next
the clay is selected earth of as uniform a consistency as possible, and
of a clayey and retentive nature. Outside this selected earth, the harder,
rougher, and Jess water-tight material is laid, all slippery clay, &c., being
excluded from it, so that the outside slopes of the embankment may
preserve their original inclination.
The whole of the embankment should be constructed in layers of 9
to 24 inches in thickness, or as thin as possible. No high tips must be
allowed. Each layer must be continuous. It should dip towards the
centre on each side, and as each layer is laid it should be consolidated by
rolling.
'fhe best material is a sandy loam with a small amount of clay intermixed, and the worst is micaceous clay. Clay alone is a bad material
for embankments. Gravel, consisting of stones, sand, and loam, and
capable of being puddled, makes an excellent embankment mate1ial.
The following mixture is recommended :Coarse gravel ...
f cubic yard
Fine gravel or coarse sand
t
Fine sand
t
Clay or loam . ..
¼
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The materials should be thoroughly mixed, the clay being cross cut
into fine pieces, slightly damped, spread in 6 to 9-inch layers, and thoroughly
rammed. Water should be used with discretion, the aggregate usually
containing sufficient.
The bond between each successive layer of earth as put on should be
thorough.
6. Circumstances alone can decide whether a core wall is necessary or
not, but an earth embankment must never be placed on rock without a
core wall.
Core walls may be made of puddle, masonry, or concrete, and in the
case of very low banks, say up to 10 feet, of timber. The object of a
core wall is merely to provide a water-tight partition ; the core wall is
not relied upon for the stability of the structure. The core wall must
be well tied into not only the base of the dam, but also into the slopes at
either end. This principle applies also when there is no core wall ; not
only the bottom but also the ends of a dam must make an impervious
union with the natural soil. If there be no core wall, the ends of the dam
should be extended into the sides of the valley for a distance equal to, say,
10 feet plus half its height. If impervious material be found, this distance
may be reduced.
To prevent the percolation of water beneath the embankment, the
puddle core is carried down vertically to an impervious stratum below,
sometimes to great depths. The excavation for this is called the puddle
trench. This must extend on both sides of the valley to a point above top
water level, where it should tie into some water-tight stratum.
In older rocks, all the depth necessary will be to carry the trench below
surface fissures into the compact rock below. In such cases it is well
to remember to protect the flanks of the trench, so as to obviate the chance
of water finding its way round. In stratified rocks, greater care must be
taken, owing to the existence in many formations of water-bearing fissures.
In all cases, while care must be observed to guard against all possible
contingencies, the depth must be in proportion to the work required.
In the construction of a puddle trench, the bottom should not be
stepped longitudinally, because the sudden unequal strains at the steps
cause vertical cracks in the puddle. Hence the better practice is to avoid
abrupt changes of depth in the long slopes by gradually changing the
depth.
During the excavation of the puddle trench, springs may be tapped,
and difficulty caused by water flowing into the trench down the sides.
To obviate this special pumping arrangements must be made.
If a flood down the valley is anticipated, it is well to stop pumping,
let the trench partly fill with water, and then, if the flood-water does
overflow the top, it will fall on a water cushion, and do comparatively little
damage. It can be pumped out afterwards.
It is very necessary that, where deep puddle trenches are constructed,
very careful arrangements should be made for shoring.
7. Puddle is used for a variety of purposes in waterworks construction
the chief being the construction of heart or core walls for earth embank'.
ments. Puddle is also used for lining reservoirs, &c.
The essential condition for puddle is that it must be impervious to
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"!ater ; the important requisite for good puddle is that the original formation should be broken up, and a new arrangement of particles formed with
~he addition _water to fill up everY: pore. Tempering clay to form puddle
is_ gre~tly famlitat_ed by exposmg 1t to the atmosphere, especially since
~li~at,c chan!les dismtegrate the clay ~ore_ thoroughly than even grinding
1t m a pug rmll, and the labour of working 1t mto puddle is much reduced.
The important requisites of clay for making good puddle are :(a) Tenacity or cohesion.
(b) Power of retaining water.

o!

1 •

The tenacity of a clay for puddle may be tested by working up a small
quantity with water into a thoroughly plastic condition, and forming it
by hand into a roll about 1 to l½ inches in diameter by 10 to 12 inches
in length. If such a roll is sufficiently cohesive not to break on being
suspended by one end when wet, the tenacity of the material is ample.
To test the power of retaining water, 1 to 2 cubic yards of clay should
be worked with water, by the usual methods, to a compact homogeneous
plastic condition; a hollow should then be formed in the centre of
the mass capable of holding four or five gallons of water. After filling the
hollow with water, it should be covered over to prevent evaporation and
left for about two hours, when its capability of retaining water would
indicate its suitability or otherwise for making puddle. No water should
be lost in 2 hours if the puddle is good.
The operation of laying the puddle is as important as its composition.
The workman should be provided with a spade curved like a cheese scoop.
With this he should keep chopping the puddling stuff, giving it a lunging
move every time he withdraws it, so as to let the water in and permeate
throughout. If more water is required, another man supplies this as
the puddler moves on. He goes on chopping and trampling over every
inch of the ground till he gets to the end, when he returns and repeats
the operation till the stuff is worked thoroughly up. When the spade
passes with equal ease through every part of the stuff, which it will not
do if there are hard dry lumps, the work is sufficiently done.
A proper supply of water is essential to this work, and it may be
necessary to make special arrangements both.for bringing water in ample
quantity to the site of the work, and for draining off any surplus .
When the first course of 10 inches has become fairly solid, the second
course of stuff (not thicker than 10 inches) may be laid on. Water is then
applied, and the puddling recommenced, care being taken that the spade
at every cut sinks through the upper to the lower layer, so as to bond the';"
together. As puddle is apt to contract if .exposed to the heat of the sun, 1t
must be protected. Whenever possible men with previous experience
in this class of work should be employed. The danger of using too much
water, and thus producing a mass of semi-fluid mud, must be guarded
against.
8. For lining reservoirs and facing the up-stream sides of dams,
concrete is best, but the time required to lay large areas of concrete mll
probably not permit of the adoption of this system for semi-per':"anent
work. From 4 to 8 inches of concrete would be used, and this may
conveniently be reinforced with expanded metal to limit the tendency to
crack. It must be noted, however, that the concrete is intended only as
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lining, the pressure of water being taken by the earth backing behind.
,Concrete dams and retaining walls are quite outside the scope of field
lOperations.
· Clay puddle can be used as a lining, but is n?t very satisfactory. The
,proportions for the puddle are as .recommended m para. 5.
This should be put on m 4-inch layers and well tamped, the t.otal
thickness being 1 to 3 feet according to the depth of water. When.possible,
the clay lining should be protected from injury.
.
Bitumen can be used when obtamable, bemg placed either on concrete
or puddle, or directly on the earth. The elastic and easily repairable
qualities of asphalt make it a very suitable lining when it can be obtained.
The first coat should be liquid bitumen which will take root in the
foundation soil. The object of this coating is to secure adhesion with
the ground, but it cannot stand the heat of the sun. The second, or
sunproof coat, should consist of hard rock asphalt heated up to 300°
Fah. and applied hot.
The exact method of applying the bitumen depends on the particular
grade used, and should for each case be made the subject of local expe1iment.
A mixture of stone and pitch might profitably be employed as a lining,
if available.
9. The outlets from reservoirs made in the field, of heights up to, say,
15 feet, may most conveniently be made with a C.I. or W .I. pipe of
sufficient diameter, laid in a trench round and several feet away from
the end of the embankment. The pipe should not be laid through the
embankment, or leakage will be certain to occur. This pipe should be
laid in as narrow a trench as can conveniently be made, and the trench
.should be filled with good puddle well packed round the pipe. If the
pipe can be provided with flanges every 3 or 4 feet, so much the better,
.in order to prevent leakage.
An alternative way to arrange the outlet is to construct a siphon over
the top of the dam, but siphons are apt to give trouble unless some
.arrangement is made to remove air, and this introduces complications.
:a

10. Some form of waste weir is absolutely essential. For temporary
,dams these can best be map.e of timber. The object of a waste weir is,
of course, to relieve the reservoir of abnormal quantities of water, which
would otherwise flow over the top, and, if the latter is made of earth, wash
it away with disastrous results. Masonry dams are sometimes made in
permanent practice, to provide for the flood-water being got rid of iu this
way. In semi-permanent dams, this method is only possible in the smallest
sizes, such as dams of 4 or 5 feet high and a few feet only in width. Even in
this case, if the dam is of earth, the down-stream face of the dam should
be protected with iron or timber sheathing.
The normal water level being known, the approximate rate of discharge
of flood-water must be ascertained. Using the tables for the flow through
a rectangular notch, given 1ll Sec. 22, the approximate dimensions for
the waste weir outlet c~n be determined. It will not usually be possible
to estimate the flood discharge very accurately, so the waste weir must
b~ made amply large enough to take any possible flood. Calculation
will, however, give some idea of the dimensions required which c11n be
increased according to the accuracy of the datll,
'
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The waste weir is best, made of timber for temporary purposes and
rectangular in section, It must be provided with external flan.,es at
about 3 feet centres to prevent leakage past it, and must be well bedded
in puddle, A means of regulating t,he flow is required, and can be made
easily with boards fitting in vertical slots, These boards, in the larger
sizes, are apt to stick, and some mechanical arrangement is necessary
to lift them if there is a head of water on one side, An adequate arrangement can be rigged up with some iron and a long steel screw.
11. When the construction of dams more than about 15 feet in height ,
is in question, expert advice should be obtained, and the standard textbooks on the subject consulted,
For purely temporary purposes and when a river or stream is required
to be dammed in a hurry, dams may be constructed of sandbags filled with
earth. A large amount of labour will be required, and the worldng parties
must be carefully organized.
A footbridge to carry two single files of men walking in opposite directions should first be constructed along the centre-line of the dam.
If bags can be filled on both sides of the river, four parties should be
detailed, viz. :-One party filling bags, and one party carrying and depositing the bags on each side of the river. The carrying parties each
receive their bags from. alternate sides of the river, With ample Jabour,
a river can be quickly dammed in this manner. A timber sluice-way must
be provided at the top of the dam to provide for overflow of the water,
which must not flow over the top of the sandbags.
For small strearus, a sandbag dam, revetted both sides with corrugated
iron and pickets wired together, may be useful, as shown on PL 102, Fig, 2,

48. Dug reservoirs.
the soil is suitable, dug reservoirs can be unlined; otherwise they
must be lined with puddle or other material, as already described. If used
for drinking water, it is always preferable to line reservoirs in some way.
By far the quickest form of lining is with tarred canvas, as described for
framed tanks (see Sec. 49). The same remarks made therein apply to
the lining of dug tanks except that they can be made deeper; properly
tarred sailcloth sheets with an earth backing will stand a head of five
feet of water for months without leakage.
Pls, 105, 106, and 107 show various constructions and arrangements
of reservoirs. It will he noticed that the sides are made with a slope, which
will depend on the natural angle of repose of the soil ; those show~ are
for ordinary loam soil. The bottom of the tanks should he made with a
fall to a washout connection in the form of a bowl-shaped depression.
2. A more durable lining can be made of reinforced concrete 4 to
6 inches thick This pattern is, moreover, unaffected by frost, "
disadvantage from which the canvas-lined variety suffers, Conc:ete
linings, however, unless very carefully made and well hacked up behind,
are apt to crack and let the water through, A good clay puddle behind the
concrete, say, 12 inches thick, will assist in preventing leakage.
3, Instead of canvas or concrete, the reservoir can be lined with
locally available bricks laid in lime mortar and covered with bitumen. If
l, If
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bricks are scarce, the face of the excavation can be plastered with mud,
and when this has dried, l'OYere<l with bitUIBen. A backing of clay puddle
will; as in the previous case, assist in keeping the reseryoir water-tight.
4. It is especially to be uote<l in the descriptions gi_ven i1: :i>receding
sections of various ways of hnmg reservoirs that the limng 1s mtended
only as a water-tight medium for transmitting the water pressure to the
earth backing.
.
Reinforced concrete or masonry reservoirs, in which the stram due to
1vater pressure is taken up by the strength of the material, are usually
outside the scope of the field water engineer , and, if constructed, must be
designed according to the rules of permanent practice.
5. Special arrangements may be necessary for climates in which exceptional frost occurs, or for use above the snow line in mountainous country.
Pl. 108 shows a type of tank that has been constructed for this purpose .

49. Ground level and mised tanks.
1. Sectional pressed-steel tanks are made up in sections and
bolted together, with a strip of lead or some other jointing material in
the joints.
The cast-iron patterns are much heavier than the pressed-steel type,
and their utility is not to be compared with the latter for semi-permanent
purposes.
The Piggott pressed-steel tank is shown on Pl. 109.
These tanks take some time to assemble (say, two man days each 1,000
gallons of capacity), but are suitable where a good lasting job is required.
Pressed-steel tanks can be mounted on stagings with greater facility
than other types.
A typical structural steel-work staging is shown on Pl. 110.
For any extensive and organized semi-permanent water supply operations, provision should be made for a standard supply of these tanks and
steel stagings in vertical bays of about 10 feet.
Typical improvised stagings for pressed-steel tanks are shown on Pls. 111
and 112.
2. For framed wooden tanks a waterproof lining must be provided
of tarred canvas or tarpaulins.
This construction is of very useful
application in the field. If the sheets are tarred properly they may be
expected to last up to two years : their replacement is a simple matter.
The chief advantage of their use is the rapidity with which considerable
storage c_an be obtained. Tarpaulins will usually be supplied ready tarred,
but _if this has to be done on the spot the following is the way it should be
carried out:(a) Sheets should be tarred under cover.
(b) The sheet should be spread on a hard surface, and brushed over

to remove dirt before applying the tar.
(c) The tar can be spread on the sheet most conveniently by means
of a tar-spraying machine. When this is not available, a
long-handled tar brush should be used .
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(,/) The tar must then be rubbed into the sheet by means of a hand
scrubbing brush
As little tar as possible should he applied in each coat.
The object is tu get the tar well into the pores of the material,
and not to give the sheet a skin of tar.
The tar rnust be used boiling.
(e) When the sheet has been tarred one side, it must be hung up to
dry under cover.
lt must be quite dry before the next coat is applied.
(J) The process is repeated until each side of the sheet has been tarred
three times.
Common mistakes are :\a) The tar used is not boiling, and thus adheres only in patches.
(b) A tar brush with hardly any bristles is used.
(c) Men walk about in muddy boots on the sheet while tarring it.
(cl) The sheet is tarred in the open, and rain falls in the middle of the
process.
(e) The second coat is applied before the first is properly dry, and the
result is a slimy coating of partially dried tar which never
dries at all .
(/) Sometimes in order to save the trouble of tarring the sheet
properly, the sheet is fixed in the tank and then tarred all over
inside, and the water leaks under the folds.
(g) Sheets are filled with water before properly dry, and, even if the
sheets are dry, the first filling of water is run into the supply
mains instead of to waste, resulting in complaints of the taste
of the water.
3. Pl. 113 shows method of construction for raised canvas tanks.
The construction depends, of course, on the sizes of the sheets and materials
available. It is not generally advisable to make the tank more than about
3 feet deep. It is important that the canvas be quite slack, and it must
not bear on any sharp edge or nails. The sides of the tank must be well
strutted, and there should be a light footboard all round for cleamng
purposes. Raised tanks as shown should always have a washout connection fitted and a light cover to keep out dust and flies.
4. Ground level framed tanks can be made as shown on Pl. 114.
Convenient sizes are : (a) 8,000 gallons-using a 30' X 30' tarpaulin ; and

(b) 2,000 gallons-using a 2,300-gallon waterproof tank.
5. When bricks are plentiful sunk tanks may be constructed as.sho:m
on Pl. 115. A light roof of timber framework supportmg a rabbit wire
and hessian canvas covering should be provided . The canvas should be
tarred to keep dust from working through, and a manhole fitted to allow
access for cleaning.
It is possible to build a tank of this type in seven days.
The materials required for the tank shown are :Cement ...
...
...
...
... Tons, It,
Bricks
Number, 2,000.
Rabbit wire
Square feet, 1,150.
Canvas
,,
,, 750.
Timber, 4• x 2•
F.r., 220.
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50. Srnall tanks, cisterns, andfitrncnts.
1. The Service pattern waterproof tanks (see ChaJ_J. 11 an<l .Pl. 2)
are made of canvas impregnated with rubber. They are made in two sizes,
nominally 2,300 and 1,500 gallons, but in practice only storages of 1,500
and 1,000 respectively can be obtained. This pattern of tank does n?t
require tarring, but if it is to last ~mst be carefull:l:' ere~ted, no stram
being thrown on the canvas. A sohd and level floor 1s desuable, and care
must be taken in cleaning. These tanks are most smtable for hasty and
temporary purposes, as shown on the plate. They are not suitable for use
in the tropics owing to the rubber in the fabric quickly perishing.
2. All tanks and reservoirs, whenever possible, should be provided with
connections for washout and overflow, and dust-proof covers.
Indicators for showing the level of water in the tank are useful;
when tanks are supplied from a pump-house some distance away, an
electrical indicator can be placed in the latter to show the progress of
filling the tank.
3. The galvanized steel tank of commerce is a useful article for small
amounts of storage. Where the expenditure is likely to be heavy, as in
field operations, the tanks can be painted instead of galvanized (for
cheapness). A coat of cement wash inside is an improvement.
Several of these tanks, up to, say, four, may be grouped and connected with pipes, as a single storage, but above this number it is simpler
to construct some other form of single tank.
Pl. 116 shows suitable dimensions and particulars of mild steel cisterns.
For sizes below 150 gallons, these cisterns are often made round and of
corrugated iron. The same type of construction is often adopted for
larger sizes.
The French army water service use standard tanks of 1,000 and 500
gallons capacity, made circular and of riveted steel. These form very
handy tanks.
4. Small cisterns for storage and transport of water can be made
locally of green Willesden canvas stretched over rabllit netting inside a
wooden frame of 3" X 2" timber; 50 and 100 gallons capacities are useful
sizes. Water ?an be _drawn off fro~ the bottom by a long canvas pipe,
the end of whwh durmg movement 1s fastened to the top of the casing.
Alternatively, bib-cocks can be fitted.
Various ways of making the framework will suggest themselves. One
vanety _has been made cylindrical of wooden slats fastened together by
piano wires run through them.
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CHAPTER XI.

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS.
51. General priniiples.
1. In this chapter will be considered the general arrangement of the
system by which the water is delivered to the consumer. The fundamental principles involved are the same, whether the system supplies a.
small camp or a large town.
2. Any distribution system may consist of the following :(a) The source.
(b) Means of conveying and distributing the water.
(c) Storage.
and where (a) is insufficiently elevated
(d) A pump or pumps.

3. The functions of storage, apart from storage considered as an
int.egral part of the arrangements at the source of supply, are as follows :(a) To provide against a breakdown of the pumping machinery.
(b) To ensure a constant static head on all parts of the distribution
system.
4. When the source of supply is not high enough above the area of
consumption to ensure a sufficient supply by gravity, an artificial head
must be produced by pumping.
5. The combination of the above four components may, in general, be
effected by one of three distinct systems given below, or by a combination
of them all.
The three distinct systems of distribution are:(a) The direct system.
(b) The indirect system.
(c) The direct-indirect system.
'fhe three methods are shown diagrammatically on Pls. 117, 118,
119, and 120.
6. In the direct system of distribution the water either gravitates
into the distribution system from a sufficiently elevated source, or is
pumped direct into the mains by means of a pump. The amount of storage
in this case amounts solely to that provided at the source. With a gravity
supply, if the distributinp; channels follow the hydraulic gradient, they can
be open, as, for example, an irrigation system; for ordinary purposes
they will be pipes under pressure.
When a pump is used with this system, immediately the pump stops
work the pressure falls to zero or to that due to the head of water remaming in the pipes above the point under consideration. A duplicate pump
must, therefore, always be provided to ensure a constant supply.
.
In some cases it is difficult to keep the pump pressure constant while
it is working, and in others it is difficult to keep the delivery proportionate
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to the number of draw-ofls which ar& open at the time. Unless careful
governing of the prime-mover is ensured, it may result that when a large
draw-of! near the pump is open the pump tends to race. Again, it may
happen that all draw-ofls are shut except a small one far from the pump,
when excessive pressures may ensue. The results of these occurrences, the
likelihood of which has been alluded to in general terms, are that a variable
pressure is set up within the system leading to the troubles incidental
to water hammer, and that adequate control of the amount of water passing
through a draw-of! becomes difficult. These difficulties tend to increase,
generally speaking, in the inverse ratio to the size of the system.
As the design of rotary pumps becomes more perfected, however, it
will probably be possible to combine this class of pump with variable
speed prime-movers in such a way that a variable delivery can be obtained
at a constant pressure and, moreover, at a constant efficiency. Speed
regulation could be obtained by an automatic pressure regulator from the
delivery side of tlie pump. The variation in delivery might be obtained
by parallelling two or more pressure chambers as required.
At the present time, however, such plants are not of general application for semi-permanent purposes, and, except in large systems, the
practice of pumping direct into the mains must be considered as a makeshift and unsatisfactory arrangement.
7. The indirect system of distribution is the one generally employed
in both permanent and semi-permanent work. Essentially it consists
of a pump and a virgin rising main from the pump with an overfeed into
a raised reservoir at such an elevation that it will feed by gravity, at the
desired rate, the whole area nnder supply.
The rising main has generally no draw-ofls, although, of course, the
system may be extended by using the same rising main to supply several
reservoirs. In this case suitable means of control must be arranged
to ensure that each reservoir gets its share of the supply. Such means of
control may be automatic, but in semi-permanent work will generally
have to be manual.
8. In the direct-indirect system the rising main to the reservoir
is used also as a distributory main, and distribution connections are taken
of! it. The rising main is connected to the bottom of the reservoir, which
thus acts as a kind of water cushion and to some extent as a pressure
regulator. When the rate of draw-of! from the system exceeds the delivery
of the pump, the water in the reservoir supplies the deficiency. Conversely, the water level in the reservoir is raised.
9. The selection of the best system to adopt in any particular case
must be dete~mined by the local conditions. Generally speaking, the
direct system 1s adopted only for purely gravity supplies, or, if pumping
has to be resorted to, when the system is of considerable size. It is almost
always safe to say that in semi-permanent work a direct pumping system
should never be employed.
The choice between the indirect and the direct-indirect system.s will
be cbiefly_deterrmned_ by whether high gr~nnd exists in a suitable position
for adoptmg the mdirect system. The mdirect system is certainly the
most satisfactory, since 1t ensures a constant bead on the system. Where,
however, the area to be supplied lies between the pump and the high
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ground, the direct-indirect system is generally preferable in order to eliminate the return gravity main.
When the area covered by the distribution sYstem is small and fair!,
flat, the system may be indirect in character, ·but conJisting of sever;[
reservoirs on built sta~ings fed from the same rising 111ain, with either

a separate distribution from each or with the distribution from each
mutually interconnected.
There are innumerable ways of planning a distribution •~·stem, and
the plan can really only be settled on the merits of each case and by
actual inspection of the site.
10. Where the supply at the source is adequate, the expense of a large
reservoir can often be saved by the use of a standpipe situated either at
the pumping station or on high ground. The function of a standpipe
of relatively small cross-section is thus solely to ~ive constant head to
the system, and the other function of storage, viz., that of guarding against

breakdown of plant, must be provided for by pro,idiug sufficient stand-by
plant. The latter procedure, especially "ith up-to-date plant, will in
extensive syste1ns be mueh easier than the proYision of a large reservoir;

the standpipe method in such cases often fulfils excellently the required
conditions. (See Pl. 120.)
A development of the standpipe system is to replace the standpipe
at the pumping station by au air vessel or an accumulator with au automatic controlling device on the prime-mover. Such plants are not yet,
however, in a sufficiently advanced state of dewlopment to justify their
adoption for work in the field. (See Pl. 118.)

52. Conduits and mains.
1. The three ways, other than by transportation, by which water can

be delivered from place to place are:For relatively large quantities(a) Closed conduit.
(b) Open conduit.
l?or relatively small quantities(c) Pipes under pressure.
2. Closed conduits of masonry or concrete will not be feasible in semipermanent practice on accom1t of the time required for construd-ion.
3. Open conduits might sometimes be constructed where considerable
volumes of water have to be dealt with. Open conduits must follow the
hydraulic gradient (fee Sec. 66 ), and this fact may limit their use unless
it is possible to carry out the necessary earth,rnrk or take them over
valleys on piers.
_
. .
If the general longitudinal grade is steeper than that pcrm1ss1blc for
the conduit, au occasional drop can he made in the latter, the necessary
falls being constructed to allow of this .
.
. ,
The simplest form of open conduit is a dug canal. The clue£ ob1cction
is loss by qeepage, which will vary according to the natt!re of the
ground. The methods adopted in permanent work to check this, such as
puddling or lining the canal with masonry, &c., will not he jlOSSl ble
semi-pern1anent work. It may occur, however 1 when h1bour 1s

m
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plentiful and the initial supply of water sufficient, that dug canals will
afford the best means of conveying the water to the reqwred •pot.
The velocity of flow should not exceed :2 feet a sec. in sandy soil ;
3 ,,
,, in firm loam or clay ; or
~ ,.
,, in brickwork, wood or sheet-metal flumes.
The banks must be 12 to 18 inches higher than the highest water
level.
In calculating the cross-sectional area, allowance must be made for
evaporation and seepage, and the final flow must equal the maximum
rate of consmnption unlC'ss an impounding reservoir is provjded.

The shape of the cross-section of a clug canal varies according to
the nature of the soil, but in ordinary soil the side slopes are generally
l½ in 1 with a flat bottom.
Where an open conduit takes the form of a wooden flume, the construction is similar to that shown on Pl. 121 or 122, the size of scantlings
being in accordance with the size of the flume. Flumes should not, if
possible, be supported on made ground, and the sills should be raised
above ground and supported on solid stone, brick, or concrete foot blocks;
or for more temporary work timber piles, trestles, or cradles may be used.
4. The third class of cond nit comprises pipes under pressure, and this
is by far the most usual method of conveying water. The different classes
of pipe are dealt with in Chap. XII.

53. A small temporary camp supply.
1. In the case of a small force of, say, 400 men, camped on the hanks
of a stream for one or two nights, the water supply arrangements must be
given the same attention as in more con1prehensive schen1es, although,
of course, the same amount of work will not be possible. Piping will
be out of the question, unless the camp is occupied by successive parties
when it becomes a staging camp ; the case of a staging camp is similar to
that of a standing camp (v. seq.).
2. Pls. 123 and 124 are intended to show the guiding principles in
arranging a scheme of water supply for a small force encamped on the
banks of a stream. In both cases a force of 400 men and 300 horses is
assumed. Pl. 126 represents_ more complete arrangements, water being
raised from the stream by a lift and force pump and stored in 108-gallon
barrels and in tanks.
Service horse-troughs, 33 feet long, are ava.l1able for waterin<r horses.

The water required by the force would probably be for one d';i.y :Men's drinking and cooking
400 gallons.
Men's washing
1,200
Horses' drinking . . .
2,400
4,000

3. In the temporary camp (Pl. 123), the men's drinking and cooking
water can be pumped up and stored in the water-cart,s by means of the
lift and force pumps. The water must be chlorinated.
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Hunses will ha,·,~ to chink frum the t- tretim, in whid1 case adequate
arrangements must be made.
Men must bathe or wash in the stream below the horses' ,-_.atering
place, but there will be no objection to men filling buckets and biscuit tin,
from the stream above the horses' watering place.
Pl. 124 shows a case in which rough-and-reat!y meane of distributing
the water are at!opted. Improvised camp water supply accessories,
including sand filters for clarifying water before chlorinating, wooden
shoots, and a field siphon, are shown on Pl. 125.
4. With means of storage available it will be necessary to consider at
what, tJJnes of the day the various supplies of wat•r will be required. A
suitable arrangement for the scheme sho,rn on Pl. 126 would be as follows:Gallons.
400
all me~ 's drinki. ng and cooking water
{
Early 1uorning
½ men s waslling water
.. ,
...
600
½Lorses' drinking water .. . . ..
800

1,800

llfalday ...

½horaes' drinking water

800

Evening

½men's washing water
···{ ¼horses' drinking water

600
800
1,400

It will he seen from Pl. 126 that storage is provided for 400
gallons of drinking and cooking wat-er by means of four 108-gallon casks;
two more 1(18-gallon casks are provided to store the chlorinated water.
Two srmll iron tanks, each capable of hol<ling about 300 gallons, are
placed near the men"s washing places from whirh mrn can till their basins.
One lift ant! force pump "~ll supply the 600 gallons required in under
one hour.
Allowing 4 feet frontage each horse and 5 minutes each horse to drink,
400 horses will require 4oo x 4 = 133 feet run of trough or four 33-foot
12
service troughs, if one hour is allowed for the watering, and watering is
done from one side only.
If horses are watererl from both sides at once, troughs will best be at
right angles to the bank. In this case two troughs will suffice to water
the horses in one hour, and with four troughs watering could be clone In
half an hour. Barriers will have to be arranged to mark the entrances
and exits.
The troughs easily hold the water required, and t\\·o pumps working
for three-quarters of an hour will easily supply 800 pallons, so that there
is no necessity to replenish the supply during watering. .
.
.
Suitable fatil(lle parties for the camp under cons1derat1on, allowmg
, men to each lift and force pump, would be as follows :Overnight or early morning, 16 men for one hour, to pump up me~'•
drinking and cooking water, horses' drinking water, and men·• washmg
water into storage.
(B lo250)T
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Mid,hly, S men for one hour, to pump up horses' drinking water.
Evening, 12 men for one hour, to pump up horses' drinking water and
•,vashing water.

54. St,indi,ig camps.
l. More extensive engineering work is required for a standing camp

than for a temporary camp, but the water supply for a standing camp in
t,he field is probably one of the easiest problems that the field water engineer
is likely to encounter. The existence of a satisfactory soifrce of water
supply ·is a sine qua non in settling the site of a camp, but is, indeed, sometimes forgotten.
2. The scale on which a piped water supply is provided depends on the
permanence or otherwise of the camp and available labour and material.
The actual practice involved is dealt with in other chapters.
It is a mistake, unless it is known that the camp is to be relatively fairly
permanent, to embark at the outset on too lavish a scheme. On the other
hand, the dimensions of pipes and plant should be on the large scale, so that
extensions or extra connections may be easily made. When the indirect
system of distribution is selected, storage should be ample, at least one day's
supply being provided. It is best in this case to provide one suitably placed
storage tank rather than a number of small ones. In very large camps,
however, this will not usually be possible. A site for a storage tank should
be sought for on rising ground, if such exists; it is easier to lay a reasonable
amount of extra pipe than to build tank stagings. Similarly, it may be
feasible to sink a bore· hole on elevated ground discharging direct into
the tank, rather than site the bore-hole in a valley and pump up. This
entirely depends on the circumstances.
3. In the more permanent camp;, water will be piped on to all cookhouses, ablution rooms, bath-houses, &c., and in addition L. of C. camps
may require water-borne sewage and fire supply. It must be remembered that all water supplied must be got rid of in some way, involving some forin of drainage system. Drainage considerations are
dealt with in Military Engineering, Vol. VII.
For comparatively temporary camps a few standpipes are all that can
be provided. For a 1,000-bed casualty clearing station (nnder canvas with
the exception of a few huts), a 9,000-gallon canvas tank raised 15 feet and
supplying a 2-inch ring main will be found satisfactory; standpipes would
be placed in the vicinity of officers', nurses', and men's cookhouses and
ablution benches, and water piped into the operating theatre .
. 4. For fire yrotection m,uch larger mains are necessary than are re·
qmred for ordinary domestic supply, and in nearly all semi-permanent
schemes, when hydrants are to be supplied, the extra pressure required
for fire fighting purposes must be supplied by pump power rather than by
gra,oty.
Each hydrant to be in use s_imultaneously requires a delivery of 120
~allons per mmute, and the ordmary War Department standard practice
is to cover each building by two hydrants.
In case of a large Base Park it might be necessary to allow for as many
as six hydrants to be in use.
Where pressure is sufficient to allow a residual head at the jet sufficient

tu. 1·0\'L'r all huikling:-. awl :-;tores, no fire engines an• Beccssary; wher1'
tlu~ cnnnot lw arran.!.!l'(l, the supply for fire engincR has to be considered,
anrl this may re,1uirc from l~0 gallons a minute for a rnannal engine up
to 1,000 uallon.-; a 1ninnte for a large motor u11.pnc.
li\•e(lllL'Htly a 1rnpply from a <:anal or pornl rnay hP us◄ •d it, sa n· a hngc
outlay on ~ir,, 1u,1in:-;.

55. A large prnnanod camp scheme:.
1. The scheme illustrated on Pls. 127, 128, 129, 130, and 131 is au

example of one actua lly carried out, aurl shows the scale on which such
work may be required.
2. The camp was for 10,000 men, and an estimated consmnption of
15 gallons a head each day gives 150,000 gallons a cl.Jly as maximum
estimate,! requirements.
3. There was no source of pure \l'ater within reach, anJ ,i small and
muddy stream running through the camp was the only supplv. This ,was
dammed above the camp, as shown on Pl. 127.
No mechanical filtration plant being available, direct sedimentation by
alum followed by chlorination was resorted to.
Two se<lime1;tation tanks of 50,000 gallons mpacity eacli allowed for
an output of Hi0,000 gallons of clean ,mter a clay, the sediment1fon
period bping ahout 8 hour:; including time required for filling.
Two similar pumps of capacity each 120 gallons/minute/500 feet were
providecl, and their pipe connections arranged so that either could pump
crucle water into the sedimentation tanks or from the chlorinating tank
along the up main into the high level reservoir. Emptying the sed imentation tanks into the chlorinating sump was effected by gra,~ty, and the
water fell over splash boards for aeration purposes.
4. The high level reservoir was a dug-in canvas-lined one of 50,000
gallons cap~city, anrl could have been enlarged if necessary.
The distribution system ,vas, as shown on the plates, a variety of the
direct-indirect s,·stem.
The method of calculating pipe sizes for similar schemes is given in
Chap. XIII.

CHAPTER XII.

PIPEWORK AND FITTINGS.
56. Nature qf pipes suitable.
l. For most purposes W.I. screwed and socketed piping will be suitable,
and their threads must be British Standard.
Pipes may be of wrou,.,ht iron (W.I.), cast-iron (C.I.), or lead. Ou
account of their weight ana"the time required for jointing, the t:'•o latter are
not suitable for work in the field, but small bore lead pipe 1s useful for
interior work. A description of tlie standard C.I. pipes, &c., will be given
(B 15250)T
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since W .I. pipes may not alw:tys be arnilal,lc. For notes on lead pipe see
Sec. 60.
In permanent practice pipe-lines are classified as mains and service
cannections. In semi-permanent work the pipe has often to partake of
the character of both classes. In Englioh permanent practice W .I. mains
are seldom laid in sizes larger than 2 inches diameter, bec~UBe 3-inch C.I.
pipe is cheaper than 2-inch W.I. pipe and suffers less from c_orros10n.
American and semi-permanent practice may use W.I. welded mams up to
12-inch diameter.
Riveted steel and reinforced concrete mains up to 5 feet diameter
and wood stave pipes are used for large quantities of water, but such cases
are outside the scope of semi-permanent work.
When steel or W .I. pipes are to remain any time in the ground, investigation should be made as to the chances of excessive external corrosion.
For military work abroad or in the field and for all kinds of temporary
work, the weight and rapidity with which a pipe-line can he laid are the
ruling factors in the selection of the class of pipe and nature of joint to be
used.
For work in the field it is desirable to limit the numbers of sizes of
pipes and fittings held in stock, and the sizes found by experience to cover
most requirements are I-inch, 2-inch, 4-incb, and 6-inch.
2. Wrought iron pipes are known in the trade as tubes. and, as a rule,
are formed by wdding. They are obtainable in three quabties, graded by
strength. for use with steam, water, and gas respectively. They can be had
black (i.e., with the iron uncoated), galvanized, or coated with AngUB
Smith's solution, though this last is rarely used except on cast-iron pipes.
(See Sec. 61, para. 9.)
Pipes are made of the followivg internal diameters :-¼-inch, ¼-inch,
¾-inch, ½-inch, ¾-inch, I-inch, I !-inch, l½-inch, 1£-inch, 2-inch, 2¼-incb,
2½-inch, 2fmch, 3-inch, 3½-inch, 4-inch, 4½-incb, 5-incb, 5½-incb, 6-inch,
and larger.
Certain sizes are more generally used than others. The makers'
catalogues comprise the items listed below, which are illustrated en Pl.132.
All these are in common use. They are divided into tubes and fillings.
Tables J(i) and J(ii) give properties of British standard W.I. pipes for water.
3. The following are made from straight lengths:(a) Titbes.-Straight pieces in various lengths from 2 to I± feet.
Screwed at each end, the joints being completed by sockets
with female screws.
(b) Pieces.-Straigbts under 2 feet long.
(c) Loug screws.-Straigbt pieces with extra long screws so that the
socket can be run right hack to clear the end of the pipe. These
conner_tors are put in at intervals in a long run of piping so as
to avmd unscrewmg a long length of pipe if later connections
have to be made. They are also used for repairs.
A backnut is usually fixed with these.
(d) Bends are ready made. to certain radii (1thout 20 oizes varying .
from I¼-mch to 20-mch mternal radius, and 4 inche• to 40
mches long). If a_ bend is made with rather an angular turn
mstead of a curve, 1t 1s called a spring.
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Slight bends can be made on the site by cold-bending a tube.
Hnt-ben,ling can be used for bigger bends, but heat spoils
galvanizing.
<i. The following are special fittings :(a) Unions.-Sockct~ or pipe.
(b) Elbows.-Square or round.
(c) Tees.-All three pipes can be of one diameter, or with the stem of
different diameter from the cross-piece.
(d) Grosses, with all four pipes of one diameter, or with two pairs of
different diameter.
(e) Sockets.-Plain and diminishing.
(f) Gaps for closin~ a pipe-end.
(q) Pl11gs for closing a socket-end.
(h) B-,cknuls are used with long screws to prevent back movement of
the socket and leakage.
(i) Nipples for making junctions when a hole is tapped in a main for
a branch pipe.
(j) Fkrnges for connections to tanks, &c.
5. Water pipes able to withstand a hydraulic test up to 300 lbs. sq.
iuch ( = 690 feet head) will be approximately of the weights given in
Table J(ii). They should not be used for heads higher than 300 feet.
As gas piping is often mixed with water piping in storing, the weights of
gas piping are given for comparison. Gas piping is only tested to 50 lbs.
sq. inch ( = 115 feet head).
There is not yet a British standard specification for wrought iron tubes
and fittings. There are, however, British standard specifications for the
thread, on the pipe-ends and also for pipe flanges.
Tables J(i) and K give particulars of these quantities, and this subject is
again referred to.
6. Screw-threads.-Definitions.-Gauge diameter.-The gauge diameter is the full diameter of the standard male parallel screw gauge which
the parallel coupler, to be used with a pipe of that size, is required to
fit.
The following definitions of the elements of a screw-thread, shown
"n Pl. 133, Figs. 1 and 2, apply equally to parallel pipe threads:Effective diameter of a screw.-The effective diameter of a screw, having
a single thread, is the length of a line drawn through the axis and at right
angles to it, measured between the points where t,he line cuts the slopes of
the thread (Pl. 133, Fig. 1).
Gore diameter.-The core diameter is twice the minimum radius of "
screw, measured at right angles to the axis (Pl. 133, l?ig. 1).
NoTE.-From Pl. 133, Fio-. I, it will be seen that the cnre rliamete1· of tho mo.le
threa.J is mea~ured between th~ roots of the thren.d ; it should he Lorno in mind,
however, th'\.t the core diameter of tbe female thread, being apprnximntely the s:unA
dimension, is meaau~ed between the crests of the thr:'ad.

Full ,liameter.-The full diameter is twice the maximum radius of a scre,1
measured a, right angles to the axis (Pl. 133, Fig. 1).
Grest.-The crest is the prominent part of the thread, whether of the
male •crew or of the female screw (Pl. 133, Fig. 2).
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Root.-The root is the bottom of the groove of the thread, whether of
the male screw or of the female screw (Pl. 133, Fig. 2).
Slope of thread.-The slope of t he thread is the straight part of the
thread which connects the crest and root (Pl. 133, F,g. 2).
Angle of thread.-The angle of the thread is the angle between the
slopes, measured in the axial plane (Pl. 133, Fig. 2).
Pitch.-The pitch is the distance in inches measured along a line parallel
to the axis of the screw between the point where it cuts any thread of the
screw and the point at which it next meets the corresponding part of the
same thread (Pl. 133, Fig. 2). The reciprocal of the pitch measures the
number of turns uer inch.
The Whitworth form of thread is adopted for all iron and steel tubes
manufactured in accordance with Table K.
In the Whitworth form of thread the angle between the slopes, measured
in the axial plane, is 55°; t he threads are rounded equally at crests and
roots, leaving a depth of thread approximately equal to O· 64 of the
pitch.
For simplicity, the depth so derived has been approximated in Table K,
and the depths there given are to be regarded as the standard depths.
All threads for iron or steel pipes and t ubes, purporting to be of British
standard dimensions, have the gauge dian1eters; core diameters, and nmnber

of threads per inch given in Table K, and all threads of Class 1 (see below)
have correct positions of gauge diameters as defined in Columns 9, 10, and
11 of that table.
Nominal sizes of bores for iron or steel tubes are contained in the first
column of Table K. All iron or steel tubes, purporting to be of British
standard dimensions, have approximately the outside diameters given in
Column 2 of the table.
Couplers and fittings for the tubes are manufactured to the ga,ige dia•
meter, form and length of thread shown , and each coupler or fitting should
be capable of being screwed by hand to a standard male screw shop
gauge, and when screwed thereon should have no perceptible shake :
the standards laid down with regard to the threads iu co uplers apply
equally to elbows, tees, fourways, valves, &c.
Two classes of screwed connections between tubes and couplers are
recognized , viz. : -

Class I. - The ta per screw.
Class II.-The parallel screw.

In Class I the screw at the pipe-end is oonical, bein" caned onesixteenth ol an inch (nr i11ch), measured on the diameter, per i~ch of length.
The screw in the coupler m,iy be either parallel or conical, as required.
The common form of coupler has a parallel thread, and is screwed on to a
conical pipe-end ; conical couplers are sometimes employed where exceptionally good fits are required .
. In order to ensure that the pipe-ends shall not butt against each other
w1th11_1 _the couple,, and that a sufficient length of thread is comprised in
each Jomt :(a) The length of thread within the couplers is not less than twice the
length of thread on the pipe-ends, i.e., not less than the values
given in the table (Column 8),
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(b) The length of thread within the screwed portion at the end of any
fittmg (other than flanges) 1s not less than the minimum lenath
b
of thread on the corresponding pipe-end (Colunm 7).

The length of thread on the pipe-end in Class I and Class IT is uiven in
Column 7 of Table K.
In Class II the screws at, the pipe-end and in the coupler are both parallel
to the axis of the pipe throughout the whole length of the thread.
All iron and steel pipes and tubes made in accordance with the sizes
given in Table K are known as British standai-d iron or steel pipes and tube•,
and the screws on the pipes and tubes and in the couplers as British standard
p1j,e threads/or iron or steel p1j,es and tubes (B.S.P.).
Gauges.-For the purposes of manufacture two classes of male and
female screw gauges are lrned, viz. : Class A.-Relerence gauges.
Class B.-Shop gauges.
The male reference gauges are copies of the standard male screw gauges
deposited with the National Physical Laboratory, and are intended for
use by manufacturers and others when checking their own shop gauges
(Class B).
The shop gauges, both male and female, are used by manufacturers to
determine the accuracy of the work itself.
Gauge diameter (taper screw, Class l).-In order to ensure correct gauging,
it is necessary to define the position of the gauge diameter on the pipe-end
and in the coupler. The position of the gauge diameter on the pipe-end
is shown on Pl. 133, Fig. 3, and is defined by Columns 9, 10, and 11 of Table
K, while the position of the gauge diameter in the coupler or fitting is at
the outer end of the thread either for parallel or conically screwed couplers
or fittings .
Gauging the pipe-end (taper screw, Class l).-For shop purposes gauges
of the type shown on Pl. 133, Fig. 4, are used.
'rhe width of the gauge is ·SL, where L is tlie length of the thread on
the pipe-end as given in Uolumn 7 of TaLle K.
The distance apart of the surfaces A and B for any given size is the
difference between the values of the figures in Columns 10 and 11 of Table
K, and is approximately one-third of the standard distance of the gauge
diameter from the end of the tube (Column 9).
This gaugP, having a plain internal conical surface, is slipped over the
pipe-end, and, when pressed home by hand, the pipe-end must protrude
beyond the surface A but not beyond the surface B.
For checking the accuracy of the pitch and form of thread, a comb gauge
should be employed.
Gauging the pipe-encl (parallel screw, Class II). Go and Not go
plain cylindrical ring gauges should be employed, bearmg on the full
diameter of the screw.
For checking the accuracy of the pitch and form of thread, a coml, gauge
should be employed.
.
Gauging the couplets an<l fillings (pamllel screw, Class II). -For gaugmg
the gauge diameter in the coupler or fitting, Go and Not go threaded
gauges should be employed, ha Ying a sufficiently acute angie of thrcarl to
bear only on the roots of the thread in the coupler.
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Gauging tl,c couplers and filtings (tape,· screw, Class I).-For gauging
couplers and fittings having taper screws, a threaded plug gauge of the type
shown on PI. 133, Fig. 5, should be employed, having a sufficiently acute
angle of thread to beijr only on the roots of the thread in the coupler.
The width of the gauge is ·9L, where Lis the length given in Column
7 of Table K. 1'be distance apart of the surfaces C and Dis the difference
between the values of the figures in Colunms 10 and 11 of the Table, and
is approximately one-third of the standard distance of the gauge diameter
from the end of the tube (Colunm 9). When the gauge is screwed home by
hand, the surface C must pass inside the coupler, while the surface D must
remnin outside·.
The foregoing information has been given in some detail in view of
the absolute necessity for pipe threads of standard and correct dimensions.
J(i).-Dimensions of British standard pipe flanges for wod,:ing
steam pressures up to 55 lbs. a square inch and for water pressures
up to 200 lbs. a square inch.

TABLE

This Table does not apply to boiler feed pipes, or other water pipe3 subject to
exceptional shocks.
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J(i)-conlinued.

I I

4

6

~

0

'S

"

~ d)

s'il
.2·~

No.

'S

c,f
bolts.

ins.

~~

~

g

~

C)

i:i

ins.

C

t :z ~-~~
~ :js~

A

I

7

I

8

9

Tbicknass of flanges.

.,,'a

.,,

I

6

ins.

-: Intf'irnal

~

Q)

..,,

"Cl"CI~ ~

~§

tf~!

~..o

o;

diamet,tl'

of pi1,u.

.:::: ~ _g~

rn o

i
i

ins.

t

ill8.
I
I
I

¾

t

8
12

ii

It

12

¾

1/t

t
t

i
i

18!
19!
201

12
12
12

I¼
I!
I¼

I
I
I

24
25¼
26¼

21¾
23
24

12
12
12

t
t
t
t
t
t

It
I}
It

It
It
It

29
30

~7!

25¼
26!
21i

16
16
16

t

a

1

I}
l¼

I¼
I!
l¼

I
I
1

*22

31
32½

28½
29!

JG
16

I
I

If
li

l}
If

I¼
It

•23
24

II½

I~¼
14½
16

12¾
14

8
8
8

•11
12
•13

17
18
19¼

15
16
17¼

14
15
16

20{-

21¾
22f

•17
18
•10
20
21
•22
•23
24

I

¾

t

ins.
½

t
t

l/t

ins.
8
9

i

t

¾

10

•u

12
•13

¾

14

¾
¾

t
t

t

15
16
*17
18
•19
20
21

• These sizes a.re not generally used.
Bolt holes-For ½-inch and t-inch bolts the d.ia.met:.ers of the holes to be

larger than the die.meters of the bolts, and for larger 11izes of bolts j- inch.
holes to be drilled off centre-lines.

TABLE

t,

inch

Bolt

J(ii) .-Weights of TV.I. water and gas piping.

I

½-in.

I ¾-in. I

I-in.

!¼-in.

!½-in.

Water pipe ..

·896

1·268

1 ·833

2·598

3·237

4·128} Iba. n. ft. run

Gas pipe

·818

l · 165

1·6&3

2-:rn1

~·973

3.7,56

850
ll!O

GSO

Water pipe ...
Gae pipe

...

2,430
2,060

1.240
1,330

2-in.

ungalvanized,

- - - - - - --- -.-1,730
1,000

I

730

~!O}

ft. to the ton.
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K.- British s/a,ulard pipe threads.
Schedule of sizes .
9

"'~ I

Jj

s:1 ..0

·_g E

E

"-'-'
~ ~

'll

3

~

,:i
~

0

"

.E 'E
d a
.§;,: 2(V

;a

z

8~
s:~
<

1="'"0

in s.

in s.

,.0
d
Q

·s
0

k
¼
i

•it
¾

"
;r

:Jj

*

*
l -/;r

-k

l:f.J

It

l{t

u

1-&~

I

I¾

I ,+

21,

2

2¾

2¼

2¾

2.2¾

3

:3 1-

"&

] § 1l

-"

~ --:Q

.2

~]

-5
'll

-E
"Q

~..;:: +>

~ ~ ~ ~ ""~
'.5

8

a,

°" ]s C:,.;

Q)

~

C)

ins.
0·383
0·51 8
0· 656

in.
0·0230
0·0335
0· 0335

0· 825
0 · 902
l ·041

0·0455

1 · 189
1 ·309
l ·650

0·0-!55

l · 882
2· 116
2·347

0·0580

!:

·;s.,~

~

z·=

0·734
0· 811
0·050

14
14
14

1 ·098
I· 193
I ·534

14
II
11

l ·7G6
2·000
2·231

11

0·0580

2·587
2·960
3· 210

0·0580
0 · 0580
0· 0580

2·471
2·844
3·094

11
11

O· 0580

0·0580
0·0580

3·344
3·584
3· 834

11
11
11

II

4·084
4·334
4·834

11
11
11

I}

O· 0580

10

II
ll

II

ins.

t :&
1lr
'½ I i -ii-t
¾ I¼ t

28
19

0·0.580
0·0580

Standard.

Q

g~

ins. im,.

in s.

11

(Class

.

I.

Max.

Min.

ins.
0· 18
0·22
0·29

0· 13
0· 16
0·21

Ag A
0
>-<

0· 337
0·451
0·589

0-04,;.;
0· 0455

"
"" .
=

o..::i ~

o '"

~....,Cc$
~

4)

_;a 'll

<l.J tf.1 -,j ::;:!

0

ffCJm pipe-end.
taper eorew.)

thrf'ad .

li-~1
·°= E
'<I d

I

10

Distance of gauge diameter

Leng th
of

~

I

¾

*
1

I

¾
i'r

l

lk
lk
ll;
I}
I¾

(0· 1563)
(0· 1875)
(0·2500)

ins.

¼

(0·2500)
(0·2500)

It

¾ (0·3750)

0·29
0·29
0·44

0·21
0·21
0·31

u

¾
¾
½

(0·3750)
(0·3750)
(0·5000)

0·44
0·44
0·58

0 · 31
0·31
0·42

2
2¼
2t

¼

(0·5000)
(0· 6250)
(0·6250)

0·58
0·73
0·73

0·42
0·52
0·52

2½
2½
2¾

***

(0· 6875)
(0· 6875)
(0·8125)

0·80
0·80
0·95

0·57
0·57
0·68

2¾
3
3

*l-

(0·8125)
(0·8750)
(0·8750)

0·95
I ·02
1·02

0·68
0·73
0·73

3
3¼
3¼

I
I

(0·8750)
(1·0000)
(l ·0000)

1·02
I· 17
I· I'/

0·73
0·83
0•83

(1·1250)
(1·~500)
(1 ·3750)

I· 31
I ·46
l ·60

0·94
1·04
I· 15

(I ·3750)
(I· 5000)
(1·5000)

!·60
1·75
l ·75

I· 15
1·25
1·25

I¼

I¾

2

¾

i

3
3¼
3½

3t
4

3 ·460
3·'100
3·950

3f
4}

4}
4!
5

4·200
4·450
4·950

0·0oS0
0·0580
0·0,) 80

5

ai-

0· 0580

5·3:H

O· 0080
0·0.3~0

:"i-834

6·334

11
11
11

If
2

3}
1

0·0640
0· 0640
0·0li40

7·32j
S · 322
9·322

10
10
10

2}

4'

9·450

21 4½

I½

10·450
11 · 450
1~·450

0· 0640
0 · 0800
0· 0800

10· 322ll·290
12 · 290

10
8

2!
21-

4¾

! ft

(l · 6250)
(1·6250)
(l · G25U)

l ·90
I ·90
1·90

1·35
l ·35
1·35

13-680
14·680

0·0800
0· 0800
0· 0800

13· r.20

s 2½

5¼

1-~

15·flRO

15· o~o

8

2}
2~-

5f

11

(!·6250)
(I· 7500)
(l ·7/i00)

1·90
2·01
?·04

1·35
1 · 46
1·46

IG· 680
17·680
18·680

0·0800
0· 0800
0·08011

Hi·5:?0
17·5:?0
18-520

8

:?¾

5j

3
3

6
6

;~

~-1!)

8
8

2-a:i

1·56
l ·67

2·33

1,67

4

3¾

6

5 ·450
5·950

6

(jl.

fi·4fi0

7

7.\

5½

8

9

10
11
12
13
14
16

16
17
18

'

8I.
9}

m,

!Ji;
12j.
1:1:}

141
l.5t
16:f

171
18¾

7·450
S ·J.50

14<>20

I½

I½

Ii! if

l ¾ 3}

2{"

s 21
8

4½'

5
5

r_;.1;,

i
f

q

1±
I{

l~-

u

It
q

q.

2

(I· 8750)

(2·01100)
(2·0000)
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7. Thou~h cast-iron pip_es ar~ not likely to be used in most temporary
water supplies owmg to their weight and the difficulty of jointing them,
particulars are given below for reference 1f required.
Cast-iron pipes are of three kinds :(a) Straight spigot and socket pipes and special castings (bends. tees,
&c.) with plain sockets. The joints must be run with lead or
lead wool to complete them.
(b) Straight spi~ot and socket pipes with half-turned spigots and bored
sockets. The joints are a tight fit and need no lead.
(c) Straight flanged pipes.
The first kind are much the most common in all work, and the second
kind need never be used in temporary work. Flanged pipes might be used
for the immediate connections to pumps, &c., but not in the mains generally.
They would usually be supplied with the pumps. Only the first kind arc
dealt with here.
There is a Br·itish standard specification for east-iron pipe. Pipes
already in existence will not necessarily conform to this, but are likely to
do so fairly closely. In future most English pipes are extremely likely
to be in accordance with this specification. The tables that follow am
based on it, but they only refer to pipes up to 10 inches. C.I. pipes arc
made up to 48 inches. Fuller details are available in the pamphlet published
by the British Engineering Standards Association.
There are four thicknesses of pipe made, and the pipe is classed as
A, B, C, or D accordingly. The external diameters are kept constant so
as to make jointing easy between different thicknesses, therefore tLe
nominal internal diameters actually vary slightly.
Classes A, B, C, and D are tested for 200,400, 600, and 800 feet bead of
water respectively. Class A is clesigned for gas work only, the others for
water or sewage. Working pressures should not exceed half the test
pressures. Water and sewage pipes will always be coated internally
and externally with Angus Smith's composition-a black bituminous
covering. Gas pipes are coated externally only.
Pipes made to this specification will have a special mark, as shown on
Pl. 134, cast on them. This gives the class letter, then, in a rectangle,
the standard specification brand and maker's name , and lastly the year of
manufacture. On special castings, usually termed specials, there will
be further marks cast on :-on bends, the nominal internal diameter and
angle ; on tees and branches, the nominal internal diameter of the main
body and of the branch ; on tapers, the nominal internal diameter at each
end ; on collars, the nominal internal diameter of the pipe for which they
are intended.
Weights will usually be marked in oil paint on the inside of the ~ockets.
The permissible deviation wmally allowed in pipes up to 12 mches chameter
is about 4 per cent.
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L (1).-Cast-iron pipes.

Nominal internal
diameter, inches.

7

5·00

6·98

8·06

9· 14 10·20 ll·26

0·39

0·41

0·43

0·45

0·47

0·49

0·52

0·38

0·39

0·41

0·43

0·45

0·47

0·49

0·52

0·38

0·40

0·45

0·40

0·53

0·57

0·60

0•63

0•40

0·46
3

0·52
3½

0·57

0·61
3¼

0·65
4

0·69

0·73

4

4

129

172

228

286

345

416

485

566

129
129
134

172
175
196

228
246
276

286
318
359

345
395
444

416
488
5,14

485
574-

644

566
666
753

-

222
222

294
29t
:JIB
359

368
368
41 l
467

446

536
536
631
706

625
62,5
743
8:17

730
730
863
979

4

I I

3·76

4·80

0·38

5

Thickness (ins.), gas pipe,
Class A ....
Thickness (ins.), water and
sewage, Class B
....
Thickness (ins.), water and
sewage, Class C
Thickness {ins.}, water and
sewage, Cliiss 1)

3

Depth of socket, ins.
Weight(lbs.); length 9 ft.,
exclusive of depth of
socket, gas pipe, Class A
Water and sewage pipe-

Clas, B
Cll\sS C
Clasi:,; D

Weight(lhs.); len~th 12ft.,
exciusive of depth of
socket....
Class A
....
...
Cl'I.SS R
....
ClaRs C
Class D

...

....

10

0

6

3

I

External diameter, inches

Stmighl spigot and socket, with plain sockets.

227
255

3½

8

I

----------

4-16

512
577

The above thicknesses and external diameters apply also to standard
flange pipes. The weights above apply to both plain socket and to turned
spigot and bored sockets, but flanged pipes of similar lengths (but in their
case measured over the flanges) are slightly lighter.
TABLE

L (ii).-Casl-iron pipes.
90°

Nominal
internal
diameter.
Inches.

3
4
6

6
7
8

9
10

ft. in"I.
I 0
I 3
I 3¼
I 6j
I 6!
I JO
I JO
2 I

45°

I

(See PI. 134.)

22½ 0

I

I c. I I
R.

F.

I

R.

I I
F.

ft. ins. ft. ins. ft. ins. ft. i ns. ft. i11s.
0 6 0 9 2 4 2 0 2 4
0 6 I 0 2 4 2 0 2 4
0 G I 0 2 7 2 3 2 7
0 6 l 3 2 7 2 3 2 7
0 7 l 3 2 9 2 6 2 9
0 8 I 6 2 10 2 6 2 10
0 9 I ~ 3 0 2 9 3 0
0 10 I 9 ·3 0 2 g 3 0

11¼0

I

IDimensions. IDimensions.

Dimensions.

A.

Standard bends.

R.

I

Dimensions.

I

F.

ft. in~. ft. ima.
4 0 2 4
4 0 2 4
4 6 2 7
4 6 2 7
5 0 2 9
0 0 2 10
5 n 3 0
6 0 3 0

R.

I
ft.
8
8
9
9

10
10
11
11

in11.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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TABLE

L (iii).-Oast iron pipes. . Tees-iranches-tapers.
Standard
tees.

Standard
45° branches,

Dimensions.

Dimensions.

Nominal
internal
dia.meter.

DI.

D2.

E.

ins.
3

ins.
3

4

3

ft. ins.
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 6
3 6
3 6
3 6

5
6
-

-7

-·
-

8
9
-

4

3
4
5
3
4
5
6
3
4
5
6
7

3
4
5

6

3

8

3 6
3 6
3 6

3
4
7

-

8
9

3

10

3

-

-

6

7

3
3
3

-

G.

5

6

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3

G
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

It.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

E.

ins.
5

6
6
6

6
7
7
7
7
7
7
8

8
8
8
8
8
8

8
8
8
8
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
10
10

ft. ins.
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
3 6

3 6
3 6
3 6
3 6
3 6
3 6
3 6
3 6
3 6
3 6
3 6
3 6
3 6
3 6
3 6
3 6
3 6
3 G
3 6
3 6
3 6
4
4
4
4
4

4
4
4

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Tapers.

I

Dimensions.

F.

G.

I ft. ins.
0 10
0 11
I 0
I 0
I 0

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

(See PI. 134.)

I

0
I

2
3
I
2
2

3
4
I
2

3
4

5
5
2

3
4
4

5
6
7
3

3
4

5
6
6
7
8

ft.
0
0
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

ins.
10
11
0
0
0
I
I
I

E.
ins.

-

6

-

2

3
I
2

3
3
4
2
3

3
4

5
5
3
4

4
5
5

G
7
4
4

5
6
6
7
7

8

6

6

6
6
G

-

6
6
6
6

6
6
6

-

6

H-1
TABLF.

L (iv).-Cast-iron pipes.

Standard collal's. (See Pl. 134.)
Dimensions.

Nomii'lal internal
diameter of pipEI.

H.

inf-1.
3
4
6

G

7
8

9
10

ins.
9

9
10 }
10½
10½
12
12
12

P.

I

Classes A and B.

P.

r

Classes C and

ins.

ins.

4i

4i

51}

6-!i
7t
81&

10

n.

5ft

6-!i

71

SJ!

10

111',

11,1,

12}

12!

8. Fittings.-It should be noted that it is very false econo1Uy, even in
a temporary installation, to use unreliable and bad quality fittings. The
leakage through bad fittings can be very considerable; in a small scheme
the waste from a few fittings may mean a large proportion of t he legitimate
consumption. The ,Yater lost through leakage costs just as much per
gallon as the water otherwise consumed, and being continuous soon
runs away with much more money than good fittings would cost.
The principal fittings required to regulate the water come under the
headings :-slop-cocks (or stop-valves), bib-cocl.:s (or laps), and ball-cocks.
An important point about all these fittings is that they should not
be cap,ble of shutting off the flow very suddenly. The sudden closing
of the waterway, causing what is called 1,i·atcr hammer, n1ay result in a
momentary increase of pressure in the pipe to three or four times the
o rdinary residual head, and bmst pipes or strained fittings may be the
consequence. The connections for fittings are made in t,1·0 different forms
to fit lead or iron pipes respectively.
Cocks and valves are fitted with two kinds of turning arrangement :
the familiar T-shaped handle, or the nut-ended spindle for use with a
spanner or key when it is not desirable that a nyone but an authorised
person should use the cock.
A slop-cock or stop-valve is one placed in the course of a main or branch
main to stop or regulate the flow. The old type was a plug-cock in which
a quarter-turn of the plug, containing the port through which the water
passed, could completely shut off the flow. Th.is was objectionable for
the reasons stated above . Another defect was that particles of grit in
the water inevitably caused wear in the plug, and led to poor fit between
the plug and its sea tin~. When that occurred, the cock leaked continuously.
Plug-cocks are still obtainable, but should never be used.
'l.'he modern types are usually something of the kind illustrated on
Pl. 135. The water passes through a horizontal orifice, and, though this
means that there is not a clear run through, the loss of head at the bend
is insignificant. The main points are that the disc which closes the opening
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is screwed clown on to it gradually, and that the disc is given a little horizontal play on its spindle, so that uneven wear tends to adjust itself.
Stop-cocks should be so fitted that the flow of water is upwards through
the horizontal orifice.
Stop-cocks outside buildings, being 3 feet or so underground, need some
kind of housing to make them accessible and to protect them. This is
done in perm ment practice by building a small pit with half-brick or
concrete walls, the top being closed in with a cast-iron surface box, or
plain lid. A piece of 6-inch or 9-inch diameter stoneware pipe makes an
efficient pit, if its edge is suitably supported at the base. '.l'o prevent
tampering with the flow, these stop-cocks are usually fitted with a nutheaded spindle and are turned by a long spanner-ended turnkey. Inside
buildings the cock usually has the handle head. In temporary work a
wooden valve box is used.
For the larger pipes, full-way stop-valves can be obtained. They can
be fitted with wheel-handle or nut-head.
Bib-cocks, taps, or draw-offs are the fittings through which water is
drawn. Except that there is a curved spout, their general features arc
the same as those of stop-cocks. Two or three types are illustrated. lt
is an additional adYantage if the tap can be unscrewed for renewing the
valve packing without having to turn off the water at the main. In Guest
and Chrimes tap only the upper rnlve disc can be removed; the water
pressure on the other closes the orifice while repairs are being made. In
Lord Kelvin's tap a non-corrodable spring prevents the screw being
tightened up too forcibly, and a loose disc ensures uniform wear and tight
1neeting surfaces.
Push-taps arc a special form of bib-cock often found in lavatories, &c ..

In theory they remain open only when the finger is pressed against the
button, the idea bein~ to prevent the tap being left run11ing. In practice
the spring very often works imperfectly, and then there is continual
dripping. The advantage claimed for this type that it checks waste
is, therefore, wry doubtful, and they stop the flow somewhat suddenly,
wluch is a dis:iclvantage.
Ball-cocks arc used fot aut01natically regulating the flow into cisterns.

The floating ball working on a le,·er arm closes the tap when the cistern
is full. Tiley are extremely liable to stick as the closing force is slight at
the top of the rise. A large proportion of ball-cocks, therefore, are always
wasting water, and they should only be used sparingly. Ball-cocks arc
supplied up to about 2-inch. Above this size automatic water-level vah·es
working on the same principle can be obtained.
.
.
The number of slightly different designs in all the abow fittmgs 1s
legion. Most of the varia:tions in design are of minor importance. The
main point is to see that the taps used are simple in action, close gradually,
and arc well and solidly made of good brass or gun-metal.
.
R1flux-valves, or flap-valves, automatically close when a break rn the
main occurs, an<l the flow reverses its direction. They are usually necessary
on a long pumping 1nain.
Air-t'fifres rue necessary at the summit of all long undulations 1n a

pipe-line, if there are no other taps where air can escape. A collection
of air in vertical bencls is inevitable after a time, as water is always aerated

tu a certain extent. The air collected considerably impedes the flow of
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water. Special automatic air-valves are made for large mains. A short
vertical branch with a cock at its lower end and screw-plugged at the
other does ouite well for small mains.
Sluice-valves.-These fittings are of the same design as stop-valves.
The name sluice-valve is used in large schemes for those valves at the
lower ends of mains for the purpose of completely emptying them if
necessary. Iu smaU mains a stop-cock, or even a plug, will suffice. All long
mains should have them in the valleys to enable silt to be cleared out.
A combined stop-cock and sluice-valve is frequently used for buildings.
9. Hose is generally made either for suction or delivery, but varieties
may be obtained which can be used for either.
Hose is made of various materials, such as canvas, rubber, leather,
impregnated canvas, &c. When obtaining hose for any particular purpose,
the points to ensure are :(a) It must be strong enough for pressure anticipated.
(b) If for suction purposes, it must be constructed so as not to collapse
under external atmospheric pressure.
(c) The material m11St be suitable for character and temperature of
liquid handled.
(d) Couplings must agree with connections with which 11Sed, and for
field purposes would be screwed British standard pipe thread.
Canvas hose is liable to deteriorate if coiled up wet, and should, therefore,
be dried before coiling. The most useful sizes are 2 inches and 4 inches.
Delivery hose should generally be armoured in some way.
Flexible bends are particularly useful for rapid connections to pumps,
&c., to save pipe fitting. Flanged or screwed connections can be used.
Flexible bends should be provided of diameters to agr~e with standard
sizes of mains.

57. La.ying and jointing W.l. screwed pipe.
I. The following is a general specification for laying and jointing W.I.
screwed pipe :(a) Location of trenches for mains.--All trenches must be dug as far
as possible in straight lines, the angles being formed with square or easv
bends. If pipe is laid in a curve, the curve must be regular and of larg~
radius. The curve must be such that the pipe does not require the application of undue force to adapt it to the curve.
Where pipe is laid over shell-holed or rough ground, cover m11St be
obtained by an alternation of cut and fill.
The bottom of the trench must be smoothly graded. It is best to
avoid level stretches as these collect air.
(b) Protection qf formation.-If there is any chanre of the formation
(where the pipe is banked over) being used as a track, barbed wire or
other obstacles should be erected over the covering at intervals.
(c) Anchorages.-Substantial anchorages must be placed on all slopes
over l iu 10 for pipes over 4 inch,,s diameter.

(d) Frost protection (temperate climales).-A minimum of 3 feet cover of
earth is to be given to water pipes, and 1 foot to pressure air mains. When
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filling in, the smaller stuff should be selected for filling in immediately
round the pipes.
All exposed water piping is to be lapped to a thickness of 3 inches
round the pipe with straw or sawdust.
The whole will then be covered
with crnvas, well bound with wire, and tarred.
Valve boxes will be filled with sawdust to a minimmn depth of 12 inches
above the pipe, but the wheels of stop-valves will be left exposed.
Where pipes are exposed at ditch crossings, the pipe mnst be enclosed
in a water-tight box with 6 inches of manure all round the pipe, and the
level of the pipe so adjusted that the ditch flow can pass underneath the
pipe.
Where a pipe crosses a marshy place or a place likely to be flooded
it must be raised on trestles and lapped as described above.
The rising main of an airlift after it leaves the well need not be lapped,
providing that it is self-emptying.
(e) Jointing.-Pipes are to be screwed right home in the socket; red
lead and oil, or graphite compound, are to be used on all joints. An equal
amount of thread must be caught by the socket on the two pipes.
The protection rings supplied on the ends of new pipes must be saved
for protecting the ends of salved pipes.
Whenever a pipe-end is left open while laying, it must be plugged.
Care must be taken that no dirt is allowed to remain in any pipes
laid.
(/) Valve cliambers.-AII valves and fittings requiring inspection will be
enclosed in properly constructed valve chambers.
(g) Lllarking.-Runs of mains must be indicated by plates lettered as
necessary, attaohed to iron posts in the ground above the mains. (See
Pl.136.)
Valves and fittings will be located in the same way.
Wooden pickets must not be used for marking purposes.
(h) Testing.-No pipes are to be covered or lapped until every joint
has been examined for leakage under a pressure of at least 10 per cent.
in excess of the working pressure of the system.
(i) Isolating vnlves.-On long lines the main is to be broken into
eections, each about 1 mile long. The valves at the junctions may be
stop or reflux-valves, according to the shape of the ground.
(j) IYashouts.-At the bottom of all valleys a tee is to be put in with
a branch leading to a drain-away. The branch is to be plugged.
When a reflux-valve is fixed in a similar position, a tee mu•t be fixed
on either side of it, with plugged branches leading to suitable drains.
(k) Road and track crossings.-Where pipes cross under roads, sufficient
protection must be given against damage by heavy traffic. above. The
pipe must be boxed in, and the road filling carefully packed roun~ the
box before filling up the trench. Special crossings may have to be provided
for tanks.
(l) Repairs to IV.I. pipe-lines.-Leak• in W.I. pipes at the ioints necessitate remaking the Joint. Sometimes pipes split, and then the faulty
part mu•t be cut out and renewed. A rapid way of doinr this is by the
u•e of a sleeve (see Pl. 137), which obviates screwing. The joint for the
oleeve, shown in Fig. 3, can be made either with run lead or lead wool; t~e
latter is, of course, the quicker (see Sec. 60). A substitute for the specrnl
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C.I. sleeve shown on Pl. 137 can be made from a piece of steel or W .I.
tubing about finch larger in diameter than the piping to be repaired.
W.I. bands should be shrunk over the ends of the tube to stiffen it against
the ca ulking necessary to make the joint.
·

2. Cutting, threading, and jointing of pipes. Cidting.-Steel or ·
wrought iron pipe can he satisfactorily cut by holdin15 it in a vice and
using a pipe-cutter. For small pipes, say up to 2 inches, the three:wheel
pattern (Pl. 138) is most suitable, but for larger •1zes up to 8 mches
or 12 inches the multiple wheel chain pattern will be found the most
satisfactory (Pl. 138). For the method of use see Pl. 140. Spare cutting
wheels are essential for both types.
Threading.-Several types of screwing dies suitable for pipes are now
on the market, the most satisfactory being the Beaver type, which is
a type used in the SerV1Ce. With this type one man can screw all sizes
of pipe up to 6 inches, owing to the minimum of friction obtained by the
aid of the narrow cutting dies. It is strongly made, light, and purtahle
(see Pls. 141 and 142). In screwing pipes of small diameter where no collets
(or guides) are fitted to the stock holding the dies, it is advisable to use a
fitter's squsre in or,ler to ensure that the thread is cut truly central to
and parallel with the axis ot the pipe. An ample supply of lubricant is
required . Table K shows properties of B.S. threads for W.I. pipes.
Jointing .-Pipe-ends are screwed for a distance equal to half the length
of the socket which is to join them together; the thread is slightly tapered.
Sockets are screwed in a lathe or special machine, and should be a fairly
good fit on the pipe. A few strands of oakum smeared with red lead
or graphite compound are carefully wound round the thread of the pipe,
the socket then being screwed on for half its length. The socket. is then
held by means of a pipe wrench of which there are many patterns in use,
examples of which are shown on Pls. 138 and 139. The Footprint is used
for small pipes, and a chain pipe wrench for larger ones. Another length of
pipe similarly treated to the first is screwed into the socket. This process,
if carefully carried out, will ensure a perfectly water-tight joint.
For confined spaces or where bends are fitted and there is not room
to turn the bend to screw it into the socket, a running joint is made
(Pl. 145). This means the ends of the pipes to be joined being screwed
slightly lon1,;er than the length of the socket to admit of t,he use
of nuts, by which the joint is made doubly secure. The joint is then
made as follows :-The nuts (called hacknuts) are first screwed on pipes
as far as the latter are threaded, and the socket is then screwed on for its
entire length. The bend or length of pipe to be joined is then placed in line,
and the socket screwed hack on to it for half its length. The hacknuts are
then screwed up to the ends of the socket, and the joint made by a spun
yarn grummet inserted between the end of the socket and the nut, and the
whole screwed up tight.
ScJ'ewing machines .-VVhere a large amotmt of screwing has to be done
tmder ~orkshop conditions, screwing machines niay be advantageously
used. Pl.143 shows u. power~driven screwing machine for pipes of diameter

up to 4 inches. This machine can also he worked by hand through a
back gear, hut this is usually no quicker than the Beaver tool.
T4ese machines can also he provided wit,h cutt.ing-off tools, and when
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power 1s available the operation of both m.:tting off and screwing is cleaner
and quicker than by hand.
When extensive pipe screwing _operations are contemplated, ample
su1>phes of spare <lies must be proVIded, but consumption of <lies will be
minimized if all worn dies are sent to Base workshops for re-grinding.
This is only practicable if designs of screicing tackle are standardized.

58. Orgc,nization

ef labour for 7,ipe-laying.

l. When rapid pipe-laying is desired, as in field operations, the labour
employed must be very carefully organized.
The following instructions show hew the various parties should be
arranged, and the duties of each.
2. Lining-out squad.-Lining-out must ahYa~•s be done by an officer
or responsible N.C.0. The selection of location will be largely guided by
natural conditions. The location to be followed must be selected before
any excavation is made, and clearly marked with pegs. Unless the work
is properly organized it will happen that portions of the trench are dug,
and then the location has to be changed because ot unforeseen difficulties
in the ground. Location must be selected well ahead of pipe-head.
Mains should normally be laid in straight lengths connected with square
or easy bends.
The position of any air-valves, reflux-valves, stop-valves, bends, tees,
&c., must be clearly marked on the ground with iron notice boards. See
Pl. 136.
The line will be marked out with iron mile-posts; half miles should be
marked with smaller red-painted iron posts. The minimum curves and
grades are determined hy the section of pipe used. With heavy section
pipe, considerable cutting and banking may be required in rough country.
When possible, it will be advantageous to locate the line near roads,
railways, or canals, for ease in distributing the pipes along the location.
3. Formation party.-This party digs the trench and makes any
cuttings and embankments required. All the earth excavated must be
put on one side only of the trench.
4. Carrying party.-The pipes are then laid out along, but clear of,
the selected locations, and the special fittings placed alongside the notice
boards denoting their positions.
This may proceed concurrently with the excavation. Pipes, &c., must
be laid on the opposite side of the trench to that on which the spoil is
deposited.
The distribution of pipes along the track requites careful organization.
Usually pipes will be off-loaded into convenient heaps at intervals along
a road, railway, or canal, and thence distributed along location by hand.
If the location is far from the road, &c., further transport in horsed vehicles
may be necessary. In some cases motor tractors can be used to distribute
the pipes along the location.
5. Screwing parties.-Twu of these parties start screwing at the
}-mile posts, and, working away from each other, meet similar parties
which have st.arte<l at other points 1 mile awa~·- 'l.'hus ewr~• rrule length
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can be screwed up continuously from the centre, and the work of screwing
up can be carried out simultaneously over any convenient dstance.
When plans have been made, the N.C.O. in charge of each screwini:
party should have a copy of the plan referring to his length.
6. Making-good party.-A party will work independently of the
screwing parties for work at the ijttings, provision of proper frost protection to the pipe where it crosses roads and ditches, and insertion of valve
boxes. At road and track crossings the main must be boxed in to prevent
damage by heavy traffic above.
When the pipe-laying approaches the position of any fittini;,, it is
stopped one or two lengths short of the fitting, and is recommenced on
the forward side of the fitting, the fitting being connected to the first
length laid. The connection between the rearward part of the main and
the fitting is made by the making-good party, using a connector of the
required length.
The making-good pa1ty also couples up the various 1-rnile lengths,
inserting isolating valves, &c., as may be necessary.
The making-good party must include competent pipe fitters, and be
provided with transport for their tools and fittings.
7. Filling-in party.-Wben the main has been tested, the trench is
filled in, care being taken that sufficient covering a<'ainst frost is secured
throughout its length. Banking over must be resorted to if necessary.
Surplus pipes and fittings will then be collected, and the runs of mains and
positions of fittings marked with iron marking posts.
In hot climates it may be necessary to cover the pipe us soon as it is
laid to protect it from sharp changes of tempemture which. by expanding
and contracting the steel, would break the joints. The joints may, however, be left uncovered for inspection on test.
When sand is nsed for banking, some meltns must be found to prevent
the sand from being blown away. Came! scrub has been used for this
purpose in the desert. In all cases the local vegetation should be induced
to grow on the newly formed bank.
8. It is very difficult to l(ive accurate figures as to the speed at which
pipe can be laid, as so much depends on local conditions, weather, labour
available, &c.
The following tables are, however, given as an approximate guide
(for W.I. screwed pipes):TABLE

Diameter.

I

PiPe
fitters.

M.-Pipe screwing.

La.bourera.

I

Tong•·

I

Approximate footage
each shift of 8 houl'8,

ins.
6

2

4

2

3

2

2 and under

2

16
10
8
6

6

'

4
2

800
1,000
1,200
1,800

/
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N.-Pipe carrying.

TABLE

A G-inch pipe requires 6 men to carry it.
A 1
4
A 3
3
A ~

i

2

In dry weather on ordinary ground, one man carries one 6-inch pipe
mile per day.

TABLE

O.-Pipe trenching.

i. In avera~e ground-free from shell-holes-average weather4-ivch to 6-inch pipe ...
Under 4-inch pipe

. ..

Each man each day
l5feetrun
18

In shell-holed ground, halve above figures.
ii. Normal trench sections are-

3 feet 6 inches in depth by 2 feet wide for 4-inch pipe.
3 /eet Ginches in depth by l½ feet wide for 2-inch pipe.

59. Pipe-laying cradl_e.
1. Varions devices have been tried for speeding up pipe-laying, one of
which is by means of a cradle, shown on Pl. 144. ,ts chief use appears in
night work when swinging the pipes by eye is very difficult; also with a very
little practice pipes can be laid at a greater rate during the daytime, and
the liability to cross threads and do careless work is reduced.
A maximum rate of 18 4-incb pipes an hour and a 1;ood averaee of
15 an hour can be reached. A gang of six men 1s reqwred for these rates,
three of whom should have had previous experience with the cradle.

2. To use the cradle successfully, espccialh at night, it is very important
that it shout,! be packed properly when crossing uneven ground, as otherwise it is liable to distortion under the load of the pipes.
To do this proceed as follows (see Pl. 144)The last length of piping is laid in the rests D, C, the end of the pipe
coming between C and B.
1'he cradle should now be packed before laying the ne,v length of piping
on it.
i. If the pipe takes a bearing at D and not at C, pack up underneath
A until a bearing is j11f-lt obtained at C
ii. If, however, the pi1,e bears on C and not on D do ,wt pack underneath
D, as this will tend to distort the cradle out of vertical alignment. ln this
case always peck np undcrneatl1 C in order that the support may come
directly under the load.
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When a hearing has been obtained under D and C,_fincl out whether
the cradle has a bearing on the ground underneath A; 1f not, support on
packing pieces here also_.
.
.
The new length of pipe has its po11,1t of bala~ce _ver;r near A, and hence
the cradle will not be distorted by weight of this pipe 1f the above mstructions are carried out.
In laying over ground covered with shell-holes, it is often necessary to
have packing that will support the cradle to a height of 2 feet or so.
The adjustments necessary for the successful use of th_e cradle are
quickly carried out, once the men clearly understand tbe1r respective
duties.

60. Laying and jointing C.l. pipe and lead pipe.
l. Practically the onl.v difference between the method of laying C.I.
and lead pipes, and that of W.I. pipes lies in the way the joints are made.
Joints in C.I. pipes can be made either witb-

(a) Lead melted and rw1 in}
or
afterwards caulked
(b) Lead wool
The former is the more usual, and will be first described.
The work is clone by a pipe joiner, but can be undertaken by a com•
petent plumber.
2. Jointing C.I. pipes with lead.-The operation oonsists of filling
the space between the spigot and socket with lead, and then caulking the
latter up tight. In order to rnn the lead a clay jointing roll wrapped
ronnrl the pipe mnst be used. The following are some of the points to be
noted in connection with jointing : (a) The pipe must be central in the socket at the start; this is ensured
by an initial joint of yarn (not tarred), which is well caulked.
(b) See that the clay used in the jointing roll is well kneaded and bas
a rope core.

(c) For lead melting up to 10-inch pipe, one man can manage the
ladle ; 12-inch or over, two.
(d) The whole quantity of lead shoulJ be potued in at one running. It
should be at lenst three times set up with proper taulking
tools (see Pl. 153, Fig. 2). Light sledge hammers should be
used for the larger sizes.
\e) Each caul_ker should be required to stamp every Joint made by
him with a part,cubr mark for reference when the pipe is
tested. In caulking begin at the bottom.
(f) The sockets should be ";ell dried before running the lead.
(g) See that there are no obstructions or dirt in the pipes as laid.
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(7,) After jointing, the lead fringe must be pared off and left flush.
Save all loose lead.
(i) When using lead wool, especial care must be taken over tbe caulking.
See para. 3.
(j) The pipes should be laid with their sockets in the direction of the
tiow of the water, except when descending a h.ill when the
sockets should be reversed, otherwise the lead cannot be poured
freely mto the socket, and an air space will be left.
(k) When digging the trench, joint holes must be left in the approximate positions to enable the Jointer to handle his tools.
3. Lead wool for jointing C.I. pipes is of spe<'ial value for work in the
field on the rare occasions that lead joints are rec1u.ired, since no melting
is required. It can also be used for caulking iron tanks and similar
purposes.
Lead wool cvnsists of fine threads of pure lead, rolled together in the
form of a rope, and done up in skeins. A skein weighs about 17 lbs., and
they are usually packed in 1-cwt. sacks.
The method of use is much the same as for a nm lead joint. The joint
is first partial!_..., filled with the usual hemp yarn (not tarred) wh.ich is
well caulked. A strand of lead wool is then taken and twisted till it
becomes a fairly stiff rope. It is then thoroughly caulked into the space
between the spigot and socket. This caulking is repeated \\~th each turn
until the socket is full to with.in ¼inch, and the joint finally faced up with
" finishing tool.
4. Lead pipe.-The chief objection to lead pipe for field use is its
weight. Lead pipe up to about 1 inch in diameter is, however, particularly
useful for work inside buildings, owing to the ease with which it can be bent
to follow an irregular line, ancl there may be a large amount of plumbing
work in existing permanent buildings at bases and L. of C. depots.
Lead pipes ~hould not be used with plumbo-erosive or plumbo-solvent
water, nor where high pressures or water hammer occur.

Although lead pipe is easy to bend, this must be done with discretion,
or damage will result. The pipe is secured to walls, &c., with pipe hooks,
or is buried in the ground in the same way as W:I. or C.I. pipes.
As regards jointing lead pipe, it may be required to make a joint either
between a lead pipe and a W.I. pipe, or between two lead pipes. In the
former case a special connection is used. First, a ferrule and collar are
slipped over the end of the lead pipe, and the encl of the latter bell-mouthed
out. The collar is screwed internally to take a coned connection whwh
fits the iron pipe. By tightening up the collar against the ferrule, the
cone is forced into the bell-mouth of the lead pipe, forming a water-tight
joint. The joint is similar to the familiar cone-and-socket joint used on
copper, petrol, and lubricating oil pipes.
.
..
To joint two lead pipes, the usual method is the plumber's w1pedyoint.
One pipe is bell-mouthed, whilst the other is thinned at the end to fit, and
the two are held together. The outer surface of each pipe is scraped
bright for a length equal to about 3 times the <liameter from t_he end.
Plumber's solder is then melted in a ladle, and wiped round and mto the
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joint so as to form a ,well. This is done bf hand with_a_piece_of molesk_in,
and requires a certain degree of skill. A pipe may be iomted into the sid•
of another at anv angle by this method.
Lead pipes can also be straight-jointed with ferrules and collars aa
described for l•ad to W.I. pip•s.

61. General notes on pipe work.
1. Laying water mains under water may be necessary at river

crossings, but it is always preferable to take the main over an existing
bridge,or, if the labour be not too heavy, to construct a separate structure.
The usual practice when pipes have to be laid under water is that of
jointing up and lowering the pipe-line from a raft or series d trestles.
W.I. pipes are the best form of pipe to use, since they stand best the slight
bending inseparable from the operation. Even so, if the depth at which
the pipes arc laid is considerable, care must be taken that they are not
unduly sprung, and are well supported by slings till they reach the river
bed.
When possible, information should be obtained as to the nature and
profile of the bed on which the pipe is to lay. If the bed is not soft
enough to give the pipe a good bearing, a channel may perhaps be cut by
pressure w~ter jets. On completion the. pipe must be tested hydraulically
for leakage.
The methods adopted for laying submerged pipes of diameters greater
than those obtainable in ordinary screw-jointed W .1. pipe are outside the
scope of this volnme.
2. Specials.-When careful drawings have been made, the number of
specials required can be taken therefrom. Preliminary dra,vings are
usually sketchy, and it is well to estimate well on the high side as regards
specials.
Table P shows the basis on which specials should be demanded when
large consignments are required for stocking engineer parks, &c., but this
provides a considerable margin for wastage.
3. Main tapping.-!£ is often required to take a I-inch or ¾-inch pipe
off a _mam under pressure. To do this without emptying the main or
releasing the pressure special machines are necessary. One of these is
shown on _Pl. 146. The operation consists in drilling and tapping a hole
m the mam, and afterwards inserting a ferrule with.in a water-tight box.
The operator must be specially instructed according to the type of apparatus
used. Whenever possible, mains should be tapped at the side and not at
the top.
4. ~igh-pressure plpes.-ln operations in a mountainous country
extra high heads may be required, and special pipe must be provided.
Durmg the operations of the British Army in Italy durincr the Great
War, pumps working against heads of 2,000 and 4,000 feet° were used.
Pipes for si:ch services must be of the hydraulic type (see Pl. 147), and, of
course, special care must be given to the joints.
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The greater ease and rapiility with which 2-inch mains can be lait.l m
mountainous country as compared to 4-inch is to be noted, and the use of
the smaller pipe is often possible for gravity mains when the head available
is as great as it usually is in the mountains. For long gravity mains under
heavy pre,sures, break-pressure tanks m,Lst be pru,ided. These can be
made with ,100-g,,llun tank- and, sa,, :!-inch ball-,·ah·es . If the latter are
of the ordinary pattern, the arms ;ill probal,ly requh,· otrengtherung, and
the washers moilification to withstand the high pressure.
5. Expansion.- Iu long pipe-lines, especially when left uncovered,
trouble may be experienced by reason of expansion clue to an excessive
temperat ure range. This effect is naturally more serious in bot climates.
Pipes laid in the daytime, exposed to the sun, contract at rugbt time or
when filled with water. For expansion, allow 0·8 inch each 100 feet of
pipe each 100' F. difference in temperature.
Pipes of standard thickness can usually take up the stresses occasioned
by such Yariations in length. If, however, different thicknesses of pipes
are used and consequently threads are not fully engaged, or if threads are
so damagPd in transit as to prevent their being screwed right home, failure
nLar oc1..:ur.
·Expansion joints may be used, if desired, and should be placed at the
hi gher roints on the line. It is difficult, however, to avoid leakage at
expansion jointR.
6. Maintenance.-On active service much more labour must be expended on maintenance of pipe systems than is usual in peace-time practice.
This fact is often lost sight of. Long pipe-lines will re~uire regularly
organized pipe J>alrols. These patrols consist of a couple of men, mounted if
necessary, who are made responsible for patrolling a certain length of line
ewry day. They must be kept regularly at the same work, so that they
may know their particular length, and take an interest in their work.
All the stores necessary for repairing the line should be kept at selected
pomts, so that there may be no delay in repairing any burst ur leaking pipe
It is also necessary that a telephone system should be organized for
extensiYe pipe systems.
7. Salvage.-Pipes and fittings may be salved by unskilled labour
after a little training. The protecting sockets fitted on the unsocketed
end of new W.I. pipes should be saved for replacement on salvage.
.
Old pipes may be cleaned internally hy the sa,id-:jet . The method 1s
shown on Pl. 148.
8. Hydraulic thrust boring is at the present time comparati".ely
unknown, but will probably revolutionize existing methods of p1pelaying.
Small pits are dug every 150 feet or so, and linked up by pipes pushed
.
through the earth by hydraulic pressure.
The system bas not been sufficiently developed to give further details
in this volume.
9. Dr. Angus Smith's solution is &pplied "" follows :-The pipes
should be thoroughly scraped and brushed free from sand, scale, and rust,
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and receive a coat of linseed oil to protect them while awai_ting the ,lipping
process. They are then immersed in a bath of coal-tar _pitch prepared
the following manner, Yiz., the tar must be boil ed until the naphtha is
entirely removed and it attains about the eonsist~ncy o_f wax, after which
five or six per cent. of m,neral 01l (coal-tar or pitch 011) is added. This
composition is to be carefully heated in a suitable vessel to a temperature
of not less than 400° F., and so maintained during the dippmg of the pipes,
which must also attain the same temperatme at least ten minutes before
their removal from the bath. When the process is complete, the pipes
should be carefully lifted vertically out of the bath, so that the surplus
composition may run off, leaving a t1tin uniform coat (about 1 -bu inch 1n
thickness) on all surfaces of the iron. The pipes are then left to dry on
skids. When the pipes are cold, the coating should he tough and adhere
firmly to the iron. The efficacy of the process may be tested by innnersing
a pipe in clear water for 24 hours, when the coating should be perfect and
the water uncontaminated by the tar.

m

62 . Hot water supply to temporary bat/i-hoi,ses.
1. Pl. 150(A) shows an improvised arrangement that has proved

successful. Forty sho"·er baths are provided, sufficient for 800 men a day.
There are hot aud cold water tanks, each 400 gallons, open, and on the same
level. They and all piping are lagged with tarred roofing felt. The heater
consists of four parallel 2-inch pipes joined together with tees at both ends,
and laid in a trench, similar to that of a field kitchen, at a slope of 1/22.
Brick baffle walls are built to direct the fire up and down over the pipes.
The fuel is either wood or coal, about l½ to 2 cwts. being used daily.
2. The circulation system consists of primary and secondary circuits,
the draw-offs being connected only to the latter. The cold water enters
the system in the primary return, and a siphon is arranged between the cold
water tank and the primary return to prevent hot water reaching the cold
tank.
3. An important feature is the non-return valve close to the hot water
tank on the primary return. This is to prevent the hot water tank being
flooded with cold water if there is a sudden large draw-off for baths. It
1s very easily made "~th materials that are likely to be obtainable almost
anywhere. In its normal position it is open, as shown in the drawing, but
when hot water is drawn off the rush of cold water into the pipe close at
hand clo_ses _the valve and keeps it shut until the system is balanced again.
In practice 1t has proved very sensitive and efficient.
4. The baths ar? fitt_ed with shower~ which, if of the pattern drawn,
are eas_1ly made by tmsnuths . The drnwmgs show two alternative methods
for 6.xmg the hot and cold water for each group of five showers. Tloe
method shown on the right is recommended, as it enables a man to mix hot
and cold water to his liking. In the other, the eolcl water introduced
serves. five showers. Pl. 149 shows constructional details of the bathhouse itself.
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5. 'l'hc arrange1uent i!Justrated on Pl. 150(B) shows a small bath-house
for <Jl!icers or one company. Either pipes bent hot in a coil, or a
combination of bends and sockets (as illustrated), or ewn a single length
of 1-inch or l½-inch pipe, can be tLscd for the boiler. The coils can be
l,1id either wrticalh· or borizontalh·. The ,·ircuits will be on the same
principh· as in the I3rger system.

·

6. For extrnsiYe operations, standardized portable bot water heaters
should be provided from home for field bath-houses.
7. Adjacent steam boilers used for driving power plant can sometimes be m,1dc use of for supplying hot water.
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CHAPTER XIII.

HYDRAULICS.
63. Static pressure.
1. The average pressure intensity over any area A equals the total

p
pressure Pon the area divided by the area, or A·

The unit of pressure intensity is the pouml a square inch, or a square
foot.
In a liquid at rest, the pressure intensity is everywhere the same at the
same depth below the surface, and is _the same in all directions_. If a pressure be applied to the surface of a liqmd, thts pressure 1s transmitted equally
to all parts of the liquid. This is the principle of the hydraulic press, or
Bramah' s pres_s.
Strictly speaking, the pressure at a depth of water should i1,clude that
due to the atmosphere, but for practical calculations the latter is omitted.
Pressure intensities are measured either by the ordinary pressure gauges,
or by manometer tubes (see Pl. 152, Fig. 1).
2. The most common case in considering the resultant pr~ssure on a
submerged area is that of a plane surface either partially or wholly submerged
The total pressure on a single face of a submerged area is equal to the area
multiplied by the depth of the centre ef gravity ef the area below the free su,Jace
and by the intrinsic weight of the fluid .
The following example will show the method of calcnlating the pressure
on an immersed surface. The pressure, of course, acts at right angles to
the surface immersed.
Pl. 151, Fig. 1, shows a dock gate with water on both sides of it. The
width of gate bein~ 20 feet, the depth of the centroid of the -•ubmerged
purtion on the right hanil side is 5 feet, and on the left hand side 2 feet.
The areas of these submerged surfaces are 200 and 80 feet respectively,
so that the total pressures and also the resultant pressures on the two
surfacesare5 X 200 ~62·4 = 62,400lbs.and2 X 80 X 62·4=10,000lbs.
The resultant of the two pressnres will then be a single force of 62,400
- 10,000 = 52,400 lbs., acting from right to left. The magnitude of the
resultant pressure intensity a»d of its distribution over the gate are
indicated in the diagram ; the pressure intensity at any depth is indicated
by the horizontal distance between the surface of the gate and the strnight
lines AC and :fG. The resultant pressme at any depth is then to the left,
and is represented by the horizontal width of the shaded area. Evidently
at all pornts below the lower surface level the resultant pressure intensity
will be constant, since the pressure intensity increases at equal rates on
both sides of the gate . The resultant force to the left each foot run of the
gate is represented by the shaded area ABDE.
3. The centre of pressure, or point of application of the total resultant
pressure on a submerged face, can be found by methods given in any textbook on hydrostatics.
Pl.151, Fig. 2, gives the position 9£ the centre of pressure in some cases
of frequent occurrence in practice.

rn1

64. StrenfJlh of pipes and cylinders.
I. Cknerall,r, for steel or W.I. pipes
pr

'=7'

= internal pressure in lbs./sq. in. ,
I = thickness of metal in inches,
r = pipe radius in inches,
/ = stress per square inch,
= 8,000 lbs./sq. in. for W.I., }
or 12,000 lbs./sq. in. for steel,
(working values).
or 3,000 lbs ./ sq.in. for cast-iron,
For riveted pipes, take efficiency of joint as 55 per cent. for sinl(le
and 70 per cent. for double riveting.
2. l\Iost W.I. pipes are tested to a pressure of 300 or 400 lbs ./sq. Ill.,
but should not be used above two-thirds of that amount.
Pipe fittings such as bib-cocks, &c., should not be subjected to more
than a static head of 200 feet of water.
where p

65. Flow qf water in pipes.
1. There is little scope for detailed hydraulic calculation in laying out
semi-permanent pipe systems. Tbis is due, firstly, to inadequacy of data
with which to work, and secondly, to the fact that standard pipes generally
have to be used.
There are, however, certain fundamental principles which must be
observed, and these will be briefly indicated.
2. Bernoulli's theorem expresses the fact that the total energy of a
fluid (such as water) a lb. in a stream lube is constant.
The energy of a stream tube is the sum of:(a) Pressure energy possessed by virtue of the elasticity of the water.
(b) Kinetic energy possessed by virtue of its motion.
(c) Potential energy possessed by virtue of its height above an assumed
datum.
The case of hydraulic water-pressure mains (such as are used for
working presses, &c.) illustrates the possession of energy in the form of
pressure energy in a far greater degree than in the other two forms, which
in this particular case are generally low.
The conversion of potential energy into kinetic energy in the nozzle of
a Pelton wheel should be considered in illustration of (b) and (c).
Moat pipe-supply problems resolve the1uselves into ensuring that the
water will reach the point at which it is required with sufficient velomty
to give the quantity required.
. .
The passage of water through pipes, in common with other smn_lar
physical operations, demands the expenditure of energy in overconnng
frictional resistances and in the formation of the eddy cmrents inseparable
from pipe flow.
For water to flow through a pipe-line, a difference of head between
two ends of a pipe-line must be available for:(a) Overcoming frictional and eddy resistances in the pipe.
(b) Imparting sufficient velocitv to the wate,· to induce flow.
(B 15250)T
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Bernoulli's theorem (for proof of which see any standard work on
hydraulics) states that

p V'
;-+2g
+ h = constant

where the first term expresses the pressure ener~y a lb. of fluid,
the second the kinetic energy a lb., and the third the potential energy
a lb.
If the suffixes t and b indicate the top and bottom of a pipe-line,
p, Vi
.1."_
Vl
then 10
h, = w
h,.
29
29

+

+

+

+

Now p, = p, = atmospheric pressure (for all practical purposes).
Vt = 0 (in most cases).
Then h,-h,

= ~~ = difference of level between top and bottom of pipe.

This expresses the fact that, if there is no pipe friction or eddy loss
and if the pipe is connected at the top to a pond of infinite area, the velocity
at the bottom is given by V = ✓ 2gh where h is the difference of level.
Practically, the discharge from an orifice in a thin plate is given very
approximately by V = 0·6 ✓'2gk.
3. For flow in pipes this result is modified in several ways. Bernoulli's
theorem involves the idea of a perfect stream tube in which no energy is
Jost either in friction or eddy disturbances-the motion is assumed to be
perfectly regular and uniform.
In practice these conditions never obtain, and in any pipe-line energy
is lost as follows :(a) Loss due to friction and eddy formation at the entrance to the
pipe.
(b) Losses at valves, &c.
(c) Losses at elbows, bends, &c.
(d) Losses at sudden enlargements or contractions.
(e) Loss of kinetic energy at exit.
(f) Loss due to friction in the pipe itself.

Of the above, (a) to (e) can in general be neglected or covered by an
overall allowance-they are small in comparison to (f).
4. The loss due to friction in the pipe by analogy with other forms of
friction varies directly with the wetted surface and with the velocity
raised to some power.
Thus, if p 1 - p, is fall of static pressure in lbs. each square foot over
length ! feet of pipe, and
V = velocity in feet a second,
A = area of pipe in square feet,
P = length of perimeter of pipe in feet,
then (p1 - p,)A = fPlV"
where f is a coefficient,
p
or P1 - P, =fAlV'.
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{ is called the hydraulic mean depth, and may be denoted by m.

If p 1 - p, = 62 · 4 X h where h is difference in level in feet,
f IV" _f'lV" for a circular pipe running full where d is
then h =62·4m - T
diameter of pipe in feet.

If G is gallons a minute discharged,
G= V" d2x6·25X60,
and

V=

G
,
,. x 6·25x60xd2
then
h = f'lV" = f'!G' ,
d
d2"+1
where/" is a new constant.
For practical purposes the formula
f!G•
h = d'x5·5767'
which is of the same form as above (n = 2), may be taken.
Aa before :-h = head lost in feet owing to friction.
G = number of gallons a minute discharged.
! = length of pipe in feet.
d = internal diameter of pipe in vnches.
f = constant (as given below).
Diamele,· of pipe.
Value of f.

½"

l

I

0·016
0·0155
0·015
0·01475
Calculated asfou!.
0·0145
0·014
2½"
0·0135
3•
0·00862
0·008435
3½"
4•
0·00825
5•
0·007925
0·00772
6"
0·00752
Calculated slightly tuberculaten,
7•
8"
0·00733
9•
0·00719
0·00706
10"
12·
0·00680
0·00646
15"
For pipes over 15 inches diameter the formula
h- G'x!
(3d)'
may be taken, symbols as before.
(B 15250)T
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l¼"
l½"
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Table R has been worked out from above constants, but it should be
noted that for new smooth pipes the value of h found from the table may be
reduced by 50 per cent. for pipes up to 2 inches, and by about 30 per cent.
for pipes above that size shown in the table.
It should be noted from the formula

flG•
h

=

d' X 5·5767

that the discharge from a pipe-line of given length and head varies as

d2 .jd, or, in other words, the quantity of water flowing in two pipe-lines
of the same length and under the same head will vary as their respective
diameters raised to the power 2½.
As a practical illustration of this :One 12-inch pipe is equivalent to two 9-inch.
three 6-inch.
One 9-inch
,,
six 6-irich.
One 12-inch
,,
A comparatively slight enlargement in diameter thus results in a
greatly increased delivery of water.
5. Since the friction losses are generally so much greater than all
the rest combined, it is usually sufficient to calculate the friction
loss for the required rate of flow, the known length of main, and an
assumed size of pipe, and to see whether this is covered by the difference
cif head between the two ends of the pipe-line. The difference between
iitiatic head and friction head is called residual head. If V is the
velocity of exit, the residual head would be given theoretically and
approximately by~-

2g

It is generally stated that the residual head at an ordinary tap outlet
should be at least about 5 feet.
The velocity of flow would then be about /2_gh = /64 x 5 ~ 18 f.s.

.

This equals 18 X

0 ·785

I«

X 60

= 5 ·89 cub. ft./minute
= 36 · 8 i;allons /m.inute

for a I-inch pipe, but would be rather less owing to other losses.
It will be seen_, therefore, that the residual head need only be quite
small. The select10n of an otherwise convenient sized pipe may indeed
~esult _in a negative residu;;l head for an assumed rate of flow. This,
1£ small, need not alter the size of pipe used- the only result w-ill be a
slightly di111inished flow.
6. Flow in open channels.-The general formula already given.

flV"

h = 62•4,n'
may be taken for flow in open channels, and n may again be taken as 2.
formula may then be expressed as-

V
h

.

w ere ,

h
=T=
slope of channel,

= C ,lrni,

V

= velocity of flow in feet a sec.

m

=

C

hydraulic mean depth of channel

= constant.

=

-~rea
,
pcmneter

Thi,
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A selection of values of U for various conditions is given belowValue of C.

Character of surface.
m=0·5

m=l·O

m=2·0

Smooth cement, or planed timber....
....
UnpJaned timber, or well Ja.id briokwork ...
Brickwork in bacl condition-fine gnwel well

136
110

141
120

146
125

rammed
..
....
....
....
...
Canals with earth-beds in good condition
....
Canals with earth-beds in bad condition-weeds on

72
50

86

98

62

74

35

46

56

bottom

66. Hydraulic gradient (Pl. 153).
1. 'fhe hydro.ulic gradient is a curve whose ordinates (measured above
the pipe-line) give the residual head at any point in the pipe-line. For
pipes of uniform diameter, the hydraulic gradient can be shown to be a
straight line.
2. Suppose be (Pl. 153) to be any portion of a water main of uniform
diameter supplied by a head h at b. Suppose also that the frictional
head between b antl c is f. Then the residual head at c is obviously cd,
and the hydraulic gradient is the line ad, since ab and cd represent the
residual heads at band c and the gradient is a straight line.
It will be seen that the residual head at c is in no way affected by the
pipe rising or falling above or below the line be, unless the piJJe-li11e runs
over a hill crest and rises above the hydraulic gradient ad (e.g., the dotted pipeline cutting ad at x and x'). lf this is the case there will be negative
residual heads between the points of intersection of the pipe-line and the
hydraulic gradient, water will only flow by siphonage and, at the best,
the full discharge will not be obtained.
3. This difficult:i, can be overcome in three ways :(a) By sinking the pipe in a trench through the hill bet.ween ,,. and x'.
This would not be possible in some cases .
(b) By finding another position for the pipe-line.
(c) By alteriug the sizes of the ,Pipe, and so rlrnn;,~ng t.l1e form 0f
the hydraulic gradieut.
1. The third method is usually the most practicable, and may he
illustrated as follows:·
By a judicious selection of pipes the hydraulic gradient must be made
to assume the form ald. This means that the frictional head between
b and m must be av, and between ,n and c it must be lq. From Table R
the size of the pipes bm and me can therefore be calculated.
5. When calculations show that the residual head at the end of a
pipe is sufficient, the pipe is not likely to be above the hydraulic ~radient
if the ground slope is fairly uniform . But in the case 11•here a pipe runs
Jrst ever flalli.,h groirn<l nncl then down a sf,ep,r slope, it i., imvorltint to see
(B ] 5260;T
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/hat it is not above the hydrauliic gradient. This is a case that can frequently
occur, since a reservoir is very often placed just back from the brow of
a hill. Where this happens, the obvious remedy is to use a pipe of larger
diameter on the flat part than on the steep slope. There is then only
small frictional loss before the crest is passed, and the hydraulic gradient
is consequently flatter than t he slope of the pipe. Sometimes it is not
convenient to provide the two different sizes of pipe. In such a case _,t
is much more important to test the residual head at the brow of the hill
than at the point of delivery.
6. In some cases a siphon may be necessary, as when a pipe-line is
to be laid to connect two reservoirs over ground which is higher than
either water level, and the methods indicated in the preceding section
cannot.be applied . .
In its simplest form the siphon consists of an inverted U-tube, as on
Pl. 152, Fig. 2, and it can be shown that the head producing flow is
theoretically h., - he,
Actually, frictional losses in the pipe and losses at entry and exit reduce
this quantity, and the presence of air collecting at B tends to stop the
flow ; also the legs must run full.
The hydraulic gradient for a gravity pipe-line, as on Pl. 153, may be
raised by a height equal to barometric pressure, or 34 feet. If the contour
blc rises above this new hydraulic gradient, water will cease to flow
at all.
In practice, siphons should be avoided, since they always give trouble
unless arrangements are made for exhausting the air periodically from the
top of the siphon. This may be done with a pump, but is an unsatisfactory proceeding for semi-permanent work.

67, Calculations for pipe systems.
. 1. Elaborate calculations to determine the necessary sizes of the

pipes reqwred to make up a pipe system should be undertaken with due
discretion, since so much of the preliminary data is of necessity pure
guesswork.
The c_hief fault to be avoided is that of putting in pipes too small.
Larger pipes cost little more, and, since in semi-permanent work they
are usually salved when no longer-required, the increase of capital cost is
not of much account.
In nearly all semi-permanent work extensions to the system are
certam to occur, and 1f the pipes used are too small to start with it will
invol_ve_ la~ng additional ones, or relaying altogether. Flll'ther, the
mult1plicat10n of reducing specials means the handling of many different
sized pipes.
This doctrine, however, can be applied only so far as the condit10ns
of the case pernnt. Especially where rising mains are concerned, transport
a_nd other cons1derat1ons may preclude the use of pipes above a certain
size. In such cases it may be better to put down pumps to work at a
pressure greater than would be employed in permanent work in order
to take care of the increased frictional head.
'
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2. In the following paras. the main lines of a water snpply scheme for
a semi-permanent cantonment for two battalions will be worked out,
as shown on Pls. 154 and 155. lt would be unpractical b go into
much detail when the ground is known only on paper, but what is given
here will be sufficient to show how to undertake any similar scheme. Calculations are given at some length, but after a little experience they can
be much reduced.
3. Since it is a paper scheme, some assumptions as to the conditions
must be made. These will be as follows :The cantonment is a semi-permanent one. The main points about the
cantonment and its water supply are that it should be put together quickly
<tt a small first cost, and that it should remain in workable condition for a
few years. Since the occupants will be living under ordinary barrack
conditions, a fairly liberal supply of water should be given. It is reasonable
in a case of this description to assume that an ample supply of water for
domestic services will be expected, and it will therefore be allowed. iv, all
the occupants are subject to discipline, it should be quite easy to prevent
avoidable waste, and the cost of a satisfactory supply for legitimate purposes
is warranted. It might also be assumed that, if a few fire hydrants and a
sufficient flow for them can be provided without much extra expense, they
will be advisable, since the huts are built of wood.
iv, speed in construction and economy in first cost will be necessary,
the piping will be confined entirely to wrought iron screw-jointed pipes,
which are light and easily put down.
4. The scheme, for purposes of comparison, will be worked out for tu:o
different assumed sources of supply. In one will be adopted a ring main
with cross connections supplied from an elevatecl t ank; in the other a
central main with subsidiary rings supplied from a town main with water
in it at 34 lbs. a square iuch pressure equivalent to a head of 80 feet.
A small pump installation would probably be associated with the former,
but that mechanical question is not dealt with here.
15. The quantity of water required each day can be calculated on
the assumption that the following quantities will be used daily at t.he places
mentioned :--

Gallons.
Fittings:20
Basins or taps, at each
200
Baths
40
W.Cs.
40
Urinals ...
10
Water-troughs, each horse
Buildings, in addition to allowance for known fittings therein :Gallons.
1,500
Cookhouses, one battalion
20 each member.
Messes, serjeants' or officers'
5 each horse.
Stables (for cleaning)
10 each vehicle.
Wagon sheds
30
each officer.
Officers' quarters ...
1 000 each battalion.
Institute and dining-room
...
'
F 4
(B 15250)T
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'.Chere i• no need for meticulous accuracy as to numbers in applying these
figures. Using them the followiug quantities are obtained:-

Daily supply of one battalion.
Occupants or fittings.

Building No.

2, 3, 4

6 taps, say

16 vehicles
66 horses ....
....
....
. ...
.... 30 officers, 6 baths, 3 other taps
30 officers, 3 taps
. ...
....
9
10,11, 12, 13 Cookhouses, 1,500; institute, 1,000
....
... .
. ...
54 members
....
....
. .. ,
14
16, 16, 15, 15 30 basins (12 per cent.), 15 w.cs. (6 per cent.), 15
urinals (6 per cent.), per block
....
....
....
40 baths
17
66 horses
IS • .

5
7
8

Supply in
gallons.

120
150
330
2,160
660
2,600
1,080
7,200
8,000
660

Total
Add for miscellaneous uses, say
Unavoidable waste in leaks, &c.

22,860
1,000
1,000

Total gallons daily

24,860

This, it will be noticed, is about 25 gallons a head. Experience has
shown that under similar conditions this would be a reasonable allowance.
Details have been worked out here to give some idea how the water is
likely to be distributed, but in practice it is just as accurate to take straight
away sc many gallons a head. It may be remarked that it is extremely
difficult without constant supervision and some inconvenience to reduce the
quantity uned daily for all purposes below 20 gallons a hearl.. It is difficult
to restrict consumption below this figure, as there are certain habits and
customs which it is hard to stop.
6. In the first scheme, the reservoir for two battalions should contain
at least one day's supply, say 50,000 gallons ; the reservoir should be
preferably in two compartments so as to allow periodical cleaning without
interruption to the supply.
7. In the second scheme, where the cantonment is supplied from the town
supply, the main that is tapped probably has a large town reserve behind
it, so no cantonment reservoir is required.
8. If the figures above be considered in connection with the plans,
it will be evident how the main pipes should run. The main ring in Scheme
A, or the subsidiary rings in Scheme B, should run close to every building
where a considerable supply may be required within a short time. Since
the battalion site plans are nearly symmetrical, a fairly symmetrical
pipe plan will be the natural result, but, generally speaking, it is a mistake
to let symmetry for its own sake have too much weight, as it leads to
,~aste of piping. A _symmetrical lay-out looks best on paper, but since
pipes are buried thio 1s no real advantage, except in so far as it makes the
arrangements less complicated. The number of bends that cannot be
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made with the usual specials, such as right-angled bends, tees, &c., should
be kept down, but all big corners should be cut to save piping.

I
Ii

9. The piping for the alternative schemes will now be considered in
detail. In these pipe calculations it will be assumed that frictional losses
of head are only 80 per cent. of those given in the frictional loss table,
which is equivalent to assuming almost new pipes. In all probability new
clean pipes would be used, but they would be considerably encrusted
after a year or two of use, and any margin on the right side that the
following calculations show would certainly disappear in that time. If,
therefore, the pipes are not new, or lengthy occupation is likely, the full
frictional losses given by this or similar tables should be used.
10. Pipe calculations-Scheme A.

Main a-b.
iii

.,J

-

Length 1,000 feet. Assume two 4-inch pipes (if 4-inch is the largest
size to be allowed). Some likely conditions must be assumed as to
demand for water; say heavy demand in one battalion while there is light
demand in the other. Heavy demands in both arc unlikely to coincide.
The maximum flow would be, therefore, say:Right battalion.
Galls. a min.
120
All ablution rooms in use, i.e., 120 basins = 60 taps
...
.. . 20
Subsidiary ring (10 gallons at c and 10 at d)
Miscellaneous (of which say 10 are flowing in bath-house) .. . 20
Left battalion.
One ablution room in use
Officers' quarters
l\'Iiscellaneous

30
30
20
240

This maximum demand is much greater than one comm".nly assumed,
viz., at the rate of the whole day's supply in 8 hours, equal m this case to
2X24860
·
· f'l
8x60
= say 100 gallons a minute. This latter assumpt10n 1s au Y
true where a considerable population with varying pursuits is concerned,
but in small cantonments of this kind where all are employed on the same
kind of work, there is much more likely to be an exceptional demand at
certain periods on most days. As there is nothing unreasonable m the
calculation given above, it is much better to go by 1t than by any general
formula.
Each 4-inch pipe takes, therefore, 120 gallons a minute. From the
tables, frictional loss= 10 x 2 X 0·8 = 16 feet.
(Note that the factor 0·8 is the reduct,ion already mentioned.)
Thedifferenceingroundlevel being about 170 -134 := 3G, the residual
hea,l at bis 20 feet, which shows that the aso,imed Jlow will be obl,nmed.
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Main b-c.

Length 500 feet.
. .
.
With say 120 gallons flow the fnct10nal loss w11l be 5 X 2 X 0-8 =
(134 - 124)
8 feet, and the residual head at c will be 20 (res. head at b)
- 8 = 22 feet.
Mainc-d-e.
From c to 1st No. 15 block: length 500 feet, flow say llO gallons.
Frictional loss =5 X 0·8 X 1·7 =6·Sfeet.
From 1st No. 15 block to d: length 150 feet, flow SO gallons.
Frictional loss= l ·5 X O·S X ·9 = l ·08 feet.
From d to bath-house : length 200 feet, flow 40 gallons.
Frictional loss = 2 X O· 8 X O· 2 = · 32 feet.
From bath-house toe : length 150 feet, flow 30 gallons.
Frictional loss = l · 5 x O·8 X O· l = · 12 feet.
Total frictional loss = S ·32 feet: say 9 feet.
Residual head at e will be : 22 (res. head at c)
(124 - lll) - 9 = 26 feet.

+

+

At no time will the head exceed about 70 feet. (That is, the difference
in statical head between the tank and e, minus a very small frictional loss
when the flow is very small).
For this main quite a sufficiently accurate result could be obtained by
briefer calculations, thus : Assume that the flow is 100 gallons a minute right through from
c to e (1,000 feet). Then frictional loss= 10 X 0·8 X l ·4 = 11 feet:
and the residual head ate works out to 22
(124 - lll) - 11 = 24 feet,
which is approximately what was obtained before, the error being on the
right side.
·
It would be just possible to use a 2½-inch pipe from d onwards. The
margin would, however, be small, and incrustation would soon occur
in t,he smaller pipe; also it breaks the complete 4-inch ring, and is, therefore,
not to be recommended.
·

+

Main b-f-e.

Obviously its conditions are very similar to those of b-<l.-e, and therefore no calculations are necessary.
Main c-g-h-i-d.
Length 1,600 feet.
Assuming a heavy demand elsewhere, the head at c will be 22 feet and
28 feet at d. The flow required into it under these conditions may be
taken as 10 gallons at c, and 10 at d.
Frictional loss (10 gallons a minute in 800 feet of 2½-inch pipe) will
b~ 8 X 0·8 X 0·2=1·28 feet; therefore the residual head, though it is
difficult to calculate accurately, will be over 20 feet at any rate, which is
auffic1en't.

Assuming a small demand elsewhere and heads of over 35 feet at c and
d, and also a flow_ of 25 gallons a minute (to supply 6 baths) into the pipe
at c and d, the frtct1011al loss= 8 X 0·8 X 1·5 = 9·6 feet. 'l'he residual
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head will again exceed 20 feet and be sufficient.
that a 2-inch main is too small.

Calculation will show

Mainj-k.
A good supply for washing-up is required. A I½ inch pipe will suffice.
Mainl- rn.
Length 300 feet.
The head at I will vary usually between 18 and 30 feet. Flow required
in all the blocks is about 40 gallons a minute , or say an average of 30
up to point m.
Frictional loss (30 gallons a minute in 300 feet of 2-inch pipe) will
be 3 X 0·8 X 7·1 = 17·0 feet.
Therefore a 2-inch pipe will do.
The connections to all ablution blocks will be 2-inch ; to serjeants'
messes I ½-inch ; to bath - houses 2½-inch (these can be smaller
if there are large cisterns to deal with sudden heavy demands); to watertroughs I -inch ; to officers' messes or quarters containing baths I ½-inch ;
and to washing-up rooms, cookhouses, &c., I-inch. Reference to the
frictional loss table will show that pipes of these sizes will give the required
supplies without the loss exceeding a few feet in any case.
The house connections in a town are usually smaller than those just
mentioned, but it must be remembered that in this scheme the head in
the mains is comparatively low (being on the average only about 60 feet)
while in a town it is commonly 80 - 200 feet. It is a common fault in
low-pressure temporary schemes to have the service branches too small.
Much cannot be expected in the way of fire protection from a lowpressure water system of this kind, and reliance is placed very often on
other methods. Provided there is sufficient reserve of water, fire protection
is worth considering in many cases, for, if the domestic uses require mains
3 inches and upwards, these can serve hydrants too. The hydrants should
be placed actually on short 3-inch branches of their own. The rauge of a
hydrant is taken usually as 100 yards, and preferably every important
building should be within range of two. A 4-inch main cannot be expected
to keep more than two hydrants going simultaneously, for each uses over
120 gallons a minute.
11. Pipe calculations-Scheme B.-This consists of a central main
(double 4-inch pipes) and subsidiary rings. It should be noted that these
subsidiary rings use no more piping than would a tree-like arrangement,
but they give a much better supply.
.
.
There is no necessity to give the calculations in as full detail as m
Scheme A. Making similar assumptions to Scheme A as to the flow, the
residual heads ,vill work out approximately as follows:120 g.p.m. Residual head at c = 46 feet.
100
d = 22 feet.
50 ,,
e = 15 feet.
10 ,,
f = 5 feet.
&c.
The t3hort brand1er:s would Le tbe i-;anU' l'liZl'S ax tliu:-;t' givt'Jl for Kchenw A.

Pipe a-c (4-inch) flow
,, c--d (4-inch) ,,
,, d----<l (2½-inch) ,,
,, e-f (2-inch)
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12. Comparison of the schemes.-The following table shows the
lengths of mains (1-ineh diameter and ove_r) used m each scheme; also very
approximately their cost, mcludmg 301ntmg and laJ~ng.
Scheme B.

Scheme A.
Pipe.

4-in.
2-}..-in.

2:-in.
l¼-in.
1:-in.

Length.

Cost.

Length.

Cost.

Feet.
5,000
1,600
650
350
300

£
2,080
400
120
50
30

Feet.
2,700
3,500
1,900
300
100

£
1,130
880
~60
40
10

2,680

2,420

'fo make a just comparison of the costs of the ring and central main
Brrangements, ·the cost of the main between a and bin Scheme A should be
deducted. This amounts to £500, which deducted from £2,680 leaves
£2,180. In this case, therefore, there is not much to choose as regards
cost between ring and central main lay-outs. The former is much better
adapted for supplying hydrants.

68_ Pump hydraulics.
l. The'types of pumps likely to be of nse in the field have already been
described in Chaps. VIII and IX: the elementary theoretical considerations
involved, together with a brief description of their working, will now be
dealt with.
2. Bucket pump (see Pl. 156, Fig. 1). On the upstroke of the plunger
partial vacuum is produced below the bucket, and the water is forced
up the suction pipe by atmospheric pressure.
If h, = suction head in feet of water for any given position of the
bucket, and Atm = atmospheric pressure (in feet of water), then pressure
head on the under side of bucket = Atm - h., feet of water.
When an absolute vacuum is produced, At,n -· h, = 0, or h., = Atm:
and maximum-lift is thus Atrn or 34 feet approximately.
Owing to friction, &c., the suction lift is limited in practice to something over 20 feet.
a

If h, = delivery head on bucket, i.e., height between bucket and outlet
then the pressure head on upper side of bucket
'
= Atm + h, feet,
h., - (Alm - h,)
and net head on bucket = Atm
= h, + h. = H feet.

+
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This explains why, in calculating the static head on a pump, the suction
lift must be added to the lift from the pump cylinder to delivery level.
The above takes no account of frictional resistances, &c., which must
be added to H.

3. S_ingle-acting force pump.:--By the addition of a closed top
fitted with a stuffing box through which the bucket rod works, the machine
becomes a £orce pump for delivering water under pressure (see Pl. 156,
Fig. 2).
4. Single-acting and double-acting plunger pump.-For higher
pressures buckets with their valves are unsatisfactory, and either a piston
or plunger of uniform section may be employed (see Pl. 156, Fig. 3).
So far, each type r-onsidered has suffered from the disadvantage that
it only delivers water on alternate strokes. In the lmcket (<n<l plunger
pmnp illustrated on Pl. 156, Fig. 4, equal delivery is made on both up
and down strokes, if the cross-sectional area of the bucket is made twice
that of the plunger.
A modification of this type in which the bucket valves are omitted is
shown on PI. 156, Fig. 5.
Suction and delivery valves are usually duplicated at each end of the
barrel, each end becoming in effect a separate displacement pump. Such
1mmps are !mown as double-acting pumps.
When gritty water is to be dealt with by this class of pump, pistons
working in barrels are unsatisfactory, and outside-packed plunger pumps arc
better.

5. Pump valves.-The velocity of water through the valye should
not exceed 4 feet/second. For low pressures rubber or composition
discs working against perforated grids, as on Pl. 157, Figs. 1 and 2, are
used.
For high pressures metallic valves, spring or weight loaded, are used
(see Pl. 157, Fig. 3).
Pl. 157, Figs. 4 and 5, show the Gutermuth valve, which consists
of a single sheet of special bronze.
Modern practice favours increasing the number of valves as the best
means of providing the necessary valve areu, the diameter and lift of
each being limited to 3 inches and ¾inch respectively.
High-speed reciprocating pumps with piston speeds up to 600 feet/
minute must have mechanically operated valves, but the development of
such pumps is likely to receive less attention in the future, owing to the
progress of rotary pump design. The best valves for bore-hole pumps ~re
brass balls which pulverise any foreign matter that would put pumps with
ot-her types of valve out of action.
actual
6. '!.'he discharge coefficient is the ratio theoretical discharge, and
with ram pumps of good design and in good order lies between 0 · 94 and
0·99.
The type of pump has a great bearing on the evenness or otherwise of
the delivery.
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The following table gives the average range of velocities for various
types of pumps :TABLE

Q.-Range of velocities-Reciprocating pumps.
Ratio of maximum
'fype of pump.

Single-cylinder, single-acting
.. .
. ..
Two single-acting cylinders, cranks at 90°
Sin!lle-cylinder, double-acting
. ..
. ..
Two double-acting cylinders, cranks at 90°
Three-throw pumps, crank at 120°Single-acting
Double-acting

to mean velocity in
discharge pipes.
3·24
2·17
1·62
1·11
1·09
1·05

7. In a reciprocating pump, if the piston moves faster than the following column of water in the suction pipe, cavitation or separation occurs.
The water however, will overtake the piston when the latter retards near
the end of its stroke, and water hammer then ensues. To obviate this,
an air vessel is used on the suction side, the action of which is as follows :During the first part of the stroke the pressure behind the piston is
reduced, and water flows out of the air vessel. The flow along the suction
pipe is thus reduced, as is the acceleration of the whole mass of water.
This reduces the frictional resistance in the suction pipe, while the pressure
behind the piston is increased both on this account and because of the
reduced acceleration. At the same time, tendency to separation and to
water hammer at the end of the stroke is almost eliminated, and the
discharge coefficient becomes unity, or slightly less than unity.
The suction air vessel is made from 1 · 0 to 3 · 0 times the displacement
of the pump each revolution, and should be placed in a direct line with the
suction pipe without any bends or elbows. The pump speeds laid down
by makers for reciprocating pumps should not be exceeded, or cavitation
may result.
8. An air vessel is placed on the delivery side for the same reasons
as already outlined for the suction side. Delivery air vessels must be
made much larger both on account of the increased head and to
the fact that water at high pressure dissolves an increased amount of air.
They are usually from six to nine times the pump displacement each
revolution.

Large reciprocating pumps will have small air compressors for maintaining the supply of air in the delivery air vessel.
9. Good reciprocating pumps will show efficiencies up to about
90 per cent. on the test bed, but less, of course, in practice. This efficiency
falls off rapidly as the working head is reduced, so that below about
100 feet head rotary pumps are the more efficient. The piston pump,
however, has the advantage of being positive in action, is not so liable
as the centrifugal pump to lose ita water, and has an efficiency which to
a larger extent than in the case of the latter type is independent of speed.
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The following detail shows approximate efficiencies to be expected in
practice:Pump h.p.
Efficiency percemage.
Below 5
50
5 to 10
60
10 to 25
65
25 to 100
... 70
Above 100
75

,,

10. Rotary pumps.-The simplest form of centrifugal pump consists of
an impeller fitted with curved vanes, and mounted on a spindle within the
casing, as on PI. 158, Fig. 1. The water to be pumped is supplied at the
centre of the impeller, and, when the latter is made to revolve by some outside power, the water is thrown off the tips of the vanes by the action of
centrifugal force. The considerable kinetic energy, now possessed by the
water has to be turned into pressure energy, in order that the water may
be forced up the discharge pipe against the static head.
The transformation of the kinetic energy into pressure energy is effected
in the casing, the form of which is as shown on PI. 158, Figs. 1 or 2.
1n Fig. 2, the casing is made of volute form to allow for the gradually
increasing quantity of water flowing from A to B. A cutwater with a
generous amount of clearance is placed at C, to ensure the whole flow
being at once discharged from the casing.
On PI. 158, Fig. 3, the casing is designed by superimposing a volute
chamber of uniformly increasing are& upon a circular chamber concentric
with and of considerably larger diameter than the impeller, but there is
no division between the two. The object of this arrangement is to interpose a free vortex, in which the pressure increases radially from the
centre, between the impeller and the volute chamber, and thus decreases
the shock and eddy losses which occur with the form of casing shown on
PI. 158, Fig. 2. The latter losses are, however, still considerable, even
with the form shown on PI. 158, Fig. 3, which is the general form of a
centrifugal pump.
ll. PI. 159, Fig. 1, shows a pump having a single impeller with open
vanes, and discharging directly into a volute casing or vortel( chamber.
There is an axial inlet on one side only of the impeller, and provision
must be made for balancing the end thrust. The end thrust may be
perfectly balanced by having the vanes open on both sides and suction
inlet on both sides of the wheel, as on Pl. 159, Fig. 3.
In order to reduce slip or leakage of water between the pump casing
and impeller blades, the latter may be enclosed at the sides b)' discs or
shroudings. This type is to be preferred, and may be made with either
single or double-suction inlet, as on PI. 159, Fig. 2, P. It is suitable for
heads up to about 80 feet, and, as thus constructed, efficiencies up to 80 per
cent. may be obtained.
12. For heads higher than about 80 feet, even with a combination of
vorte" and volute chambers, there would be considerable shock and eddy
loss. To overcome this, guide vanes may be fixed around the impeller,
as shown on Pl. 158, Fig. 4, having angles so designed as to receive the
water without shock on leaving the wheel, and to direct it by gradually
diverging passages either into a. vortex chamber oT directly into the
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collecting volute, from which it is taken by the di~charge pipe. ln the
latter case the pressure changes take place entuely m the gmde passages
themeelves.
The pump thus fitted becomes in ever,Y essential a reversed_ water turbine,
and is commonly known as a turbme pUIIlp. The rmg of gwdc
vanes in such a pump is called the diffttser 1'ing, and must be designed
according to the discharge at which maximum e~ciency is desired.
Turbine pUIIlps are usually made for heads higher than 100 feet, and
to effect this are constructed in stages, i .e., a series of impellers are
mounted on the same shaft, each discharging into the inlet of the next.
For efficiency, well-designed volute chambers or diffuser rings on the
discharge side of each impeller are essential. The general type of construction is shown on Pl. 160. Double impellers may be used in order to
balance end thrust, but this involves tortuous and complicated passages, and
an even number of stages must be used. If single impellers are used, the
construction is simpler, but special arrangements for balancing the
considerable end thrust are necessary, and are incorporated in the design
of the pump.
Turbine pumps should show efficiencies up to 85 per cent., and are
constructed up to heads of 4,000 feet, in stages of about 100 to 200 feet
each.
Leakage from sta.ge to stage of a high-lift pump is prevented by brass
packing rings surrounding the shaft between each pair of chambers.
These may require attention when overhauling the pump.
Admission of air on the suc'tion side of a turbine pump is to he guarded
against with the greatest care.
13. The design of impeller vanes and diffusion passages has a great
bearing on the duty and efficiency of the pump. For a detailed consideration of the factors influencing design, the reader must refer to the standard
textahooks on the subject.
It is most important to have a large margin of power in the prime-mover
driving a turbine pump, since the power absorbed, at constant lift, varies
as the cube of the speed. Unless this reserve is available, tronhle will
ensue wh,enever the turbine pump has to he slightly speeded up, and for
this reason the prime-mover must he designed for a specified continuous
overload.
A further cause of overload results from a reduction in the lift at constant speed. In many pwnping schemes a variation in the lift is bound to
occur, either from alteration in pipe friction owing to varying quantities
of water being drawn off the distributing pipes, or because the pump has
to deliver to service reservoirs at different levels. It is a well-known
characteristic of the turbine pump that at constant speed as the lift is reduced the power increases in much greater proportion to the reduction in
lift, thus seriously overloading the prime-mover. If, in the case of an
I.C._ engine, an attempt is made to take up the overload by increasing
engme speed, the former effect comes mto play, and the overload is
accentuated. There are two ways of overcoming the difficulty, either by
reducii)g the speed to suit the lilt, or by_ designing the pwnp for self-regulat10n. The former reqmres that the prune-mov?r is capable of developing
enough power at the reduced speed, and necessitates constant supervision
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and hand operation. Moreover, plants driven by A.C. motors are tied to
a constant speed.
Overload at constant speed is, therefore, 11Bually prevented by throttling
the water in the diffusion vanes: that is, the areas of the openings through
the diffusion vanes are designed so that the best effect is obtained at normal
load, and as the head is reduced the pump is unable to force a large quantity
through the diffusion vanes owing to the high velocity of the water. For
am.all variations in lift this method is quite effective, but where variations
in lift occur of 40, 50, or even more per cent., this throttling in the diffusion
vanes becomes extremely inefficient. In extreme cases it may be necessary to add to the throttling effect by partially closing the stop-valve on
the delivery side of the pum.p.
Self-regulation is effected in the Rees-Roturbo pump by means of
a revolving pressure drum from which the water issues in a rearward
direction to that of the rotation, th11B producing a reactive turbine effect
similar to that in a Barker Mill. If, therefore, the lift is reduced and the
pum.p is running at constant speed, proportionally more water is delivered
from the pressure drum, and the turbine effect is increased and assists the
prime-m.over to take the load.
14. Turbine pumps ordered for a definite service, in permanent practice, will be made up by the makers from standard designs in the best way
possible to fulfil that service, or may be specially designed. Pumps for use
in the field must be capable of employment over a fairly wide range of
conditions. For any standard make of pump there will be characteristic
cu,-ves available from the makers. Examples of these characteristics are
given on Pl. 161, Figs. 1 and 2.
Examination of these characteristics will show that pumps of this
class can be used for a certain range of conditions as regards head and
delivery on either side of those corresponding to maximum efficiency.
Guaranteed characteristic curves should be supplied before such pumps
are adopted for use in the field.
15. The actual working efficiency of the pump is the ratio of the
energy contained in the water delivered by the pump to the work done on
the pump shaft each lb. of water.
Jf Rm be the total head on the pump, Q the volume a minute
in cubic feet, and B.H.P. the power put into the pump shaft, the
efficiency will be
Q X 62·5 X Htn
E =
B.H.P.
'
The total head on the pump, Hm

= H

V'

+ HJ+ 2

feet,
height from fupply tank level to discharge tank lewl
(feet),
.
.
HJ = total friction head (feet) in suction and dehvery mam,
V = velocity of discharge.

where H

H cau be easily determined, while
,·an be calculated.

HJ and

i

(kinetic energy rejected)

V'
For ordinary purposes% can be neglected , but should

be taken into account when the Ji~ is small.

TABLE

.

R.-Showing in feet the head of water consumed by friction in each J00joot length of pipe.
Internal diameter of pipes in inches.

Delivery
gallons
minute.

l
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II

12
13
14
15
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30
35
40
45
50

I

½
9· 181
36·724
82· 629
146· 896
229·525

I

i

l · 171
4·684
10· 541
18· 719
29· 281
42· 165
57 · 391
74· 959
94• 870
117· 124

I

l

0·269
1·076
2·421
4·304
6 ·724
9·683
13•180
17·214
21 •787
26·898
32•546
38·732
45·457
52· 719
60·520
68·858
87· 148
107·590

I

l¼

0·087
0·347
0·780
1·387
2·217
3· 120
4•247
5·547
7·020
8·667
10·487
12·480
14·647
16•987
19·500
22· 187
28·081
34·668
41 ·948
49·921
58•588
67·948
78·002
106 · 169

I

l½
0·034
0· 137
0·308
0·548
0·856
1·233
1 ·678
2·191
2·773
3•424
4·143
4·930
5•786
6·7ll
7 · 704
8·765
11 ·094
13· 696
16·572
19· 722
23·146
26·844
30• 816
41 ·944
54·784
69•336
85·599

I

2

I

I

2½

0·008
0·031
0·071
0· 125
0·196 , 0·062
0·089
0•282
0·121
0·384
0·159
0·502
0·201
0·635
0·248
0·784
0•300
0·949
0·357
1· 130
0•419
1·326
0·486
I ·538
0·558
1·765
0·635
2•008
0·803
2·542
0•992
3· 138
1·200
3·797
1·428
4·519
1·676
5·303
1·943
6· 150
2·231
7·060
3·037
9·610
3·965
12•552
5·020
15·886
6· 197
19·613

I

3

I

3½

I

4

I

5

I

6

I

7

I

8

I

.......,
00

0·064
0•077
0·092
0· 107
0·125
0·143
0· 163
0·206
0·254
0•308
0·366
0·430
0·499
0·572
0·779
1·018
1·288
1·590

0·065
0·074
0·093
0·115
0·139
0·166
0· 195
0·226
0·259
0·353
0·461
0•583
0•720

'

0•058
0•070
0·083
0·098
0·113
0• 130
0· 176
0·231
0·293
0·361

0•041
0·056
0·073
0·093
0·114

0·044

.

60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190

\ ;•.

_.._

-- - ·28· 242
38·441
50·209
63·545
78· 451

8·924
l2· 147
15·865
20·097
24·789
29·994
35· 696
4l ·893
48·686
55•775

2·290
3· 117
4•071

5· 152

6·361
7·697
9· 160
10·750
12·467
14· 312
16·284
l8 · 383
20·6!0
22· 963

1·037
1•411
1·843
2·333
2·880
3·485
4·147
4·867
5·644
6·480
7·372
8•323
9·331
10· 396

0·520
0·708
0·927
1· 170
1 ·445
1•748
2·080
2·442
2·832
3·251
3·698
4· 175
4·681
5·215

0· 165
0·224
0·293
0·371
0·458
0·554
0·660
0·774
0·898
1·031
1· 173
1·324
1·485
1·654

0·064
0·087
0·114
0·144
0· 178
0 · 215
0·256
0·301
0·349
0·401
0·456
0·514
0·577
0·643

0·080
0·097
0·116
0· 136
0· 157
0·180
0·205
0·231
0·260
0·290

I

0·090
0·103
0· 116
0·130
0· 145

N.B.-When new smooth pipe is used, the value of h found from the above table may be reduced by 50 per cent. for pipes up to 2 inche,1,
and by about 30 per cent. for pipes above that size shown above.

...._,
"'

TABLE

R-(continued).

Internal diameter of pipes in inc·hcs.

Deli"ery

gnllong
a

minute.

~00
~IH

220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
320
340
360
380
400
420
440
460
480

3

25·444
2S·052
30·787
:!3·649
36· 639
39· 756
43·000

I

3J-

I

12·700

ll ·5 19

46•:ri'l
.,:r:,SiO
fi3·4fJJ

57 ·248

600
520
540
560
580
600

620

I

l3 ·938
15·234
16· 588
17·999
19·468
20 · 994
22·578
24· 219
25· 918
29·489
33·291
37·322
41 • 585
46·077
50·800
55·753

I

4
5·779
6•371
6·992
7·642
8·321
9·029
9·766
10·532
11 ·326
12· 150
13·002
14·794
16· 701
18· 723
20-861
23· 115
25·484
27 · 969
30·570
33· 286
36· 117
39-064
42· 127
45·305
49·599
52·009

I

5

l ·833
2·021
2·218
2·424
2·639
2·864
3·097
3·340
3·592
3·853
4· 124
4·692
5·297
5·938
6·616
7 ·33 1
8·082
8·871
9·695
10· 557
ll ·455
12· 389
13·361
14· 369
15·413
16 ·4P5
17·613

I

6
0·712
0·785
0 •862
0·942
1·025
l·ll3
1·203
1·298
1·396
l ·497
1·602
l ·823
2·058
2·307
2·571
2·848
3·140
3·447
3·767
4· 102
4·451
4·814
5· 191
5·583
5·989
6·409
6·S43

I

7
0·321
0·354
0·388
0·424
0·462
0·501
0·542
0·585
0·629
0·675
0· 722
0· 822
0·927
1·040

l· 159
l ·284
1 ·415
l ·553
1·698
1·848
2·006
2 • 169
2·339
2•516
2·699
2·888
3·084

I

8
0·160
0· 177
0·194
0·212
0·231
0·251
0·271
0·292
0·314
0·337
0·361
0·411
0·464 ·
0·520
0·579
0·642
0·707
0·776
0·849
0·924
1·003
1·084
l· 170
l ·258
1·349
1·444
l ·542

I

9

0 · 087
0·096
0·106
0·115
0·126
0· 136
0· 14S
0·159
0· 171
0· 184
0· 196
0·224
0·252
0·283

0·315
0·349
0·385
0·423
0·462
0·503
0·546
0·590
0·637
0·685
0·734
0·786
0·839

I

10

0·079
0•086
0·092
0·099
0·106
0·114
0· 130
0· 146
0· 164
0· 183
0·203
0·223
0·245
0·268
0·292
0·316
0·342
0·369
0·397
0·426
0•456
0·487

I

12

I

15

§

I

0·078
0·086
0·095
0· 104
0 · 112
0 · 122
0· 132
0· 143
0·154
0•165
0· 176
0· 188

O•OM
0·059

640
660

680

700
720
740
760
780
800
820
840
860
880
900
920
940
960
980
1000

18·767
l9·959
21· 187
22·461
23·753
25·091
26·4M
27· 876
29· 324
30·809
32· 333
33· 888
35· 482
37· ll3
38·781
40·486
42·227
44·005
45·819

7·292
7·755
8·232
8·723
9·229
9·749
10·283
l0·831
11·394
ll·970
l2·561
13· 167
13·786
l4·420
15·068
15·730
16·407
17·097
17·803

3·286
3·495
3·710
3·931
4·160
4·393
4·634
4·881
5· 135
5·395
5·661
5·934
6·213
6·499
6·790
7·089
7·394
7·705
8·023

1·643
1·747
1·855
1·965
2·079
2·19ti
2 · 317
2·440
2·567
2·697
2·830
2·967
3·106
3·249
3·395
3·544
3·696
3·852
4·011

O•ij94
0·951
1·010
1·070
l· 132
1·196
l ·261
1·328
1·397
1·468
l ·541
1·615
1·691
1·768
1·848
1·929
2·012
2·097
2· 183

0·518
0·551
0·585
0·620
0·666
0·693
0·731
0·770
0·810
0·851
0·893
0·936
0·980
1·025
1·071
l·ll9
l• 167
1•216
1·266

0·201
0·213
0·227
0·240
0•254
0·268
0·283
0·298
0·314
0·329
0·346
0·362
0·379
0·397
0·415
0·433
0·452
0·471
0·490

0·06~
0·066
0·070
0·076
0·079
0·083
0·088
0·093
0·098
0· 103
0·108
O· ll3
O· ll8
0• 123
0· 129
0·134
0·140
0•146
0·152

N.B.-When new smooth pipe is used, the value of h found from the above table may be reduced by 50 per cent. for pipes up to 2 inches,
a.nd by about 30 per cent . for pipes abovo that 8ize shown above.

....
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PART 111.-WATER PURIFICATION.
CHAPTER XIV.

REQUIREMENTS AS TO QUALITY.
69. General considerations.
1. The methods and apparatus by means of which water is rendered

safe for human consumption are among the most important considerations
of the field water engineer. In peace-time, the attention given to analysis
of the crude water is so meticulous, the systems of purification are so diverse,
and the whole subject generally has been so highly developed, that it
might well be thought impossible to adapt the modern science of water
purification to the haphazard conditions of active service.
In order to gain a clear idea of the requirements of a safe water, the
latter may be summarized as follows :A safe water should(a) As far as possible be free from colour, taste, or odour.
(b) Contain no appreciable amount of mineral or organic suspended
matter.
(c) Be neither too hard nor too soft.
(d) Not contain large quantities of common salt or of alkaline carbonates.
The above provisions are what may be termed desirable, and may be
modified to a greater or less extent in each case.
The following requirements are absolutely positive, and cannot be
modified in any way :(a) The water must not contain pathogenic, i.e.,disease-producing
organisms of any kind.
(b) The water must be free from poisonous substances, either
organic or inorganic.
2. The only natural waters which satisfy these requirements are upland
surface waters (the catchment areas of which do not include dwellings or
cultivated lands), deep wells, bores, artesian wells, some springs, and i·ainwater collected with suitable precautions in country districts. Even in
such cases, before the water is used as a drinking water supply without
purification treatment, the area should be carefully examined to ensure
that no pollution of the supply is possible, and a careful examination of
the water, chemical and bacteriological, should be made, if possible, after
a spell of dry weather and. als~ after heavy rain. Practically all other
sources are liable to contallllnat10n with sewage or surface drainage, and
some form of purification is necessary before the water is safe to use for
drinking.
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3. War experience has shown that few waters are so foul that they
cannot be converted into a safe drinking water hy suitable means (see
Sec. 73), but it is only reasonable that the best sources should be chosen,
and that contamination of the source should be reduced to a minimum.
4. In both permanent and semi-permanent purification plants, suspended matter can be removed by filtration and sedimentation, the hardness and reaction (acid or alkaline) can be adjusted by chemical means,
and colour, taste, and odour can often be removed by suitable treatment
with coagulants. On the other hand, bacteria are removed either by
filtration through sand, by prolonged storage, by treatment with oxidizing
substances such as bleaching powder, chlo1ine, or ozone, by the excess
lime process, or by the action of ultra-violet light. In semi-permanent
installations the first two methods are, in general, inadmissible, since the
construction of extensive sand filters or of large impounding reservoirs is
not generally possible.
5. Before extensive purification operations are undertaken, the officer
in charge will be responsible that all the necessary tests of the proposed
water are made by experts, so that the suitability or otherwise of the water
can be judged, and that suggestions may be made as to tbe best way of
dealing with its purification. In this manner expenditure of labour and
material upon an unsuitable plant or the exploitation of an unsuitable
source can be avoided.
It must be remembered also that the crude water of many semipermanent systems will be contaminated and dangerous, and that, in
consequence, any failure of the sterilizing system may be attended with
results disastrous to the health of the users of the water ; hence it is
important that intelligent men with a certain amount of education be
employed to carry out the normal processes involved in the purification
of water. The practice of entrusting this important work to unskilled
labour cannot be too severely condemned, as it is apt to result in a complete
breakdown of the whole purification system at a critical moment or at
any time when the conditions change, such as when a fairly clear stream
becomes turbid through the influx of storm water.
6. The removal or destruction of bacteria is by far the most important
part of the purification process. It is essential to avoid pollution of the
crude water as far as possible, and to ensure a satisfactory degree of
sterilization. The aim must be to obtain an effluent as palatable as
possible and of good appearance, for men will reject a safe w~ter if it has
an unpleasant taste, is turbid or coloured, and mstead will dnnk an
untreated water which may be highly contaminated ancl dangerous,
though clear, sparkling, and palatable.
7. Water for horses is not usually submitted to any preliminary treatment. Grossly polluted water and water containing large quantities of
suspended matter must be avoided, and metallic salts must be absent,
but almost any fairly clear river or pond water may be used in the crude
state.
B. To estimate the suitability of a given source of drinking water
requires (a) a careful examination of the source and its neighbourho_od,
( b) a chemical examination of a sample of the water, (c) a bacter10logical
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examination. None of these three alone will be sufficient to enable one
to pronounce a water safe for use, although any one of th~m may give
sufficient evidence to condemn the source. Thus, (a) the discovery of a
cesspool overflowing into a well, (b) the detection of lead or of_ an inordinate amount of salt in a water, or (c) the presence of B. colt. m 1 c.c. of
the water, would be sufficient to condemn the water; while a chemical
analysis alone might lead to no suspicion of bacterial contamination, a~d
examination of the source alone would not reveal harmful substances m
Molution.
9. For field purposes the process of purification is reduced, generally
speaking, to : -

(a) Removal of suspended matter.
(b) Destruction of pathogenic bacteria.
The main difference between peace-time and field purification practice
is that in the field some form of chemical sterilization to destroy pathogenic bacteria is invariably employed. The chemical sterilizer normally
employed will be chlorine, either contained in bleaching powder (chloride
of lime), or as a gas; this process is known under the term of chlorination.
It is important to remember that the elaboration of practice in peacetime, both of analysis and treatment, is mainly due either to the retention of plant installed prior to the comparatively recent introduction
of efficient sterilizing agents, or in some cases to a sentimental objection
to the use of chemical sterilizers. In war, military discipline enables a
rigorous and universal system of chemical sterilization to be enforced.
So far as is at present known, the action of chlorine on water, during
a sufficient contact period, results in the destruction of all pathogenic
bacteria. It follows, therefore, that water in which a trace of free or
available chlorine persists may be regarded as safe for human consumption.
The process of sterilization in the field consists in the addition of
sufficient chlorine to enable a certain amount of available chlorine
to persist in the water after the remainder has been used up in the
destruction of bacteria and in other ways. The amount of available
chlorine left in the water should not exceed in general 1 part per 1,000,000 ;
anything more than this will render the water unpalatable.
10. 'rhe success of all purification schemes depends on careful analysis
of the crude water both prior to the installation of the plant and at frequent
intervals throughout its operation.
Analysis for field purposes may be classified as nuder :(a) Preliminary analysis.
(b) Complete analysis.
A preliminary analysis determines generally how much chlorine must be
aclded to render the water safe, and whether harmful poisons are present
(see Sec. 74, para. 3). A complete wnalysis shows the exact state of the water
(see Sec. 74, para. 9). A pr~liminary analysis can be undertaken by
anyone with elementary sCientific knowledge, whereas a complete analysis
can only be made by an expert. It is difficult to lay down the exactitude
ancl frequency with which analyses must be made. No unknown water
should be ma<l.e use of without a preliminary analysis, and, moreover, tirne

will olten not be available for a complete analysis before the supply is
developed. In any field purification plant the available chlorine in the
finished water should be checked at least twice a clay.
In waterworks of any size a complete analysis, both of the crude and
finished waters, should be made regularly, and in some cases analysis may
be req uirec\ daily for specific purposes.
All engineer officers and selected subordinate personnel engaged on
water supply work must be able_ to carry out a preliminary 1tnalysis. It
will us,ially be possible to obtam a complete analysis from thr mobile
laboratories maintained by the R.A.M.C.
In the case of extended water supply operations, special water analysis
laboratories might have to be set up under engineer control in addition
to those provided by the R.A.M.C., though the last wore\ as to the suitability
ol " supply for human consumption must rest with the R.A.M.C.
11. A general view of the modern systems of purification and the principles involved is given in Chap. XV, since it is essential to have a clear
idea of the objects aimed at and the various ways in which they are
achieved. Chap. XVI contains descriptions of the particular types of
purification apparatus which have been found adaptable to active service
conditions.
70. Quality of water frcm1 v,mous sources.
1. Rain-water.-This, if collected from roofs in such a way as to avoid
the tlrst runnings which may be contaminated with dust and excreta of
birds, forms a satisfactory, if not very palatable, drinking water. Owing
to the absence of dissolved salts, it is flat and insipirl to the taste. Rainwater is soft, and is liable to contain minute quantities of mineral acids
Jerived from the air ; it is, in consequence, not always suitable for raising
steam, and should not be stored in lead cisterns or used with lead pipes as
explained later.

2. Upla,ul, ,rn,jace waler.-The quantities of dissolved solids in these
waters are generally small, and the water is fairly soft and very suitable as a
drinking water supply. Some upland waters are plumbo-solvent_ or
plumbo-erosive. The main difficulty is the avoidance of pollution.
Drainage from cultivated lands and from farm houses are the main causes
of fouling, and the catchment area should be closely examined with _the
view to detecting and, if possible, avoiding contamination of this kind.
If the water is derived from a peaty district, it will contain acids which
are conveniently grouped under the name of hwmic acids; these are
the cause of the action on lead.
3. Surface wells.-Water derived from surface wells will contain, in
general, a larger proportion of mineral constituents than purely surfac_c
Jrainage, as the water has been in intimate contact with the surface s01l
and the rocks underlying it for a considerable time. Thls water is very
liable to contamination from drains, cesspools, middens, and even from
streams in the neighbourhood of the well. No such source of contamination should be allowed within at least 100 feet of the well, the distance
varying according to the nature of the ground ; moreover, such pollution
is more likely to occur when the well is below the contaminated source 1µ
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the direction of the flow of the underground water. No water should gain
access to the well except at the bottom, when the water will have undergone filtration through the surface strata. Thus the well should not be
in a place liable to floods ; the top should be efficiently pro~ected by a wall
or coping and a cover, and the pump should be at such a distance from the
well that no dirty water can flow back into the well. Unfortunately
these conditions rarely hold, and, in consequence, wherever possible, well
water is avoided as a drinking water supply unless it can be sterilized.
4. Surface springs.-The conditions under which contamination can
take place are similar to those noted in the case of surface wells.
5. Rivers and streams.-The quality of the water in rivers and streams
is very variable. In steady reaches and in dry weather sedimentation
takes place, and the beneficial effects of storage in causing a diminution
in the nnmbers of bacteria may also be noticed, so that the water may
become clear and bright, and the percentage of dissolved matter increases.
River water is more liable than most other natural waters to change of
character and composition ; thus after rain, owing to the influx of surface
drainage, the water becomes turbid, and the proportion of organic matter
increases, while that of mineral matter in solution decreases. In time of
flood or after heavy rain, the water may become thick and muddy, and
reaches, which in dry weather are steady, may in a small river
become swollen and rapid . Rain following a long spell of dry weather is
particularly liable to induce pollution of river water, since ditches which
have been accumulating filth or drainage from farms and manured land
all contribute their share of organic and bacterial contamination, while
the organic matter is further increased through the stirring up of the muddy
bottom in times of flood.
Rivers still receive sewage effluents, and in country places it is common
to see the untreated drainage and storm water from the roads conducted
directly into the stream. In view of these facts some kind of treatment
is imperative if river water is to be used as a source of drinking water.
In most cases the volume of polluted water which gains access to a river is
small in comparison with the flow of the river, so that a great deal of the
organic matter becomes oxidized on dilution with the large volume of
aerated river water.

6. Lakes.-Lakes are practically storage reservoirs of river water. The
water gradually deposits its suspended matter, aeration takes place, and
the harmful bacteria tend to die out. Lakes in mountain districts form
excellent sources of drinking water. Water should be taken from the lake
as far as practicable from the inlet of the lake, so as to take advantage of
the sedimentation and storage of the water in the lake.
7. _Ponds.-Quite small and dirty ponds, containing a large amount of
orgamc matter, have been used as sources of drinking water when no
better supply was available (see Sec. 73). In such cases contamination
is obvi_ous, rigorous methods of purification are necessary, and a careful
superVIsion of the effluent is essential.
It is advisable, where possible, to fence in the sources of supply to
prevent ~athing and washing in the water, and to take steps to reduce
or to avoid altogether sources of contamination.
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8. Deep wells, bores, and artesian welk-If properly constn,cted, there
ohould be no contamination in the water from these wells. The water is
generally clear, and contains little or no organic matter, while the quantity
of dissolved solids is comparatively large. If the well passes through an
upper water-bearing stratum the lining should be impervious so as to
avoid mixing with the less satisfactory water of this stratum. Occasionally
the water from deep wells varies in quality, and it may at times be seriously
contaminated owing to fissures in the rocks which admit surface water.
Should it be necessary to find out whether a stream or other water is a
source of pollution or not, this may be done by adding to the suspected
water a quantity of common salt, of a lithium salt, or of fluorescein. The
main water supply is then tested frequently, and the appearance of excess
of chlorides, or of lithium (which can be detected in extremely minute
quantity by the spectroscope), or of the dye in the water supply is proof
that the supply receives water from the contaminated source. It does
not follow, however, that the supply receives bacterial contamination
from this source, as it is conceivable that, while the salts or the dye can
pass through the strata from one point to the other, bacteria may be
filtered off. A more definite proof can be obtained by infecting the suspected source of pollution with a culture of a hardy, prolific, and harmless
organism such as B. prodigiosus, which can readily be detected (producing
a bright red coloration). One disadvantage of this method is that the
microbe may be difficult to get rid of when once introduced into a water
supply.
71. Nature of impurities found in water.
l. Since practically all substances are soluble to a greater or less extent
in water, pure water does not occur in nature. Thus, pure drinking water
means a water which, though containing perhaps considerable quantitiM
of suspended matter and some bacteria, is not unpleasant to taste or
smell, is not unduly coloured, and which can be drunk continuously withal.it
affecting the health. It follows that the word impurities may be misleading wtless everything which is not H,O is regarded as an impurityanJ this would include oxygen, carbon dioxide, calcium bicarbonate,
and many other things which are either harmless or even actually beneficial-or unless impurities are divided into harmless and l,arnifulimpurities
-and this would need to be further modified, as substances such as
common salt, calcium sulphate, and others are quite harmless in small
quantities, while in larger quantities they render the water unfit for
drinking. It is better, therefore, to speak of a safe rather than of a J>Ure
drinking water, and to divide the foreign substances in water mto
the four classes :--(a) dissolved substances, (b) colloidal matter,
(c) suspended matter, (d) micro-organisms.
2. Dissolved substances.-The chief gases in the air are oxygen,
nitrogen, and carbon dioxide. Of these, nitrogen is present in the largest
proportion, but its solubility is only 2 per cent. in water, and it ha_s_ no
effect upon the tllste or other properties of the water or upon its potability.
Oxygen is more soluble, and is usually present in natural waters unless
pollution with sewage or decomposing organic matter has occurred,_ or
unless reducing agents such as ferrous salts are present. Carbon d10xide,
although present in the atmosphere only to the extent of about O·04
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per cent., being more soluble t-han the other constituents, is generally
present in water in the free or combined stat~, or m both cond1twng.
Water without dissolved gases, for example, bmled 01 d1st1lled water, 1s
flat and insipid to the taste, and steps are generally taken to aerate su?h
water before it reaches the service reservoir. Some natural waters contam
considerable quantities of carbon dioxide, and, if risin~ from s?me depth,
the water may be slightly effervescent-. In manufac_turmg districts sulphur
dioxide and oxides of nitrogen are present in the an, and the last may be
present in the air over the country or the sea, especially after a thunderstorm. 'rhese gases are dissolved by the rain, which then contains traces
of sulphurous, sulphuric, and nitric acids. The acids are not present m
quantities sufficient to render the water harmful for drinking, but their
prolonged act.ion on the metals of boilers, tanks , and service pipes may
give trouble. Some waters contain variable quantities of sulphuretted
hydrogen arising from the decomposition of organic matter containing
sulphur or from the action of certain bacteria such as the fungus (regarded
by some authorities as a bacterium) Beggiatoa alba and some species of
Ohara (a cellular aquatic cryptogam). This gas gives the water an unpleasant odour (rotten eggs) and a sweetish taste, and, while it may be c,f
service medicinally, such water is unfit for drinking purposes. Small
quantities of the gas may be removed from water by oxidation, as described
later.
The quantity of solids which may be present in solution in natural
waters varies in freshly collected rain-water from the merest trace to
several hundred parts in 100,000. As the materials of all rocks and
soils are soluble to a slight extent in water, the quantity and character
of the dissolved salts will depend upon the geological formation from
which the water is deriYed, upon the time that the water has been i11
contact with the materials, and upon several other factors. 'l.'hus river
water, which often contains considerable amounts of surface drainage,
will, in general, have a lower content of dissolved salts than the water
of wells and springs in the same district; similarly, after rain a river
water will contain a smaller proportion of dissolved matter than after
dry weather. Wells near the sea often contain very large quantities of
dissolved salts owing to the infiltration of sea water.
3. The salts most con1monly occurring in natural waters are carbonates,

sulphates and chlorides of calcium, magnesium, and sodium ; silica is
sp_armgly soluble in water and, being a constituent of nearly all rocks and
soils, 1s generally present to the extent of about 1 or 2 parts in 100,000.
Sa_lt~ of calcium and magnesium render the water hard, and waters contammg mu_ch of these salts cause waste of soap when used for washing ;
they also give trouble when the water is used in steam boilers. A certain
quantity of these salts is an advantage in drinking water, rendering it
more. palatable, but very hard waters are said to cause constipation,
especially to people who are unaccustomed to their use .
4._ Over 100 parts of calciurn sulphate in 100,000 have been found in
certam wat_ers, but the ';[Uantity is usually below 10 parts.
Magnesium sulphate is a Jess frequent constituent, and rarely exceeds
~ or 4 parts m 100,000, exce]'t in medicinal springs such as those at
F-'psom.
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Gcilcium and magnesium chlorides rarely exceed 5 p:trts in 100,000, and
are frequently :tbsent.
Galciu,n carbonate is almost insoluble in water, and 11u,gnesium carbonate
is only very slightly so, but water containing carbon dioxide dissolves
these substances fairly readily, forming soluble bicarbonates, so that these
last may be present to the extent of 50 or more parts in 100,000, and
are rarely entirely absent even in surface waters.
Sodium salts are generally present in natural wate1·s, and may be derived
from rocks or soil; the chloride in addition is sometimes derived from
sea spray, which may be blown many miles inland, by infiltration of sea
water, or from sewage.
Sodi11,n bicarbonate is found in considerable quantities in some deep
wells and bores, notably in Flanders, and is supposed to be due to the
interaction of sea water with chalk.
Sodi111n nitrate is present in most waters in very minute quantity.
Sodium salts have no harmful effects when present in drinking water;
they do not render the water hard, and they do not affect steam-boilers,
but water containing much carbonate or sulphate of sodium may have a
saline taste and may exert a purging action, while about 50 parts of common
salt in 100,000 renders water perceptibly brackish. The only known
method of removing sodium salts when present in excess is by distillation,
and this is generally too costly an expedient except at sea (see Sec. 88).
5. Salts of iron occasionally occur, usually in the ferrous state as ferrous
sulphate or carbonate. It is generally advisable to take steps to remove
iron when present, as it gives trouble by producing a brown coloration
or precipitate on oxidation, and also encourages the growth of certain
organisms which give an unpleasant colour and odour to the water, and
which may lead to blocking of service pipes. The removal of iron uy
oxidation and filtration is referred to in Sec. 80, para. 5. Orenothrix can
multiply rapidly in waters containing only very small quantities of iron
salts. The iron is secreted in the cells, is there oxidized, and the filaments
of the organism, with the contained precipitated ferric hydroxide, give a
brown colour to the water and render it turbid. The threads attach
themselves to the interior of the pipes, die and become hard, and so gradnally
reduce the bore of the pipes. The only certain method of getting rid of such
organisms is to free the water from iron compounds.
6. Ammonia..-Free or saline ammonia is almost always presrnt in

natural waters ; it is derived partly from the decomposition of organic
matter containing nitrogen. It is rarely present in greater quantities
than 0 · 2 parts in 100,000. Certain bacteria in the soil convert amm?ma
into nitrates, n.nd the reverse action can occur when water comes mto

contact with reducing agents.
Albuminoid ammonia.-Other nitrogen-containing organic substances in
water are reckoned as albuminoid ammonias ; some of them may actually
be substituted ammonias but all substances (except salts of the base
ammonium) which yield ~mmonia when distilled with alkaline perman·
ganate solution are included in the term. These substance_s result ~o~
the decomposition of organic matter, hence sewage contams relative!)
largr <JuantitirH of albuminoid ammonias; it doC's not follow, howC'ver,
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that water containing much ammonia is contaminated with sewage. The
quantity generally found in water is below 0· 1 part in 100,000.
7. Nitrates.-The source of nitrates in water is probably animal refuse,
ammonia being first formed by the decomposition of animal matter,
and this is then oxidized to nitrates by the agency of nitrifying organisms.
Nitrites.-One source of nitrites in water is undoubtedly sewage, but
nitrites may arise as an intermediate product of the oxidation of ammonia
to nitrates or of the reduction of nitrates to ammonia . The quantity of
nitrite present seldom exceeds a trace.
8. Potassium salts are sometimes found ; these are, like sodium salts,
quite harmless except in unusually large quantities.
9. Salts of the heavy metals.-Small quantities of zinc, copper, lead, and
other metallic salts occur occasionally in water; such water should not
be used for drinking. Methods are available for removing poisonous
metals from drinking water, but it will seldom, if ever, be necessary to
make use of them, since such waters will usually be rejected in favour of
uncontaminated water.
10. Colloidal matter .-Between solutions proper and suspensions lies
the class of so-c!'lled colloidal solutions. Colloidal solutions pass unchanged
through ordinary filtering media, but the dissolved substance is unable
to pass through parchment membranes. The dissolved substance in
a true solution is separated into particles of molecular dimensions, while
in a colloidal solution the particles are aggregates of molecules. In suspensions the particles are of sensible size, can be distinguished with
the naked eye or with microscopes of low power, and can be filtered off by
ordinary filtering media. Certain organic substances with extraordinarily
large nnd complex molecules do not form true solutions, but mix with water
and other liquids, forming colloidal solutions; such are gelatin and albumen,
and probably certain decomposition products of animal and vegetable
substances. Thus, a water which has been polluted with sewage or with
drainage from farms may contain colloidal organic matter. Very finely
divided clay also forms a colloidal solution with water, so that muddy
streams in clayey country may prove unfilterable.
Under certain conditions the particles of a colloidal solution coalesce,
and the colloid is precipitated, often in a finely divided state. Colloidal
substances give colour and an earthy unpleasant taste to water, and it is
to remove these substances that coagulants such as aluminium hydroxide
are used. The action of coagulants is partly mechanical, capturing and
draggmg down the fine suspended particles, and partly physical. Colloidal
precipitates, like aluminium hydroxide, are able to absorb dissolved substances, hence the colouring matter of the water and compounds giving
an unpleasant taste are removed by the use of a coagulant.
11. Suspended matter.-The suspended matter in water consists of
fine mineral particles, vegetable and animal debris, living plants such as
algre, diatoms and so forth, and water animalculre. None of these is
desirable in a water supply, and they can be removed by sedimentation
and filtration.
12. Mi_cro-o~ganisms.-Bacteria, protozoa, and other microscopic
forms of hfe, ammal and vegetable, can flourish and multiply in water
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containing dissolved salts and organic matter, consequently it is rare to find
natural water entirely free from them. River and pond waters often contain many thousands of bacteria each cubic centimetre. Some bacteria are,
as far as is known, harmless in drinking water, while others multipiy in
the blood and other flwds of the body and produce disease. The chief
water-borne diseases are Various forms of diarrhooa, dysentery, enterir.
or typhoid fever, and cholera. The transfer of the germs of disease from
one person to another can, of course, take place in many ways ; waterborne diseases are conveyed through the contamination of the water
supply by the excreta of persons either actually suffering from the disease,
or who, though infected by the bacteria, have obtained immunity from
the disease ; such persons are called carriers of the disease. On this
account water which is contaminated, however littl~, with sewage is to
be regarded as potentially dangerous, as the bacteria are capable of surviving in water for considerable periods, and any healthy person drinking
such water is liable to contract the disease.
Bacillt1s coli is an invariable constituent of the flora of the human
intestine, and, fortunately, this bacillus is fairly easily detected. Also B.
coli appears to be more robust than the water-borne bacteria which cause
disease. Hence if a given water is shown to be free from B. coli, it is fairly
safe to assume that the water is uncontaminated with sewage and with
intestinal organ.isms.
The eggs and embryos of certain parasitic worms existing in some waters
may also cause disease. It does not necessarily follow that a process that
will destroy bacteria will also destroy these organ.isms, and in tropical
" countries the matter should be given special attention.
13. Hardness.-Hardness due to chlorides and sulphates of calcium
and magnesium cannot be removed by boiling, and is te1med permanent
hardness.

Calcium and magnesium carbonates are dissolved by water containing
free carbon dioxide according to the equation
H,O
CO, = Ca(HCO,),.
CaCO,
The calcium (or magnesium) bicarbonate produced is soluble in water.
On boiling, the reverse action takes place, and chalk (or magnesium carbonate) is precipitated. In the case of magnesium carbonate .the salt
is pa,tially hydrolysed, and a basic carbonate is form~d and pre~1p1tated.
Thus hardness due to these salts is removed by b01hng, and 1s termed

+

+

temporary hardness.

. .

Hard water reacts with soap (sodium stearate or oleate), givrng an
insoluble calcium or magnesium soap (calcium or magnesium stearate
or oleate) which forms a scum on the top of the water,
e.g., calcium sulphate + sodium stearate = calcium stearate (scum)
sodium sulphate.
Thus, before a lather can be formed a certain amount of soap is used
up to precipitate the calcium and magnesium salts in the water.
14. Steam boilers.-(a) Magnesium chloride, .and to a certain ~xte1:1t
calcium chloride, is hydrolysed by hot water, givrng free hydrochlonc acid
as shown by the equationMgCl,
2H,O = Mg(OH), 2HCl.

+

+

+
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The aci<l so formed corrod~s the boiler plates, the action being electrolytic. The metal of the plates and that of the. rivets being in different
physical states act as the poles_ of ~n electrolytic ~ell, and one or other
goes into solution; thus corroswn 1s produced. Smnlarly, though to a
less extent. acid waters from peat are unsuitable for use m boilers unless
the acid be first neutralized.
(b) Calcium sulphate is much less soluble in hot water than in cold,
and at any temperature above boiling po_int is aln;ost insolu?le: Thus,
waters containing calcium sulphate deposit this sait on the mside of a
boiler, and, in time, a thick adherent coating is formed which acts as a
non-conductor of heat and which is hard and difficult to remove.
(c) The bicarbonates of calcium and magnesium, as shown above, are
decomposed on heating, but the precipitated carbonates do not, in general,
form an adherent scale, and the particles are more easily removed than
the calcium sulphate scale.
The water for use in steam-boilers should be softened if hard, and
neutralized if acid.
Sodium chloride does not cause corrosion of boilers, but if much be
present brass fittings are corroded, and a green deposit forms on them.
15. Plumbo-solvency and plumbo-erosion.-Peaty water contains
the so-called humic acids produced by certain bacteria which flourish in
the soil. Such water dissolves lead, and, as lead is a cumulative poison,
it is necessary to take steps either to a void lead service pipes with snch
water or to remove the acids by neutralization. Dr. Houston found that
variation in the speed of flow of water in lead pipes made lit.tie difference
in the amount of lead dissolved. Hard water, unless containing a large
excess of carbon dioxide, does not dissolve lead, but forms a protective
coating of basic lead carbonate on the inside of the pipes, similar to that
produced by the action of the air on the outside. This protection is also
formed by the action of hard waters containing excess of carbon dioxide after
a time : their power of acting upon lead then ceases. The basic lead carbonate would be removed by the action of any acids in the water, so that
water which has passed over certain minerals such as pyrites, and the
water from coal workings, is plumbo -solvent in consequence of the n111;eral
acids present in such water. Plumbo-solvency is removable by mixing
the acid water with suitable quantities of hard water or by neutralizing
the acids with sodium carbonate or with lime.
The term plumbo-erosive is applied to waters which form scaies of a
hydrated oxide of lead on clean lead. The scales are not soluble in water,
but neither are they adherent, so that the compound is carried on by the
stream of water, and the surface of the lead is further eroded. Since the
compound is insoluble it is probably not a cause of lead poisoning, but
the damage to pipes caused by such waters is considerable. The action
appears to be due to dissolved oxygen, so that any water which is not
capable of producing _a protective coating on the lead may be plumboeros1_ve .. Such are ra1U-water and soft waters in general. A proteC'tive
coatmg 1s produced by waters containing common salt, ammonium carbonate, chalk, calcium or magnesium carbonates, or alkaline salts. Some
1vaters which contain only small quantities of plumbo-protective substances
may become erosive as they pass along the pipes, and the erosion, once
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atartcd, continues. Again, a water which is normally without action on
lead may become dangerous through a change in the relative volumes of
some of the feeders of the supply.
Both fon:na of activity_ may occur in the same water, but, fortunately,
both forlllS can be remedied by the same treatment. Filtering through
chalk tends to neutralize the acids and to mduce a certain amount of
temporary hardness, and, if this be followed by the addition of sodium
carbonate, the formation of a protective coating on the lead is ensured.
The action of a water on lead is tested as follows :-A strip of sheet
le~cl is scraped to e:'Pose a bright surface, another strip is left covered
with the film of basic carbonate formed by the previous action of moist
air on the lead. The strips are allowed to stand for 24 hours or more in
separate beakers of the water to be tested. If the surfaces of the strips
are altered, plumbo-solvency or plumbo-erosion is to be suspected. Erosion
will be indicated by the presence of white basic lead carbonate (insoluble)
in the water, and solvency can be confirmed by removing the strips and
adding to the water a solution of sulphuretted hydrogen when a darkening
of colour shows the presence of lead.

72. Ohemica! treatment lo destroy bacteria.
1. In all semi-permanent water supply schemes it is neceiwny to

employ some form of chemical sterilization ; the only alternatives, storage
of the water until the bacteria have bad time to die out, or slow filtration
through a film of bacterial or algal origin, are not generally possible,
Bacteria may to some extent be removed by filtration of the wa.ter through
an artificial film formed on the sand of a pressure filter, hut with a plant of
this character it is advisable to make doubly certain by the use of chemical
sterilization.
2. This being so, it is obvious that sources may be used which are far
more contaminated than would be admissible if chemical sterilization
were not employed. Whilst every care should be taken to avoid unnecessary pollution of the supply, it is a mistake to undertake a costly piece of
work to escape some small but unavoidable fouling, the evil effects of
which will bo easily and efficiently removed by the chemical treatment
(see Sec. 73).
3. In the case of wells and strealllS from which men can obtain their
own supplies of drinking water under fortuitous con~ti~ns, the sour~e
should invariably be put out of bounds as a source of '!-rmking water, or it
should be placed under a warden whose duties should mclude the addition
of a given proportion of bleaching powder or other suitable substance to
all water taken from the source.
4. In examining a well or spring it must be remembered that ~he source
may be considered as liable to pollution from any cesspools, drams, d?nghills and so forth situated within a range of 100 feet or more, especially
if these are above the well or spring in the direction in which the un_dergwund water flows. Pollution from flood water should not be possible,
and the acceBB of dust, small animals. and surface water should be pr!vented
by the construction of a satisfactory wall or coping and by covermg the
(B 16250)T
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well. Where the strata overlying the water-bearing. strata _are li3:ble to
fissures, contamination from points at a considerable d1s_tance 1s possible.
In the case of rivers and streams tmavo1dable pollut10n, such as sewaee
outfalls and storm water from roadways, should be diverted, if necessary,
so as to enter the stream below the intake of the waterworks .

73. Examples of safe use offoul water after stel'ilization.
1. Immediately after the advance on the Somme in 1~16, a sterilizing

lorry was set to work in a marsh. The _stream used dramed a vall~y m
which there had been dug-outs and horse Imes, so that the water was highly
unsatisfactory in the crude state. It was treated with alum and bleaching
powder, and a clear and palatable drinking water was obtained and formed
the main supply of the district for two or three miles round. lt was only
when the weather became warm that a dead horse was discovered partly
buried in the mud of the marsh directly above the intake of the sterilizer
and not twenty yards away. This did not interfere with the production
of potable water. Had it been considered necessary to a void this source
of contamination, either it would have resulted in the abandonment of the
water point, or great expense would have been incurred in making a road
across the marsh, and this would have involved great delay at a time
when every hour was of importance. One dead horse would have been
avoided probably only to incur pollution through greater proximity to
several others.
2. A sample of the water from a well in the Somme area after the
retirement of the enemy pointed to a very serious organic pollution. As
water was scarce, the well was further examined, and the body of a calf
in a fairly advanced stage of decomposition was recovered. The well was
dosed with a strong solution of bleaching powder and partially emptied
two or three times; the water was finally used, without ill effects, for
drinking, chlorination before use, of course, being insisted upon.
3. A very foul stream was used immediately after the battle of Messines.
This was almost an open sewer, receiving drrunage from camps and
horse lines and surface drainage from foul ground which had for a long
time been just behind our lines. A potable though not palatable water
was obtamed by alum sedimentation, followed by filtration and chlorination, and no cases of water-borne disease were reported.
. 4. Upon several occasions, particularly in the summer of 1918, pond•
in fields, fiax-retting )'its, and even moats surrounding farmhouses into
which most of the dramage of the house could percolate were used in conjunction with alum sedimentation, filtration, and chlorination. In one case
the pond water was extremely foul and greenish brown in colour, yet a
potable and safe water was prepared. The possibility of making use of
fonl ponds and also streams was undoubtedly of great military importance .

. .5. The foregoing examples are quoted in order to emphasize the possib1hty of usmg, with adequate treatment, sources which in peace-time
would be utterly condemned.
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74. Water analysis.
I. Some of the tests which are to be found~ books upon water analysis
are of little mterest to those concerned mth senn-permanent water supplies ;
such tests are estimation of the colour, turbidity, specific gravity, and
elect.ri<'a 1 conductivity. These tests, if regularly carried out, give warning
of the change of character of the crude water which is very valuable when
slow sand filtration is employed. The first two, ·also, when carried out on
both crude and finished water, form an interesting record which looks well
on paper, rind which appears to the uninitiated to indicate the degree of
purification attained. Tests of more value are those for acidity or alkalinitv, chlorine absorption, hardness, chlorides, ammonia, nitrates, nitrites,
solids (total, suspended, and dissolved), iron, other metals, anrl perhaps
gases. The tests are not of equal value, and the relative values attached
to the different tests by different authorities are not the same. A check
upon the purification process and such informa.tion as will assist in the
choice of a suitaule method of treatment is all that is required in the
installations contemplated, and an elaborate analysis is not necessary.
2. Sampling.-In taking a sample, if only a chemical examination is
intended, it is sufficient to use a clean bottle of about two litres capacity
(e.g., a Winchester quart), with a well-fitting stopper or a clean unbroken
cork. Before filling, the bottle is rinsed out two or three times with the
water to be sampled. The bottles should be labelled, and notes of the
character of the source and its surroundings should accompany the
sample.
In sampling a well, the bottle should be weighted at the bottom and
should be supported in a cradle of string or wire, the weights being attached
to the cradle. The bottle is then lowered until the neck is three or four
inches below the surface of the water. It is an advantage to attach the
stopper or cork to a separate string, so that the bottle can be opened below
the surface of the water.
In sampling a stream or pond, the bottle should be held well below the
neck, and the neck should be three or four inches below the surface of the
water. When the bottle is full a small quantity of water is poured out, so
that there is an airspace below the stopper. The stopper can be secu~ed
by stretching a piece of clean calico, linen, or rubber sheet over it and tymg
it down below the flange of the neck with string or fine wire.
If the sample is required for bacterio!-Ogical exa'.11ination, bes)des. the
above precautions, the clean bottles should be sterilized by heatmg m a
steam sterilizer or in an autoclave, and after sterilization stoppers should be
secured as described. Corks must not be used. In taking a sample care
must be exercised to avoid touching the neck of the bottle or the stopper
with the fingers, and the water must not flow over the hand into the bottle.
Before removing the stopper, and after filling, the neck of the bottle sho:1ld
be flamed . A convenient way of doing this is by meaus of a torch cons1strng
ot'a piece of cotton wool about the size of a hazel nut supported at the end
of a short wire. The other end of the wire may be passed through. the cork
of a small bottle containing methylated spirit, when the torch wJJl alwavs
be ready for use. Care should be taken not to heat the neck of the bottle
too strongly, a temperature of just over 100° C. being quite sufficient.
(B 15260)T
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When the sample has been taken, the stopper can be secured again with a
clean piece of material or rubber as described.
Before taking a sample from a pump or tap , the water should be allowed
to run to waste for a short time.
Samples, whether for chemical or bacteriological_exa~nation,should be
tested as soon as possible, as otherwise the bactenological content found
may be very different from that of ~be original ':ater; also the relative
quantities of ammoma, mtrates, and mtntes are sub1ect to cha.nge.
3. Preliminary analysis.-The preliminary analysis may he regarded
as the first safeguard against the presence of harmful impurities in the water
under examination ; it will when necessary be followed by a complete
analysis.
A preliminary analysis should consist of : (a) Examination of physical characteristics. (para. 4).
(b) Determination of the alkalinity. (para. 5).
(c) Determination of amount of chlorine required to leav(! available
chlorine in the water, i.e., the chlorine absorption figure. (para. 6).
(d) The available chlorine present in the chlorinated water. (para. 7).
(e) Tests for poisons. (para. 8).
4. Physical characteristics.-The turbidity, or its reciprocal visibility, of different waters can be compared by noting the depth at which
a short piece of platinum wire can just be seen with the naked eye in a good
light, not direct sunlight.
The colour can be judged by looking at a white surface through a
column of water contained in a tall glass cylinder with a clear glass bottom.
Odou,· is best observed after slightly heating the water in a test tube.
A faint smell is more easily detected by closing the test tube with the thumb
after warming, and by shaking.
5. To test the alkalinity of a water so that the suitability of the
water for alum treatment can be gauged, the following apparatus can
easily be provided for those in charge of small purification plant. The
test given is such as needs to be part of the ordinary routine work of the
installation. The necessary solution can be made up in any water testing
laboratory.
i. A ~aduated pipette fitted with a rubber tube, a stopper, and a
Jet. By squeezing the tubing, the liquid can flow past the
stopper.
ii. A stand for the pipette. This can easily be made of wood with
an elastic band.
iii. Horrocks' cup.
iv. Glass rod.
v. Methyl orange indicator.
vi. Decinormal acid.

Measure ~0 c.c. of the wat~r in a Ho~rocks' cup, also one drop of methyl
oran!le solut10n, and run decmormal acid from the pipette until the colour
bas JUSt changed to red. The number of c.c. of decinormal acid used x 10
gives directly the alkalinity of the water (as parts of C'aCO3 iu 100,000).
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6. The chlorine absorption figure may he determined with the
Gase, water testing, slerilizatian. This test is sometimes called the Horrocks•
test, and enables the chlorine absorption to be determined within the
nearest 1 part in 1,000,000, and what is important for field use, the number
of scoops of bleaching powder of average strength that should be added to
the service water-cart of llO gallons.
Cups and scoops are used of such sizes that one scoopful of bleaching
powder of average strength when added to llO gallons of water adds one
part of availitble chlorine per million.
The following instructions refer more particularly to the chlorination
of a small volume of water, such as is contained in the service water-cart,
hut the same test can be applied to water treated in larger plants.
Description of test apparatus (see Pl.162).
The test apparatus consists of a box containing the following:i. (a) Six conical cups enamelled white inside, to be filled within
a quarter of an inch of the brim with the water to be tested.
(b) One cup enamelled black inside, to be used for making chloride
of lime solution.
ii. Two tin scoops, each holding 2 gms. when filled with bleaching
powder level with the brim (the same amount as the measure
contained in the quarter-pound tins, when filled in the same
manner).
iii. A test solution (zinc iodide and starch) in glass bottles, three drops
of which give a dtfinite blue colour with water containing one
part in a million of free chlorine.
iv. Six pipettes, each of such a bore that one drop from the chloride
of lime solution i. (b) added to the water to be tested in the white
enamelled cups filled as directed 1mder i. (a) gives a dilution
of chlorine of one part in a million.
v Handkerchief. A handkerchief of thin material is provided ;
one fold of this placed over the finger covering the end of the
pipette eno hies a novice to add uniform drops to the water.
vi. Stirrers. Four glass rods are provided £or this purpose.
Methods of using the apparatus.

A. When the water is not immediately required for use, it is best to clarify
it in the evening, and as soon as the chlorinating tank is filled With
wateri. Fill the cup enamelled black up to the mark on the inside
with clarified water then add one level scoopful (or one level
measure from the quarter-pound tin) of chloride of lime, and
mix thoroughly. Place the cup on the top of the box.
ii. Place the cups enamelled white in a row, as shown on Pl. 162.
Fill each cup with clarified water to within a quarter of an
rnch of the top.
iii. By means of a pipette held vertically, add to each '?f the cups
· l, 2, 3, 4, Ii, and 6 drops respectively of the chloride of hme
solution made as directed in A i. Mix thorougl1ly and allow to
stan,1 for half an hour.
Q 3
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iv. To each of the cups then add three drops of the test solution
contained in the glass bottle. Stir vigorously.
"· Some of the six white cups will show no colour, some will show
a blue colom. Then add for every 100 gallons of the water in
the chlorinating tank one measure of the bleaching powder,
made into a paste with clarified water, for every drop of the
solution from the black enamelled cup, contained in the weakest
strength which has maintained a blue colour for 30 minutes.
Say that the blue colour had disappeared from the cups containing 1, 2, and 3 drops, but was maintained in the cup contaimng 4 drops, then four measures of bleaching powder should
be made into a paste with clarified water placed in the black
enamelled cup, previously emptied and washed out, and added
to the water contained in the chlorinating tank, and the water
thoroughly stirred up with a stick previously washed with
clarified water. If the tank is divided into compartments
by means of baffle plates, then the paste should be divided
equally between the compartments.
vi. Allow the chlorinated water to remain in the tank until the following morning. The water will then be quite free from the
germs causing water-borne disease, if the requisite amount of
bleaching powder has been added as instructed.
NoTE.-If the blue colour disappears in half an hour from all the cups, the test
must be made again, adding to the water in the cups 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 drops respectively of the solution made as described under i.
This second test will rarely be required.

B. When the water is required within an h<JUri. Pump clarified water into the chlorinating tank, and, as soon as
the bottom is covered with water, make the stock solution of
chloride of lime as described under A i.
ii. Fill the white enamelled cups with clarified water, and proceed
as described under A ii, iii, and iv.
iii. At the end of one minute, note which of the cups still have a blue
colour, then add to the water in the tank the number of measures
of bleaching powder corresponding to the weakest strength
which still mamtains a blue colour (see A v).
iv. Continue filling the tank with water, and watch the colour in the
cups until t_he tank is filled. If the colour in the cup next in
the senes disappears before the tank is filled, add at once one
measure of chloride of lime made into a paste, and so on until
half an hour has elapsed. The water will then be fit for use
but it is better to allow the chlorine to act as long as possible.'
NoTE.-U the test has been satisfactorily car~ied out, water drawn from the body
of the tank a~ the end of tl~e half hour and placed m one of the cups, previously washed
~h!•;!:).d
give a blue or violet colour when three drops of the test solution are added to

The water. in ~he tank should always _be examined iu this manner, irrespeotive
whether the directions under A or B a.re bemg carried out.
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Use of the Horroc"fcs' test in connection with regimental water-carts.
'l'hese carts are provided with a special clarifying apparatus, which
should remove all suspended matter from the water. In these circumstances it is usually found that one part in a million oi free chlorine will
destroy in half an hour the bacteria causing water-borne disease. To
make sure that free chlonne is present as soon as the cart is filled the
clarified water from the body should be placed in one of the cups, and three
drops of the test solution (zinc iodide and starch) added. If a blue or
violet colour is produced, the chlorination may be considered satisfactory.
If the water remains colourless, then the prncedure described in A i,
ii, iii, iv, and v should be followed, the water being allowed to stand
as long as possible aiter chlorination.
Table S may be used for the determination of the amount of chlorine
in ibs. an hour, when the Horrocks' test is used in connection with chlorine
gas dosing apparatus.
TAI!LE

S.-Conrersion table.

Showing lb. of chlorine an hour.
~

Gallons of water an hour .

.S,;

t:3

~6
1
2
3

4
5

6
7
8
9
10

400
0·004
0·008
0·012
0·016
0·02
0·024
0·028
0·032
0·036
0·04

I

500
0·005
0·01
0·015
0·02
0·025
0·03
0·035
0·04
0·045
0·05

I

600
0·006
0·012
0·018
0·024
0·03
0·036
0·042
0·048
0·054
0·06

I 700 I 800 I 900 j 1,000 j 1,100 j 1,200 11,300 11,400
0·007
0·014
0·021
0·028
0·035
0·042
0·049
0·056
0·063
0·07

0·008
0·016
0·024
0·032
0·04
0·048
0·056
0·064
0·072
0·08

0·009
0·018
0·027
0·03G
0·045
0·054
0·063
0·072
0·081
0·09

0·01
0·02
0·03
0·04
0·05
0•06
0·07
0·08
0·09
0·l

0·0ll
0·022
0·033
0·044
0·055
0·066
0·077
0·088
0·099
0·11

0·012
0·024
0·036
0·048
0·06
0·072
0·084
0·096
0·108
0·12

0·013
0·026
0·039
0·052
0·065
0·078
0·091
0·104
0· ll7
0·13

0·014
0·028
0·042
0·056
0·07
0·084
0·098
0· 112
0·126
0·14

7. To estimate the amount of available chlorine present in water,
the apparatus mentioned in para. 5 is used, with the addition of:i. Standard solution of sodium thiosulphate of such str 7ugth that
1 c.c. is equivalent to 1 part of free chlorme m a million when
titrated with 50 c.c. of water. This solut10n should be renewed
at least once a week.
ii. Glass cylinder, 50 c.c.
iii. Starch-iodide solution.
Measure 50 c.c. of water in a Horrocks' cup, add three drop~ of starchiodide solution, and run in the thiosulphate solution from the pipette until
the blue colour is just discharged. Add a further drop or two of the starchiodide solution and if a further blue colour is produced, titrate further.
The number of c.c. 'of thiosulphate used is the uurnher of parts of free
chlorine in a million in the water.
G 4
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8. The presence of the more common poisons may be detected with
the Gase, water testing, poisons.
The contents of this case are : Oz. 6
Acid, hydrochloric, in 2 bottles . . .
. ..
Caustic soda, sol., 0·5 per cent., in bottle
" 2
Ferrous sulphate, sol., 25 per cent., in bottle
" 2
Sodium sulphide, 20 per cent., sol.
" 4
... Bottle 1
Zinc gran. arsenic free
Pkt. 1
Corks and wick-holder
No. 1
Corks and porcelain tile on tin stand
Lamp, spirit, copper
" 1
Box
1
Spare arsenic tubes
No.
1
Stand, test tube
Tubes, test
" 9
Instructions for the use of the case are as follows : Biolo_qical test.-Wherever possible, note the effects of the water on
fish.
Ohe:mical tests. (A).-Half fill a test tube with the water to be examined.
Add sodium sulphide solution (free from persulphide) in an amount occupying ½inch length of the test tube. A brown colour indicates the probable presence of a metal, but the absence of a colour does not indicate the
absence of arsenic. Now add to the same test tube an amount of hydrochloric acid to occupy one inch length of the tube :(a) If the colour remains still brown or black, lead, copper, or mercury is
present.
(b) If a canary-yellow milky colour clevelops, arsenic is present.
N OTE.-Slight milkiness may be ignored.

Confirmation of the above indication of the presence of arsenic must be
obtained as follows :i. Place in the test tube five pellets of granulated zinc, and add one
inch of hydrochloric acid.
ii. Now place the test tube flat in the lid of the box, with the open
end raised. Allow precisely half a minute to elapse, and then
light the gas escaping from the end of the fine glass tube. Place
the porcelain tile vertical in its holder, and move the tube so
that the flame just touches the tile. A black stain, insoluble
in dilute hydrochloric acid, on the tile indicates the presence of
arsenic or antimony.
No stain should appear, thus proving the zinc and acid arc
arsenic free.

iii. Add two inches of the water to be examined, and proceed exactly
as described under ii. above.
NoTE.-A fresh cork and fine glass tube must be used for every test .

. (B.)-Separate test for the detection of cyanide. Half fill the test tube
with the sample. Add ½ inch depth of caustic soda solution and five
drops of ferrous sulphate solution. Boil very thoroughly. Add hydrochloric acid until the contents of the test tube are clear. A blue colour
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tndicates the presence of cyanide. This colour is more pronounced if the
test tube is allowed to stand for thirty minutes.
NoTE.-The water cannot be certainly regarded as free from poisons until the a.hove
tests have been repeated with negative results in two consecutive examinations.
All test tubes used must be most carefully washed and rinsed in clean water before
being returned to the box.

9. Complete analysis.-The complete analysis is the work of experts
and specialists who carry out the work in properly equipped laboratories.
A description, therefore, in detail of the various steps of a complete
analysis is not included in this volume.
It is the duty of engineer officers employed on all semi-permanent and
permanent water supply work to ensure that all water for which they are
responsible is completely analysed by those experts whose duty it is to make
such an analysis.
A complete analysis should generally include the following information:Physical.
(a) Physical characteristics, i.e., turbidity, colour, and odour,
as determined by para. 4.
(b) Chlorine absorption-parts in 1,000,000.
(c) Reaction (acid or alkaline)-alkalinity is stated in parts of
CaCO, in 100,000.
(d) Suspended solids-parts in 100,000.
(e) Total dissolved solids-do.
do.
(f) Organic solids-do.
do.
(g) Ammonia-do.
do.
(h) Albumi,wid ammonia-do.
do.
Chemical. (i) Nit.-ates and nitrites-expressed as parts of nitrogen in
100,000.
(j) Ohlo1·ides-parts of chlorine or sodium chloride in
100,000.
(k) Oxygen absorption-parts in 100,000.
(l) Hardness-(temporary
and
permanent)-parts of
CaCO, in 100,000.
I (m) Iron-parts in 100,000.
L(n) Presence of poiso1wus substances.
Bacteriolo~ical. (o) Bacterial content-Smallest quantity of water giving
positive results with MacConkey's broth in 72 hours at 37° C.

75. Interpretation of results.
1. An analysis may be taken of the water in its crude _state or_ after

treatment. Analysis of the finished water will usu_ally be limited, m the
field to an examination of the physical characteristws such as colour, &c.,
and 'to an estimation of the available chlorine present, thereby testmg the
efficacy of the purification process. This may, and should wh~n possible, be
checked by making sure that lactose fractors _are not present m ~O c.c.
.
The interpretation of the complete analysis of a cr:1de water 1s a matter
of some difficulty, and requires the services ?f a_ hygiene expert, wl10
also require to make a very careful exannnation of the source. It 18

mll
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essential to consider in conjunction with one another the resul_ts of chemical
and bacteriological analysis, together with a thorough exammat10n of the
source.

The general significance ol certain chemical determinations arc given
below.
2. Total solids.- Water containing suspended matter should be
filtered or allowed to settle, but considerable quantities of dissolved solids
may be present without rendering the water unfit for drinking, provid_ed
that the salts themselves are not harmful and have no pronounced phys10logical action. Thus, although as previously pointed out hard water is
said to cause constipation, calcium bicarbonate and sulphate may be present
to the extent of 10 or even more parts in 100,000, but magnesium salts
and calcium chloride should only be present, if at all, in very small
quantities.
3. Chlorides.-When a water contains more chlorides than the average
for waters in the same district, some form of contamination is to be suspected. Urine contains 500 to 600 parts of chlorine in lOQ,000, while
20 per cent. of sewage in the water may raise the chlorine content only by
1 part in 100,000. Similarly the content of chlorine may be reduced
owing to the influx of rain-water, which may mean that surface dramage
is entering the well or other water source. Common salt may be present
up to about 100 parts in 100,000 in drinking water without serious harm,
hut 50 parts render the water distinctly brackish; such quantities of
calcium or magnesium chlorides, besides rendering the water hard, would he
objectionable physiologically. In Egypt it was found that men could use
water containing as much as 200 parts of common salt in 100,000, while
horses and camels could, if necessary, be safely supplied with water containing respectively 500 and 700 parts of salt in 100,000.
4. Ammonia.-This is generally of animal origin, though not invariably, and is often regarded as an indication of recent pollution. At
the same time, nearly all natural wate1s contain ammonia, and rain-water

contains much more than the 0·005 parts in 100,000 which is sometimes
regarded as the maximum allowable in potable water. Thus, if excess of
ammonia is found, the source and its surroundings should be examined
before the water is condemned. Ammonia may result from the reduction
of nitrates by metals, in which case the organic source of the ammonia
may be very remote. Spring and deep-well water should contain very
little ammonia, as the nitrifying organisms present in the soil will have
converted most of the amn10nia originally present into nitrates, whereas
upland surface waters and rain-water may contain considerable quantities
and be free from contamination. River water should not contain more
than 0·005 parts in 100,000.
5. Albuminoid ammonia.-The compounds included under this
term may arise ~rom eit_her vegetable or animal sources, but sewagepolluted wat,,r ,nil contam more saline than albuminoid ammonia. In
general, more than 0·008 parts of albmninoid ammonia in 100,000
should render _the water liable to suspicion, and the source should be
carefully exanuned.
6. Nitrites ~nd ni~~t~s.-These are also mainly due to the presence
of matter of animal ongm m the water. Ammonia is readily oxidized to
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nitrites and then to nitrates by bacteria. The reduction of nitrates
to nitrites and ammonia also takes place as the result of bacterial action,
hence the presence of nitrites in deep-well water is not so indicative of
pollution as their presence in upland surface waters. Again, if much
organic matter is present, the presence of nitrites in upland waters does
not necessarily indicate recent pollution. In cultivated districts there will
be more nitrate and nitrite in the water than in upland or deep-well water.
7. Oxygen absorption.-This, in the absence of inorganic reducing
agents, mayvaryfrom less than 0·05 to more than 0·4 parts in 100,000,
and may be due to either animal or vegetable organic matter.

CHAPTER XV.
PRINCIPLES OF WATER PURIFICATION,
76. Storage and sedimentation.
1. Purification involves mainly the removal of suspended matter, the
destruction of bacteria, and the improvement of the appearance and taste
of the water. At the same time, it is necessary in the case of certain
waters to adjust the hardness, a very hard water being unsuitable for
boilers, in laundries, and in certain manufactures, while, if too soft, a
water is liable to act upon lead. Again, the removal of small quantities
of iron salts or of other soluble substances is occasionally required, and
all processes of this kind are conveniently grouped under the title of
purifi,cation.
The chief methods available for improving a water supply are the following :-Storage, sedimentation with or without coagulants, filtration,
aeration, addition of chalk to a soft water or of lime to a hard water,
and chemical treatment to destroy bacteria, algre, and so forth.
2. The effects of storage all tend towards the improvement of the
water, suspended matter is gradually deposited, colloidal matter becomes
coagulated to a certain extent and settles to the bottom, organic compounds become oxidized either directly or by bacterial action, and the
bacteria themselves become reduced in numbers as the organic matter
upon which they live is used up. Prolonged storage thus improves the
colour and taste of a water, pathogenic organisms disappear, the bacterial
content is reduced to small proportions, and the stored w3:ter is almo~t
free from suspended solids. Lakes and steady reaches of rivers forin m
many cases excellent natural storage reservoirs, but their suitability for
this purpose will depend a good deal on the nature of the bottom. If the
bottom consists of fine mud, there "~II tend to be much animal and
vegetable life, which at certain periods of the year may increase to such an
extent as to render the water after storage even worse than before. An
ordinary stagnant pond is an extreme example of this. A bottom of stones,
gravel, or sand is more generally satisfactory. By constructing a small
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<lam in a river or stream, a useful natural reservoir of this kind can_ readi!y
be formed ; this may, by deepening the stream above the dam, avoid rapid
flow of the water and so enable sedimentation to take place, besides offering the obvious advantage of maintaining a supply of water in dry weather.
(See Appendix I to this chapter.)
3. In making such a reservoir all organic matter and, as far as pos_sible,
all mud should be removed before the reservoir is allowed to fill ; 1f the
reservoir is entirely artificial, a suitable floor of concrete, gravel, or stones
will, of course, be made. Overhanging trees should be avoided, and steps
should be taken to prevent the fouling of the water by drains from hou~es
or farms ; bathing and washing should be prohibited. If the reservoirs
are to be used as a means of removing bacteria, they should be capable
of holding at least one month's supply. This, except under very special
circumstances, is not practicable in semi-permanent water supplies, but,
at the same time, it may be a great advantage to be able to store the water,
even if only for a day or two, as, although the bacterial content may not
be affected appreciably, suspended matter will have diminished in the
water, and a certain amount of improvement will result from the aerat10n
and from the action of light. This is particularly the case with streams
which become much swollen after rain, and which in consequence bring
down large quantities of mud and sand. The entrance to the reservoir
should be screened to prevent floating debris from collecting, and the
waterworks intake should be near the outflow of the reservoir and a few
inches below the surface of the water. This intake should also be screened
to prevent leaves, fish, and other undesirable objects from entering the
works. A bye-pass should be constructed, especially in country liable to
sudden floods after rain, so that the stored water is not stirred up more than
is unavoidable.
4. At certain periods of the year stored water is very liable to become
infested with alga,. These are of many different kinds; they may render
the water turbid, green, or brown, or they may give an unpleasant earthy
or fishy taste and odour. As will be seen later, a small amount of algal
growth is sometimes an advantage, but if it becomes excessive it chokes
the filters as well as causing the difficulties mentioned above. The alga,
c:1-n be killed o_r their growth prevented by treating the water with a solut10n of bleaching powder or copper sulphate. About one part of either
Ill a m1ll10n may safely he used, and copper sulphate is to be preferred,
as the effect 1s more lasting than that of bleaching powder. (Appendix
II.)
In lar~e waterworks a bag containing the requisite amount of copper
snlph~te 1s towed ~ehind a boat, but the main object to be attained is
as umform an adnnxture of the salt with the water as possible, and the
method employed will depend on the circumstances.
5 .. Sedimentation with coagulants.- In semi-permanent waLer
supplies only such storage _before treatment is possible, if any, as will
allow the coarser sandy partwles to settle. Clay is often so finely divided
that it takes several d_ays to settle,_ and, moreover, a well-puddled clay
appe_ars to form a collmdal soltttion with water, and in such cases complete
subS1dence may be a matter of months. A certain amount of organic
detntus 1s often present also; this settles only very slowly, and organic
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matter may be present in actual solution or as a colloid. Ju these cases,
too, several weeks or even months may be necessary to render the water
clear, colourless, and of good quality.
This object can, however, be attained in a few hours by the use of
coagulants, the action of which is partly chemical and partly physical.
The chief coagulant used m water purification is aluminium hydroxide
Al(OH),. The most convenient source is aluminium sulphate ; an
impure aluminium sulphate containing a little iron, and known commercially as alwninofcnic or ferric alunii"a, can be used. This substance
must not be confused with iron alum, which is a much more costly salt
of very different properties : it does not contain aluminium, and is practically useless as a coagulant. Ordinary potash alum can be used; it is
not only much more expensive than aluminium sulphate, but it is also
necessary to use a much larger quantity to produce the same effect.
When aluminium sulphate is mixed with a water containing a small
quantity of alkali, a precipitate of aluminium hydroxide is formed. This
is a gelatinous precipitate, and is denser than water; it falls to the bottom
and entangles the minute particles of suspended matter, and so clears the
water. The addition of alum also causes the coagulation of the colloidal
matter, which also subsides.
There is a ftrrther action. 'l'he aluminium hydroxide precipitate is
capable of absorbing a certain amount of organic matter from the water,
and this results in the removal of much of the colour, odour, and taste.
The reaction givu1g the precipitate of aluminium hydroxide in natural
water is one of hydrolysis, and only takes place satisfactorily in the
presence of a certain amount of an alkaline salt. Most natural waters
contain bicarbonates of calcium and magnesium, and these salts are
alkaline to methyl orange, even in the presence of weak acids like carbonic
acid and the organic acids of the soil, and are capable, moreover, of
giving a precipitate of aluminium hydroxide with aluminium sulphate.
The reaction may be represented as follows :3Ca (HCO,),
Al, (SO,), = 2A1 (OH),
600, 3CaSO,.

+

+

+

If the alkalinity, calculated as parts of CaCO, in 100,000, is less than
12, it is advisable to add lime or sndium carbonate as well as •luminoferric ; otherwise the precipitation will tend to be incomplete and will
be delayed, and this may result in the after-precipitation of the hydroxide
in the sedimented and filtered water, which then becomes opalescent or
turbid. The amount of alumino-ferric required depends very much upon
the character of the crude water and upon the amount of purification
expected. Thus in civil practice it is rare to use more than two or three
grains of alumino-ferric each gallon of water to be treated. On the other
hand, where it is desired to treat a water which would, under normal
conditions, be rejected as quite unsuitable, it is often necessar.r to use
10 or 15 and in extreme cases even up to 30 grams a gallon. Still larger
quantities were used with the water of the Sweet Water Ca~al _(Suez);
thus at Moascar 31 grains a gaUon were employed. Again, 1f mere
precipitation of the suspended matter is aU that is required and a coloured
eflluent with an earthy taste will pass, it may be possible to make two or
three grains a gallon suffice, while the same water, 1f treated with 10
grains a gallon, may be capable of giving a clear and palatable water.
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It is possible to make the sedimentation continuous by_ using a long
sedimentation tank, and allowing the crude water to flow m at one end
together with ": suitable amount of alum_ solution. The tank must be of
such a size that 1t takes the water at least eight hours to flow from one to the
other. Baffle walls should be arranged, and stirring of the sludge should
be avoided. In waterworks dealing with the Sweet Water Canal circular
concentric waterways of reinforced concrete were used of 32,000 gallons
capacity.
6. The following description deals with waters containing finely
divided and colloidal clay which do not respond to treatment with small
'luantities of alum, and which either clog sand filters so rapidly as to re':'-der
their use very unecononucal, or else pass through the filters with httle
improvement. Such waters are of frequent occurrence, and the following
notes deal with methods which have been proved to be efficacious in
dealing with them. Attempts have been made to employ more orthodox
quantities of alum, such as one or two grains a gallon, but it was found
that the precipitate formed often failed to settle even after twenty-four
hours or more, and the water was hardly improved in quality by the
sedimentation.

For field purposes sedimentation should be complete in from twelve
to twenty-four hours, but this period for sedimentation may be reduced to
from eight to twelve hours, or even less, by carefully observing the
following two conditions :-(a) The solution of alumina-ferric of suitable
strength should be run into the sedimentation reservoir together with the
0rude water regularly; that is, each gallon of the water should receive
its proper share of the alumino-ferric as it flows into the reservoir. The
reason for this would seem to be that it is essential for the precipitate
to be formed in contact with the colloidal and suspended matter, as it
were, in order to obtain the maximum coagulant effect ; to mix a quantity
of preformed precipitate with the water can easily be shown to be much
less satisfactory. (b) The water should be kept, as far as possible, in
constant motion while the reservoir is filling. This has the effect of
causing the precipitate to coagulate much more rapidly, and to form larger
flocks which are more quickly deposited, the action being similar to that
of shaking a test-tube in which a precipitate is being formed. If it is
necessary to add an alkaline solution, this should be either well mixed
with the water before the alumino-ferric is added, or should be added,
from a separate tank, with that solution and with the same precautions
as to regular addition.
These conditions can be fulfilled by running the crude water into the
reservoir down a slightly sloping trough arranged from one corner along
one side of the sedimentation reservoir, and leading the solution into the
stream in the trough. Knowing the rate of flow and the concentrations
of the solutions, it is easy to adjust the speed of flow of the solutions so
that the water gets its proper dose. (See PI 164).
Theoretically, a water having an alkalinity of 10 can receive a close
of 13.'3 grains a gall~n of alumino-ferr!c without any unchanged alum
remammg after sed1mentat10n, but 1t 1s not ,vise to add as much
aluminium salt as this, because the reaction is not instantaneous and is
not necessarily complete. One experiment showed that 19 · 2 grains a
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g_allon gave~ clear water_after eigh_t hours! with no subsequent precipitation on addmg an alkali (ammorua), while 25 · 3 grains a gallon, the
theoretical equivalent, showed evidence of incomplete precipitation.
At Amara in Mesopotamia alumino-ferric was added in quantity equivalent
to l · l times the alkalinity (in terms of C'aC0 3 in 100,000), but sedimentation for 18 to 24 hours followed.
7. Coagulation with ferric hydroxide. The Anderson system.A horizontal rotating cylinder, provided with curved haftle plates attached
radially to the inside circumference, is oharged with scrap iron. The baffles
lift the broken scrap iron, and allow it to fall through the water, which is
caused to flow through the cylinder. The top part of the cylinder contains
air. The water is in contact with the iron and air for about three and a
half minutes, and dissolves from +o- to ½grain of iron a gallon. Ferric
hydroxide is formed, and this acts in the same way as aluminium hydroxide,
carrying down with it the finely divided particles of suspended matter
and the colloidal matter.
8. After the addition of the coagulant, three methods of procedure
are available :--(a) The water may be allowed to stand until the sedimentation is complete and the water is quite clear, when it may be pumped
into the rising main or otherwise 1Lsed. (6) The water may be passed, after
a short sedimentation, through a mechanical or pressure sand filter. It is
not desirable t,hat too great a quantity oi precipitate should enter the pressnre filter, which is in such case rapidly choked and needs frequent backflushiug, consequently it shonld be possible ''l allow a short time for the
greater portion of the precipitate and the accompanying suspended matter
to sett.le. (c) The water may be allowed to settle until practically clear,
and then passed through an ordinary sand filter. In every case, and more
particularly in the last, care must be taken that the sediment is not mixed
with the clear water or carried over into the pump or in the outflow. A
small amount of the precipitate is an advantage and even necessary in the
oase of the mechanical filter, but even a very small quantity, if introduced
continually on the slow sand filters, causes rapid choking and invokes frequent cleaning with consequent loss of time. Again, the precipitate carries
down an appreciable proportion of the bacteria of the water, and so its
presence in the finished water is to be avoided. At the same time, if the
water is treated with a bactericidal agent after sedimentation, as is USllally
the case, the presence of a small quantity of the precipitate iu the finished
water does not affect the safety of the water, as it is without physiological
action, although it spoils the appearance, rendering the water turbid or
opalescent.
77. Sand filtration.
l. Filtration through sand is generally employed in permanent plant,

whether preliminary sedimentation, with or without coagulants, is used or
not, but experience has shown that th.is is not invariably necessary in
semi-permanent water supplies. In almost all permanent plant the function of the sand filter is twofold :-(a) the removal of visible suspended
matter, (b) the removal of bacteria. Slow sand filtration necessitates
an area of filter bed in use sufficient to give 1 square foot of surface to each
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75 gallons treated in 2!l hours. In m_ore temporary plant it is not convenient to make the filters so extensive, and, for other reasons also, the
removal of bacteria in the filters is not practicable in all cases. In consequence of tbis some method of chemical sterilization is always necessary,
and the work of the filters is confined rather to the removal of the suspended
matter. Sand filters may be divided into four types for convenience :(a) slow-gravity filters of fine sand, the oldest type and sometimes known
as the English type; (b) rapid non-submerged filters of fine sand ; (c)
successive filtration through coarse gravel, fine gravel, coarse sand, and
finally fine sand-the Puech-Chabal type; (d) mechanical or pressure
filters.
2. The action of a sand filter of the conventional type is not merely
that of a strainer, for an efficient filter will remove practically all the
bacteria from the water, although it is obvious that these organisms could
pass with the utmost ease through the spaces between even the finest
sand particles. Each grain of sand becomes coated with a very thin layer
of slimy material, probably of bacterial or of algal origin, and this layer
attracts and retains particles of very minute size, including bacteria ;
the bacterial film also acts as an absorbent of certain dissolved substances
in the water, and, in fact, acts very much in the same way as the precipitate of aluminium hydroxide described above. It is clear, therefore, that
the filter needs a certain time to ripen, and that its power of removing
bacteria will be very small at first but will gradually increase. The filter is
then useful until it becomes so choked with silt and slime that the filtration
is slowed down to an uneconomical rate. The filter must then be cleaned,
after.which the water passing through is rejected until the filter has ripened,
unless chemical sterilization is used. In a mechanical filter the film of
slime is replaced by an artificial film of aluminium hydroxide, and in this
case the filtered water can be used a few minutes after the sand has been
cleaned.
The principle of the coarse filters is similar, except that the film is
probably formed on all the sand particles throughout the filter instead of
on the particles only in the top inch or two as in the fine sand filters.
3. Slow sand filters are constructed on a foundation of perforated
bricks or drain-pipes, above these is a layer of broken stone or shingle
about 6 i".ches thick, then about 9 inches of graded gravel, and above
about 30 mches of fine sand. The formation ofithe filtering film or the
ripening of the filter takes time, the length of time varying according
to the character of the water and the time of the year. The film is also
liable to break i~ t~e spe~d of filtration is not kept uniform, or as the
!esult of the activities of ':"-sect larvro. The formation of bubbles of gas
m hot weather may result m the detachment of portions of the film from
the sand. Thus slow filters are not generally suitable for semi-permanent
water supplies, unless they are regarded merely as strainers and the destruction of bacteria is carried out, after filtration, by chemical means. The
rate of filtratio". gradually diminishes, and _it becomes necessary to clean
the filter by parmg off the top two or three mches of sand and replacing it
with_ clean sand. If chemical sterilization is employed, the first water
pas~mg through a cle~u filter may be used, and it is not necessary to wait
until the filter has ripened. Under these conditions a small sand filter
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may be very useful, and many of the precautions which are essential when
the filter is used as a bacterial filter may be neglected. Thus it is possible
to disregard the breaking of the film, and the speed of filtration may be
hastened almost to the limit of the heaa available, provided that this does
not result in a turbid filtrate; also it may be varied to suit the requirements
of the works. Filters should be duplicated,.since the cleaning requires
several hours during which no water is available. If the crude water is
highly charged with suspended matter or with colloidal clay, preliminary
sedimentation with or without coagulants is necessary, otherwise the filters
become choked very rapidly, and the supply is apt to be insufficient and
irregular (Appendix Ill).
4. Non-submerged filters.-The water is distributed over the surface
of a fine sand filter in fine jets at the speed at which the water will percolate
through the sand. In this way the sand is not submerged, and the water
is well aerated. The filter ripens slowly, and after a month or so is capable
of reducing the bacterial content of the water to negligible proportions.
It appears that the filtering film forms a few inches below the top of the
sand. Such filters are not suitable for waters containing much matter
in suspension, unless preliminary sedimentation is carried out.
5. Puech-Chabal system.-ln this system there is a series of ro1.1ghing
fi'ters, the first having particles about the size of walnuts and the
last about the size of peas; the depth of filtering material and the superficial area of the filter increases as the size of the particles diminishes. The
water is passed through these roughing filters in succession and then
throu~h one or two pre-filters constructed much in the same way as an
ordinary sand · filter, the top layer of sand passing through a sieve with
eight meshes to the linear inch. Finally a finishing filter, much larger
than the pre-filter, of fine sand is used, the water passing through this
at a much slower rate. This type of filter is also capable of removing
bacteria, and has the ad vantage that the roughing and pre-filters perform
most of the purification, so that the finishing filter only needs cleaning at
long intervals. While a complete Puech-Chabal plant is too large and
too costly for semi-permanent work, a modification comprising one or two
roughing filters and a fine sand filter can sometimes be used with advantage, the water after filtration being treated with a chemical sterilizing
agent as usual.

78. Purificatwn by mechanu:al filtration.
Mecha,ucal filters are of many types, but the principle on which they
act is, roughly, the same in all. Water is forced under pressure through a
layer of sand, and an artificial film of alumini,un hydr~xide is forme~ o_n
the sand. This, if carefully treated, acts as a bacter1!'l filter, but it )B
advisable to employ chemical sterilization after filtrat10n. The sand 1s
washed by rcYersing the stream of water for a few mmutes, the backflushing being assisted in some cases by mechanical stirring of the top
layer of sa1vl, or by forcing air through the whole of the san?· For a_ll
water supply schemes of a semi-permanent nature, the mechan1c~l filter_ 18
the most practicable and convenient, and it is possible to design qmte
simple plants on a small scale which can be readily transported and which
serve wry well aa a temporary water supply.
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79. Methods of sterilization.
l. While bacteria can be removed almost completely by efficient sand
filters either of the gravity or of the mechanical type, yet all kinds
are li;ble to allow considerable bacterial contamination to pass through at
times particularly if they are not under the most careful supervision.
Othe; more temporary methods of water !reatm~nt are not in the least
likely to give bacteria-free water, so that m the mstallat10ns under consideration it is imperative that some kind of process should be employed
which will aim at the destruction of bacteria remaining after the preliminary treatment has removed suspended matter, colour, taste, and as large
a proportion of the bacteria as possible. The methods available are :(a) the use of hypochlorites such as bleaching powder, eau de Javelle, and
eau de Labarraque ; (b) the use of chlorine gas ; (c) the use of ozone ;
(d) the excess lime method; (e) the use of ultra-violet light.

2. Bleachin~ powder, or chloride of lime, when dissolved in water
behaves as a solution of calcium hypochlorite, and the available chlorine
is able to act on organic matter and to destroy life. It must be remembered
that the Horrocks' test, which shows how much bleaching powder must
be added so that a slight excess may remain, is not a measure of the
bacterial contamination of a water, as a number of other things which
may be present in water can absorb the available chlorine from bleaching
powder. The test shows what quantity must be added so that a sufficient
excess may remain in proof of the fact that all bacteria are destroyed.
Bleaching powder is not a single substance, and always contains free
slaked lime, which is not very soluble in water; consequently it is not
possible to obtain a clear solution of suitable concentration. This is not
important, however, as the calcium hypochlorite readily passes into solution, so that a cream of bleaching powder, if carefully made, will deposit
mainly slaked lime on standing, and the clear supernatant fluid will act
as a solution of calcium hypochlorite. In making the solution care must
be taken to break up all lumps, and the best method is to grind the powder
with a little water in a mortar to a thick cream; this is then diluted with
water and allowed to settle, the liquid is poured off, and the residue is
ground with more water; this is continued until the whole of the powder
has been transferred, when the suspension is diluted to a suitable concentration. The solution should only be prepared in such quantities as will
be used up in about 12 hours, as the strength is liable to variation owing
to the decomposition of the hypochlorite.
The solution is added to the filtered water in such quantity as will
ensure that at least ½part in a million of available chlorine will persist in
the water after the lapse of about three-quarters of an hour. If the water
has to be transported for anydistance, a larger quantity of available chlorine
should he le~, as the chlorine is absorbed in the pipe lines; also the hypochlorite appe~rs t? react with water, especially in the. presence of light,
and the chlonne d1sappears. Moreover, it has been found that ½part in a
million is only effective as a bactericide after about five hour,' contact. A
muc~ safer method, which should_ be adopted when possible, is to add a
considerable excess of free or ava1Iable chlorine, say 2 parts in a million,

and_ then, after ab?ut half an hour's contact, to remo,,e the excess by the
add1t10n of some kmd of reducmg agent, such as sodium sulphite or sulphur
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dioxide. When the water has to traverse a pipe-line, it is found that
2 parts of chlorine in the rising main is reduced to ½part or even less after
flowi':'g t_hrough _a_ mile or so of pipe. After a few days the quantity of
chlorme m the rismg mam may be reduced, and chlorine still appears at
the other end of the pipe-line. If there be no pipe-line the excess can be
removed as already mentioned. Two parts of available chlorine in a
million is effective as a bactericide in half an hour. There is no doubt that
under active service conditions free or available chlorine should always be
present in the service water, as the taps, the vessels in which the water
is taken, and many other causes are likely to introduce contamination in
an otherwise satisfactory water.
This excess of chlorine in pipe-lines has been proved repeatedly to be
the most convenient method of preventing waters containing iron from
developing rustiness. It has already been pointed out that this discoloration and turbidity is often due to the presence of crenothrix or
of other iron bacteria. It follows that, if the bacteria be present in the
pipe-lines, and the water contains iron, no amo,mt of flushing will ensure
a water free from rustiness_ If, however, the whole pipe-line be treated
with water containing a considerable excess of available chlorine, the
bacteria will be destroyed. The service water subsequently, being
chlorinated, will not re-infect the pipes, and the water supply will become
and will remain clear. It is usually possible to carry out this cleansing
of the pipe-line at a time when the water is not needed for use. Thus a
strongly chlorinated water can he pumped into the line the last thing at
night. After a few hours standing in the pipes this can he run-off. Six
or even ten parts of chlorine in a million may be necessary in the water
as it leaves the waterworks, as the quantity of chlorine duninishes as
the water proceeds along the pipe, and, if an insufficient amount leaves the
pumping station, the more remote parts of the pipe-line will not he sufficiently chlorinated. (Appendix IV.)
3. Solutions of sodium or potassium hypochlorite are known as eau
de Javelle, although the sodium salt was originally called eau d,e Labarraque.
This solution is more convenient to use than bleaching powder as the
alkali salts are more soluble, and a more concentrated solution which is
also free from undissolved solid can be used.
4. Many kinds of apparatus have been designed to apply the hypochlorite solution to the water, some of which aim at regulating the dose
automatically as the speed of delivery changes. Some introduce the solution on the suction side, and some on the delivery side of the pump. Most
of the types of such apparatus depend on the passage of the so)ution
through a fine jet, and, even if great care be taken to allow the solut10n to
settle for some hours before use, there is still danger that the jet may
become choked, especially when bleaching powder is used. The fact
that the apparatus is supposed to he automatic is apt to lead to a false
sense of security, and it is advisable to watch the addition ol the hypoohlorite from time to time, or a considerable quantity of water may escape
treatment. This being so, it is simpler, and on the whole more satisfactory,
to add the hypochlorite solution to the water as it flows into a specrnl
reservoir or sump, which serves not only as a supply to the pump, but,
what is of great importance, al•o •erve• as a contact tank m which the
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necessary contact of the chlorine with_ the water can tak~ place. In
any case it is necessary to test_ the seryice water at regular mtervals for
free or available chlorme, and 1t 1s a simple matter for the attendant to
adjUBt the flow of the hypochlorite solution so that a satisfactory amount
of chlorine remains in the water. The followmg method was employed
for many months with every satisfaction for different supplies varying
from less than 100 gallons an hour to over 10,000 gallons an hour. Two
vessels were used for the bleaching powder solution. In the case of the
smaller supplies these were barrels of about 60 gallons capacity, and for
the big supply they were galvanized iron tanks of about 400 gallons
capacity. A suspension of bleaching powder was made in one of the vessels,
with the precautions mentioned above, of such strength that the whole
should jUBt suffice for a day's run. This was allowed to settle for a few
hours. The vessels were provided with taps a few inches from the bottom,
so that the sediment was avoided and only the clear supernatant liquid
was UBed. Knowing the rate at which the filtered water entered the
reservoir or sump, it was easy to calculate the volume of solution that
should be added in a given number of seconds. After one or two trials
it was found quite easy to obtain the correct rate, using a measuring
cylinder to test the speed of flow. If at any time the rate of flow of the
filtered water changed, it was a simple matter to adjust the flow of the
solution. This method does not take much more time than the automatic
method, and gives less trouble as the apparatUB is so much more simple.
It mUBt be remembered that the automatic method needs constant
watching and testing.
Some automatic methods of applying bleaching powder solution and
eau de Javelle are given in Chap. XVI.
5. Sterilization with chlorine gas.-This presents many advantages
over sterilization by means of hypochlorites. (a) Liquid chlorine in
cylinders is more convenient, and does not involve the necessity of making
a solution daily. (b) A larger excess of available chlorine as gas than as
hypochlorites may be present in the water without causing an unpleasant
taste. (c) Given a satisfactory apparatUB for applying the gas to the
water, a more delicate adjustment of quantities is possible than in the case
of hypochlorite solutions. On the other hand, the apparatus required is
costly and delicate, and needs expert supervision. Even then, impurities
in the chlorine may give much trouble, and may put the apparatus out of
action for some hours at a time.
6. Sterilization with ozone.-Ozone is an active form of oxygen.
The molecule of ozone contains three atoms of oxygen, and is unstable,
breaking up readily on heating or in contact with oxidizable substances
into a molecule of ordinary oxygen (consisting of two atoms) and a single
atom of so-called nascent oxygen. It is this nascent oxygen which is
respo~1ble for the 0X1dat10n. Ozone 1s so unstable that it is not possible,
at ~rdmary temperat~es, to obtain more than l ·75 per cent. of ozone
1n air._ To produce ~his amount, however, is very uneconomical, requiring
four times the electrrnal energy necessary to obtain half the concentration.
Ozonized air, containing l ·6 to l ·8 gms. of ozone a cubic metre,
or rather less than 0·14 per cent., is generally used. The ozonized air
1s produced by passing a silent electric discharge through air. }for
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economical working the following points must receive attention :-(a)
Sparking must be avoided, as this results in a diminished yield of ozone.
(b) The air must be dry, as water vapour hinders the formation of ozone,
and also, to a limited extent, decomposes ozone, forming hydrogen peroxide,
which is not quite so satisfactory a sterilizing agent as ozone itself.
The air is dried either by passing over calcium chloride or, more usuallv,
by cooling strongly. (c) A high voltage must be used; the yield of ozone
rises rapidly with increase of voltage, especially above 25,000 volts. (d)
The temperature should be kept low. (e) Since about 73 per cent. of the
ozone is used directly in oxidizing organic matter in the water and 7 per
cent. remains dissolved, 20 per cent. passes on with the air; hence the
air should be used again to avoid the loss of this 20 per cent., being mixed
with a small quantity of fresh air and returned to the ozonizer. (/)
Water containing much suspended matter should be allowed to deposit
this, or should be filtered, so that the ozone is not used up unnecessarily.
The ozonized air is injected into the raw water at the bottom of a
tower in the form of fine bubbles to ensure thorough admixture wit,h the
water. It has been found that l · 3 to 4 gms. of ozone a cubic metre
of water, i.e., l · a to 4 parts in a million, is effectiw according to the
character of the water. Excess of ozone in the water 1s shown by the
starch-potassium iodide test, a blue colour indicating that ozone is present
(in the absence of free chlorine, hypochlorites, and oxides of nitrogen,
&c.).

This method of purification is noteworthy in that nothing remains in
the water as a result of the addition of the ozone, any excess of ozone
disappearing in a short time. The hardness is unaffected. Oxides of
nitrogen are not produced. The organic matter is reduced by nearly
50 per cent. There is no corrosion or solution of the metallic parts of
the apparatus. The appearance, colour, and taste of the water are greatly
improved. The treatment destroys all bacteria except the more resistant
spores; all intestinal organisms disappear.
7. Sterilization by the excess lime method.-It was pointed
out in Chap. XIV, Sec. 71, that nearly all waters contain bicarbonate
of calcium (and sometimes of magnesium) in solution, and that this renders
the water temporarily hard-a hardness which can be removed by boiling.
This hardness can also be removed by adding sufficient lime to react with
the bicarbonate when the normal carbonate is precipitated, and ran be
removed by sedimentation or filtration. This is known as Clark's process,
and was introduced in 1841. Subsequently, by Dr. P. Frankland (1885 and
1894), by some Continental authorities, and in the United States it was
shown experimentally and practically on a large scale that an excess of
caustic lime is a valuable bactericide.
The process was more fully studied by Dr. (now Sir) ~.. C. Houston,
and a method of applying it was worked out and was descnbed by him m
the eighth report on research work published by the Metropolitan Water
Board in 1912.
To ensure the destruction of pathogenic bacteria, Houston found that
an excess of lime amotmting to even less than 0·007 per cent. (as CaO)
is effective in from five to twenty-four hours ; but he recommended about
0·007 per crnt. should be used to leave a margin of securit,y.
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It is not desirable to leave free caustic lime in the water supplied to
consumers hence the excess must be removed after a suitable contact
period of, 'say, twenty-four hours . This can be effected i':' two _ways :(i) The treated water can be thoroughly aerated when the lime :"111 absorb
carbon dioxide from the air---or it can be treated directly mth carbon
dioxide, the product, carefully washed, of coke ovens; chalk_ is formed
and may be precipitated , part remaining in solution aa b1carbon~te.
(ii) A quantity of un-limed water, which baa been rendered safe by effiment
storage or by the action of chlorine, hypochlorites, or ozone, can be added,
when the excess of lime in the treated water will react with the bicarbonate
in the water added, as in Clark's process. The reactions are as follows :Ca (HCO,),

+ Ca (OH), =

2CaCO,

+ 2H,O.

Action of carbon dioxide on the excess of limeCa (OH).
Ca (OH).

+ CO, = CaCO, + H,O (chalk precipitated).
+ 2CO, = Ca (HCO,), (bicarbonate-in solution).

Thus in the case of a hard water :A. Sufficient lime is added to
(a) precipitate all the dissolved calcium bicarbonate ;
(b) react with all the free carbon dioxide in the water;
(c) leave at least 0·007 per cent. lime (as CaO) in excess.
B. Sufficient raw water, rendered safe by storage or other treatment,
is mixed with the lime-treated water to ensure a suitable degree of hardness in the mixed water.

In the case of a soft water the treatment is : A. As above.
B. Complete aeration or treatment with carbon dioxide.
The precipitated chalk is allowed to settle or is filtered off. A hard
water is thus softened to any desired extent by this treatment, while a
soft water is given a suitable degree of hardness (0 ·007 per cent. of
CaO is equivalent to 12 ·5 parts of CaCO, in 100,000)
The greater the temporary hardness of the crude water, the less unlimed water will need to be added to produce a given degree of hardness
in the finished water, and vice versa.
Houston (loc. cit.) recommends the following procedure :" . . . . a treatment in three stages, using (1) enough lime to
combine with the temporary hardness in the whole of the water, but
adding it to such portion of the whole as would leave an excess of about
0 ·007 per cent. of CaO in that portion ; and (2) sterilizing with chlorine
or ozone the remaining portion ; and then (3) mixing the two together
and removing the inert carbonate of lime by rapid filtration." He
further states that :-" Speaking generally, the bactericidal dose with
hard waters would seem to be about 1 to 5,000, and with wry soft waters
about 1 to 50,000."
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The following table from Sir A. C. Houston's 8th report (above quoted)
till further illustrates the method.
Awrage of eight experiments with eight dif!nent samples of raw
Thames w:iter (hardness 21 ·63).
Limo-treated (l in .5,000)
( Averago excess C..:u.0,

0·0066 per rent.)
tiO mixed n·ith
65
70

75
80

Not treaterl. /

40
36
30
25
20

Hardneseofmixture(soaptest).

9·01
8·14
7·48
7·51

8·06

li chlorine he used for the sterilization of the water which is mixed
with the lime-treated water, a moderate overdose of chlorine is of little
moment, as it will be diluted considerably by the limed water, and the
excess will rapidly disappear by acting upon the organic matter in the
latter part.
The method results in a safe and palatable water which contains nothing
that was not present in the water previously. It is applicable to flood
water, and, by hardening soft water, renders it unable to act upon lead.
It is relatively inexpensive.
8. Sterilization by ultra-violet light.-The chemical rays of the
spectrum destroy bacteria rapidly. The water is made to circulate in
such a way that it passes within a few inches of a Cooper-Hewitt mercury
vapour lamp several times. The water must not be appreciably coloured,
and should be free from suspended matter. An air space has been found
necessary between the lamp and the water, otherwise the outside of the
lamp becomes covered with a deposit of carbonates which absorb the rays ;
the air space should be as small as possible, and the container of the mercury
lamp should be of silica, as both air and ordinary glass absorb the ultraviolet rays.
9. Sterilization by boiling.-The disadvantages, that boiled water
lacks aeration and is consequently flat and insipid to the taste, and also
needs cooling, have been overcome in certain types of apparatus.
Units can be constructed to deal with up to 25,000 gallons an hour.
Boiling destroys pathogenic bacteria, but many spores resist the boiling
temperature for some time.
Condensers were used to purify Nile water. In one case 22,000
gallons were distilled each day, with an expenditt,re of " to11 ot coal for
2,240 gallons.
10. Other sterilizing agents.-Many other substances have been
auggested for the destruction of bacteria in water. Some are quite useful,
but are not suitable for use with semi-permanent installations.
Tablets of .,odi11m biBtllp/wte are an article of supply, and 15 grains to a
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pint of water is the proportion used. These are useful for issue to men on
det.ached duties; they can be used directly in the water-bottle.
Copper s11lphate, though useful as an algicide, is too uncertain to use
for sterilizing water.
Hydrogen peroxide, either added directly or indirectly by using peroxidei:; of sodium, calcium, or magnesium, is an efficient~terilizer for wate~.
Its action is slow, and a concentration of about 1 part m 1,000 of water 1s
necessary with hydrogen peroxide itself ; the peroxides of sodium, calcium,
and magnesium are rather more efficient. Magnesium peroxide is used
for sterilizing bottled mineral waters.
Potassi,im permanganate oxidizes organic matter, and a brown hydrated
peroxide of manganese is formed which serves as a coagulant, but is less
efficient for this purpose than the hydroxides of iron and aluminium.
Potassium permanganate is used as a part of the process employed in the
purification of the water of the Scheidt for the town of Ghent. It is too
costly for use as a sterilizing agent alone.
E"so!.-Solution A.-6 oz. of boric acid in 2 gallons of water, which
must be clear and boiled.
Solution B .-Bleaching powder solution containing l ·3 to l ·35 per cent.
of available chlorine.
For use, 1 part of Bis mixed with 2 parts of A.
Dakins' so!ution.-Solution A.--4·4 oz. of anhydrous sodium carbonate
(or 12·6 oz. of washing soda, or 3·6 oz. of sodium bicarbonate) in 2
gallons of water.
Solution B.-A.s for Eusol.
Two parts of A and one part of Bare mixed and filtered through double
paper after standing half an hour.

80. Removal of pmsons.
l. If any of the poisons enumerated in Sec. 74 be found in the raw
water, it will, in general, be rejected as a source of drinking water; but
since circlllilStances may arise under which only poisoned water is available, the following methods of poison removal are given. These methods
have been tested and proved to be satisfactory,except in the case of organic
compounds containing arsenic, such as may arise as the result of bombardment with poison shells. These compounds would probably be decomposed by the meahod described below, but careful experiment would be
necessary before such water could be safely used.
It s~oul_d be remembered that! setting aside questions of morality and
humanity, 1t 1s doubtful whether 1t would be possible to poison the whole
of the water supplies of a district with any known kind of poison ; and
that, should this be clone, it would probably be easier and cheaper, and
would certamly be safer, to transport the necessary drinking water by rail
road, or pipe, even for a considerable distance, than to attempt to rende;
the poisoned water innocuous.
Obvious poisons, such as creso1, dead bodies, farmyard manure, excreta,
&c_., and subst~nces such as common sa1t, Epson1 saJt.s, and other nonpo1souons bodies present in great f>XCess, cannot be removed by
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practicable processes; but, in general, a well contaminated with such substances can be rendered 11.Bable in a few days by cleaning out and continuo11.8
pumping, and, in the case of organic compounds, by the addition of large
quantities of bleaching powder to the well followed by pumping out after
a period of rest. (Appendix V.)
2. Copper, lead, mercury, and zinc can be removed by adding alum
as a coagulant, then a slight excess of sodium sulphide. This precipitates
the heavy metals as sulphides, which can be filtered off under pressure,
using a tightly packed filter of wood wool. About! lb. of alum each 1,000
gallons is added and sodium sulphide as a 7 per cent. solution of the moist
salt. The excess of sodium sulphide is removed by oxidation in the subsequent treatment with bleaching powder. The following table gives the
quantities of Na,S.9H,O required to treat 1,000 gallons of water containing
1 gram a litre of the salts:TABLE

T.--Removal of copper, lead, mercury, and zinc.

I

Salt.
Na,S.9H 2O

CaSO4.5HzO. ,

lbs.

I

I

9·5

Pb(NO,)2.

HgCJ 1 .

7·2

8·8

IZnSO

4• 7H,O.

8·6

3. Arsenic (see Appendix VI).-The whole of the arsenic is first
converted, if necessary, into sodium arsenate by the use of excess of
bleaching powder, and is then precipitated as a basic ferric arsenate by the
addition of iron alum. If more than O· l gram of arsenic (calculated as
As 20 3) be present in a litre, caustic soda must also be added. The following
table shows the quantities of reagents found necessary to treat 1,000 gallons
of water. The bleaching powder is assumed to contain 25 per cent.
available chlorine.
TABLE

As,0 3 grams
a. litre.

U(i).-Removal of arse11ic.

I

Bleaching powder. ,
lb,.

O·Of.i

0·7
1·6

0· l

3· l

0·02
0·15
0·2
0·3
0·4
0·5

4·8
6•2
9·2
12·3
15·4

NaOH.
lbs.
none

fn;
5
7·5
10
12·5

Iron alum.

lbs.
3·2
7
9

14
18
27
35
43

II the ar:,enic is alreadyoxidizeu, the following table gives the qua~tities
uf iron alum to be 11.Bed for 1,000 gallons of water, and the quant1t1es of
caustic soda to be added separately afterwards.
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U(ii).-Removal of arsenic.

As 20 5 .
grams a litre.

Iron alum.
lbs.

NaOH.

0·02 to O· l
'0· 15
0·2
0·3
0·4
0·5

11 ·75
17·5
23·5
35
46·75
58·5

1·25
1·9
2·5
3·75
5
6·25

lbs.

4. Cyanides.-Cyanides can be completely precipitated as potassium
ferrous ferrocyanide in alkaline solution :6KCN
2FeS04 = K,FeFe"(CN),
2K,SO,.

+

+

Excess of ferrous sulphate is added to react with the alkali so that the
precipitate contains ferric hydroxide. If the alkali be in excess, the filtrate
will be yellow owing to the presence of potassium ferrocyanide, and prussian
blue will probably be formed. The precipitate also tends to become
oxidized in a sand filter, giving ferrocyanide, so that the sand must be
washed frequently. 0·005 gram a litre of potassium cyanide may be left
in the water; this gives a lethal dose in about 14 gallons. The following
table gives the amount of FeS0,.7H,O to be used to treat 1,000 gallons
of water. 2¼ lbs. of NaOH each 1,000 gallons must first be added.
TABLE

V .-Removal of cywnides.

KCN grams a litre

FeS04.7H,O

····1~1~1~1~1-----j-0·2
O-i·3_
0·41 0·5
lbs. 5·8
6
6·7
8
10·5
13
16·2 17·4

5. Removal of iron and manganese.-lron in water 1s generally
present in the ferrous state. It can be removed :-(a) By oxidation
thorough aeration, by cascade or passage through a perforated plate, or by
the use of an oxidizing agent such as bleaching powder or chlorine, the
iron being precipitated as hydroxide, which acts as a coagulant. (b) By
the use of a permutit containing the higher oxides of manganese and
regenerated by treating with potassium permanganate. Manganese can
be removed similarly.
81. Water softening.
_l. A~thoug~1 it is not, in general, necessary in semi-permanent water

engmeermg to mcur the expense of softening the watet required for drinkmg,_yet lll some cases, where the crude water is unusually hard, it may be
adv!sable to do so. Where a very hard water is to be used for steam
raIB1ng, for laundry work, or for certain manufacturing JJroce,..;srR it is
Jesirable that it should be first softened.
'
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The distinction between temporary and permanent hardness was pointed
out in Chap. XIV, Sec. 71, and the treatment of temporary hardness with
lime is dralt with in this chapter under the heading of the excess !ime
method of sterilization.
2. Temporary hardness.- Clark's method removes all the calcium
carbonate, except about 2 grains a gallon which remain dissolved, but
does not remove magnesium carbonate unless an excess of lime is employed,
when the magnesium is precipitated as hydroxide. As already stated, it
is undesirable to supply the consumer with water containing free lime, so
that, if excess of lime is used for any reason, it is necessary to remove it
by thorough aeration or by treatment with carbon dioxide.
The precipitate formed in Clark's process does not settle very rapidly,
and is generally removed by filtration, using cloth filters. The lime used
should be of good quality and free from stones; it is slaked, dissolved,
and added to the water in the form of lime water. This is best made up
frequently, and kept in slate tanks out of contact with the air as far as
possible.
3. Permanent hardness.-This is removed by the use of sodium
hydroxide (caustic soda) or sodium carbonate. The reactions are probably
as follows:Na,CO,
2Na0H

+ CaSO,= Na S0, + CaCO,
+ Ca(HC0,) = CaCO, + Na,CO, + 2H,O
1

1

(i)
(ii)

From equation (ii) it is seen that, if caustic soda is added eqmvalent to
the permanent hardness, th~ sodium carbonate formed will remove (equa•
tion (i) ) an amount of temporary hardness equivalent to the permanent
hardness. To soften the water it is now necessary to add lime equivalent
to the difference between the temporary and permanent hardness. This
method is therefore applicable when the temporary hardness exceeds the
permanent. li the temporary hardnese is less than the permanent, it is
necessary to add sodium carbonate equivalent to the permanent hardness,
and then lime equivalent to the temporary hardness.
Owing to the solubility of magnesium carbonate, 1 in 2,500, the removal
of magnesium salts is more difficult. The addition of excess of lime precipitates magnesium hydroxide, but this increases the quantity of calc!1un
sulphate or chloride, both of which are troublesome in boilers. Sodrnm
phosphate, Na,1'0 4 (Tripsa), and a double phosphate and fluoride,
Na,P04 .NaF.12H,O, precipitate the magnesium almost completely as
phosphate and fluoride.
4, Softening1 with Permutit.-Permutit is an artificial silic~te
similar to the natural zeolites, formed by fusing together felapar, kaohn,
and sodium carbonate, and subsequently treating t-he wass with water.
The product is called sodium permutit, and is a doubl_e sihcare of
sodium and aluminium, NaAl (Si0,),.2H20. The sodmm 1s rep!ace~ble
by calcium, magnesium, potassium, or othe• baee,. The reaction )S a
tn088 action: thus sodium permutit treated with i. solutio~ of a calcmm
aalt is converted into calcium permutit; this, treated with a solut1?11
of a sodium salt, such as common salt, is reconverted into sodmm permut1t,
and so on.
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The bard water is passed tbro11gh gran ular sodium permutit contained
in a cvlinder, the calcium and magnesium salts are removed, and are
replaced by sodium salts. The permutit is regenerated by leavmg it overnight in contact with a 10 per cent. salt solut ion. . Next_ mornmg _the brme,
containmg the chlorides of calcium anu magnesium, 1s run oft, _and the
regenerated sodium permutit is washed and is ready for use agam. The
hard water is passed through at the rate of about 3 or 4 metres an hour.
Free carbon dioxide decomposes permutit slowly, so that the bed 1s generally
covered wit,h a layer of broken marble or limestone.

APPENDIX

I.

THE ADVANTAGE OF SMALL " NATURAL ,, STORAGE RESERVOIRS .

1. A dam constructed in the Yser near Haringhe on the FraneoBelgian frontier resulted in the formation of a steady reach about 2 miles
long, and it was found that, except after heavy rain when the river_ rose
as much as a foot in a few hours, the water impounded was comparatively
clear after standing for about a fortnight . The normal condition of the
river was very turbid and muddy.
2. Two installations were placed on the banks of the Peenebeck, one
at Arneke, in a situation where_the stream is fairly rapid and almost invariably extremely turbid, and the other near Wormhoudt, where the stream
is very slow. At the latter point the water is quite clear in dry weather,
although after rain, when the stream is swollen and rapid, it is very thick
and muddy ; the storage here was small, but was sufficient to allow of
quite good sedimentation.
APPENDIX

II.

AL<} lE IN RESERVOIRS.

At Zuytpeene, on the Peenebeck, about a million gallons of water
were impounded in an old moat. An attempt was made to clean out the
moat before allowing it to fill. but, as there was a layer of black mud and
slime 2 or 3 feet thick and as the time was short and the need for water
ur~ent, the cleaning was not completed. In consequence, the water soon
became green, and extensive algal growth appeared. About two parts in a
million of available chlorine as bleaching powder was added from a
boat and mixed as well as possible with the water, but this gave very
little improvement. One part in a million of copper sulphate was accordingly added similarly, and this resulted in an immediate improvement in
the water, and algal troubles did not recur during that summer.
During the two or three days that were necessary to free the reservoir
water f~om _algre it was still essential to send the daily supply of water
up the pipe-Imes. It was found that, by treating the water with alum before
filtering-a mechanical filter was used-and chlorinating after, a perfectly
clear water flowed into the contact tanks. Within less than half an hour,
~owever, the water became turbid , a yello,vish green scum appeared
m the tanks, and the water developed an unpleasant, somewhat fishy,
taste. This unexpected result was taken to be due to the sand of the
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mechanical filter forming a breeding-ground for the alare. The water
was not examined microscopically, but it was presumed that the clear
water leaving the filter was teeming with algre which developed rapidly
111 the contact tank in tb2 summer weather, in spite of the presence of
araifoblc chlorine. The filter was accordingly filled with a strong
chlmine solution (about-20 parts in a million), and left overnight. Improvement was noticeable next day, bt1t the trouble soon r<turned ; apparently
the filter rapidly became re-inoculated with the algre. It was then decided
to chlorinate the water before filtration instead of after, and this resulted
in great improvement. It would seem that this treatment prevents the
form,ition of algre on the filter ; it involves the use of more chlorine, but
it gives a ready means of avoiding algal growth in the finished water when
it is not practicable to treat the crude water with copper sulphate.

APPENDIX

III.

CIJOKING OF FILTERS

It was necessary to supply about 250,000 gallona of treated water a
day from the Yser at Haringhe, and the matter was extremely urgent.
Consequently, crude river water, which at that time was very turbid and
muddy, coloured, and contained colloidal clay, was passed directly, ,dter
preliminary straining through gravel in the pre-filters, through the fine
sand filters. The filters became choked in three or four days, and, had
there not been a duplicate set, it would have been impossible to keep up
the supply of treated water. Sedimentation tanks were installed, and it
was then common to run the filters for three weeks or a month without
cleaning, and this in spite of the fact that, as 250,000 gallons a day were
being delivered from a plant designed for 200,000 gallons a day, it was
not always possible to allow the water to settle until quite clear, and, in
consequence, a certain amount of aluminium hydroxide sludge found its
way on to the filters. The sedimentation tanks constructed are shown on
Pls. 106 and 107.

APPENDIX

IV.

RUSTY PIPES.

Upon many occasions during the Great War _it was found !hat a
perfectly clear water pumped into a pipe-line appeared reddish, turbid, and
rusty at the other end. It was generally supposed that this was due to new
or dirty pipes-salved pipes were often used-and many thousands of
gallon• of good water were pumped to waste in the attempt to dean them.
It was found frequently that the water immediately recovered its rusty
character when the pipes were used for the normal supply, even after
repeated flushings extending over several hours each time. In n? case
did this happen when the pipes were treated with excess of chlonne as
described in Sec. 79, para. 2.
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V.

'fBE TREATMENT OF WELLS BADLY CONTAMINATED BY THE ENEMY.

A well near Bapaume, one of the main civil supplies of the town, had
been extensively fouled by the enemy with excrement. The well was
cleaned out as carefully as possible, and 3 lbs. of bleaching powder were
put in and left for some hours. Water was then_ pumped out vigorously
for some time and the treatment was repeatec1, with the result that, 1tfter
abont four days, the water obtained from the well was of good quality, and
gave negative results with MacConkey medium, i.e., lactose factors were
absent.
APPENDIX

VI.

ARSENIC IN WELL WATERS.

Two wells in the Somme area were found, some days after they
had been in use, to develop small quantities of arsenic of the order of
.,'-;s to ¾milligram of As 20, a litre, quantities quite harmless in themselves but disquieting on account of the fact that another well a few miles
away had developed salinity rather rapidly. It was supposed that the salt
arose from the gradual solution of a supply put into the well by the
enemy before he left. This may or may not have been the explanation,
but there was the possibility of arsenic having been thrown into the wells,
and a kind of delayed action, similar to that of the mines, at once
suggested itself as the explanation. It was observed, however, that
both the wells affected were served with Ohaine Helice pumps, and the
arsenic was traced to the zinc of the galvanized iron of the 01,aine
Helice. The quantity of zinc and arsenic which can go into solution
under these circumstances is very minute, and could cause no dangerous
symptoms. In the cases in point the quantity of arsenic did not iucrease
beyond the traces mentioned above.
It is noteworthy that the various arsenic scares of the Great War
proved to be unfounded. In one case, certainly, a considerable quantity
of arsenic was found in a well at Messines. The well had been badlv shellec1
-was, in fact, merely vestigia!---and the arsenic was most likely due to
arsenic-containing poison shells, which were at that time almost unknown.

CHAPTER XVI.
METHODS OF PURIFICATION SUITABLE FOR USE
IN THE FIELD.
82. Chlorination of well water.
I. _When a village is first taken from, or evacuated by, the enemy, it is
sometimes !o~d that one or two v.ells have escaped destruction, and in
some cases 1t 1s very desirable that the water of such wells should be usable
for a f~w days at least, until a more suitable supply can be made available
by hormg, by transport, or by means of a pipe-line.
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Even if water is free from gross contamination, it is necessary to chlorinate, especially under the circumstances being considered, as the well is
hkely to he drawn upon almost continuously all day long. This involves
muddy ground round the top, mmldy buckets used for drawing water,
splashing of the water with mud on its way from the well to the cookhouses, and innumerable other sources of contamination ; it also involves
very great difficult) in regulating the traffic around the well and the drawing
of the water, especially when, as is frequently the case, the locality is very
liable to be shelled.
2. Two methods of chlorination are available if the well is not provided
with a pump, and water has to be drawn in a bucket :(a) A ble.. ch solution is made up of a strength suitable for the water.
If the Horrocks' test indicate, that n parts of chlorine in a million
are required, n scoops (2 grams each) of bleaching powdP.r are
dissolved as previonsly described, and the milky solution 1s
made up to 2 gallons-a petrol can is useful for this purpose.
Each gallon of the water then receives 3 fluid ounces of the
solution before leaving the well, and each pint 3 teaspoonfuls.
Measures can easily be made from empty cans ; the warden
in charge is instructed to add one of the large measures of
solution to each petrol can, and one of the small ones to each
mess tin full of water.
'£his method suffers from the disadvantage that each well so treated
needs a water warden to be constantly on duty at the well, and this is not
always possible in shelled areas ; also, there is a tendency for the warden
to put in a little extra for safety, or to omit the addition altogether in
some cases for popularity.
(b) Direct chlorination of the well itself. This method has been
tested with satisfactory results under active service conditions.
A cylindrical jam tin is weighted outside at t-he bottom by att.aching
strip, of bheet lead or other dense material, so that it sinks in water when
empty. lt is supported by three strings, tied together about Ii inches
above the top of the tin, one of them being a J;ttle longer than the other
two so that the tin is tilted slightly. A siphon tube of glass, lead, or
composition reaches to the bottom of the tin inside and to about an mch
below the bottom outside. The knot of the strings is then attached to a
long string, knotted at intervals of, say, 3 feet, by which it can be lowered
into the well.
The apparatus is lowered until it touches the water, then further until
it reaches the bottom ; by noting the length of the strmg ~aid out Ill
each case the depth of the water in the well can be determmed. The
diameter vf the well is measured · it must be noted whether the diameter
is the same lower down as at the' top or not. Then the amount of water
in the well is given by :22/7 x (radius)' x depth of water x 6 · 25 gallons, the mea•urements
being given in feet.
If the Horrocks' test on the water indicates n scoops for every 110
gallons, a paste of n
I scoops of bleaching powder for every 100 gallons

+
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of water in the well is made and poured into the tin, which is then nearly
filled up with water. The apparatus is lowered gently until it is just
below the surface of the water. On raising it just above the water the
siphon comes into play, and the whole of the contents are sipho_ned out
into the water. The tin is next lowered into the water and emptied once
or twice to wash out all the bleaching powder, and then lowered to the
bottom of the well and raised to the top of the water rapidly several time,s
to assist the mixing of the solution with the water.
This should be done at night. If no free chlorine remains in the
morning, one scoop per 100 gallons should be added in the same way. If
the well is used much, the water should be tested hourly. and if the free
chlorine falls bel0w ½part in a million, another ½scoop of bleaching powder
for each 100 gallons should be applied . The advantages of this method are
that one intelligent warden can easily attend to three or four wells, provided that they are not too far apart, and, as the water is always chlorinated, supervision of the drawing of the water is not so important.
3. When the water can he pumped from the well, two tanks, each
provided with bib-cocks, should be set up to receive the discharge. These
two tanks are used alternately, one in use and the other freshly filled and
chlorinated allowing the necessary contact period for chlorination to take
effect.

83. Small and improvised pui-ification plants.
1. In this section will be considered such apparatus as can be readily

improvised and operated without power-driven pumps. Capacities of over
about 10,000 gallons a day will usually require the installation of plant,,
as described in the subsequent section under the heading of Mechanical

filters.
2. Cart, water, tank, Mark VII (L) (regimental water-cart).-The
apparatus supplied with this cart consists of two hand pumps and two
cylinders, each containing a cloth filter. (See Pl. 4.)
The filter consists essentially of a metal framework, round which is
wrapped several layers of special cloth. The requisite quantity of alum
is put into a small box attached to the head of the cylinder containing
the filter, and water is pumped in by means of the hand pump. The
precipitate caused by the alum settles on the cloth in the form of a film.
Since the water has to pass this film, the suspended matters are stopped
by it, and the water when clear is pumped into the tank of the cart. The
tank holds ll0 gallons. The requisite number of scoops of bleaching
powder mixed into a thin cream with water are added to the tank when the
bottom is covered with clear water, and the pumping is continued until the
cart 1s filled. The water is fit for drinking purposes at the end of 30 minutes.
It takes 20 to 30 minutes to fill the cart, so that ll0 gallons of water are
available at the end of one hour.
lnstruc_tions for operating the clarification arrangement are as under ;
! he bleaclnng powder is added as stated above (see also Sec. 74) : (a) Attach_ the _hose to the bottom of the pumps, and place the

stramers m the source of supply.
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(b) Remove the cap from the back of each clarifying cylinder by

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

nnscrewing the wing nnts; open the box attached to the
cap by reversing the bayonet catch. Remove the two circnlar
pieces of wire gauze from the box, and place four measures of
the clarifying powder (alum and soda) between them, then
drop them into the hottom of the box, leaving a clear space
at the sides. Insert the lid, and fasten by means of the bayonet
catch.
Remove the clarifying reel, and wrap round with three layers of
the cloth; tie off the cloth at each encl of the reel and also at
three intermediate places. In all cases tlie cloth must extend
to each end of the reel and must be wrapped smoothly; there
must be no creases. If the cloth shrinks after repeated washing,
put on two cloths and allow them to overlap in the centre of the
reel.
Insert the wrapped reel into the cylinder, and push the spigot well
home so that the rubber ring comes in contact with the end of
the cylinder. If the rubber ring becomes flattened out by
repeated use, put on a new one. It is essential that a watertight joint shonld be made.
Insert the cap, and screw up the winged nuts. The pressure of
the cap on the reel makes the spigot end form a water-tight
joint if the rubber ring is not flattened out.
Remove the plug from the exit pipe of the cylinder.
Pump slowly. The first water which issues will not be quite
clear ; but after a few seconds, when a deposit has formed on
the cloth, the water will become perfectly clear. The ping
in the exit pipe should then be screwed home, and the water
pumped directly into the cart.
When water flows from the relief valves, the cloths of the clarifying
reels are to be removed and replaced by clean ones.

NoTE.-After use the cloth should be removed from the reel, thoroughly cleansed
with water, and boiled in a sterilizing kettle. Spare reels and cloths are carried, which
can be used if the cart has to be again filled before the cloths have been cleansed.
The box must be recharged with clarifying powder for each 100 gallons pumped into
the cart. When the day's work is over, the box must be thoroughly cleansed whenever
dirt or deposit renders this necessary. Drain.plugs are provided underneath the tank
for emptying after cleaning.
The leathers of the pumps ma.y become dry from disuse, and cause the pumps to
leak. A few sharp strokes will generally put this right. It will occo.siona.Ily be
necessary to dismantle the pumps, and apply dubbing to the washers or to renew them.
A special spanner is provided for this purpose.

3. Mule pack filter .-Principle.-Crudewater is treated with bleaching
powder and alum solution, and filtered through crushed flint (silex) (see
The capacity of this apparatus is up to about 50 gallons

1

Pl. 163, Fig. 2).
an hour.

Desmiption.-The apparatus consists of two cylindrical _ta~s mounte_d
one over the other on a collapsible stand. The upper cylinclr1cal tank is
divided into two vertical compartments, each having a capacity of 27 ·5
litres (six gallons). These two compartments serve to hold the crude
water, and arc connected at the bottom b_v a three-way tap so arranged
(B 15250)T
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that while the water from one compartment is passing to the silex in the
lower cylindrical tank, the other compartment can he filled with crude
water and treated with aluminium sulphate and hleacbmg powder. By
reversing the direction of the tap, when one compartment is empti~d, the
wn.ter in the ot.lwr conipartment paRscs to the silex, and a contrnuous
mcthOll of workjng can he carried out.

A gauze strainer is fit~ed to _the fillin(l hole of each compartment. The
lower cylindrical tank 1s dtv1ded horizontally mto two portwns-the
upper portion containing the specia~ filtering m~terial, silex or crushed
flint, and the lower portion fitted with taps servmg as a distributor and
container for purified water. This lower cylinder is constructed so that it
is pivoted on axles and can be rotated so as to cause the purified water
from the bottom of this cylinder to retrace its path and backwash the silex,
and thus remove the material which has been filtered from the water.
A small pump is attached for pumping water to the upper cylinder.
Method of use.-The stand is joined together by bolting, as indicated
on Pl. 163. The top cylinder is bolted to the frame ; the lower cylinder is
placed on its supports, and the silex levelled. The top of the lower cylinder
is bolted in position, and the three-way tap between the two cylinders,
connected to the brass pipe of the lower cylinder, is closed so as to shut
both compartments of the upper tank. The apparatus is now ready for
use.

One compartment of the top tank is then filled, and dlll'ing the filling
50 c.c. of alum solution (30 grammes a litre) and the requisite quantity of
bleaching powder solution, as shown by the case, water testing (5 c.c. of
the black cup solution in the compartment of six gallons equals one part
in a million of iree chlorine), is added. After standing 10 minutes, the
three-way tap is opened, and the water passes into a gauze box, which
distributes the water evenly over the surface of the silex. The water
passes through the silex, which is placed upon a gauze grid, through this
grid, and then up through the outer of the two concentric tubes, and finally
clown the centre tube into the bottom portion of the lower cylinder.
It will be observed that the filter works under very little pressure,
actually about 2-inch head of water, and the three-way tap may require
a little adjustment on opening at first, in order to prevent more water
entering the top of the silex than can be filtered. Water coming out of the
top of the lower cylindrical tank indicates this, and it is necessary to close
the three-way tap a little until water just ceases to come out of the top.
It takes about four minutes for water to pass through the filter at commencement.

Whilst the first compartment is filtering, the other compartment is
filled with water and treated as above. When the first compartment is
empty, by changing the tap the water in the other compartment mav be
allowed to filter, whilst the first is again refilling. The filter thus ,,;orks
nearly continuously.
It will be found that after some hours continuous use the rate of filtrat,ion will h_e much slower, especially _if the water to be filtered is very dirty.
The filter 1s n~t so efficient when this rn the case, and it becomes necessary
to :vash the stlex_. This 1s best done h)_' removing the top of the lower
cylmder. and acldmg clean water from time to time, thoroughly stirring
ttp the silex, and pourmg away the dirty water. This mnst be repeatetl
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until no further dirt can be removed. When completed, bolt on the lid of
the cylinder, connect the tap, and commence as before.
After this flushing, it will always take a little time before the filtered
water is quite clear. For average working, the filter will deliver two
gallons in from two to three minutes, and, if the time is greater than six
minutes, it is generally an indication that the silex requires washing. With
water containing about 25 to 30 parts per 100,000 of suspended matter,
the plant can be run continuously for about six to eight hours, sterilizing
and filtering.
4. Coolie pack filter.-A smaller type of apparatus, similar to the
above, can be carried ou a man's back. The filter consists of a canvas
reservoir, which is suspended above a silex filter (Pl. 163, Fig. I), similar
to the one in the mule pack filter. The reservoir is filled with water, and
the requisite amount of alum and bleaching powder added. The whole
is stirred up and allowed to stand for 10, or preferably 20, minutes. The
filter tap is then turned on, and the water passes through the filter and is
read v for use.
The capacity of this apparatus is about 20 gallons an hour.
5. For larger quantities of water than can be handled by the apparatus already described, plant can be improvised with material easily obtained. In this type of plant, clarificat10n is carried out solely by the use
of alum, and sterilization is effected by bleaching powder iu the usual
way.

Pl. 164 shows diagrammatically a typical plant.
This apparatus was designed to supply up to about 6,000 gallons
of treated water a day from very unsatisfactory source~, such as muddy
streams, ponds, or canals. '!'he whole equipment can be carried on a
G.S. wagon as far as road transit is possible, it can then be man-handled
to its destination, and can be set up in a few hours. lt is not costly, and
the parts can be cheaply and rapidly replaced in case of destruction. The
relative permanence of the apparatus varies very much with the nature
of the situation, the requirements, and the material available. Thus, in
a quiet situation where timber can be obtained, the tanks can be firmly
set up in wooden frames, an overhead tank can be erected for filling watercarts, and a relatively permanent water point can be constructed, while
in a dangerous situation the tanks can be sunk in the ground, covered,
and rendered inconspicuous.
This apparatus was used extensively during the last phases of the
Great War, and proved satisfactory and conveuient.
The following apparatus is required :-(a) Two tanks (canvas), approximatelv 1,800 gallons each.
(b) Three 5-gallon oil drums, two of them fitted with taps as near
to the bottom as possible, with wooden covere.
(c) Two troughs about 4 feet long, V shaped or rectangular.
(d) Pun1p, with necessary hose-pipes. (Petrol or hand-dnven.)
(e) 1 foot india-rubber tubing, i inch internal <liameter.
(f) Alumino-ferric.
(g) Bleaching powder, or Eau de Jcwelle.
(h) Horrocks' testing cabinet.
{a) 50 c.c. glass Nessler cylinder.
~U2W~
n2
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lj) Improvised burette, standard solution of sodium thiosulphate
N/10 acid, methyl orange.
.
If possible, t he tanks should be erected so that the top of one 1s be low
the bottom of the other. The engine and pump should be placed as near
as possible to the surface of the water in the stream or pond, and the lower
end of the suction pipe should be suspended about 6 mches below the
surface of the water by means of an empt y petrol can, or should be otherwise prevented from approachini; the bottom of the water ; m general,
a rose should be used. The upper tank Bis for alum sedimentation. The
trough should be fixed at one corner, parallel to one side, and sloping
downwards into the tank with a fall of about 1 in 6. The delivery hose
of the pump is supported in the trough with the end about 2 feet from
the upper end of the trough. The oil drum A should stand on the upper
end of the trough, so that the alum solution can be delivered from the
wooden tap into the stream of water issuing from the hose-pipe . A short
length of india-rubber tubing can be used to prevent the stream of alum
solution from being blown away in windy weather. The arrangement of
the trough and oil drum D , for the addition of the hlesching powder
solution above the lower or clear water tank C, is similar.
A solution of alumino-ferric is made, if possible some time before
it is needed in order that it may have time to settle. lf the lumps are
crushed (enclose in a sandbag and hammer with a piece of wood), solution
in cold weather is fairly easy with stirring . The method of making the
bleaching powder solution Las heen described in Sec. 79. Knowing the
capacity of the sedimentation tank B, it will be easy to calculate roughly
how long it will take to fill, by finding the time taken to fill a 2-gallon petrol
can or a 5-gallon oil drum. The flow of alum solution is set so that the
solution is exhaustediu this period. It is essential that the rate of flow should
be as nearly as possible uniform throughout, and the water in the tank must
be kept in motion continually during the filling. If a hand pump is used, it
is advisable to assist the circulation of the water occasionally with a wooden
padctle. Eight hours should be sufficient for Jedimentation, the water
should then he quite clear and practically free from colour and taste.
The clear water is then pumped, or better siphoned, into the clear water
tank C, and the bleaching powder solution is added fairly uniformly. If
the alkalinity of the crude water be less than 12 (parts of CaC03 in
I00,000), it will be necessary to add an alkali (lime, soda ash, or washing
soda), in suitable quantity from a second drum, at the same time as the
alum and with the same precautions. The lime and alum solutions must
on no account mix until they come together in the stream of water. Water
from the clear water tank C can be pnmped after an interval of half an hour
int,o the storage tank E, wluch should be fitted with bib-cocks.
Calculations and quantities.-The quantity of alum needed varies from
5 to 15 grains a gallon. With an unknown water it is advisable to
commence _with 10 grains a gallon. If this causes rapid and perfect
sed1mentat10n, the quantity can be reduced in subsequent fillings, unless
sue~ reduction is found to result in poor sedimentation or a coloured or
tastmg water.
•rhe following table gives the quantities oi alum that should be dissoh·ed in 5 gallons of water in the oil drum, assuming that the tank can
dehver 1,600 gallons of sedimented water. The first time that a tank is
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filled after cleaning, allowance must be made for the extra, say, 200 gallons
that ordinarily remain in the tank with the sludge.
Grains each gallon ... 5
7·5
10
12·5
15
Pounds of alum
l ·26
2
2·5
3·25
3·75
A Maconochie M. & V. ration tin just holds a pound of alum in lumps
about the size of a walnut. If the alum is powdered, 1 pound about
fills three-quarters of the tin. A white Horrocks' cup contains 5 ounces,
and, if the sedimentation tank requires 40 minutes to fill, the alum solution
should be run at such a speed that a white Horrocks' cup fills in 17 seconds.
The sedimentation tank needs cleaning out after about 14 fillings.
Every thousand gallons requires half au ounce (7 scoops) of bleaching
powder for every part of available chlorine in a million (scoop of bleaching
powder each water-cart) that it is required to add. If the size of the tank
or the rate of filling differs from the above, it is easy to make the necessary
adjustment of the figures.
6. A design of a somewhat more permanent character is shown on
Pl. 165 ; in this case the overhead tank contairing the clean and chlorinated
water is connected to a water-cart point of the usual type. The method
of operating this plant is as followJ :The settling tank is fiUed with crude water, valves A and E being
open, and valves B, C, and D shut. At the same time as
the pump is discharging water into the trough, an appropriate
amount of alum solution is let in from the alum tank. The
connection from this tank is provided with two cocks, one for
regulating the supply and the other for shutting it off when
required. The amount of alum required must be determined
daily by experiment, and must be made up into a solution. It
may be necessary to add a lime solution as well.
After about 8 hours' precipitat,ion, valves A, E, and D are closed,
valves B and C, to the drain, are opened. Enough clean water
is pumped through to clean the pump, and valve D is opened and
valve C closed. The clean water is then pumped up into the
elevated tank. A bleaching powder solution is added to the
discharge of clean water in the same way as the alum solution
is added to the crude water.
lt will be necessary from time to time to clear out the sludge from the
settling tank." For this purpose a sump is formed at one end,
and the sludge can easily be removed with a lift and force pump
and a little water.
The methods of handling the chlorine and alum solutions are as
explained in the preceding section.
84. Mechanicalfilters.
1. Mechanical filters are of two kinds :-G,m-ily filters in which the

filter is open and filtration depends upon heail of water within the filter, and
Pressure filters which consist of closed cylinders in which the water 1s forced
through the san,l by pressure derived from pumps or from head of
water above the filter. In gravity filters the down-stream pressure 1s that
(B 15250)T
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of the atmosphere, while in pressure filters the pressures before and after
filtration may both be considerable: the clifference of pressure, however,
should not he, in general, greater than about 10 lbs. a square !nch
The
filtering film in both cases is artificial, and is obtamed by adcling alum as
a solution of aluminoferric to the crude water_. The water may be ~llowed
to deposit a greater portion of the premp1tate and accompanymg silt
before filtration, and this is the course to be recommended in most cases,
especially when the crude water contains much suspended or colloidal
matter, or it may be filtered immecliately after the adclition of the coagulant.
In any case, for field purposes, the water must invariably be treated with
some kind of chemical sterilizer after-in exceptional cases beforefiltration.
Cleansing of mechanical filters is necessary at frequent intervals, as
the quantity of water passed through the sand is considerable, with the
result that filters soon become clogged, and a greater pressure 1s necessary
to keep up the supply of filtered water. The different types of closed
pressure filters differ mainly in the methods used to effect the cleansing
of the sand. In all cases a fairly complicated system of valves and pipes
is required to enable the direction of flow to be reversed for cleaning, to
run the wash water to waste, and so on.
All mechanical filters should be provided with taps conveniently
placed, so that samples of the crude water, filtered water, chlorinated
water, wash water, and dechlorinated water (in cases where dechlorination
is practised), may be taken easily at any time. Pressure gauges are
attached so that the difference of pressure between the raw and filtered
water, which decides the time for back-flushing, can be readily seen.
Pressure filters can be inserted in water mains, that is, the water from
the filter can be delivered directly into the p1pe-linr, but, where possible,
a contact tank should be provided, as this gives a margin of safety should
the sterilizing arrangements go wrong for a time.
A single mechanical filter has usually an output of about 2,000 gallons
an hour; for larger yields, batteries of several filters in parallel are used.
Filters of much smalier capacity are also used.
In most closed filters there is an air release pipe in the dome, and in
starting and after back-flushing it has been found advisable to fill the
filter from the bottom leaving the valve on this pipe open until water
flows through it, when the stream is reversed and filtration proceeds. This
is most important in the small lorry plants.
2. The Jewell gravity filter. (See Pl. 166.)-This may be taken as
an example of the open type of filter. It consists of a double-walled
cylind~r; the incoming water is led into the space between the walls from
which 1t flows_ over the sand, which is contained in the central part of the
cylinder and 1s from 3 to 4 feet deep. As filtration proceeds, the head
of the water above the sand increases, the output of the filter being kept
constant by an automatic controller. The sand rests on a bed of gravel
a few mches thick, and this on concrete in which the outlet pipes are
embedded .. The main outlet pipe has numerous branches, which are
provided with holes covered with brass gauze and arranged so as to be
spread over the whole of the base of the filter. When the filter becomes
choked, it is washed by admitting water through these outlets, and the
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cleaning is assisted by agitating the sand "~th a series of vertical rods
attached to four radial :mns rotated by a vertical shaft. Cleaning takes
about 5 mmutes, and uses from 2½ to 5 per cent. of the filtered water.
The rnte of filtration is nearly 14 feet an hour; this ie a great increase
upon the 4 or 5 fret an hour of the or<linary slow sand filters.
3. The Jewell pressure filter. (See Pl. 167.)-This is one of the
simplest of closed pressure filters, consisting, practically, of a closed cylinder
filled to within a foot or so of the top with sand resting on gravel, rubble,
or stones. The water passes downwards through the sand, and is collected
below ; the orifices of the collecting pipes are provided with special nozzles
which prevent the wash water from interfering -.~th the grading of the
sand when the current of water is reversed for cleaning.
4. The Bell filter. (See Pl. 168.)-The principle is similar to that
of the Jewell pressure filter, but, in cleaning, the sand is stined by rotating
arms bearing l10llow spikes through which the water is forced to assist
tlie washing of the sand. At the same time, water is passed upwards
through the sand.
5. The Paterson filter. (See Pl. 169.)-The principle is similar to
the above, but the mechanical cleansing is assisted by a current of air
from a blower. The air is distributed by a large number of nozzles at the
bottom of the sand, and this gives a more uniform stirring of the sand than
by rakes, as, in the latter case, the sand near the axis is liable to remain
undistm,bed while that near the circumference is subjected to excessive
agitation. The air blast is turned on for about half a minute before the
current of water is reversed. This loosens the dirt, which is then washed
away with a much smaller expenditure of wash water than is otherwise
necessary.

6. The Turn-over filter. (See Pl.174.)-This is a horizontal cylinder
snpported on trnnnions and rollers and half-filled with sand. During backOushing, the cylinder is rotated, and the dirty water is siphoned off. Small
units which can be turned by hand are made, and also larger ones, 12 feet
long and 8 feet in diameter. The cylinder is divided into three compartments which can be washed separately if desired.
7. The Candy compound filter. (See Pl. 175.)-ln this filter there
are two separate layers, one above the other, the ffpper one a coarse prefilter and the lower a finishing filter of fine sand. In the space between
the two, and above the pre-filter, are rotating arms bearing powerful j_ets
which, during back-flushing, force the washing water into the filtermg
beds. The lower bed is at the same time washed by the upward flow of
water through the sand. The dirty wash water leaves the filter from the
space between the two beds. The pre-filter can also be washed from below,
if desired, but this is not generally necessary.
8. The Ransome continuous filter. (See Pl. 176.)-The principle
of this filter is somewhat different from that of the preceding filters, and
avoids the necessity of periodically stopping filtration in order to cleanse
the sand. The filtering mediwn is a moving layer of sand over a larger
fixed body of sand. Tile conical part is double-walled, and the sand rests
on a perforated plate supported by the inner wall of the cone. Sand
flows between the conical walls, and is carried by the incoming stream of
(ll
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water to the top of the filter, where it is distributed over the remainder of
the sand. Thus the sand at the sides is continually moving downwards
and being replaced above, while the central mass of sand remains stationary.
Under these conditions there is no opportm:nty for a film to form on the
sand, as it is continually being washed by the incoming water; the sand
does not become clogged, and back-flushing is only necessary about once
in six weeks.
9. Chemical feed apparatus.-If preliminary sedimentation is
employed, the method described in Sec. 76 is simple and convenient.
In the case of almnino-ferric, a tank of slate or cement-or of iron,
well tarred or with a good wash of cement-of sufficient size to contain a
day's supply of solution of suitable strength is used. To facilitate solution, if water under good pressure is available, a water supply pipe is fixed
round the inside of the tank about 6 inches from the bottom with holes
drilled at intervals, so that numerous jets of water can be projected downwards. The alum, broken into small lumps, is placed on the bottom of
the tank, and the water is turned on. With stirring, the alum should be
dissolved by the time the tank is full.
Another method, which involves the use of two tanks, is to put the
alum on a perforated tray near the top of the tank, and to spray the water
on it until the tank is full. It is then left for a few hours, if necessary, to
complete solution and diffusion, and to allow the solution to settle.
Given the rate of flow of the crude water, it is easy to calculate the
volume of chemical solution that should be used in, say, one minute, and
the tap can be adjusted to give this quantity. To avoid the necessity
of readjusting the flow as it diminishes through loss of head in the chemical
tank, a box can be inserted between the chemic:il tank and the mixing
trough, and supply adjusted by a ball-valve. This is quite satisfactory as
long as the ball-valve is in order, but with chemical solutions this method is
apt to be unreliable. A modified ball-v:ilve can be made, using corks as
floats and a wooden tap, but this would need continual repair, especially
with alum solution.
When the solution is led into the suction pipe of the ptunp, it should
enter at as great a distance from the pump as practicable, so that the
solution may be wellerixed with the water before entering the filter. In
thi~ case the feed will vary with the rate of pumping; this is obviously
des1rable. To gauge the rate of flow of the solution, the time taken for
the level of the solution to fall in the tank (or better in the feed box, the
ball-valve being closed while making the test) is the best indication.
10. Turbine feed. (See Pl. 177.)-A small turbine, driven
by the stream of water, is fixed near and after a right-angled bend
of the pipe. The shaft of the turbine passes out of the pipe at the !,end,
and works. a small _feed pnmp by worm gearing. The pump forces the
solut10n mto the pipe Just before the bend, and the turbine assists the
mixing of the solution with the water. It is evident that the rate at which
the pump is driven by the turbine will vary with the rate of the stream of
water.

ll. Mannock and Sibley's patent injector.-In this, the difference
of pressure at the two ends of _a Venturi tube is employed. The greater
pressure at the up-stream encl 1s caused to force the solution, by means
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of a piston, into the water at the clown-stream encl of the tnbe. By an
ingenious arrangement of automatic valves, as soon as the cylinder is
empty, it is filled by gravity from the solution supply tank, and, when
full, the valves are again reversed, and the solution is injected. By using
two cylinders one can be filling while the other is injectinrr, and the supply
of solution is continuous. The amount of chemical solution added evidently varies with the rate of flow of the water.
12. Improvised sand filters.-Owing to the large amount of con•
structional work that is necessary in the slow sand filtration processes, it
is not proposed to give any detailed account of them here. Quick sand
filters of coarse sand have been improvised in the field, but,altbough the bacterial content was in some cases somewhat reduced, the water was not
always appreciably improved either in appearance or taste, and the quan·
tity of organic matter was sometimes hardly altered. Such filters can be
· regarded as strainers only for the cmde water, and the filtration must
always be followed by chemical treatment for the destmction of bacteria.
A satisfactoq alum sedimentation plant, giving really good results, can
be erected at less cost and in less time. The filters used were of several
types, two of which are here outlined.
(a) Cubical boxes, about 6' x 6' x 6', were filled with very coarse
sand. The crude water was caused to flow from numerous jets on to the
toy of the sand ; it percolated through rapidly at 10 to 16 gallons a
square foot an hour, the sand not being submerged. The water from a
battery of these was collected in a trough by which it flowed after chlorination into the reservoir. The filters could be washed by forcing water
through in the reverse direction when required.
(b) Cubical boxes filled ,yith coarse sand or fine gravel were constructed
below the level of the water in a pond or stream the water from which flowed
through the sand from below, and thence into a similar empty box in
which it was chlorinated, and from which it was pumped into the storage
tanks.
lt is possible that a combination of this system with the Puech-Chabal
system would prove satisfactoq in a small plant .

•

85. Automatic chlorination.
I. The method of chlorination described in Sec. 79 is to be
recommended, automatic methods being generally less reliable and
more troublesome ; c~rtain automatic methods, however, have been used
with some success.
2. Addition on the suction side of the pump.-The methods used
for the addition of alum and other solutions described in Sec. 84 can be
employed for bleaching powder solution.
.
A solution of bleaching powder or Eau de Javelle of smtable strength
is made, and allowed to become quite clear by settling. It is then placed
in a reservoir, the size of which depends upon the output of the_ stat10n.
Two such containers should be provided, so that a supply of solution suffi•
cient for a 12-hour run can be made up and allowed 12 hours to settle
before use. The delivery tube, fitted with a stop-cock, should leave the
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reservoir about 2 inches above the bottom so that the sediment is not
drawn into the tube, and a drainage tube for the removal of the sediment
must be provided. The lower end of the delivery tube is let into the
suction pipe of the 1,ump. The delivery tube is in twc parts connected
vertically through a jet as follows :- The t,ube from the bleach tan~ 1s connected by a piece of india-rubber tubing with a jet made by drawrng off a
piece of glass tubing. A piece of wide glass tubing (gauge glass), about
6 inches long, is drawn off slightly at each end to a width somewhat greater
than that of the delivery tubing (¾-inch copper pipe is very suitable for
this), so that the metal tube can just enter the glass tubing. A somewhat
similar arrangement is shown on Pl. 178, Fig. 2, in which it is assumed
that the diameter of the glass tubing used is the same as that of the metal
tubing. The wide glass tube is then connected with the delivery tube at
both ends by means of india-rubber tubing ; the jet should then be visible
at about the middle of the gauge glass. The metal tubing should be
fastened above and below the gauge glass to a board, for safety, by clamps.
'fhe clamps should be easily and quickly removable to facilitate cleaning.
Given the volume of water passing through the pmnp in a given time, and
the quantity of chlorine it is desirable to add, the bleach solution can sometimes be made up of such a strength that the stream of solution giving the
correct dose takes the form of separate drops which can be counted.
Failing this, the stop-cock on the deli very tube must be set so that the
level of solution in the reservoir falls by a calculated amount in a given
time. This apparatus gives good results with careful use, and the dose
of sterilizing solution probably varies regularly with the speed of pmnping,
but it is necessary to watch the apparatus, as the jet is liable to become
choked ; also, unless the method of counting the drops is applicable, the
regulation of the dose is not so easy as in the case where the stream of
solution can be measured directly. If the jet chokes, either the whole
plant must be stopped while the apparatus is taken down and put together
again, or some water must be allowed to pass unchlorinated.
3. Addition on the delivery side of the pump. (See Pl. 178,
Fig. 1.) The principle of the laboratory filter pump can be employed to
draw the sterilizing--.,r other chemical-solution into the stream; the
amount thus added will depend upon the reduction of pressure produced
by the filter pump, nnd this in turn will depend upon the speed of the
stream of water. The figme is self-explanatory. lf the stop-cock A is
set _so _that with a_ given delivery of the pump the correct quantity of
stenh~mg solut10n 1s used, 1t should only be necessary to keep the reservoir
supplied mth clear solut10n of the right strengt,h, and to turn on stop-cock
B when the pmnp is started and off when the pump stops. Filter pumps
of the type figured can be obtained in metal (copper should be avoided),
and, if all the connect10ns are made in metal, the apparatus is fairly strong
and should not easily get out of order.
4. The chief difficulty that is fom1d in chlorinating direct, from the
bleach tank, as described in Sec. 79, is due to the fact that the rate of
flow from the tank diminishes as the level of solution in the tank falla ;
consequently, occasionally-say every hour or so-it is necessary to adjust
the rate of bleach. A ball-cock arrangement in a feed box was eidensivelv
used during the llreat War to circumvent this difficulty, and, to avoid
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possi~le corrosion, 1'.1etal was _avoi~ed. An extensive experience of metal
con tamers and taps m connection with bleaching powder solution, however,
shows that this precaution is not necessary, and, although the principle
.,f the ball-cock is not to be recommended, an excellent constant-level
app,iratus can be made usin!! irou tanks an,\ stop-cocks and employing
thr principle of the chickenfeed as follows:An enclosed iron tank of suitable capaeity is provided with a 2 or
3-inch hole at the top which can be closed by a plug which can be screwed
down on " rubber seating. The bleaching powder (made into a cream
with the usual precautions}, or Eau de Javelle, is poured into the tank
through this aperture, the tank is then filled with water, and the mixture
is allowed to settle for a few minutes before use. A 1-inch delivery pipe
about 2 inches from the bottom leads into an open sheet-iron box, and
is provided ,vith a stop-cock. A ½-inch air tube leads from the top of the
tank to about 2 inches below the top of the box, and is cut off obliquely at
the bottom. A 1-inch pipe provided with two stop-cocks leads from
the box to the mixing box (where the bleach solution mixes with the
water as it enters the contact tank). Now it is evident that, when the
level of the bleach solution in the box falls below the open end of the
air pipe, air passes up this into the tank and allows more solution to flow
into the box until the air pipe is again sealed, thus the level of the bleach
solution is kept constant within about 2 inches. '.l'o adjust the flow, a
measuring cylinder is used (50 c.c.), and the time necessary for 50 c.c. to
flow in order to give the correct dose of bleach to the water is calculated.
One of the taps from the feed box is adjusted to this calculated flow, and,
if the character and rate of flow of the water does not change, this tap
may be left untouched, and the bleach can be turned on and off by the
other tap . The tank should be provided with a sludge-cock, and should be
cleaned out regularly to prevent the sediment from caking. As the delivery
pipes are relatively large, it is not so important that the sediment, consisting mainly of lime and chalk, shall be settled completely, but there
must, of course, be no lumps, since these not only would choke the pipes
but are also a proof that the bleaching powder solution has been made
up carelessly. A glass-or, better, a celluloid-"indow in the side of _the
bleach tank is very useful to indicate the ammutt of bleach solut10n
remaining.

86. Sterilization with chlorine gas.
1. Chlorination by means of chlorine gas is particularly well suited for
work in the field, and was extensively applied in the later stages of the
Great War. There are at present two types of apparatus for chlorme
dosage on the market-the Paterson, which is of British manufacture,
and the Wallace-Tiernan, which is of American origin.
.
. .
The sole objection to the use of gaseous chlorine dosage 1s the mtncacy
and delicacy of the necessary apparatus. These two factors are hkely to be
considerablv improved in the future, and, in order to give a ge_neral idea
of the workin« of the method the Wallace-Tiernan system will first be
described. Liquirl chlorine apparatus should be installed in a well ventilah·<l roorn or r·n bin,•t.
Tahle S may he of us<' in connection with chlorine gas apparatus.
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2. The following is a description of the Wallace-Tiernan dfrectjeed
chlorinator (see Pls. 170, 171, and 172).
.
The apparatus is essentially one which meters chlorine gas and which
at the same time delivers the gas at a constant pressure. Chlorme 1s stored
in steel cylinders as a liquid, and the pressure within such a cylinder will
depend upon the temperature at which the cylinder happens to be. The
pressure of liquid chlorine at 0° C. is 54 lbs. a squ:1re inch, and at._ 50~ C.
(122° F.) it is 216 lbs. a square inch. The pressure registered witlun_ a
cylinder of liquid c~orine is the pres~ure which the. vap_our of hq,_nd
chlorine, that is chlorme gas, exerts while m contact with hqmd chlorme
at the temperature of the cylinder and its contents. A rise in temperature
will produce a rise in pressure, and vice ve,·sa.

If gaseous chlorine is allowed to escape by opening a valve on a cylinder
of liquid chlorine, some of the liquid must evaporate to account for this
escape. This will affect the pressure of the gas in the cylinder, for liquid
chlorine is a bad conductor of heat, and consequently most of the latent
heat required to evaporate it will be obtained first from the liquid chlorine
itself and not from the surrounding atmosphere, and as a result the temperature of the liquid chlorine inside the cylinder will fall, and thus produce
a fall in pressure. The density of chlorine will also increase with a fall
of temperature, and consequently the volmne of chlorine gas that may
leave a cylinder is not a direct measure of its mass.
The Waliace-Tiernari chlorinator is actually a reducing valve and
meter combined, and consists of three main portions :i. The Compensator, in which alterations of pressure in the cylinder
are compensated, Pl. 171.
ii. The Metering or flow-measuring apparatus combined in the orifice,
scale, and manometer, Pl. 172, Fig. 1.
iii. The Check-valve--ot back-pressure valve-and dif!nsor, Pl. 172,
Fig. 2.
Compensator :-Explanation of working, Pl. 170.-Under normal conditions when the instrument is started, the valve on the cylinder A and the
auxiliary tank valve ~ control valve E, blow-of! valve K, and auxiliary
valve on check-valve .l'l"are shut. The auxiliary valve L fitted to checkvalve M and main tank valve A are opened, the control valve E being
kept closed. The auxiliary tank valve Bis opened slowly. Chlorine now
enters the compensator C through the small needle valve (1, Pl. 171) ,
passes down the two holes (2), and fills the space between the front portion
?f the compe1:13ator and the silver diaphragm (6, Pl. 171). The pressure
m this space mcreases, and forces back the silver diaphragm (6) and the
strengthening disc (5) against the spring (4), and at the s:1me time allows
the spring (3) to close the needle valve (1).
The pressure of the chlorine in the cylinder is indicated by the tank
pressure gauge F, PL 170. If the control valve Eis slowly opened, chlorine
will pass through this valve and slowly bmld up a pressure which is registered on the back-pressure gauge G. This pressure will be exerted on the
back of the silver diaphragm (6, Pl. 171), as there is a small hole (7) drilled
through the apparatus for thi~ purpose. During this operation the control
valve E 1s only op~ned suffi~1ently to cause _the liquid in the manometer
tube H (Pl. 172, Fig. 1) to nse m the small mner tube (9) and remain in
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sight. If opened too much, the liquid in the maMmeter tube will be driven
up into the space at the top, and it may get into the compensator or orifice
cap T and orifice I.
As chlorine passes through the control valve E, the pressure on the
front side of the diaphragm (6) will fall, consequently the pressure on the
hack side of this diaphragm-due to a spring (4) and the back pressurewill cause the diaphragm (6) to press on the needle valve (1), and thus
allow more chlorine to enter. As soon as the back and front pressures
are equal, a state of equilibrium is maintained in the compensator. Any
chlorine passing out of the compensator will tend to increase the pressure
on the check-valve Jl1 (Pl. 172, Fig. 2), and more chlorine will consequently
pass through the needle valve (1) due to the slight breathing movement of
the silver diaphragm, the chlorine entering the compensator from the
main cylinder at the same rate as it passes through the check-valve to the
diffusor. Thus a steady flow of chlorine is maintained, the chlorine
leaving the apparatus at a constant pressure set up by the check-valve M.
llfanometer, orifice, and scale (Pl. 172, Fig. 1).-The outer glass tube
of the manometer H is connected by means of the sm,all tube (10) to the
orifice I , which is made of glass and which varies in size according- to' the
amount of gas that the instrument is required to pass, and by the small tube
(9) to the orifice cap T. As chlorine flows from the compensator, it meets
the orifice and is n~cessarily checked in its flow, and subsequently a pressure
is set up before the gas passes through the orifice. The difference in the
pressure of the chlorine before and after it has passed through the orific.,
is proportional to the flow of the gas, as in a Venturi water-meter. Since
the back pressure set up by the check-valve is constant, the chlorine will
be passing from the orifice at a steady pressure, and will therefore be
unaffected by any change of pressure to which the chlorine may be subjected. The pressure set up by the flow of the chlorine through the orifice
is indicated by the height of the liquid in the manometer tube, and this
height is read by means of an adjustable scale which has been graduated,
experimentally, for the orifice in question in pounds of chlorine an hour.
Any desired quantity of chlorine can be allowed to pass from the instrument, within the range that the orifice can paes, by opening or closing the
control valve E, Pl. 171, on the compensator C.
Gheck-val1-e (Pl. 172, Fig. 2).-The check-valve consists of a silver-plated
brass or copper stem N through which runs a silver tube (12). To the
open end of this tube is attached the diffusor 0, which consists of a porcelam
ring into which two discs of alundum are cemented. T~e _other end _is
attached to a perforated silver hemisphere (14) which fits ms1de the mam
portion of the valve, and is fitted with a needle valve (15) which 18 kept
open by a spring (16). Closing this hemisphere is a silver corrugated disc
(17) with a similar strengthening disc of copper (18) on the top oht. Actmg
on this is a spring (8) to which is fitted an adjusting screw (20). This
spring acts on a segmented disc (19) which in turn acts on the two diaphragms and closes the needle valve. No chlorine can pass out of the
check-valve until the pressure within is sufficient to overcome the pressure
of t.he spring (R) and so lift the needle valve. This pressure is the back
pressure anrl is usually set at 25 lbs. a square inch, and the preset1:e of
water at the point at which the gas is introcluce<l must not exceed this.
By rneauH of the apparatus the chlorine enters the compensator at any
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pressure, and, after passing through it to the orifice, it i~ metered and
leaves the apparatus at a constant pressure and_ 1s forced mto the water
throuo-h the diffusor, which breaks up the gas mto very small bubbles.
'fhe a0mount of chlorine passing through the apparatus is regulated by
means of thr control valve E (Pl. 170), and, when once set, will
continue to deliver chlorine at the set rate until the cylinder is empty.
For a temporary stoppage, it is only necessary to close the auxiliary tank
valve B and, on re-starting, to open this valve. The apparatus can be
emptied of chlorine by means of the blow-off valve K.
It is absolutely essential that moisture should be kept from getting
inside the apparatus, as, although dry chlorine has no effect, moist chlorine
will rapidly corrode the metal parts of the apparatus. It is also necessary
to keep the cylinder of chlorine at about the same temperature as the
chlorinator, as at low temperatures chlorine under pressure very easily
liquefies, and, if the instrument is colder than the cylinder, liquid chlorine
will collect in it and render the flow of chlorine unsteady. For field purposes spare parts should be kept close at hand, especially several of the
porcelain diffusers.
3. The Paterson Chloronome.-The Chloronome is the registered
name of the Paterson Engineering Company's device for regulating,
measuring, and administering chlorine gas to water supplies. Pl. 173
shows a typical arrangement of the apparatus capable of sterilizing up to
3,000,000 gallons daily. The following description of the Chloronome and
its method of working is taken from the pamphlet issued by the Company:The liquid chlorine is contained in steel cylinders, each holding about
70 lbs., the pressure at 32° F. being 54 lbs. a square inch, or at 120° F.
215 lbs. a square inch. It passes into the gaseous form on evaporation
by the heat abstracted from the atmosphere through the walls of the
cylinders.
The steel cylinders are usually placed on a weighbridge to check the
amount of chlorine used during long periods, and to indicate when the
cylinders are nearly exhausted. A coil connecting tube is coupled up to
the valve on the cylinder head. The chlorine gas is led through a flexible
connecting coil of copper tube to the filter, which removes any slight
deposit which may be carried by the gas from the exposed coil tubes or
the cylinder fittings. As it is important that the pressure of gas be kept
constant on the regulating valve, two pressure-reducing valves are arranged
in series. The chlorine gas, at a pressure varying fron1 80 to 120 lbs.
(depending upon the temperature of the surrounding atmosphere), passes
through the first_ reducing valve, which breaks down the pressure to
20 _lbs._ a square rnch, then through the second reducing valve, which
mamtams a constant pressure of 10 lbs. a square inch on the reNu]ating
valve. Should this pressure, as indicated by the gauge, show a t~ndencv
to drop, the attendant k_nows it is time to switch on the second cylinde~.
By the apphcat10n of art1fimal heat it can be assured that the first cylinder
1s completely exhausted before bemg replaced by another to be put into
comnnss10n at a later date, when the seconcl is practically exhausted.
The chlorine gas passes the regulating valve, and flows from the meter
(detailed reference to which is made later) through a central pipe down
to nearly the bottom of the absorption towe,. This glazed earthenware
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tower is fitted at the top with a water-distributing tray and packed with
pumice. A small trickle of water is uniformly distributed over the pumice,
and in its downward flow absorbs the measured quantity of chlorine gas.
The chlorinated water flows from the bottom of the tower through a
chlorine-resisting rubber or earthenware pipe, and is uniformly distributed
through the main body of the water to be disinfected.
Many water supplies can be chlorinated by the addition of a quarter
pa1t in a million, i.e., 2·5 lbs. of chlorine in a million gallons of water
p,uified, so that an installation purifying 1,000,000 gallons a day may
only require to administer l ·66 ounces of chlorine an hour. Even
with plant of this moderate capacity it is desirable to have a positive
volumetric measurement of the gas administered, and absolutely essential
when dealing with smaller plant of, say, 1,000 gallons hourly requiring
·041 ounces of chlorine.
Dry chlorine gaa at normal temperatures has no appreciable corrosive
effect on metals, but immediately it comes into contact with the moist
atmosphere most virulent corrosion takes place. The special feature of
the Paterson Ohloronome is the interposit-ion, between the instrument and
the absorbing water supply, of an isolating co!unm of liquid vchich is unaffected either by the gas or the water absorbing it, and acts as a volumetric
meter. Tests were carried out with various liquid seals, and ultimately
sulphuric acid was selected as the most eftect.ive. The sulphuric acid is
contained in a " U "-shaped sealing tube. The flow of gas depresses the
column of sulphuric acid until it unseals a small vent pipe, which then
permits the passage of the measured quantity of gas from the inlet to the
outlet limb. This establishes equilibrium, and permits the return of the
column of sulphuric acid until it again seals the vent pipe, when the cycle
of movement is completed and another downward stroke commences.
The gas is maintained at 10 lbs. pressure on the regulating valve, but is
measured by the volumetric meter at atmospheric pressure. The rate of
pulsation and known volume of the stroke gives the weight of chlorine
added. Prolonged tests have shown that when the regulating valve is
once set, the meter continues to pulse for months at the same rate. By
means of the stop valve below the pressure gauge, the attendant can stop
and sta1t the apparatus when required without readjusting the regulating
valve.
87. Sterilizing plan/son lorries, ba.-ges, and rnilwa!/ t.--ucks.
1. To fix a filtering and sterilizing apparatus on a lorry appears at
first to be an obvious means of obtaining rapidly a supply of potable water
at any place where water exists ; for example, iu a country just taken
from the enemy, in which case probably no suitable source of smtable
water will be left intact and where water will be urgently needed at once.
In some cases howeve; a number of circumstances arise which strongly
favour a simpie and p~rtable apparatus, such as that des~ribed at the
beginning of this chapter, in preference to s,, cmnbrous a thmg as a lorry.
Thus :-(i) The lorries in use weigh something m the neighbourhood of
8 tons, so that a very substantial standing must be l'rovided before the
apparatus can be pnt in position .. A standing which appears tu be
oatislactory at fust may give way under the weight after the ground Las

been soaked with the continual, and almost unavoidable, drip from various
pipes and hoses. (ii) After an advance the roads are very liable to be
cut up by shell fire, or, even if not, they wiH be damaged by the unusua l
traffic, and unsuitable for any but the lightest motor traffic ; an
attempt, to take such heavy lorries over the road may result in ~itching
them, and in holding up the already over-congested traffic. (m) The
most suitable position for a sterilizing lorry is at or near the roadside, near
a bridge, or where a stream approaches the road, and this position is bad
from the point of view of traffic regulation, as, even if the lorry is parked off
the road, the crowding of men and vehicles taking water adds complication to the traffic difficulties of such a time. (iv) A lorry is not easily
hidden from enemy observation, it is very costly, and could be put out of
action permanently by shell fire, while simpler plant can be replaced
quickly, either wholly or in part, in case of damage at a comparatively
little cost. (v) The output is small in comparison with the cost and size of
the plant. A larger daily yield of equally good water can be obtained
by the use of a few sedimentation tanks and portable pumps in situations
quite impossible for lorries, and at much lower cost. (vi) Where the crude
water is very bad, alum sedimentation must be arranged for before the
water is treated by the lorry plant, and in such cases the lorry is almost
superfluous.
2. The previous remarks are not, however, intended to detract from the
value of lonies, &c., fitted with sterilizing plant, for mobile warfare and under
suitable conditions. Sterilizing lorries have rendered the greatest service
in the past, and will inevitably be required in future operations. A wise
discrimination must nevertheless be made between their use and the
installation of plant of the type referred to in Sec. 83, which is sometimes
n10re convenient.

3. There is not yet a sealed pattern of sterilizing lorrv, but the three
types used during the Great War may be referred to
embodying the
general characteristics of this type of plant.
The plant was of three types :(a) The Old Type sterilizing lorry.
(b) The Depoisoning lorry.
(c) The New Type sterilizing lorry.

as

4. The Old Type sterilizing lorry.-Two filter chambers were
provid~d, of_ which one was originally filled with granulated manganese
pe1'mtttit, which removed the excess of a dechlor consistinO" of ferrous
sulphate and sodium bisulphite, and which needed to be regener~ted with the
rather costly salt potassium permanganate. This was very soon abandoned,
a':'d both _chambers were filled_ with sand, and the principle of issuing water
with a shght excess of chlorme was adopted . . A lf horse-power Lister
cngme, havmg a rotopltruge pump at each end of the shaft is mounted
on _the lor~y. One pump raises the water front the pona', stream, or
sed11nentat10n tank, and forces 1t through the first filter into the contact
tank, where it meets with a stream of bleaching powder solution. The
tank 1s provided with baffle plates, so that the water gets 45 minutes
contact with the bleach, at 400 gallons an hour, and, in the last compartment of the tank, it gets a dose of cle,ohlor and alum. After 15 minutes
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contact with the alum, dnring which the precipitate becomes coagulated,
the second pump forces the water through the second sand filter, through
a small storage tank of 60 gallons capacity, into an overhead storage
tank, into water-carts, or into tanks at ground level. Valves and byepasses are arranged for back-flushing the filters, and for cleaning out the
tanks. In 1918 some of the plants were modified,so that the filters worked
in parallel instead of in series. Each pump forced water rnised from the
stream throughonefilter,and the combined streams were led into the contact
tank and chlorinated. Alum solution was added in the suction pipe of
each pump. 1'he water from the contact tank passed direct to service,
another pump being used if it was required to store the clean water in an
overhead tank. Time of contact was lost, as the machine worked at
about 1,200 to 1,600 gallons an honr, so that it was necessary to add more
chlorine or to cut out the dechlorination altogether, as was done in many
purification schemes during the war. In spite of the single filtration and
the increased yield, the results, even with very bad water, were highly
satisfactory, thus confirming the view that the existing machines in use
were capable of great simplification and reduction of weight. The plant,
modified in this way, was used on the lorries, and, after removal from the
lorries, as small waterworks plant in several places dnring 1918 and 1919.
5. The Depoisonin~ lorry .-This plant was designed for the removal
of metallic poisons and cyanides from possible drinking waters, and served
this pnrpose well in official tests; a considerable personnel was trained m
the work, but it was not called upon for the work of depoisoningin practice.
The plant was used extensively as a sterilizer. The crude water is pumped
directly into a contact tank, where it receives a dose of bleaching powde,
solution. After contact, it is forced through a sand filter into an external
service reservoir. A large portion of the contact tank can be used as
a wood wool filter, and this enabled the plant to be used in some cases in
which alum sedimentation was very necessary, but was impracticable
owing to lack of space. In such cases it was found that either a tnrbid
and unpleasant effiuent had to suffice, or so much alum had to be added
that the sand filter very rapidly choked, and there was a tendency for
alum to be precipitated in the filtered water. By using a well-packed
wood wool filter it is possible to add sufficient alum to ensure satisfactory
clarification of the water, and, as the wood wool filter removed most of the
precipitate, the sand filter did not become choked more rapidly than
usual.
6. The New Type sterilizin~ lorry .-This is capable of delivering
1,200, or even 1,500, gallons an hour, but is perhaps less suitable than the
other types for a foul supply. Alum sedimentation should be used as a
preliminary, unless the erode water is relatively clean. Pls. 1~9 _and _180
show the general construction of this plant. The plant may be d1V1ded mto
five sections :i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Pumping unit.
Mechanical sand filter.
Wallace-Tiernan patent chlorine gas administrator.
Contact tank.
Dechlorinating apparatus.
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Referring to Pl.179, the water, which is picked up from the_ crude so~ce
by a plunger pump P direct-coupled to~ vertwal petr?l enipne,_1s driven
through the mechanical sand filter SF mto ~he chlorme diffusion tube,
where it receives the necessary dose of chlorme by means of the patent
chlorine gas apparatus WT, after which the water passes in at the bottom
of the contact tank CT, and rises until it leaves at the top and into the
bottom of the dechlorinating tube, and thence to the sterile water
delivery pipes. Provision is made in the dissolver D for making up a
solution of alumina sulphate. This is sucked into the main pump by
means of a small connection being made in the inlet to pump, and
mixes with the water in the pump.
Taking each section in the plant separately :i. Engine and pumps.-General working instructions for the petrol
engine will be found in the book provided by the makers. A by-pass
valve is arranged on the delivery from the pump by means of which control
of the rate of filtration can be effected.
ii. Sand filter.-This filter has four valves, by means of which backflushing can be effected when the filter becomes clogged. For normal
filtering when the plant is at work, valve No. SFl is open, No. SF2 is
shut, No. SF3 is open, and No. SF4 is shut. By this means the water
passes into the top of the filter through valve No. SFl, down through the
sand, and out through bottom valve No. SF3, whence it flows forward
through the water meter into the chlorine diffusion tube.
A pressure gauge is fitted to the top of the sand filter, and when on
gently tapping the gauge a pressure of 15 lbs . is registered, it is an indication that such accumulation of filtered material exists on the top of the
sand bed as to call for back-flushing.
Back-flushing is effected in the following manner :-Open valve No.
SF2, close valve No. SF3, open valve No. SF4, and close valve No. SFl.
It is important that these valves should be operated in the order stated.
This having been done, the water will now flow in through valve No. SF4,
travel upwards through the sand from below, and out through valve
No. SF2 and waste pipe connected to it, carrying away deposited suspended
matter from the top of the sand bed. During this operation the by-pass
valve on the pump should be closed so as to obtain a good flow of water.
The water should be left flowing in this manner until it is fairly clear
coming away from the open end of the waste pipe connected to valve No.
SF2, when these four valves should again be operated as follows :-Open
drain valve SFD and valve No. SFl, close valves Noa. SF2 and SF4. The
water is now flowing in at the top and out at the bottom to waste. This
should be continued for about five mi_nutes, after which time open valve
No. SF3 and close valve SFD. Agam, care should be taken that this
operation is carried out in exactly the order mentioned.
iii. Ohlmine _gas control appamtus.-The water, having been delivered
from the sand filter mto the top of the chlorine diffwion tube and
flowing_ in a downward direction, is met by a constant dose of chlorine gas,
which 1s controlled by the Wallace-Tiernan patent chlorine gas administrator WT, 3:nd ~ed into _the diffuser tube bf means of a copper tube.
Full working mstruct10us will be found m the book supplied with the
apparatus.
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iv. Contact tattk.-After chlorination, the water passes from the
chlorine diffusion tube into the bottom of the contact tank OT, which is
provided with baffiea to prevent the water short circuiting to the outlet at
the top, from whence it is delivered into the dechlorinating diffusion tube.
v. Dechlorinating.-In the dechlorinat.ing tube provision is made
for administering sulphur-clioxide which neutralizes any excess chlorine
which may be remaining in the water after the necessary cont.act period is
passed.
The dose of SO, gas will be regulated by trial and error through the
starch-iodide test, so as to effect sufficient dechlorination without
leaving undue excess of SO, gas in solution in the water.
General instructions for starting plant to work.-'l.'he plant will arrive at
any working site with all tanks empty.
i. Close every valve on the plant.
ii. Make up solution of alum.
iii. Open the followin11 valves: AV, SFl, SF3.
iv. Start engine running with suction hose in water source.
The engine cooiing water is regulated by either valve CWl or CW2,
according to whether the closed or open circuit is in use .
v. Open valve AVl slightly.
vi. As soon as water flows from the open end of the air vent pipe on
to the sand filter, close clown valve on this pipe until water Just
trickles.
vii. Open all chlorine apparatus, in accordance with the special instructions relating to this portion of the plant.
viii. '1.'ake readings of water-meter, and adjust to required flow by means
of by-pass valve on pump.
ix. As soon as water flows from delivery hose, open the SO, regulating
valve sufficient to neutralize any excess chlorine which may be
left in the water.
The plant is now in full work, and nothing remains to be done so long
as rate of flow of water, the dose of chlorine, and SO, are desirer! to remain
as adjusted.
Drains are provided to each unit which all flow into a common pipe
and away to the back of the lorry.
Generm hints for the running of the pkmt.-An important part of the
plant is the sand filter SF ; this will not properly fulfil its function unless
it is maintained full of water right to the top, as otherwise the incoming
water will fall down on the top of the filter bed and prevent proper filtration. In order to assure that the filter is absolutely solid with water, the
outlet valve SF3 should be slightly checked from thefu!l ope11, the amount
of restriction of this valve to be carried only to the point where water
.
commences trickling out of the open end of the air vent.
This slight trickle of water from the outlet indicates that the filter 1s
solid with water to the top, and, if at any time it is observed that no
water is coming from the air vent, the outlet valve SF3 should be slightly
closed still further.
A little care will be necessary to prevent the checking of the outlet
valve SF3 being carried to excess, as otherwise the relief valve 011 the
1mmp will open, and water will be wasted.
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Should the water-meter at any time cease to register, it will probably
be due to a little sand or grit having lodged in the wheels; this can generally
be removed by disconnecting the meter and running water through in the
reverse direction.

The chlorine gas control apparatus is a delicate instrument, and great
care should be taken to follow out minutely the instructions given in the
booklet supplied with the apparatus.
Care should be taken that the operation of the valves on the plant
is carried out in the order laid down in the instructions.
7. Sterilizing barges and railway trucks.- A sterilizing plant
capable of treating 4,000 gallons or more of canal or river water an hour
can be built into a canal barge, and, in a country where navigable waterways are conunon and convenient, these barges serve a very useful purpose
as semi-permanent water supplies. The principles of purification and filtration are the same as in the case of the sterilizing lorries. Ransome's,
Bell's, or other types of filter can be used, and a unit would include, besides
a sterilizing barge, a store barge and a reservoir barge for purified water
together with accommodation for personnel. In the same way plants
of considerable capacity can be mounted on railway trucks .
88. Evaporator&.
Fresh water may be produced from salt or impure water by distillation.
The apparatus consists of a boiler supplying high-pressure steam to an
evaporator, and a condenser for condensing and cooling the low-pressure
vapour produced.
Pl. 181 shows the character of the plant employed .
Evaporators will seldom be practicable forms of plant in the field,
both on account of the cumbersome nature of the plant and the necessity
for a large expenditure of fuel for a comparatively small amount of water
produced.
Evaporators may have to be supplied for installation on sea shores;
or they may be mounted on railway trucks together with their boilers,
&c. for operations in areas where only salt water is available.
When inland waterways are used of which the water is salt, evaporating
plant might be fitted in barges.
When a steam-boiler can be obtained, an improvised distilling plant can
be arranged by passing steam through coils of piping immersed in tanks
through "'.hich a supply of cold _w~t~r is passed, the whole arrangement
bemg surular to a laboratory distilling apparatus, but the quantity of
water produced is small.
Evaporating plant,. howeyer, is unsuitable for field use more particularly on account of its weight. The total weight of plant required is
about I½ tons for each 200 gallons of fresh water produced in a day of
24 hours, with an expenditure of 1 ton of coal for each 2 000 gallons of
water distilled.
'
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Pipe fittings
....
....
....
....
... .
,, flanges
... .
.,
,, .
dimensions of British standard (Table J(i)) .
-laymg cradle
....
....
....
....
....
.
" laying, organization of labour for
... .
....
... .
,, le~d, laying and jointing
-Imes as part of preparations for an attack
,, expansion in
,, maintenance of
,, salvage of ..
,. mains, testing of.. ..
,, runs,. marking of ..
Pipes, cast-iron
....
....
....
....
....
.. ..
,,
,,
dimensions ol (Tabies L(I), L(il), L(lll), L(lv))
P!pe screwmg (Table M)
....
....
....
....
. ...
Pipes, cutting, threading, and jointing o( .. .
details of screw-threads for ....
.
flow of water in
for high pressures
,,
friction in (Table R)
Pipe specials

182
155
192
219,220
69
104
II
26, 30, 31
196, 201
124
151
15? 153
158: 159
.... 144, 145, 146
135
138, 139
151, 152
149
153
.... 38, 39
155
155
155
147
147
•···
141
.... 142, 143, 144
150
148
135 €.I seq.
HH et 8eq.
154, 155
178 et seq.
154

253
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Pipe~, Mtrcngth of
.
....
....
....
wat<'r and gas, weights of ('fable J (ii ))
..
hydraulic test for
,,
wrought iron ....
..
l'ipe systems, calculations for
in concentra.tion area
,,
,,
in forward area
,, threads, British standard (Table K)
., trenching (Table 0)
....
....
., W.I. screwed, laying and jointin g
Pipewo1·k
,,
general notes on
Plans, record ....
Plumbo-erosion ..
,,
solvency

161
139
135
134
166 et se.q.
... 31, 32
.... 29, 30
140
151
146 et se.q.
133 et se.q.
.... 154, 155, 156
16
192, 193
192, 193

Poisons, case, water testing .

200

216 et ,e.q.

in water, removal of
,,
,,
tests for .
Ponds, for horse watering
,.
quality of water from..
. ...
Position warfare, water supply during
Potash alum ....
....
Potassium hypochlorite
....
permanganate for steriliza.tion
,,
salts of, in water
Preliminary analysis
Pressure, static ...
Prime-movers for pumping plant

200

34
186
26 et Beg.
205

211
216
47, 190
.... 184, 185, 196
160
92

Puddle

120

Puech-Chabal t1yst,em of filtration
Pulaometers
Pump -houses ....
,, hydraulics
Pumping plant, classes of
general remarks on ...
maintenance of
personnel for
prime.movers for
records of ('Weekly report) ...
requirements to be fulfilled by
sets, composition of ...
spares for
,,
•.
standardization of ....
Pumps, airlift .
....
Aster-Gwynnes'
belt, characteristics of (Table H )
., or band ...
booster
bore-hole
bucket ...
con trifugal ... .
Chaine Helice.. .
connections for
deep well
....
. ...
Dennis-Mather & Platt
electric centrifugal for wells

209

.,

sinking

force, sing]e-acting
foundations for

Gwynnea' turbin e
hand-power deep-we11 plunger
high.speed rotary
list of (Table G)

97
102
172 et seq.

104,
91 et

106 et

101,
19,

"69, 09.--100,
....

102,
98 et

93
16
104
104
92
105
seq.
93
92
92
seq.
95
IOI
99
109
102
172
175
222
103
seq.
95

....
98
.... 19, 98
173
102
95

69
95
94
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Pump!:!, plunger, single-acting and duublo-acting ... .
ram or plunger
....
... .
... .
... .
reciprocating-Range of velocities ('!'able Q)
rotary ...
rotoplunge
... .
semi-rotary band
....
....
....
senice pattern band lift and force ...
sinking

steam.
"
Merryweather ....
trench ..

Pu~p v!~:~~~--- . . . . . . . . .. .

,.
working efficiency of a
....
....
...
Purification by coagulation with ferric hydroxide
,. mechanical filtra,tion
,, sand filtration
,, sedimentation with coagulants
., storage
equipment, mobile
methods used in the field
plant-a, alum sedimentation
,.
small and improvised ...
principles of wn.ter
....
,,
units, mobile lorry or barge .. ..
Purity of water supplied, responsibility for ... .
Push-taps
....
....
....
....
... .

173
96
174
94. et stq., 175 et seq.
.... 95, 96
69
18, 19, 68
64, 67, 98
.... 96, 97
96
95
176, 177
173
177
207
209
.... 207, 208, 209
.. 204, 205, 206
203, 204
... 18, 224 et seq.
222 et seq.
227 et seq.
224 et seq.
203 et seq .
15
11, 183, 185
145

Q.

. 185. 186, 187
182 et seq.

Quality of water from variuu!:! sources
requirements as to ....

~l et

SC'] .

R.
Railway engines, water for ....
....
,,
trucks, steri lizin g plants on
,,
water points .. .
Rainfall, amount of .. .
,,
estimation of
.,
history of
Rain.gauge
....
....
Rain.water, quality of.. ..
Raky rod system of boring
Ram pumps ....
.. ..
,,
,,
hydraulic
Ransome continuous filter
Reconnaissance, water suppl)~- ·
::::
Record 1>lans, conventional si~ns for
..
., 1>repa.ration and maint.enance of
Records generally
....
..
. ..
. ...
Repairs to l)ipe-lines
Rcsel'\ oirs, dug
....
,,
impow1ding
.,
linings for .. .
Residual head ....
... .
.. ..
. .. .
. .. .

. ... 24, 36, 37, 53
244
24, 36, 37
.... 42, 44
.... 44, 54
42, 43, 44
61
185, 202
77

7

_

R?•ponsibi!ity between R.E. nnd R.A.M.C. for wo~k
R1vers, gauging flow of

....

....

....

. ...

96
97
231
.... 21, 22, 30, 40
17
16
16, 104, 105
147
1~3, 12.J
53
121, 122, 123, 124
164
11
58, 59, 60
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River water, quality of
Rod system of boring .
Rotary pumps ....
Rotoplungo pum1li:s ....

22, 23, 186, 202
...

. ..

..

....

77

94 et seq., 175 et seq.
. ... 95, 96
66
. ... 42, 43
.... 53, 54
211, 221

. ..

Runnin~ !:\nndi-1, welJ-sinking through

Rw1-off, amomit of ....
,,
estimation of
RustineHs in pipes

.. .

. ...

s.
Rafe watl'r, rec1niremrntR of
Halinity ....
.. .
....
.,...
. ...
Halt!{ of the hC'avy nwtal!{ in water
,.
n iron in ,~·atC'r
Halvnge of pipe-lines ....
. ..
Samples of water for analysis
Rand filter, impro,·ised
...
filters
non-sub,~~~ged ·....
Puech-Chabnl system

"

,,

slow

filtration

....

Screwing tackle, beaver
....
. ..
,.
for pipes (Table P)
.,
\V.I. pipes ....
....
Screw-threads for pipes, details of ....
....
Sedimentation of Sweet Water Canal {Suez)
with alum

,.
" coagulan ta
Shoe, drive, use of
Signs, conventional ....
Silex for filtering, use of
Sinking pumps...
Siphons ....
....
....
Skins for carrying water
....
Sodium bisulphat.e, tablets, use of
hypochlorite ....
.,
salts in water...
Softening of water
Soils, water-bearing ....
Solids in water, quantity of
Solution, Angus 8mith's
,,
Dakins'
Sources of supply
....
Spares for pumping plant
Spill tanks

~~p

,,

~;~largi;~g outfi-~ws fr~~~1
gauging flow of
protection of....
....
....
quality of water from surface

-~--

182
. .. 188, 189, 202
190
189
155
195
....
233
.... 207, 208, 209
209
209
208, 209
.... 207, 208, 209
148
158, 159
148
135 et seq.
205
205, 227, 228, 229

204 et Beq.
75
17
225, 226
64, 07, 98
166
26
215
....
....
211
47, 188, 189. 202
.... 218, 219, 220
....
....
51
.... 188, 201, 202
.... 141, 155,

~fg

.... 42 et seq., 53
....
92
... 24, 29

~d-

47

55 et seq.
23, 47, 180
....
186

~n~

Stables, water for
....
....
....
.... 33, 34
Staff, necessity for special technical....
13, 70, 104
Standpipes
33, 129
Static preisure
..
160
Steam pumps
.... 96, 97
Steinings for wells
. ..
....
....
....
....
....
....
....
Ci-1-, 65, 66
Sterili&ation 193, UM, 195 et seq., 210 et seq., 230,232, 233 et srq., 235 et seq., 2:19 et
by boiling
2l

~eq5
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Rteriliza.tion bv excess lime method ..
,~ ultra-violet light
,, use of hypochlorites
with chlorjne gas
,.

,.

210, 213, 214,
.... 210, 211,
212, 235 et
212,
30, 33, 117 et
.... 203, 204,

ozone

Storage of water
effects of
in the field, classes of
object of
purification by

.,

tanks ....

...

·203,

...

Strainers and straining chambers
.,
Ashford tube
Stream~, gauging flow of
occurrence of
,,
quality of water from
Strength of pipes and cylinders
Sub-artesian wells
Submergence ratio
Subterranean flow
Suction pipes ....
Sulphuretted hydrogen in wa.ter
Sulphuric acid in water
Sulphurous acid in water
Suspended matter, removal of

....

1

102, 1
1
1
1
183, 187, 190, 207, 2

T.
Tank, camel
Tanks, brick
fitments for
fra.med, wooden
....
ground-level and raised
.,
framed ....
Piggott, pressed-steel .
raised, canvas .
sectional, pressed-steel
service patt.em, waterproof
spill
stagings for
storage .
,,
400 gala.
....
. .. .
Tank, waterproof, 1,500 gals .... .
,,
,,
2,300 gals... .
Tapping mains ..
Taps
.,
push
....
.. .
....
....
Tarpaulins, canvas, 30 ft. by 30 ft ..
Tarring of canvas sheets
....
....
Technical at.a.ff, special organization for
Telephones for extensive pipe systems
Temperature, pipe expansion due to ...
Temper screw in drilling, use of
Testing pipe mains ....
....
.,
water, responsibility for
Tests, alkalinity of water
....
,, available chlorine in water
H
colour of water ..
,, H orrocks'
....

.,

hydrauli c, for pipes
odour of water ....

1
....

....

....

....

I
I

.... 17, 197, 198, 199,210, 2•
135, 14
196, 20
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Test9, pipe mains
,, poisons in wat.eL·
., turbidity of water
.• water supply
Text-books, standard, to be consulted
Threading W.I. pipe
Threads, British standard pipe (Table K)
Timber for Jining wells
Tools, lost, fishing for ..
Total solids in water
Traffic circuits .

147

200
96. 201

II
12
148
140
66
76

:!01, 2~~

Train, water
Transport of water by pack animal...

24

::W
.... 24, 29
.... 2-i. 27. 28, 29

rail
road
,, sea

25

Tren~hcs, pi~'.
Trench pumps .
Troughs, horse ...
.,
waterproof, 600 gala.
Trti.cks, tank
Tubbing
reinforced concrete ..
,,
steel
Tube wells, deep
Norton ....
....
....
. ...
,,
.,
,,
equipment for (Table E)
Turbidity of water, testing
Turbine feed apparatus
Tum-on•r fiJter ...

. .. 149. 1,lO, 151
95
3,)

.... 18. 19. :'D, 35
24

Gu

66

tiu

... hi, 88

18. lfl, 22. 80. 81 et seq.
86, 87
19ti, 201
232

2:H

u.
Ultra-violet light, sterilization by
Underpinning, well-sinking by
Units, specialist water supply
water, employment with scattered troops .
supply control ...

,,

w~it

Unit, water distribution
Upland surface water, quality of
Urine. amount of chlorine in .

21J
65
15
1,1

15
V'l
!:l
l!-!,J. 202

:?02

V.

Yalve chamlJers
Val\"'es
ail'
foot
for bore-hole pumps .
Gutermuth
isolating
pump
reflux or fla.p
s}uice or full-way
stop
,,
Velocity of air for airlifts
., discharge from orifice

(s J::,250)-r

....
....
....
....
147
.... 101 et Sl3<J •• 14-t et seq., 173
14:,-,

103

IOI
173
147
...
173
103, 145
.. _
103, J4(l
.... w:t 144. 145
109
HS:!
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130

\'e-lul·i tv of tlow in open conduits
,, · ,, mixture for airlifts
YolmnC' of air to work aidift.

llO
1)0

w.
Walla ee-Tiernan chlorinator .
\Var establishments, water units, none fixed
Wushouts
\Yater anal\·,sis.
bag:s·
boring for
columns. rn1Jtor
0ontrol mtits, R.E.
daily consumption of (Tables A and B)
engineers, liaison with electrical and mechanical engineers
,,
with a force in the field ..
fro,n various sources, quality of
hammer....
in back area, supply of
in concentration area, supply of
in open channels, flow of
in pipes, flow of
laying mains under
points, area ....
for camels
,, horses
forward
initial .

235 et seq.
15
147
195 et Beq.
.... 19, 69
27, 40, 70 et seq.
25

15
52, 53, 167, 168
14
13
185 et seq.
128, 144, 153, 174
35 et Beq.

railway
,,
vehicle ...
req_uirements as to quality of
,. quantity of
s0He1~ing
storage of
....
... .
....
....
....
. ...
supply aftcl' the initial advance, p1'eparations for
arrangements at the port of disembarkation
,,
on the march
....
bt:fore an attack, preparations for .
character of the work
companies, R.E.
of Ghent
protection of sources of
responsibility for purity oL..
....
....
. ..
....
,,
,,
unrlC'r regimental arrane,(•JHcnts
,, supply and dit-tribution of
., testing ....
....
.. ..
,,
,, work in connection with
,,
units, specialist
....
....
....
.. ..
,,
while the advance is gaining momentum ...
to forward area, supply of ....
....
....
.
transport companies. 1\1.T .. R.R, or R.A.S.C.
,,
,, . of ....
....
. ...
We!ghts of VV.l. water and ga!:I piping
Weir box
....
....
.
....
Wciri3,

8lc

N,)td1.

,,
waste
Well-boring

,,
Well-sinking

3l et seq.
164
161
154
.... :15, 36
26
33 et Sf:,9_.
25
25

24, 36, 37
25, 32, 33
182 et Beq.
51 et Beq.
218 et Beq.
U7 et seq.
.... 38, 39
17
. .. 17, 18
. ... 37, 38
11, 12
15
216
22 et seq.
II
11

11
II
11

15
. ... 40, 41
27 et BPq.
15
24 fl seq.
139
tH
122, J:!3

~ection, R.E., stores for (Table F)
sections, R.E.

70 cl aeq,
89, 90. 91
15
63 et Sttj.
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Wells, arW;;ian
chlorination of. ..
....
....
....
....
....
contaminated, treatment of (Appendices V and VI)
damaged, cleaning and restoring .. .
....
....
deep
., pwnps for ..
during operations developments of...
examination of...
exca"f"ation of
finishing-off of.

P.\(;E

50. 187
.... 222, 223, ~~;
40

48 et seq .. 187,

2oz

9S
.... 19, 27, 2b, 40
21, 2:?. 193
U:{
67
.... 18, 6-!. 6;3_ 6H

lininga for
protection of

23, 67. 185, 19:l
67 d seq.

raising of water by hand from
shallow.
sites for.
steining for
tubbing for
nndei-pinning of
,,
yield of water frvm
·well units
\find.lasses and buckets
·wool, lead

-is

GJ. 63. 6/i
.... GG. 67
... Qj_ (jlj

....

Ol
.... 13. l~

6,
153

Y,

Yields, bore-holes
catchment area.

49. (ii. 71
53. [1-l 5;~.

wellf'l
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z.
Zinc in wate1·
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METHOD OF US1NG TARPAULIN ON LORRY FOR
WATER TRANSPORT.

~

Ta/"pa,v/i, sliK?9 lrom ta#' a.nd
s.Ws of' I oN•_y with cords th'O"'!lli
•;t'F'lt1t ho/•3 c.l' Ta,,,,f.
T<Vpa,ulin .ts'f?x,t5'i

/

To tll?lO~ /o,.,.y low~ta,./6o:;i,ra

mna-•nde_-:---1~=-c~~==='==='
Grou,,,/.Jlorog,
1ia.,,A.s.

~t.r"

L
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.s-r

.
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IMPROVISED
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~

WATER-LORRY.

J-Ton Lorr)'__ with sides J ends removed J f"ttted with Two JOO-Gallon Tanks

~

t

2x2 .. Transverse Angles

I.

300·Gal Tank

Top of Tank closed
& Manhole Fitted .

r,·,, Bolts

A hand pump can he f"ixed
here ,f"required

;t;ted with internal

baffle plates J
:y,,·r,,,aolts

wash out cocl<

300-Gal.
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WATER PROOF BAG.
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LIGHT RAILWAY SPILL TANK.DIXIE. & WATER-BOTTLE FILLER.
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PETROL-TIN WATER CARRIER
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GAUGING SUPPLY OF A STREAM.
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frG . 2. LONGITUDINAL SE.CTION OF STREAM.
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TRIANGULAR NOTCH METHOD.
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Rain-Gauge .

( Antle of' divergence 5~6°)
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Ventu,·i Meter.
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TUBBING

FOR

SINKING

SHALLOW

WELLS.
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k-_This .f',quf'e varies acp!f'sf!Ilg
FIG.I.

i Angle iron fJ'xed to bottom Wb onJ.
~Q.. tj,~ _sj_r.Jl
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ELEVAT ION.

I

tFIG. 2.

PLAN.

Method of Op_eretion.

~ b is placed m a.., exc11v11tion.
Two rails are placed across the top and
t.he ends weighted with sandbags.
The earth is then excav11ted inside round
the cut,t;ng ed~ & t,he tub hits b,y its own weight &- th•t of the sandb119s.
. When "the t:ub is l'lush with ti?e ground, •ntltl,er tub is bolted on t:op ano' t:he proceu contmvt1d to the revuired depth
l'he Avmes & $CIR• .,,. made lrith timber of' af'ailahle scant.ling~
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COMBINED IRON AND TIMBER
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IRBS FOR 12-FT 6-IN . WELLS .
FI G. 2.

·o,nt of Angle Iron

HALF P L A N OF TOP IN V ERTED .

FIG 4

SE CTION ON LINE A . A .

See Fig 2.
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Plate 37.

HANGING UP THE STEINING.

R.S..J. on Beam

FIG. 2.

The Brickwork is laid in cdment in Sect.:ons of' depths
accordi11t to nature of" Strata, & on a wood or iron curb;
when the curb has sunk as f'ar as ,t can, ,t 1s hung f'rom
the tor> as shewn in Ftc- I.
Sinking then proceeds with another cyJ>b -a nd the next·
vertical section is hung f'rom the first curb as shewn
in Fit, 2. and so on.
IO<JS3. l864(J. 4812/217.
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WELLS-N°2.

Fig.I

Fig. 2.

ADIT

DETAIL OF ADIT

Fig.3
SECURING WELL AGAINST CONTAMINATION.
Malb)&.Son.;.lith

Plate 42.

LIFT AND FoRCE PuuP IN USE.

LIFT AND FORC

LONGITUDINAL SECTIONAL ELEVATION.
1"093. 18640. "'812/217.
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WELL BUCKET
FI TT ED
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PUMPS FOR WELLS & BOREHOLES.
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FI G. 2.

FIG. I.

Bore-hole pvmp
with gear for

Cast iron well frame ,

power dr,"ving.

hav1n9 wrought iron or

steel single-throw crank,
fly-wheel and handle and
sirgle-barrelled pump
with doors for access
to valves.

FIG.3.
Hand power bore-hole lift pump

suitable for depth vp to80 feet.

:&;p,-,,du.cecl, by permt.ssion,, of'x ..., ':' J"Ev<XIl8-£S on., ,L ~.
Wolverh,vnpt:on,.

MalbykSon~ lith
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TYPES OF TUBE WElL LININGS.
Cressed and
Socketed
Drive pipe

Socketed

Drivepipe

Swell and
Taper socke~
Cressed joint Flush joint
joint
Linin<f wbe Lining tube Linin9 tub

/

Fiq .L

F,q.2.

Fiq.3.

Fiq.4

Flq.5

Plate 50.
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KEYSTONE DRILL,

J,leproducedfrom Keystone Driller Ooy.'s Catalogue.

KEYSTONE DRILL USED AS A TRACTOR.

~

""°'-"

~

METHOD oF HOISTING DERRICK OF

No. 5

KEYSTONE DRILL.

::;;i

Reproduced from Keystone Driller Goy.'s Catalogue.
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Plate 53
KEYSTONE DRILL.

STRING OF TooLs READY FOR SPUDDING

/rope Socket

-Jars

,,--Stem

Plate 54,
KEYSTONE DRILL.

TIGHTENING UP TooL JornTs WITH FLOOR CIRCLE,

Plale 55,
DRILLING ACCESSORIES.

f1G.5.Flat ,,,.a/ve

-y;;,v, steel /21n:1e.s)

F1G.6.Part va/Ys.

Reproduced from Keystone Driller Coy.'s Catalogue.
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PORTABLE DIAMOND DRILL.
AQUEOUS c0 .v

PORTABLE

DIAMOND

ROCK~BORING

MACHINE,

re.comm,ndui f'or cupfhs of' .300 to SOO led

f"'1fl3

Plafo58.

CALYX ORI LL,

CLASS B.

DRILL FOR DEPTHS OF 600 TO 1000 FEET.

PLate 59.

NORTON TUBE WELLS -N~I.
DRIVING APPARATUS
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•GwYNNES' PORTABLE Pu,rPING SET.

CAPACITY, 6,000 GALS./HR./250 FT.
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Reproduced by permission of Messrs. Gwynnes', Ltd., Hammersmith.
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DENSIS E!ilarnE coUPLED TO A MATHER

& PLATT PuMP.

CAPACITY, 7,200 GALS./HR./ 6OO FT.

ASTER-GWYNNES' PUMPING SET MOUNTED ON WHEELS.

'.:!:!

"a,
~

!"'

Reprodttced by 11ennission of Messrs. Gwynnes', Ltd., Hammersmith .

"INVINCIBLE" D I RECT-COUPLED CENTRIFUGAL PRESSURE PUMP.

Reproduced by permission of Messrs. Gwynnes', Ltd., Hammersmith.

GwYNNES' TRENCH PuMP.

~

"'"
?'
0,

Reproduced by permission of Jllessrs. Gwynnes', Ltd., Hammersmith,

GwYNNES' Low LIFT limn CAPACITY CENTRIFUGAL PUMP COUPLED DIRECT To PETROL ENGINE.

Reproduced by permission of Messrs. Gwynnes', Ltd., Hammersmith .

PAIR OF HoLDEN

&

B&ooKE's PUMPS.

CAPACITY,

1,200

GALS ./H&./600 FT . EACH.

1
0,

~

Plate 69.
RoTOPLUNGE

PUMP.

i
CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
The Pump consists of
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Seven Parts only.
The body, or casing, with shoes H.
Back cover.
Front cover (with boss for rotor bearing, G 1).
Rotor.
Plunger working in rotor.
Block working on eccentric pin, G. In the larger sizes the
eccentric pin is bolted through the front cover, and in the
smaller sizes is cast with the cover.

Reproduced by permission of The New Rotop3unge Pump Co., Ltd.,
Westminster, London, S. W. 1.

Plate 10.

RoTOPLUNGE PuMr AND LISTER PETROL E>1GINE.

The above illustration shows an extremely compact unit, comprising a No. 5 pump directly coupled to a l½ H.P. Lister Petrol
Engine, which will give a capacity of 1,000 gallons per hour and
deliver to a head of 80 feet.
Suitable sets can be supplied covering all sizes of these pumps,
and in each instance they can be direct coupled through flexible
coupling, the normal speeds of pump and engine being practically
identical.

Reproduced by permission of Messrs. R. A. Lister & Co., Ltd.,
Dursley, Glos.

TANGYE's TREBLE-RAM PUMP GEAR-COUPLED TO OrL ENGINE.

Reprod1tce1Z by permission of Messrs. Tanqyes, Ltd., Bi,•mingham.

Plate 72.
hlERR'l'.WEATIIER STEAM PUMP,

Reproduced by permission of Messrs. Merryweather and Sons, Ltd.
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HYO RAU LI C RAM.

Drive Pipe
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Plate 17.

DEEP WELL PUMP.
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MaJ~& Sonslith.
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METHOD OF INSTALLING

CENTRIFUGAL PUMP IN A WELL.

Z H.P. Petrol Engine

W~

Original
~ / ground level

2}f'x2" Centrif'ugal Pump

Waterline

ImJ
g~~
Chamber cut in soltd rock

'.
f

l

~

Plate 79,
SINKING PUMP

(GWYNNES').

1/eproclucecl by
71ermission of
11lcssrs. Gwynnes',
Lid., lla1111nersmith.

CAPACITY,

150

GAT.S. PER MlN.

400 FT. HEAD.
R.P.M., 700.

A'1D

.Plate 80.
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BELT Pu11P MOUNTED ON A
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WAGON IN Po sJTION ovm, A WELL .
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Plate 82.
OHAINE HELICE.

(Cover removed.)

Pl.a:te 83.

BELT-DRIVEN TUBE WELL PUMP.
whe~
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BORE HOLE

PUMP.

I

'I

Ma.lb_),l.So,i.oi,tith.

Pla,te 85

SUCTION STRAINERS FOR BOREHOLE PUMPS .

...

Ret.ilmir.g Valvs

F'I G . 2

FIG . I.

S•nd screens

cb

5' DI A. ASH FORD TUBE FILTER
FOR 6' WELL.

Ver tical
M.S. Ri~gs.

['-.,___
B - -■ · - - · - - ·

--·--

-~

B

'16 S.W.G. Coppe,.
Wil'e wound round

■

I

-;
FIG.I.

1,------- VERTICAL

~
SECTION ON A.A.

·- A

A · -- ·

SECTIONAL PLAN ON B.B.

Above V,'ews ar,e approximately Ji size.
Th,'s FilteP is made 1n lengths of' about
6'-0" with special Joint to ea.eh .
Watef' entef's thr,ough small sp8ces
between W I/Jes.

1'1n.re 87.

SEMI-PERMANENT STRAINING CHAMBER
FOR SUCTION PIPE .
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M~by&Sons. 1.J.th

.Place 88

Watee

DIAGRAM SHOWING AIRLIFT.
CENTRAL AIRPIPE SYSTEM.

Submergence
--L-,ft-.-

= Submergence R•tio.

A,i> Pipe.

----Pomt of' entl')' of' 11,i>.
Bo,,eho/e.
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FOOTPIECE FOR AIRPIPE
CENTRAL AIRPIPE SYSTE.M .

.__3 11 Rl.sing M6in
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"

:!- c--- >11,,.pipe_ dr,1/1,,d with lcrings. of' e,:ght /s'

i:.:_

d/a.l-loles~ !"apart., {.96 in alt}.
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length of' plain pipe about 12'.o'

----------- Open end
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Plate 92.

METHOD

OF LEADING DISCHARGE

INTO AN

ELEVATED

TANK .

'

'
JI

["'-._Airvalve

METHOD OF RELEASING AIR FROM
RISING MAIN AND TRANSMITTING WATER
OVER A DISTANCE HORIZONTALLY FROM

~
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.... ~

WELL-HEAD .
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1, Svfficient l]e1u?" ~ tit!nd_
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!+-Support
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METHOD OF LEADING DISCHARGE

AWAY FROM WELL:-HEA.D.

Umbrella
splash plate
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·Pro1TtJ I>'!_,agram,, contuineiL in,, Lige:rsolL-Ra,ui, CoY_,. ca.tn1<>gue N° 76.
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HARRIS

BOOSTER

PUMP .

Frrm ~ cont:o.in.ed,, in, ,!ngtrsv7l
·R<uHL ec,7_'s C,a,tnl.ogut! N~ 7 6 .

ibJbyJ:.Sons t,th

CURVE GIVING MOST EFFICIENT SUBMERGENCE FOR VARIOUS LIFTS .
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COMPOUND AIRLIFT.
Cock '.'4",s kept shut and Cock "B "Open
until water level is sufft"cienl!J lowered.
·:,ns then opened and B " shut, and the airlift
. operated by means of' the Inner Airpipe .•
Cock "A"

+--Air

First starting watt:r level
(LotVered by ouUr airpipe)

Outer Airpipe

-

Second starting water level
(Lowered by inner sirpipe .)
Jnner A irpipe

R,'sin9 M~in

Borehole Casin9.

Two-CYLDR. BROOM AND WADE CoMPRESSOR WITH COVENTRY SIMPLEX ENGINE.

Duty, 120 cub. ft. of free air per min. at 100 lbs. 'sq. in.

:i,

~
Reproduced by permi<lslon of Messrs. Broom and Wade, Hi,gh Wycombe.

l8

INGERSOLL-RAND COMPRESSOR DRIVEN BY PETROL ENGINE,

Duty, 100 cub. ft. free air per min. at 100 lbs./sq. in.

:!l
~

~

Reprod•1CC<l by permission of l ngersoll-Ranr7 Company.

COMPRESSOR LoRRY READY FOR TIIE RoAD.

DA)I IN YPRES CANAL.

i,ll

~

The above dam was made by replacing damaged lock gates with 9" X 3" sheeting.

~

Pla;t,e 104

SECTIONS

OF
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GROUP OF FouR 5O,OOO-GALLON

Duo

RESERVOIRS.
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Above reservoirs were constructed according to Pl. 106.
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TANK

FROST-PROOF

FOR MOUNTAIN LOCATIONS.

f/on:,-Pipe tohe self
emptying below
this Valve,.
Handle to work
Stop Valve.
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Water point
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Plate 109.

PIGGOTTS PATENT PRESSED STEEL TAN KS.

Ca acities. Si es and Wei hts.
Nominal
Copocific$

in Gallons.

aoo

1,200
1,600

1,600

2,400
3,200
:,,200
J,600
4,000

4,aoo
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Plate 110.

ELEVATED TANK (PRESSED STEEL) ON STEEL TOWER

PRESSED STEEL TANK ON LOW TIMBER STAGING.
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GROUND LEVEL FRAMED 8,000-GALL0N CANVAS TANK.
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GALVANIZED MILD STEEL CISTERNS.
General Specification
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SCHEME FOR LARGE PERMANENT CAMP.
PURIFICATION TANK PIPING ARRANGEMENT.
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SCHEME FOR LARGE PERMANENT CAMP,.
WATER SUPPLY DETAILS.
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WROUGHT IRON PIPES AND FITTINGS,
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RUNNING THREAD JOINT.

Running thread end

Back Nut

Socket

Malbv & )ons L,th

Plate 146,.
:ltiAIN-TAPPING MACHINE

For Service connections on Water Mains under pressure .

0

C

_Briefly described, the operation of inserting ferrules, &c., in water
mains is as follows :-Having selected and placed in position the
right size of loose saddle A, to which is attached a rubber ring for
making the joint, pass chain round the pipe and screw np by adjusting filboe B. Fit twist drill and tap in spindle, then tighten up.
Open sluice valve C, apply feed D, and commence drilling. Having
drilled and tapped the bole, release feed screw D, reverse the ratchet,
unscrew until tap is withdrawn, when the pressure of water will
force it to the top of cone F. Close sluice valve C, swing off cone
F, remove the drill, and replace with ferrule and driver. Screw up
cone F again, open sluice valve and insert ferrule. As everything
is now ready for running the service, the machine may be removed.
Reproduced by permissio" of Messrs. W. H. Willcox & Co., Ltd.,
Southwark St., London, S.E.
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(a) ..Secure the apparat.v~ firmly 1'n an ordinary v/ce by the Tee - Pi'ece G.
{b) Screw the piece of' P1'pin9 to bo c/,unod mto the Socket, B.
{c I Turn on tht, air blast throu9h SttJp Cock· F.
(d) feed :s.;,nd 9rad,.1olly /r,to Funnel D.
{e) Remove Pipe.
The Air should be •t "pros,ure of' from 80 -100 lbs.per Squ11re Inch
About one G.S, Shovel full or $&nd will cll'Jln a ZO foot length of 4-" A'pin9
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6t connected to !Joc/,(.et 8.
ThtJ ~$C place for t.h~ end of the Nozzle G is about 3 "from the centre of t,,he Tee-Piece C.
Tllia distance ~ he adjusted by moans ol' the lonr1 screw t.hd. on the cone Nozzie.
I{ 1$ e!l~enti•I th•t • short length of' piping be f'itted between the Tee-Piece 8, Socket
B ii, ordt:r to 41/ow the b/a3t to .spread.
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PLUNGER PUMPS.

f' I G.I. Buci<et&lif't

pump

f' I G.2. Single
acting f'orce
pump

FI G.4. Buckst, &.phmger pump

~ - Single acting
plunger pump

f'I G.S Piston &plunger

--pump
Tt.eproduud. from, Gib.-.:S "Kydrauli,.,•~

Plaxe 157.

PUMP VALVES.
f1G.

fiG.2.

I.
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]"yp_es of'/?.ump_ YBIYes.

f1G.5.

The Gutermuth Yalve .
R.eproih.u:.ed, f'rom- (;ibsoM "Jlydra.uli,cs "

MaJbv.t. Soru.L,th

P 7,a;te, f. 58
CENTRIFUGAL PU MPS- I.
f" I G. 2..

f" I G . I.

FI G. 3.

4i
I

,1 a17.

.R.£produ.c,ed, f'r~ GihsoM uHy drauJ:i..DS_ ''.

MalbJ &.Wns Lith.

t
Pl.,ctc !59.

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS-2.

FIG . I.

FIG.2.

FIG .4.
Ri_p,-od:uc.luL from,, 6ib.soM ''JEydraulic.s".

Malt,,! 5ons.Lith

Plate 160.
DETAILS OF TURBINE PUMP

Pl<ue 161.
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FILTERS .

FIG . 2 .
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Arrsngement
to keep Filter
f'u ! I of wster.

Coo l ie pack fi lter.

Mule pack filter.
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HASTY WATER PURIFICATION PLANT
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Reprod'Uced by permissiori of t/ie Jewell E.tport Filler Co., 8 Lenda!, York.
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Plate 167.
JEWELL PRESSURE FILTER,

(Household type.)
12", 16", and 20" diameter.

Reproduced by permission of the Jewell Export Filter Co.,
8 Lendal, York.

Plate 168.
BELL FILTER.

A--Valves in wash arms.
I-Vertical wash valve.
B-Rakes on wash arms.
K--Outlet for filtered water.
C-Hydraulic hollow wash arms.
L-Steel filter shell.
D-Hydraulic hollow shafts.
l\I-Top block on shell.
E--Perforated strainers.
N- Inlet Yalve for dirty water.
F-Inlet pipe for dirty water.
O-Wasbo ut valve. ·
G-Wash-out pipe for cleani11g.
P-Bevel wheels.
H-Top pipe.
R-End rakes.
Reproduced iy pe,·,nission of Bell Bros. (Manchester) , Lid.

Plate 169.

PATERSON FILTER".

Reproduced by permission of The Paterson Engineering Go., Ltd., London.
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THE WALLACE-TIERNAN CHLORINATOR .
DIAGRAM

OF APPARATUS.

T-f-:JJl,dri_.'.t'JQtf,
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H--,~-1+--~ [cj;ie\k--.Jl---- E
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It,-,p roduccd- 'L.J- I'ermissioTL from ProceediTU}s of' Ihe Insti.;tuJion, _of
lll~·,·i, 4J1u.co.L .Engirtl!i!1",,; ,J9-.:0.J>a9, 11::7,F(q ;1Jhm1, a Paper on tiw "Stcrtli.,%.(t,~
~tt,nn, of Water l!f Chl.,orine vOs'' b\' UtptoVL J . S U ~ Artlm..r, O.B. E.,.B.Sr.1
A fr .R.A.M C {T.F}.
Ma.lbfJ.:.)Jn~ l1th
,',HJ.'l

J'lcde 171

THE WALLACE-TIERNAN CHLORINATOR.
ENLARGED SECTION OF COMPENSATOR.
C. IN PL. 170.
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Movable Scale
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due to capill&rity
FIG.I.

ORIFICE (I) ANO
MANOMETER (H )

· R.."'Produ.ce,d., byPe::rm:ission,fi-om--:I+ocudinq:,

Porcela in

FIG . 2 .

ur

CHEC K-VALVE (M )
AND DIFFU SOR.(0 1

The,In.stib.A..tion af',¥"u:Jumi ca,l,E ~ '1.li'_.3,l:J20,Pa.qe,1127 ,Pw;J.5, Frum,, a,;Papc:r on, t:Jw " S ~ cPWa.tu- by Chi-.~
l'raB:'by Coptain,JStanlay.Arth«r, O.IJ.E.,11.Se.,A.I. C . .R,.A.M,C . (T ..F .).
LI.'.!••- J,,~u, 1_,rt
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p ATERSON

CHLORONOME.

A.-Chlorinesupply pipe to
aLsorption tower.

B.-Regulating valve.
C.-Chlorine

pressure

gauge.

D.-Stop valve.
E.-" Chloronome" or pulsating meter,

F.-Connecting tube.
G.-Cylinder stop valve.
H.-Chlorine cylinder.
J .---Cylinder cap.

K.-Chlorine

absorption

tower.
L.-Filter.

M.-Pressure
valvea.

(ci)

(b)

reducing

N.-Water supply pipe to
absorption tower.

CHLORINE JIIETER SHOWING POSITION 01'
LIQUID PISTON.

(ci) At commencement of stroke.
(b) At end of stroke.

);!
~

.....
_,
LIQUID CHLORINE DISPENSER.

Reproduced by permission of The Paterson Engineering Co., Ltd., London.
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THE TURN-OVER FILTER.

~

""....,

!'-

The above illustration represents a sectional view of the Turn-over Filter in its working position
whilst filtering. Filtration is carried on in the usual manner common to most filters. The raw water,
after entering the chamber through the right-hand inlet trunnion E and upturned pipe H, passes down
through the filter bed, perforated bottom J, collecting pipe N, passage I, aud out of the left-hand
outlet trunnion.
Reproduced by permission of the "Turn-over " F;Jter Goy., Belfast.

Plate 175,
CANDY COMPOUND FILTER,

Valve A controls inlet of unfiltered water, to ,the ;filter; valve B controls
outlet of filtered.. water from the filter, also inlet of filtered water to filter for
the upward wash; valve C is for emptying filter of water when rec1uired;
valve D controls inlet of water to the hydraulic scour arms ; valve E controls
0utlet of dirty wash water ; the mouth of the wash water pipe is shown at
K; F is the handle by which the scour arms are rotated ; H is the coarse
pre-filter resting on a perforated floor; J is the fine filter-bed resting on a
floor furnished with special gun-metal nozzles.
Reproduced by permission of tl,e Candy Filter Co., Ltd

Ftau/76'.

RAMSOME

CONTINUOUS

J0()1;3.IB B40.4,flf£ /!17

l?e_produced h_y.Permissior, of' '£he Inventors.

FILTER.

P Late 177.

TURBINE COAGULANT FEED.

Reproduced f'rom Oon and Chisholms "Modern Methods of' Water
Purification" by permission of' E. Arnold, Maddox Street, London, W.
IOO!J3

Malby &.Son.s Litn.
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hole
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the co,-·er oT
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.size .:Jwtah/e to,a/low t:he
Solution

Tank
G

deh~•pry pipe to pass, also
the Filter Pump C. T/>i:S 1s of'
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APPARATUS
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01•

screwed a,?d
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STERILIZING LORRY.

DIAGRAM.

Side Elevation

Reproduced by permission of United Water Softeners, Ltd., Kingsway, W.G. 2, who designed and constructed
the equipment.
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STERILIZING LORRY READY FOR THE ROAD

~

p
~
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~

Reproduced by permission of United Water Softeners, Ltd., Kingsway, W.O. 2, who designed and
constructed the equipment.

CoMBINED EvAPORATOR AND

AIR

CONDENSER

(Row's

PATENT),

~
~

-

~

Reproduced by permission of Messrs. Royles, Ltd., Manchester.
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after fa.ll of Strassburg and Metz to middle of November. 4a, 6d.
(3,. !0d.)

lS.

Occurrences on Theatre of War in Central France up to Re-occupa.Uon
of Orlea.ns by the Germane. 6,. (ba.)

it ~::::~:: f~:/n;;~=~fntgof t!:Cii:.:e::;:ii~;f P~m~~- i~u~~nS:l
bofore French Capital to oommencement of 1871. 2,. G~
10

(28. Id.)

JIJLITARJ' BOOKS, pllblided b9 Aulhurity-oontinued
(A.a to price• in bracketa, aee top

ot paae 2.)

Pranco-German War-co11linuta.
Section
16. Prooeedings of Second Army from coruroeucement of 18il until the
Armistice. a,. 6d. (3s.)
17. .Proceedinji:s of First Army from commencement of 187'1 until the
Arruii-th.:e. 31. (2,. 6d.)
18. Occurreuccs on South-eastern 'l'be&tre of Wa.r np to middle of Jau.
1871. Events before Parit~ from commencement of 1871 to the
Armistice. 81. (6s. 9d.)
19. 0Cl'Drrences on South-eat1tern Theatre of War from middle of January,
18il, Proc('tldiogs in rear of German Army and in Ooast Proviuct!II
from Nov., 1870 until the Armistice. 13,, 6d. (LO,. ld.)
10.

Oe;;ra~~~li~f!t't 1r:::~i::oi:nr~:!:g P~e~i~t'..~!~~· toli~;~;~ti~~

German Army and Peace of Frankfort.
'l'be Oocnpa.ticu.
'£he
'l'elefrapb, Post, Supply of Ammunition, Commissariat, Roepih.l
tierv1ce, Divine Serv,ce, Military Justice, Recruitment, and Home
G;~rrisoue. Re8lllta. 5i. (-ls. 3d.)
Analytic.a.I hnleL 1,. 6d. (h. -ld.)
Plans4.
Battle of Colombey-Nou.illy. 3i. (5d.)
5A. Battle of Vinnville--Ma.rs la Tour. Position of OontendiDg ~•orl':B a.t
Noon. 3d (5d.)
OB. Battle of Vionville-Mars la Tour. Position of Contendiug- Forces from
4 to 5 p.m, 3d. (5d.)
9A. .Battle of Sedan. PoRition of Oontendiog Forces towards Noon. 3d. (4d.)
9H. B11.ttle or Seda.u. Position of the Gerwa.us in the afternoon shortly
before the end of the struggle. 3d. (4d.)
Set alao Sn:oE 0PBRA'fION8,

FRENCH WORDS AND PHRASES with EugliHh Prouuuciation Short
Vocabulilry of. Notes on French Measure~. AbLrMiations and '£enns
u,;ed on l"rt'uch Maps, with English Equi\·alenl~. ld. (:?d.)
FUNDS, ASSOCIATIONS, SOCIETIES, &c., for the Assi:dance of
8er\'iug antl Ex-~nvk~ Vffico>rs, l\leu, \Yomen an•l their Dependants.
1~:?2, 6./, (lid.)

GBBlll[Alil A.Blll[Y.
DittCI.

Cavalry. Drill Regul&tions. 1909. 3d. (4d.)
Eledrfo Light and Power Work, Noks on,
h. 6d.

Ditto.

Ditto.

192(•

( ls. ~d.)

Jo'oot Artillery. Drill Rf>gulations.
Part IV.
YJOHT. 1909. 3d. (5d.)
Manamvres Regulations. 1908. Sd. (f1,J.)

'l' Ht:

GEB.. AN CONSTITUTION,The, (Editiou withontNote.s.) 1920. 6d. (f.id.)
GBllKA.'NY. 'l' he Campa.ign of 1866 in :With t2 Plans in portfolio. 1872. (itepriuted 1907), 6,. (5,. 6d.)
Aloltke'1 Projects for. h. (h.)
lloltke's Corre~pondc-nce during. Prkfri. With 4 Plau8, ls. (1.1'.)
G'OBBNSBY AND ALDERNEY ROYAL MILITIA, HPgulationl'.
With tLe .Militia Lawe relating to the !elands. Pro\'it1ioual. 3'. (t,. 6d.)
G'O'!IS. Handbooks for:·SOS.inch HokLkise llachi1.1e. Provisional. 6d. , :-d.)
·303-ID.cb an,l ·303-inch Converted Maxim Machine, ll&g;i:.dne Rido.i Ohawl,<·r),
ruounted on Carriagt<s, ll.G., Iofautry, Pa.rapt't i Trip«J and Uone
Mountings. 1911. (Reprinted, with Ameu1lrnt•nl11, 191.'.>). 9d. (9J.);
Adde-nda. l1L (2d.)·: .Amendments. id. (U,J
(H 15250)T

11

• 2

,1111Jlll0. 1, (licl)
11.

1114n

Bln,lo._

le ~ of Boporto

s..

w.

(U.)

ltu,c'?.tl
l!op\ 19;lt. ld. (lld.)
.=:-i.,~~
~

JINI&.

'l'loo TnotlHal af
b. K (J& 6£)1
.... 11. {Ullf,};
....... of

PutUJ.

I !'Ml'.

-

Wl.

c•• •P11GNm-.-1o11 or-•·>

0.U-~Ao.~
Part 11. Ul'- Juw-. for L a ~.. aad Laboratory Openti...,

=
»rr':. irl.":dfl.

Jlsam.lnatloa of Bxp)oal:y• and Ordnu.ae. (Reprinted, with Amend~ in An!!7 Ordon up lo ud iuoludlug Deo. 1, 1916).

!':::..~::1~ t ...a!!~t112:ti~g t:rdice•

fillt. =:::'k~ tt.:l•~.~~ o~l'i:1i.,g~-(;ou1. 6d. (Gd.)
P.A21SDLOCtlcu.L lll'IICJIJDlll(S in the Huoum of
Arm;, Aledical
f~J'.!',"tt-. ~:- ~:.~:r,- of. Third edition. ol. I. By
the

PAY. ALLOTllllll'T■

o:r.

&ie SnAIU.T1otc ALLoW£JfcB.

••~.!=:ti:i.'11,~roQ,'.iM.)aud Nou-Elleclive Pay of the Army.

Royal

PAY Dnm& of otloen Oommanding B~uadrons, Batieries, Companies, &o.
:::s.the2
the War.) I. Home and Colonies.

li.~neJ~~j=

rri~)

S. oho 1'BlllUTOIUAL FollCL

PAT OY' OYfiOBBB and 41lowance tor Officers Children. Royal Warran,,
.JM,. SI, 1911; with Ute Army Coaocil's IWltruciioua ihereoo, and Begula-

licmL (8peolll Army Order, Jar,. 26, 1918). ld, (U.)
:PK'lJal(U.L ~.ATIOl!r OP BllORVITB. lu11ruolious for lhe.
N. (Id.)
P:rriao.&L '.DU.IIQJIG, Kaaua! of, (Bopriul 190~ wllh Ameodmeoll
• pallllal,ed la Army Omen lo Dec. 1, 1914). 9d. (I.,,)
.
D'DJ:OLOGY, ~~
Feb. 1919. 2d. (Sd.)

.·- ~ -ot.

'a~.::t::i ~.!!f,:e.

n.40i11 .AJIBB CHIOU'JIBUrG 01' POBll:rGB IIIAPB. Rule• for lhe
1919. 11. 6d. (J.,, 2d.)
. . . U 0 R:a.~.ABGBT (Jlvk I.), and Bow to Un IL

1911,

wilh , _ _!a, 1914.) Id. {2d.)
Jlaaui of Army. War. ma (Reprinted,
~ .........., 1911). S,,. (td.)
. . , U.., P......-... A Tea-Book 1w ue ol the
~

..,_...... m-ncme.

lilr;U•...:..'l'a&. lwUL---. 18CN. ... (v. lOd.)

-

-~ ~ of the Army Velerinary OnTp,, Bpeolal

• , ~ ~ a.. I'....,. A.uow.ur0&
illim,~ I'• -

in Kap Beoding OllHH, ld. (!d.)

.11/LJT:IRl' BVOKS, pubtished by .tull1orily-ct,11tiuucd.

(As to prices in b1·ackets, see top of page 2.)
Soldiers who died in the G1·eat War, 1914-1919-co11tin11ed,
Part 3. Rl1yal Garrit-'.on Artillery. 71. 6d, (U.1.)
Part 4. Curpt. o( Hon1.l E11g-iuC'erl:l. 71. Gd. (6.s. Id.)
Part 5. Foot GuarJ.8 (iuclndillg Gua.nls' MacbiuC' Gnu Regimeut).

Part
Part
Pa.rt
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Put
Part
Part

71. 6d.

~;y~

1~2ot8 (Lothiau RC'girnC"ot). 7s. Gd. (5,. lld.)
The
The QueC"u'~(Roya.l West Surrey Bt>gimrut). 58, (38. lld.)
8. The Buffi. (Ea.et KC"ut Rt·gimcnt). 5s. (3.,. llc/.)
fl. 'l'he Kiug'.s Own (Royal L:u1ca.ster Rc~iment). 58. (38. lld.)
10. 'l'he Northumberla.ncl Fusiliers. ilf. 6d. (Ga.)

Pa.rt
Part
Part
Part
Part

6.

11.
12.

13.

The Norfolk Regiment. 5s. (3s. 1td.)
15. 1'Le Liuc:olusMre Rc9iment. '5s. (38. llcl.)
16. 'l'be Devonshire Regiment. fl.,. (3s. lld.)
17. The Suffolk RegimGut. 53. (3s. lld.)
18. Prince Albert's (Somerset Light Infantry). :?.J. 6d. (28.)
19. 'l'he Pl'ince of WalC"s' Own (We~t Yorhhirn Regiment). 78. 6d.
20.
21.
22.

~;l~~~ksliire

TLe
lkgimcnt. 5a. (3s. 11,1.)
The Bedfordshire Regiment. 5s. (3s. lld.)
The Leicestershire Regimeut. 5s. (3s. lld.)

:.?6.

!1r:!1c1·~~fi-!~~~sesu~f \i~1~:;s &2,!:i (Yorkshire Regiment).
Tbe ~!~!~tJire Fusiliers.
6d. (51. ltd,)
'!'ho Roya.I Scots i'usiliers. bs. (3s. Ud.)

27.

The ChesLfre Regiment.

23.
:.?4.

Part 25.

Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
.Part
Part
Part

if1:
~~~~ ~~iri!~:~i:~eyno?t~~d;n J;g1!enl3~· lt~-J. (5s. Ud.
The King's (Liverpool Bogiment). Is. 6d. (58. lld.)

14.

:.?8.
29.
30.
31.

3'.!.
33.

5s.

7s.

fit.

(3s. llcl.)

ifi:
:iK~~ ::l~~ ~~1~j~;;·:;. J;. <t;;_ 1fi'1).)
TLe King's Own Scottish llonlercre. b.s. (3.1. ltd.)
it:
i~;:rr~~~tS~~~is:sNle~:~)- s/$· (3~~ ii1J.5·)
The Gloucestershire Regiment. 5s. (3s. lld.)
5

8

Part 3-1-. 'l'he Worccstersl1ire Regime1.1t, 5s. (3~. lld.)
Part 35. The East Lanarkshire Regiment. Os. (3.,. lld.)
Part 36. The E:i.st Surrey Regiment. 5s. (3s. lid.)
Pa,·t 37. The Duke o( Cornwall's Light Infantry. 2s. 6d. (28.)
Part 38. The Duke of Wellington's (\Vest Riding Regiment). 5,. (St. lld.)
Part 3!J. 'l'he Border Regiment, 6.f, (3,. lld.)
Part 40. Tbe Royal Sussex Regiment. 5-s. (38. lld.)
Part 41. The Hampshire Regiment. 58. (S.S. lld.)
Part 42. The South Staffordshire Regiment. 5s. (3s. lld.)
Part 43. The Dorsetshire Regiment. 2s. 6d. (2.f.)

Part 44.
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part

46.

The Prince of Wales's Volunteers (South Lauca.shfre Regiment).

The ~Ve1~"R!!fient. OS. (3:i. lld.)
46. The Black Watch
Highlanders). 58. (38. lld.)
47. 'l'lie Oxfordshire and Bnckiughamshire Light Infantry. 5s. (3s.1 lc/.)
48. The Essex Regiment. OS. (3s. llc/.)
49. 'l'he Slierwood Foresters (Nottingbamsltire and Derbyshire Regiment). 7s. Gd. (5s. lld.)
Part 60. 'l'he Loyal North Lancashire Regiment. 5,, (3s. lld.)
Part 51.
0
8
Part 52.
Regiment).
5,. (3,. lld.)
Part 53.
8
(&. lld.)
Part 55.
Part 56. The Duke o Oa.mbridge's Own (Middfes£>x Regiment). 7,. 6d.

(Royal

i:t: ~~i~~:;?hh:.~!~~0Rir\v:1:~- (Roy~ n::tlhire

i~: ~~::~ \~~P~f[ea.i,~~:i:r!~~r~~gh211~~t.J: t:,.)

Part 57. The ~f~!,~dlyal Riffe Corps. 7s. 6J. (h,. lld.)
Part 58. The Duke of Edinburgh's (Wiltshire Regiment). 2,. 6d. (21.)
2,)

JfJLITARr BOOKS, publiahed by Authoriry-c-outinut>d.

(As to prices in bracket ■, Bee top of page 2.)
Soldiers who died in the Great War, I914-1919-co11fin11ed,
Part 77. 'l'Lt' lllonmoutl1shire, Camhriilg£', a11(l Ikrtfordshire R1•gimenta,
Army Cyclist Corps, T]J('' Nortlwm, Ilighlaml, Kent, and
lluuiingdonshire Cyclist Battalions, aud ltt>yal Ddence
Corp8. :t~. 6J. (2.-i.)
rart 78. Royal Army Ren ice Oor1i:-.. o~. (3.~. lld.)
Part 79. Roval ArmY Medical Corps. 5R. (3i. lid.) .
.
rart 80. Labour, Uoyal Anny Orduauc<', Ro~·al ..o\.nuy \ denuar.r au~ Ruyal
Army I'ay Corps; Corps of Army ScLoolmasteri.; Cha~nel
Isleo Militia; Corpe of Military Mouut.•d, and Foot Police;
Corps of the Sruall Arms Schou]; Military Provost; NouCombata.ut Corp~ i Queen Mary's Army Am::ilia.ry C0rp~.
o.~. (3s. lltl.)
SOMALILAND : Military Report on. 1907. Vol. I. Geographical, Descriptive, and Historical.

Ope;:i;oJ;';,;,'l.{901-04.

OHicial H;story.

Vol.\. 3,.

(2,. !0l); Vol. II.

4,. (S..)
SOUTH AFRICAN WAR, 1899-19O2,:Medical Arra.ngements. i,. 6d. (64. 8.d.)

Med~C:~r~Je~rihe R~)?&I ,::;m~~i~:~I

c!~;:~~] ~:9i:tn(3~. tit

11

TLe

Railway&. 41. (3,. 6d.)
Surgical Cases Noted. 7a, 6d. (GJ. 8d.)
Te1egra.ph Opers.tious. 10s. (H.i". Ud.)
Voluntary Orµ-s.nizatione in &id of tbe !Sick and \Vounded. Rep(,rt of tl1e
Central Briti!,h lted Croes Uommittet> on. 1902. 3,1. (2,. 5d..)
SPECIAL RESERVE (Su. also ENTR.AXCB: ExAMIXATJON i IlBSER"fB) : Regulations for Officers of the Special Heserve of Officers, and for tlJe
Special Reser-,e. 1911. 4d. (5d.)
Scheme for the Provision, Organizntioll, aud Training of tl1e Special
Reserve required to supplement tlie Regular Army, and tlie Application
of the Scheme to tl1e: existing Militia. (Spc<:ia.l A..O., Dec. ':.!3, 190i.)

2d.

(2<1.)

STATIONS OF UNITS OF THB REGULAR FORCES, MILITIA,
BPEOIAL RESERVE, AND TERRITORIAL FOROE. Quartedy up to
No. 45, July 1914. Each 2d. (4d.) (S11b$e'}ue11t p11blicati.o,i smpen<kcl)
STATUTES relating to the War Office and to the Army. 1880. O,. (4,. 3d.)
STATUTORY POWERS of the Secretary of State,OrdnanceBranch. 1879. O,.
(4,. 4<1.)
STRAM ENGINRS AND BOILERS AND
GAS
AND OIL
ENGINES. Ma.n&gement of. Notes and Memoranda. 1911. ld. (2d.)
STAFF COLLEGE, CAMBERLEY, REGULATIONS.
April 19:H.
Id. C,d.)
SUDAN ALMANAC. H>22. Compiled io the Intelligence Department,
Cairo. Astronomical ()a.lculations made in tl1e Computation Office of tLe
Survey Department, Egyptian Mioh,try o! Finance. 1.r. Gd. (ls, 4J.)
SUDAN. BRITISH FORCE IN TBE.
Order-a:. 1914. 9d. (9d.)
SUDAN. The Anglo-Egyptian, A Compendium prepared by Offtoera of the
Sudan Oovernment:Vol. L Geographical, Descriptive, and Historic&) (toil.\ Eigkty-hoo

Standing

vo/fi~atB,~~~=::· i:.0:d. ~;;_ 4tf) (Nof. containing Cltapter l' II.,&.ppt.Vo\~!~d ~t~1A~it. Iul~{_P~:1:t~-~e~~ s!da£~0d.l;,ae~~-;;l'l'D Sudan.
V. Central Sudan. VL Boutb-Eutern Sudan. VII. Ba.hr-el...,., (A),)

Ghazal. VIII. Kordofan. IX. North-Western Sudan
Ditto. Chapter VII. Supplement (A).
Bahr-el-Gbazal. Additiona.
Routes. h. (lOd.)

2,

J!JllT.lRf B00AS, pul,li.~hed i!I A11tlwrit;-~c,,ntinue,J.
( Aa to price• in brackets,
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top ot page 2.)

War ot 1914.t92O-co1Uit1utd.
IX.

July to Dec. 1918.

With Names of Offlcere aod Men AwardOO the
\'920~ 1
Nam('S of orn~(.lrB l\nd Men Awardell
tlJt" Vidoria Cws~. :!,. (h. lltL)

X.

r:~~rt~!f;:~tn.

\Vitl1

Hi1tory of the War::Medical Servkt•s :Gt•nnral llistory. Vo1. I. 2111. (l61, 9.J.)
Diseases or the War. Vol. 1. 21.t. (lli1. lli/.)
Surg,•ry or thP "Tar. Vol. I. 2:;,. (t:111, !;d.)
Military Effort or tho Hrith•h Empire dunog tlw lircat War. Stati ~:i ...-s
of tho. 1011. IJd. (!'lJ, 2d.)
!'arlia.10e1;t'1:1 Y\1te of 'l'\1anks to the For,~es. Speeches ddlh·erOO in tbe
Houses of Parliamf'nt, Westminster, on Oct. 29, 1917, ld. (Id.)

WAR OFFICE LIST, AND ADMINISTRATIVE DIRECTORY
FOR THE BRITH:-U .\RllY l!J:!:!. Sold b.11 /larria01t .j· 8011.$, L'P..
4-l--4i, St . .lltn·tfo', Lane, W.C. 2. 30,. rut.
WATER SUPPLY MANUAL. I.,. ~d. (h. 5<1.)
WOMEN'S WAR WORK io lia.iut:l.i1;ing the ludustriesand Expo1t Trade
of the l'uited Kiugtlom. Iufonna.tiou otlio:ia.lly compiled for the usa of
u~:erc9i,.rilitary R"preseutatives, ant! Tribuuals. Sept. ln6.

fii~~:!:i

WORKS MA.NUAL. (WAR.) 1913. Provieionat 4d. (4d.); Appendix I.
1911. Id. (Id.)
WOUNDS OF WAR. General Principles guiding the Treatment of. C'ondusions adopted b:r the Inter-.\llied Surgka.1 Uoufl;"rence held in Pa.ri~.
March aud :\fay l!Jli', 2d (3d.)
YEOMANRY AND MOUNTED RIFLE TRAINING, Parts I. &ud II.
1912. (Hf>priut~d, with Amendmeots, 1915.) 6d. (7d.)
ZULU WAR OF 1879. Narrative or the Field Operations connected with
th('. 1881 (Rtprinted 1907.) 3s. ('!1. lOJ.)

l'rlnted under t.be autborliy or Rl8 M.uarrr'a STUloll'ERT 01-"FICJ:
By HarrltoD & Son•, Ltd., St. Hartin'• Lane, Lon,Jon, W.C. 2.
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